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I will not allow books to prove anything.

Jane Austen, *Persuasion*
Preface

This book is two books. Part I is a practical introduction to working with the Isabelle proof assistant. It teaches you how to write functional programs and inductive definitions and how to prove properties about them in Isabelle's structured proof language. Part II is an introduction to the semantics of imperative languages with an emphasis on applications like compilers and program analysers. The distinguishing features are that every bit of mathematics has been formalized in Isabelle and that much of it is executable. Part I focusses on the details of proofs in Isabelle. Part II can be read even without familiarity with Isabelle’s proof language: all proofs are described in detail but informally. The Isabelle formalization, including the proofs, is available online: all the material, including accompanying slides, can be downloaded from the book’s home page http://www.concrete-semantics.org.

Although the subject matter is semantics and applications, the not-so-hidden agenda is to teach the reader two things: the art of precise logical reasoning and the practical use of a proof assistant as a surgical tool for formal proofs about computer science artefacts. In this sense the book represents a formal approach to computer science, not just semantics.

Why?

This book is the marriage of two areas: programming languages and theorem proving. Most programmers feel that they understand the programming language they use and the programs they write. Programming language semantics replaces a warm feeling with precision in the form of mathematical definitions of the meaning of programs. Unfortunately such definitions are often still at the level of informal mathematics. They are mental tools, but their informal nature, their size, and the amount of detail makes them error prone. Since they are typically written in \LaTeX, you do not even know whether they
would type-check, let alone whether proofs about the semantics, e.g., compiler correctness, are free of bugs such as missing cases.

This is where theorem proving systems (or “proof assistants”) come in, and mathematical (im)precision is replaced by logical certainty. A proof assistant is a software system that supports the construction of mathematical theories as formal language texts that are checked for correctness. The beauty is that this includes checking the logical correctness of all proof text. No more ‘proofs’ that look more like LSD trips than coherent chains of logical arguments. Machine-checked (aka “formal”) proofs offer the degree of certainty required for reliable software but impossible to achieve with informal methods.

In research, the marriage of programming languages and proof assistants has led to remarkable success stories like a verified C compiler [53] and a verified operating system kernel [47]. This book introduces students and professionals to the foundations and applications of this marriage.

Concrete?

- The book shows that a semantics is not a collection of abstract symbols on sheets of paper but formal text that can be checked and executed by the computer: Isabelle is also a programming environment and most of the definitions in the book are executable and can even be exported as programs in a number of (functional) programming languages. For a computer scientist, this is as concrete as it gets.
- Much of the book deals with concrete applications of semantics: compilers, type systems, program analysers.
- The predominant formalism in the book is operational semantics, the most concrete of the various forms of semantics.
- Foundations are made of concrete.

Exercises!

The idea for this book goes back a long way [65]. But only recently have proof assistants become mature enough for inflicting them on students without causing the students too much pain. Nevertheless proof assistants still require very detailed proofs. Learning this proof style (and all the syntactic details that come with any formal language) requires practice. Therefore the book contains a large number of exercises of varying difficulty. If you want to learn Isabelle, you have to work through (some of) the exercises.

A word of warning before you proceed: theorem proving can be addictive!
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Part I

Isabelle
It’s blatantly clear
You stupid machine, that what
I tell you is true

Michael Norrish
1

Introduction

Isabelle is a generic system for implementing logical formalisms, and Isabelle/HOL is the specialization of Isabelle for HOL, which abbreviates Higher-Order Logic. We introduce HOL step by step following the equation

\[ \text{HOL} = \text{Functional Programming} + \text{Logic}. \]

We assume that the reader is used to logical and set-theoretic notation and is familiar with the basic concepts of functional programming. Open-minded readers have been known to pick up functional programming through the wealth of examples in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.

Chapter 2 introduces HOL as a functional programming language and explains how to write simple inductive proofs of mostly equational properties of recursive functions. Chapter 3 contains a small case study: arithmetic and boolean expressions, their evaluation, optimization and compilation. Chapter 4 introduces the rest of HOL: the language of formulas beyond equality, automatic proof tools, single-step proofs, and inductive definitions, an essential specification construct. Chapter 5 introduces Isar, Isabelle’s language for writing structured proofs.

This introduction to the core of Isabelle is intentionally concrete and example-based: we concentrate on examples that illustrate the typical cases without explaining the general case if it can be inferred from the examples. We cover the essentials (from a functional programming point of view) as quickly and compactly as possible. After all, this book is primarily about semantics.

For a comprehensive treatment of all things Isabelle we recommend the Isabelle/Isar Reference Manual [92], which comes with the Isabelle distribution. The tutorial by Nipkow, Paulson and Wenzel [68] (in its updated version that comes with the Isabelle distribution) is still recommended for the wealth of examples and material, but its proof style is outdated. In particular it does not cover the structured proof language Isar.
Getting Started with Isabelle

If you have not done so already, download and install Isabelle (this book is compatible with Isabelle2021) from https://isabelle.in.tum.de. You can start it by clicking on the application icon. This will launch Isabelle's user interface based on the text editor jEdit. Below you see a typical example snapshot of a session. At this point we merely explain the layout of the window, not its contents.

The upper part of the window shows the input typed by the user, i.e., the gradually growing Isabelle text of definitions, theorems, proofs, etc. The interface processes the user input automatically while it is typed, just like modern Java IDEs. Isabelle's response to the user input is shown in the lower part of the window. You can examine the response to any input phrase by clicking on that phrase or by hovering over underlined text.

Part I frequently refers to the proof state. You can see the proof state if you press the “State” button. If you want to see the proof state combined with other system output, press “Output” and tick the “Proof state” box.

This should suffice to get started with the jEdit interface. Now you need to learn what to type into it.
This chapter introduces HOL as a functional programming language and shows how to prove properties of functional programs by induction.

2.1 Basics

2.1.1 Types, Terms and Formulas

HOL is a typed logic whose type system resembles that of functional programming languages. Thus there are

- **base types**, in particular **bool**, the type of truth values, **nat**, the type of natural numbers \((\mathbb{N})\), and **int**, the type of mathematical integers \((\mathbb{Z})\).
- **type constructors**, in particular **list**, the type of lists, and **set**, the type of sets. Type constructors are written postfix, i.e., after their arguments. For example, **nat list** is the type of lists whose elements are natural numbers.
- **function types**, denoted by \(\Rightarrow\).
- **type variables**, denoted by \(\mathcal{a}, \mathcal{b}, \text{etc.}, \text{like in ML.}\)

Note that \(\mathcal{a} \Rightarrow \mathcal{b} \text{ list}\) means \(\mathcal{a} \Rightarrow (\mathcal{b} \text{ list})\), not \((\mathcal{a} \Rightarrow \mathcal{b}) \text{ list}\): postfix type constructors have precedence over \(\Rightarrow\).

**Terms** are formed as in functional programming by applying functions to arguments. If \(f\) is a function of type \(\tau_1 \Rightarrow \tau_2\) and \(t\) is a term of type \(\tau_1\) then \(f t\) is a term of type \(\tau_2\). We write \(t : : \tau\) to mean that term \(t\) has type \(\tau\).

There are many predefined infix symbols like \(+\) and \(\leq\). The name of the corresponding binary function is \((+),\) not just \(+\). That is, \(x + y\) is nice surface syntax ("syntactic sugar") for \((+ \; x \; y)\).

HOL also supports some basic constructs from functional programming:
(if b then t₁ else t₂)
(let x = t in u)
(case t of pat₁ ⇒ t₁ | ... | patₙ ⇒ tₙ)

The above three constructs must always be enclosed in parentheses if they occur inside other constructs.

Terms may also contain λ-abstractions. For example, λx. x is the identity function.

Formulas are terms of type bool. There are the basic constants True and False and the usual logical connectives (in decreasing order of precedence): ¬, ∧, ∨, −→.

Equality is available in the form of the infix function = of type 'a ⇒ 'a ⇒ bool. It also works for formulas, where it means "if and only if".

Quantifiers are written ∀x. P and ∃x. P.

Isabelle automatically computes the type of each variable in a term. This is called type inference. Despite type inference, it is sometimes necessary to attach an explicit type constraint (or type annotation) to a variable or term. The syntax is t :: τ as in m + (n::nat). Type constraints may be needed to disambiguate terms involving overloaded functions such as +.

Finally there are the universal quantifier ∀ and the implication −→. They are part of the Isabelle framework, not the logic HOL. Logically, they agree with their HOL counterparts ∀ and −→, but operationally they behave differently. This will become clearer as we go along.

Right-arrows of all kinds always associate to the right. In particular, the formula A₁ −→ A₂ −→ A₃ means A₁ −→ (A₂ −→ A₃). The (Isabelle-specific) notation [[ A₁; ...; Aₙ ]] −→ A is short for the iterated implication A₁ −→ ... −→ Aₙ −→ A.

Sometimes we also employ inference rule notation: \[ \begin{array}{c} A₁ \ldots Aₙ \\ \hline A \end{array} \]

2.1.2 Theories

Roughly speaking, a theory is a named collection of types, functions, and theorems, much like a module in a programming language. All Isabelle text needs to go into a theory. The general format of a theory T is

theory T
imports T₁ ... Tₙ
begin
  definitions, theorems and proofs
end

1 To display implications in this style in Isabelle/jEdit you need to set Plugins > Plugin Options > Isabelle/General > Print Mode to "brackets" and restart.
where $T_1 \ldots T_n$ are the names of existing theories that $T$ is based on. The $T_i$ are the direct parent theories of $T$. Everything defined in the parent theories (and their parents, recursively) is automatically visible. Each theory $T$ must reside in a theory file named $T.thy$.

HOL contains a theory $Main$, the union of all the basic predefined theories like arithmetic, lists, sets, etc. Unless you know what you are doing, always include $Main$ as a direct or indirect parent of all your theories.

In addition to the theories that come with the Isabelle/HOL distribution (see https://isabelle.in.tum.de/library/HOL) there is also the Archive of Formal Proofs at https://isa-afp.org, a growing collection of Isabelle theories that everybody can contribute to.

### 2.1.3 Quotation Marks

The textual definition of a theory follows a fixed syntax with keywords like `begin` and `datatype`. Embedded in this syntax are the types and formulas of HOL. To distinguish the two levels, everything HOL-specific (terms and types) must be enclosed in quotation marks: "...". Quotation marks around a single identifier can be dropped. When Isabelle prints a syntax error message, it refers to the HOL syntax as the inner syntax and the enclosing theory language as the outer syntax.

### 2.2 Types bool, nat and list

These are the most important predefined types. We go through them one by one. Based on examples we learn how to define (possibly recursive) functions and prove theorems about them by induction and simplification.

#### 2.2.1 Type bool

The type of boolean values is a predefined datatype

```functional
datatype bool = True | False
```

with the two values $True$ and $False$ and with many predefined functions: $\neg$, $\land$, $\lor$, $\Rightarrow$, etc. Here is how conjunction could be defined by pattern matching:

```functional
fun conj :: "bool ⇒ bool ⇒ bool" where
"conj True True = True" |
"conj _ _ = False"
```

Both the datatype and function definitions roughly follow the syntax of functional programming languages.
2.2.2 Type nat

Natural numbers are another predefined datatype:

```
datatype nat = 0 | Suc nat
```

All values of type nat are generated by the constructors 0 and Suc. Thus the values of type nat are 0, Suc 0, Suc (Suc 0), etc. There are many predefined functions: +, *, ≤, etc. Here is how you could define your own addition:

```
fun add :: "nat ⇒ nat ⇒ nat" where
"add 0 n = n" |
"add (Suc m) n = Suc(add m n)"
```

And here is a proof of the fact that \( \text{add } m \ 0 = m \):

```
lemma add_02: "add m 0 = m"
apply(induction m)
apply(auto)
done
```

The `lemma` command starts the proof and gives the lemma a name, `add_02`. Properties of recursively defined functions need to be established by induction in most cases. Command `apply (induction m)` instructs Isabelle to start a proof by induction on \( m \). In response, it will show the following proof state:

1. \( \text{add } 0 \ 0 = 0 \)
2. \( \forall m. \text{add } m \ 0 = m \implies \text{add } (Suc m) \ 0 = Suc m \)

The numbered lines are known as subgoals. The first subgoal is the base case, the second one the induction step. The prefix \( \forall m. \) is Isabelle's way of saying "for an arbitrary but fixed \( m \)". The \( \implies \) separates assumptions from the conclusion. The command `apply (auto)` instructs Isabelle to try and prove all subgoals automatically, essentially by simplifying them. Because both subgoals are easy, Isabelle can do it. The base case \( \text{add } 0 \ 0 = 0 \) holds by definition of \( \text{add} \), and the induction step is almost as simple: \( \text{add } (Suc m) \ 0 = Suc(\text{add } m \ 0) = Suc m \) using first the definition of \( \text{add} \) and then the induction hypothesis. In summary, both subproofs rely on simplification with function definitions and the induction hypothesis. As a result of that final `done`, Isabelle associates the lemma just proved with its name. You can now inspect the lemma with the command

```
thm add_02
```

which displays

```
add ?m 0 = ?m
```

\(^2\) See page 4 for how to display the proof state.
2.2 Types \texttt{bool, nat and list}

The free variable \(m\) has been replaced by the \texttt{unknown} \(?m\). There is no logical difference between the two but there is an operational one: unknowns can be instantiated, which is what you want after some lemma has been proved.

Note that there is also a proof method \texttt{induct}, which behaves almost like \texttt{induction}; the difference is explained in Chapter 5.

Terminology: We use \texttt{lemma, theorem} and \texttt{rule} interchangeably for propositions that have been proved.

Numerals (0, 1, 2, \ldots) and most of the standard arithmetic operations (+, −, *, ≤, <, etc.) are overloaded: they are available not just for natural numbers but for other types as well. For example, given the goal \(x + 0 = x\), there is nothing to indicate that you are talking about natural numbers. Hence Isabelle can only infer that \(x\) is of some arbitrary type where 0 and + exist. As a consequence, you will be unable to prove the goal. In this particular example, you need to include an explicit type constraint, for example \(x + 0 = (x :: \texttt{nat})\). If there is enough contextual information this may not be necessary: \(\texttt{Suc } x = x\) automatically implies \(x :: \texttt{nat}\) because \(\texttt{Suc}\) is not overloaded.

An Informal Proof

Above we gave some terse informal explanation of the proof of \(\texttt{add } m \ 0 = m\).

A more detailed informal exposition of the lemma might look like this:

\textbf{Lemma} \(\texttt{add } m \ 0 = m\)

\textbf{Proof} by induction on \(m\).

\begin{itemize}
\item Case 0 (the base case): \(\texttt{add } 0 \ 0 = 0\) holds by definition of \texttt{add}.
\item Case Suc \(m\) (the induction step): We assume \(\texttt{add } m \ 0 = m\), the induction hypothesis (IH), and we need to show \(\texttt{add } (\texttt{Suc } m) \ 0 = \texttt{Suc } m\). The proof is as follows:
  \[ \begin{align*}
  \texttt{add } (\texttt{Suc } m) \ 0 &= \texttt{Suc } (\texttt{add } m \ 0) \quad \text{by definition of } \texttt{add} \\
  &= \texttt{Suc } m \quad \text{by IH}
  \end{align*} \]
\end{itemize}

Throughout this book, \texttt{IH} will stand for “induction hypothesis”.

We have now seen three proofs of \(\texttt{add } m \ 0 = 0\): the Isabelle one, the terse four lines explaining the base case and the induction step, and just now a model of a traditional inductive proof. The three proofs differ in the level of detail given and the intended reader: the Isabelle proof is for the machine, the informal proofs are for humans. Although this book concentrates on Isabelle proofs, it is important to be able to rephrase those proofs as informal text comprehensible to a reader familiar with traditional mathematical proofs. Later on we will introduce an Isabelle proof language that is closer to traditional informal mathematical language and is often directly readable.
2.2.3 Type list

Although lists are already predefined, we define our own copy for demonstration purposes:

```isar
datatype 'a list = Nil | Cons 'a "'a list"
```

- Type 'a list is the type of lists over elements of type 'a. Because 'a is a type variable, lists are in fact polymorphic: the elements of a list can be of arbitrary type (but must all be of the same type).
- Lists have two constructors: Nil, the empty list, and Cons, which puts an element (of type 'a) in front of a list (of type 'a list). Hence all lists are of the form Nil, or Cons x Nil, or Cons x (Cons y Nil), etc.
- datatype requires no quotation marks on the left-hand side, but on the right-hand side each of the argument types of a constructor needs to be enclosed in quotation marks, unless it is just an identifier (e.g., nat or 'a).

We also define two standard functions, append and reverse:

```isar
fun app :: "'a list ⇒ 'a list ⇒ 'a list" where
  "app Nil ys = ys" |
  "app (Cons x xs) ys = Cons x (app xs ys)"

fun rev :: "'a list ⇒ 'a list" where
  "rev Nil = Nil" |
  "rev (Cons x xs) = app (rev xs) (Cons x Nil)"
```

By default, variables xs, ys and zs are of list type.

Command value evaluates a term. For example,

```isar
value "rev(Cons True (Cons False Nil))"
```

yields the result Cons False (Cons True Nil). This works symbolically, too:

```isar
value "rev(Cons a (Cons b Nil))"
```

yields Cons b (Cons a Nil).

Figure 2.1 shows the theory created so far. Because list, Nil, Cons, etc. are already predefined, Isabelle prints qualified (long) names when executing this theory, for example, MyList.Nil instead of Nil. To suppress the qualified names you can insert the command declare [[names_short]]. This is not recommended in general but is convenient for this unusual example.

**Structural Induction for Lists**

Just as for natural numbers, there is a proof principle of induction for lists. Induction over a list is essentially induction over the length of the list, al-
though the length remains implicit. To prove that some property \( P \) holds for all lists \( xs \), i.e., \( P \; xs \), you need to prove

1. the base case \( P \; Nil \) and
2. the inductive case \( P \; (Cons \; x \; xs) \) under the assumption \( P \; xs \), for some arbitrary but fixed \( x \) and \( xs \).

This is often called **structural induction** for lists.

### 2.2.4 The Proof Process

We will now demonstrate the typical proof process, which involves the formulation and proof of auxiliary lemmas. Our goal is to show that reversing a list twice produces the original list.

**Theorem** \( rev \; rev \; [simp] \): "\( rev(rev \; xs) = xs \)"

Commands **theorems** and **lemmas** are interchangeable and merely indicate the importance we attach to a proposition. Via the bracketed attribute \( simp \) we also tell Isabelle to make the eventual theorem a **simplification rule**: future proofs involving simplification will replace occurrences of \( rev \; (rev \; xs) \) by \( xs \). The proof is by induction:

**apply**(\( induction \; xs \))
As explained above, we obtain two subgoals, namely the base case \((\text{Nil})\) and the induction step \((\text{Cons})\):

1. \(\text{rev} \ (\text{rev} \ \text{Nil}) = \text{Nil}\)
2. \(\forall x \ 1 \ xs. \ \text{rev} \ (\text{rev} \ xs) = xs \implies \text{rev} \ (\text{rev} \ (\text{Cons} \ x1 \ xs)) = \text{Cons} \ x1 \ xs\)

Let us try to solve both goals automatically:

\text{apply}(\text{auto})

Subgoal 1 is proved, and disappears; the simplified version of subgoal 2 becomes the new subgoal 1:

1. \(\forall x1 \ xs. \ \text{rev} \ (\text{rev} \ xs) = xs \implies \text{rev} \ (\text{app} \ (\text{rev} \ xs) \ (\text{Cons} \ x1 \ \text{Nil})) = \text{Cons} \ x1 \ xs\)

In order to simplify this subgoal further, a lemma suggests itself.

\textbf{A First Lemma}

We insert the following lemma in front of the main theorem:

\text{lemma} \ \text{rev\_app} \ [\text{simp}]: "\text{rev}(\text{app} \ xs \ ys) = \text{app} \ (\text{rev} \ ys) \ (\text{rev} \ xs)"

There are two variables that we could induct on: \(xs\) and \(ys\). Because \text{app} is defined by recursion on the first argument, \(xs\) is the correct one:

\text{apply}(\text{induction} \ xs)

This time not even the base case is solved automatically:

\text{apply}(\text{auto})

1. \(\text{rev} \ ys = \text{app} \ (\text{rev} \ ys) \ \text{Nil}\)

\text{A total of 2 subgoals...}

Again, we need to abandon this proof attempt and prove another simple lemma first.

\textbf{A Second Lemma}

We again try the canonical proof procedure:

\text{lemma} \ \text{app\_Nil2} \ [\text{simp}]: "\text{app} \ xs \ \text{Nil} = xs"

\text{apply}(\text{induction} \ xs)

\text{apply}(\text{auto})

\text{done}
Thankfully, this worked. Now we can continue with our stuck proof attempt of the first lemma:

```
lemma rev_app [simp]: "rev(app xs ys) = app (rev ys) (rev xs)"
apply(induction xs)
apply(auto)
```

We find that this time `auto` solves the base case, but the induction step merely simplifies to

1. $\forall x \, zs. \quad \text{rev}(\text{app} \, x 

\text{ys} \, zs) = \text{app} (\text{rev} \, y 

s) (\text{rev} \, x)$

The missing lemma is associativity of `app`, which we insert in front of the failed lemma `rev_app`.

**Associativity of `app`**

The canonical proof procedure succeeds without further ado:

```
lemma app_assoc [simp]: "app (app xs ys) zs = app xs (app ys zs)"
apply(induction xs)
apply(auto)
done
```

Finally the proofs of `rev_app` and `rev_rev` succeed, too.

**Another Informal Proof**

Here is the informal proof of associativity of `app` corresponding to the Isabelle proof above.

**Lemma** \(\text{app} (\text{app} \, x \, s \, y) \, z \, s = \text{app} \, x \, (\text{app} \, y \, s \, z)\)

**Proof** by induction on \(x\).

- **Case Nil**: \(\text{app} (\text{app} \, \text{Nil} \, y \, s) \, z \, s = \text{app} \, y \, s \, z = \text{app} \, \text{Nil} \, (\text{app} \, y \, s \, z)\) holds by definition of `app`.
- **Case Cons \(x \, zs\)**: We assume

  \[ \text{app} (\text{app} \, x \, s \, y) \, z \, s = \text{app} \, x \, (\text{app} \, y \, s \, z) \]  

  (IH)

  and we need to show

  \[ \text{app} (\text{app} \, (\text{Cons} \, x \, s) \, y) \, z \, s = \text{app} \, (\text{Cons} \, x \, s) \, (\text{app} \, y \, s) \, z) \]
The proof is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{app} \ (\text{app} \ (\text{Cons} \ x \ xs) \ ys) \ zs &= \text{app} \ (\text{Cons} \ x \ (\text{app} \ xs \ ys)) \ zs \quad \text{by definition of app} \\
&= \text{Cons} \ x \ (\text{app} \ (\text{app} \ xs \ ys) \ zs) \quad \text{by definition of app} \\
&= \text{Cons} \ x \ (\text{app} \ xs \ (\text{app} \ ys \ zs)) \quad \text{by IH} \\
&= \text{app} \ (\text{Cons} \ x \ xs) \ (\text{app} \ ys \ zs) \quad \text{by definition of app}
\end{align*}
\]

Didn’t we say earlier that all proofs are by simplification? But in both cases, going from left to right, the last equality step is not a simplification at all! In the base case it is \(\text{app} \ ys \ zs = \text{app} \ Nil \ (\text{app} \ ys \ zs)\). It appears almost mysterious because we suddenly complicate the term by appending \(\text{Nil}\) on the left. What is really going on is this: when proving some equality \(s = t\), both \(s\) and \(t\) are simplified until they “meet in the middle”. This heuristic for equality proofs works well for a functional programming context like ours. In the base case both \(\text{app} \ (\text{app} \ Nil \ ys) \ zs\) and \(\text{app} \ Nil \ (\text{app} \ ys \ zs)\) are simplified to \(\text{app} \ ys \ zs\), the term in the middle.

### 2.2.5 Predefined Lists

Isabelle’s predefined lists are the same as the ones above, but with more syntactic sugar:

- \([\ ]\) is \(\text{Nil}\),
- \(x \# xs\) is \(\text{Cons} \ x \ xs\),
- \([x_1, \ldots, x_n]\) is \(x_1 \# \ldots \# x_n \# [\]\), and
- \(xs @ ys\) is \(\text{app} \ xs \ ys\).

There is also a large library of predefined functions. The most important ones are the length function \(\text{length} :: 'a \ list \Rightarrow \text{nat}\) (with the obvious definition), and the \text{map} function that applies a function to all elements of a list:

\[
\text{fun map} :: "'(a \Rightarrow b) \Rightarrow 'a \ list \Rightarrow 'b \ list" \ where \\
"\text{map} \ f \ Nil = Nil" | \\
"\text{map} \ f \ (\text{Cons} \ x \ xs) = \text{Cons} \ (f \ x) \ (\text{map} \ f \ xs)"
\]

Also useful are the \text{head} of a list, its first element, and the \text{tail}, the rest of the list:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun} \ \text{hd} :: 'a \ list \Rightarrow 'a \\
\text{hd} \ (x \# xs) &= x \\
\text{fun} \ \text{tl} :: 'a \ list \Rightarrow 'a \ list \\
\text{tl} \ [] &= [] | \\
\text{tl} \ (x \# xs) &= xs
\end{align*}
\]
Note that since HOL is a logic of total functions, \( \text{hd} \, [] \) is defined, but we do not know what the result is. That is, \( \text{hd} \, [] \) is not undefined but underdefined.

From now on lists are always the predefined lists.

Exercises

Exercise 2.1. Use the \texttt{value} command to evaluate the following expressions: "1 + (\texttt{2::nat})", "1 + (\texttt{2::int})", "1 − (\texttt{2::nat})" and "1 − (\texttt{2::int})".

Exercise 2.2. Start from the definition of \texttt{add} given above. Prove that \texttt{add} is associative and commutative. Define a recursive function \texttt{double :: nat ⇒ nat} and prove \( \texttt{double \ m} = \texttt{add \ m \ m} \).

Exercise 2.3. Define a function \texttt{count :: \texttt{'a ⇒ \texttt{'a list ⇒ nat}}} that counts the number of occurrences of an element in a list. Prove \( \texttt{count \ x \ xs} ≤ \texttt{length \ xs} \).

Exercise 2.4. Define a recursive function \texttt{snoc :: \texttt{'a list ⇒ \texttt{'a ⇒ \texttt{'a list}}} that appends an element to the end of a list. With the help of \texttt{snoc} define a recursive function \texttt{reverse :: \texttt{'a list ⇒ \texttt{'a list}} that reverses a list. Prove \( \texttt{reverse \ (reverse \ xs)} = \texttt{xs} \).

Exercise 2.5. Define a recursive function \texttt{sum_upto :: nat ⇒ nat} such that \( \texttt{sum_upto \ n} = 0 + ... + n \) and prove \( \texttt{sum_upto \ n} = n \ast (n + 1) \div 2 \).

2.3 Type and Function Definitions

Type synonyms are abbreviations for existing types, for example

\[
\text{type	extunderscore synonym \texttt{string} = "char list"}
\]

Type synonyms are expanded after parsing and are not present in internal representation and output. They are mere conveniences for the reader.

2.3.1 Datatypes

The general form of a datatype definition looks like this:

\[
\text{datatype} \, (\texttt{'a}_1, \ldots, \texttt{'a}_n) \, t = \texttt{C}_1 \, "\tau_{1,1}" \ldots "\tau_{1,n_1}" \\
| \ldots \\
| \texttt{C}_k \, "\tau_{k,1}" \ldots "\tau_{k,n_k}"
\]

It introduces the constructors \( \texttt{C}_i : \tau_{i,1} ⇒ \cdots ⇒ \tau_{i,n_i} ⇒ (\texttt{'a}_1, \ldots, \texttt{'a}_n) \, t \) and expresses that any value of this type is built from these constructors in a unique manner. Uniqueness is implied by the following properties of the constructors:
• **Distinctness:** $C_i \ldots \neq C_j \ldots$ if $i \neq j$
• **Injectivity:**
  \[(C_i \ x_1 \ldots x_{n_i} = C_i \ y_1 \ldots y_{n_i}) = \]
  \[(x_1 = y_1 \land \ldots \land x_{n_i} = y_{n_i})\]

The fact that any value of the datatype is built from the constructors implies
the structural induction rule: to show $P\ x$ for all $x$ of type $(\,a_1,\ldots,a_n)t$,
one needs to show $P(C_i \ x_1 \ldots x_{n_i})$ (for each $i$) assuming $P(x_j)$ for all $j$ where
$\tau_{i,j} = (\,a_1,\ldots,a_n)t$. Distinctness and injectivity are applied automatically
by *auto* and other proof methods. Induction must be applied explicitly.

Like in functional programming languages, datatype values can be taken
apart with case expressions, for example
\[
(case \ xs \ of \ [] \Rightarrow 0 \ | \ x \ # \ _ \Rightarrow Suc \ x)
\]
Case expressions must be enclosed in parentheses.

As an example of a datatype beyond *nat* and *list*, consider binary trees:

```
datatype ′a tree = Tip | Node ′a tree ′a ′a tree
```

with a mirror function:

```
fun mirror :: ′a tree ⇒ ′a tree where
"mirror Tip = Tip" |
"mirror (Node l a r) = Node (mirror r) a (mirror l)"
```

The following lemma illustrates induction:

```
lemma "mirror (mirror t) = t"
apply (induction t)
```

yields

1. $mirror (mirror \ Tip) = \ Tip$
2. $\land t1 \ a2 \ t2.$
   \[
   [mirror (mirror \ t1) = t1; mirror (mirror \ t2) = t2]
   \Rightarrow mirror (mirror (Node \ t1 \ a2 \ t2)) = Node \ t1 \ a2 \ t2
   \]

The induction step contains two induction hypotheses, one for each subtree.
An application of *auto* finishes the proof.

A very simple but also very useful datatype is the predefined

```
datatype ′a option = None | Some ′a
```

Its sole purpose is to add a new element *None* to an existing type ′a. To
make sure that *None* is distinct from all the elements of ′a, you wrap them
up in *Some* and call the new type ′a *option*. A typical application is a lookup
function on a list of key-value pairs, often called an association list:

```
fun lookup :: "(′a ⇒ ′b) list ⇒ ′a ⇒ ′b option" where
```
"lookup [] x = None" |
"lookup ((a, b) ≠ ps) x = (if a = x then Some b else lookup ps x)"

Note that \( \tau_1 \ast \tau_2 \) is the type of pairs, also written \( \tau_1 \times \tau_2 \). Pairs can be taken apart either by pattern matching (as above) or with the projection functions \( \text{fst} \) and \( \text{snd} \): \( \text{fst} (x, y) = x \) and \( \text{snd} (x, y) = y \). Tuples are simulated by pairs nested to the right: \( (a, b, c) \) is short for \( (a, (b, c)) \) and \( \tau_1 \times \tau_2 \times \tau_3 \) is short for \( \tau_1 \times (\tau_2 \times \tau_3) \).

### 2.3.2 Definitions

Non-recursive functions can be defined as in the following example:

**definition** sq :: "nat ⇒ nat" where

"sq n = n \ast n"

Such definitions do not allow pattern matching but only \( f \ x_1 \ldots \ x_n = t \), where \( f \) does not occur in \( t \).

### 2.3.3 Abbreviations

Abbreviations are similar to definitions:

**abbreviation** sq' :: "nat ⇒ nat" where

"sq' n ≡ n \ast n"

The key difference is that \( sq' \) is only syntactic sugar: after parsing, \( sq' \ t \) is replaced by \( t \ast t \); before printing, every occurrence of \( u \ast u \) is replaced by \( sq' \ u \). Internally, \( sq' \) does not exist. This is the advantage of abbreviations over definitions: definitions need to be expanded explicitly (Section 2.5.5) whereas abbreviations are already expanded upon parsing. However, abbreviations should be introduced sparingly: if abused, they can lead to a confusing discrepancy between the internal and external view of a term.

The ASCII representation of \( ≡ \) is \( == \) or \( \texttt{\langleequiv\rangle} \).

### 2.3.4 Recursive Functions

Recursive functions are defined with **fun** by pattern matching over datatype constructors. The order of equations matters, as in functional programming languages. However, all HOL functions must be total. This simplifies the logic — terms are always defined — but means that recursive functions must terminate. Otherwise one could define a function \( f \ n = f \ n + 1 \) and conclude \( 0 = 1 \) by subtracting \( f \ n \) on both sides.
Isabelle's automatic termination checker requires that the arguments of recursive calls on the right-hand side must be strictly smaller than the arguments on the left-hand side. In the simplest case, this means that one fixed argument position decreases in size with each recursive call. The size is measured as the number of constructors (excluding 0-ary ones, e.g., nil). Lexicographic combinations are also recognized. In more complicated situations, the user may have to prove termination by hand. For details see [49].

Functions defined with fun come with their own induction schema that mirrors the recursion schema and is derived from the termination order. For example,

```isabelle
fun div2 :: "nat ⇒ nat" where
  "div2 0 = 0" ⌊ ⌋
  "div2 (Suc 0) = 0" ⌊ ⌋
  "div2 (Suc(Suc n)) = Suc(div2 n)"
```

does not just define div2 but also proves a customized induction rule:

\[
\begin{align*}
P 0 & \quad P (\text{Suc } 0) \quad \land n. \; P n \implies P (\text{Suc } (\text{Suc } n)) \\
P m & 
\end{align*}
\]

This customized induction rule can simplify inductive proofs. For example,

```isabelle
lemma "div2(n) = n div 2"
apply(induction n rule: div2.induct)
```

(where the infix div is the predefined division operation) yields the subgoals

1. \( \text{div2 } 0 = 0 \text{ div 2} \)
2. \( \text{div2 } (\text{Suc } 0) = \text{Suc } 0 \text{ div 2} \)
3. \( \land n. \; \text{div2 } n = n \text{ div 2} \implies \\
    \text{div2 } (\text{Suc } (\text{Suc } n)) = \text{Suc } (\text{Suc } n) \text{ div 2} \)

An application of auto finishes the proof. Had we used ordinary structural induction on \( n \), the proof would have needed an additional case analysis in the induction step.

This example leads to the following induction heuristic:

\emph{Let} \( f \) \emph{be a recursive function. If the definition of} \( f \) \emph{is more complicated than having one equation for each constructor of some datatype, then properties of} \( f \) \emph{are best proved via} \( f.\text{induct} \).

The general case is often called \textbf{computation induction}, because the induction follows the (terminating!) computation. For every defining equation

\[ f(e) = \ldots f(r_1) \ldots f(r_k) \ldots \]
where $f(r_i), i=1...k$, are all the recursive calls, the induction rule $f.induct$ contains one premise of the form

$$P(r_1) \Rightarrow ... \Rightarrow P(r_k) \Rightarrow P(e)$$

If $f :: \tau_1 \Rightarrow ... \Rightarrow \tau_n \Rightarrow \tau$ then $f.induct$ is applied like this:

$$\text{apply} (\text{induction} \ x_1 ... x_n \ \text{rule:} \ f.induct)$$

where typically there is a call $f x_1 ... x_n$ in the goal. But note that the induction rule does not mention $f$ at all, except in its name, and is applicable independently of $f$.

Exercises

Exercise 2.6. Starting from the type `'a tree` defined in the text, define a function $\text{contents} :: `'a tree \Rightarrow `'a list$ that collects all values in a tree in a list, in any order, without removing duplicates. Then define a function $\text{sum_tree} :: \text{nat} \ tree \Rightarrow \text{nat}$ that sums up all values in a tree of natural numbers and prove $\text{sum_tree} t = \text{sum_list} (\text{contents} t)$ (where $\text{sum_list}$ is predefined).

Exercise 2.7. Define the two functions $\text{pre_order}$ and $\text{post_order}$ of type `'a tree \Rightarrow `'a list$ that traverse a tree and collect all stored values in the respective order in a list. Prove $\text{pre_order} (\text{mirror} t) = \text{rev} (\text{post_order} t)$.

Exercise 2.8. Define a function $\text{intersperse} :: `'a \Rightarrow `'a list \Rightarrow `'a list$ such that $\text{intersperse} a [x_1, ..., x_n] = [x_1, a, x_2, a, ..., a, x_n]$. Now prove that $\text{map} f (\text{intersperse} a \ xs) = \text{intersperse} (f a) (\text{map} f \ xs)$.

2.4 Induction Heuristics

We have already noted that theorems about recursive functions are proved by induction. In case the function has more than one argument, we have followed the following heuristic in the proofs about the append function:

*Perform induction on argument number $i$*

*if the function is defined by recursion on argument number $i$.*

The key heuristic, and the main point of this section, is to generalize the goal before induction. The reason is simple: if the goal is too specific, the induction hypothesis is too weak to allow the induction step to go through. Let us illustrate the idea with an example.

Function $\text{rev}$ has quadratic worst-case running time because it calls append for each element of the list and append is linear in its first argument.
A linear time version of \texttt{rev} requires an extra argument where the result is accumulated gradually, using only \#:

\begin{verbatim}
fun itrev :: "'a list ⇒ 'a list ⇒ 'a list" where
  "itrev [] ys = ys" |
  "itrev (x#xs) ys = itrev xs (x#ys)"
\end{verbatim}

The behaviour of \texttt{itrev} is simple: it reverses its first argument by stacking its elements onto the second argument, and it returns that second argument when the first one becomes empty. Note that \texttt{itrev} is tail-recursive: it can be compiled into a loop; no stack is necessary for executing it.

Naturally, we would like to show that \texttt{itrev} does indeed reverse its first argument provided the second one is empty:

\texttt{lemma "itrev xs [] = rev xs"}

There is no choice as to the induction variable:

\texttt{apply(induction xs)}
\texttt{apply(auto)}

Unfortunately, this attempt does not prove the induction step:

\begin{enumerate}
  \item \(\forall a. \texttt{itrev xs ys} = \texttt{rev xs} \iff \texttt{itrev xs (a#ys)} = \texttt{rev xs @ a#ys}\)
\end{enumerate}

The induction hypothesis is too weak. The fixed argument, [], prevents it from rewriting the conclusion. This example suggests a heuristic:

\emph{Generalize goals for induction by replacing constants by variables.}

Of course one cannot do this naively: \texttt{itrev xs ys = rev xs} is just not true. The correct generalization is

\texttt{lemma "itrev xs ys = rev xs @ ys"}

If \texttt{ys} is replaced by [], the right-hand side simplifies to \texttt{rev xs}, as required. In this instance it was easy to guess the right generalization. Other situations can require a good deal of creativity.

Although we now have two variables, only \texttt{xs} is suitable for induction, and we repeat our proof attempt. Unfortunately, we are still not there:

\begin{enumerate}
  \item \(\forall a. \texttt{itrev xs ys} = \texttt{rev xs @ ys} \iff \texttt{itrev xs (a # ys)} = \texttt{rev xs @ a # ys}\)
\end{enumerate}

The induction hypothesis is still too weak, but this time it takes no intuition to generalize: the problem is that the \texttt{ys} in the induction hypothesis is fixed, but the induction hypothesis needs to be applied with \(a \# ys\) instead of \texttt{ys}. Hence we prove the theorem for all \texttt{ys} instead of a fixed one. We can instruct induction to perform this generalization for us by adding \emph{arbitrary: ys}. 
apply\((\text{induction}\;\text{xs}\;\text{arbitrary}:\;\text{ys})\)

The induction hypothesis in the induction step is now universally quantified over \(\text{ys}\):

1. \(\forall\;\text{ys}.\;\text{itrev} \;\@\;\text{ys} = \text{rev} \;\@\;\text{ys}\)
2. \(\forall\;\text{a}\;\text{xs}\;\text{ys}.\)

\((\forall\;\text{ys}.\;\text{itrev} \;\text{xs}\;\text{ys} = \text{rev} \;\text{xs} \;\@\;\text{ys}) \Rightarrow\)

\(\text{itrev} \;\text{(a} \#\;\text{xs})\;\text{ys} = \text{rev}\;\text{(a} \#\;\text{xs})\;\@\;\text{ys}\)

Thus the proof succeeds:

apply \text{auto}
done

done

This leads to another heuristic for generalization:

*Generalize induction by generalizing all free variables*
(except the induction variable itself).

Generalization is best performed with \text{arbitrary}: \text{y}_1 \ldots \text{y}_k. This heuristic prevents trivial failures like the one above. However, it should not be applied blindly. It is not always required, and the additional quantifiers can complicate matters in some cases. The variables that need to be quantified are typically those that change in recursive calls.

Exercises

Exercise 2.9. Write a tail-recursive variant of the \text{add} function on \text{nat}: \text{itadd}. Tail-recursive means that in the recursive case, \text{itadd} needs to call itself directly: \text{itadd} \;\text{(Suc m)}\;\text{n} = \text{itadd} \;\ldots. \;\text{Prove} \;\text{itadd} \;\text{m} \;\text{n} = \text{add} \;\text{m} \;\text{n}.

2.5 Simplification

So far we have talked a lot about simplifying terms without explaining the concept. **Simplification** means

- using equations \(l = r\) from left to right (only),
- as long as possible.

To emphasize the directionality, equations that have been given the \text{simp} attribute are called **simplification rules**. Logically, they are still symmetric, but proofs by simplification use them only in the left-to-right direction. The proof tool that performs simplifications is called the **simplifier**. It is the basis of \text{auto} and other related proof methods.
The idea of simplification is best explained by an example. Given the simplification rules

\[
\begin{align*}
0 + n &= n \quad & (1) \\
\text{Suc } m + n &= \text{Suc } (m + n) \quad & (2) \\
(\text{Suc } m \leq \text{Suc } n) &= (m \leq n) \quad & (3) \\
(0 \leq m) &= \text{True} \quad & (4)
\end{align*}
\]

the formula \(0 + \text{Suc } 0 \leq \text{Suc } 0 + x\) is simplified to \text{True} as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
(0 + \text{Suc } 0 & \leq \text{Suc } 0 + x) \quad \stackrel{(1)}{=} \\
(\text{Suc } 0 & \leq \text{Suc } 0 + x) \quad \stackrel{(2)}{=} \\
(\text{Suc } 0 & \leq \text{Suc } (0 + x)) \quad \stackrel{(3)}{=} \\
(0 & \leq 0 + x) \quad \stackrel{(4)}{=} \\
\text{True}
\end{align*}
\]

Simplification is often also called rewriting and simplification rules rewrite rules.

2.5.1 Simplification Rules

The attribute \texttt{simp} declares theorems to be simplification rules, which the simplifier will use automatically. In addition, \texttt{datatype} and \texttt{fun} commands implicitly declare some simplification rules: \texttt{datatype} the distinctness and injectivity rules, \texttt{fun} the defining equations. Definitions are not declared as simplification rules automatically! Nearly any theorem can become a simplification rule. The simplifier will try to transform it into an equation. For example, the theorem \(\neg P\) is turned into \(P = \text{False}\).

Only equations that really simplify, like \texttt{rev (rev xs) = xs} and \texttt{xs @ [] = xs}, should be declared as simplification rules. Equations that may be counterproductive as simplification rules should only be used in specific proof steps (see Section 2.5.4 below). Distributivity laws, for example, alter the structure of terms and can produce an exponential blow-up.

2.5.2 Conditional Simplification Rules

Simplification rules can be conditional. Before applying such a rule, the simplifier will first try to prove the preconditions, again by simplification. For example, given the simplification rules

\[
p 0 = \text{True} \\
p x \rightarrow f x = g x,
\]

the term \(f 0\) simplifies to \(g 0\) but \(f 1\) does not simplify because \(p 1\) is not provable.
2.5.3 Termination

Simplification can run forever, for example if both $f \, x = g \, x$ and $g \, x = f \, x$ are simplification rules. It is the user's responsibility not to include simplification rules that can lead to nontermination, either on their own or in combination with other simplification rules. The right-hand side of a simplification rule should always be "simpler" than the left-hand side — in some sense. But since termination is undecidable, such a check cannot be automated completely and Isabelle makes little attempt to detect nontermination.

When conditional simplification rules are applied, their preconditions are proved first. Hence all preconditions need to be simpler than the left-hand side of the conclusion. For example

\[ n < m \implies (n < \text{Suc} \, m) = \text{True} \]

is suitable as a simplification rule: both $n < m$ and $\text{True}$ are simpler than $n < \text{Suc} \, m$. But

\[ \text{Suc} \, n < m \implies (n < m) = \text{True} \]

leads to nontermination: when trying to rewrite $n < m$ to $\text{True}$ one first has to prove $\text{Suc} \, n < m$, which can be rewritten to $\text{True}$ provided $\text{Suc} \, (\text{Suc} \, n) < m$, *ad infinitum*.

2.5.4 The simp Proof Method

So far we have only used the proof method `auto`. Method `simp` is the key component of `auto`, but `auto` can do much more. In some cases, `auto` is overeager and modifies the proof state too much. In such cases the more predictable `simp` method should be used. Given a goal

1. $[[ P_1; \ldots; P_m ]] \implies C$

the command

```
apply(simp add: th_1 ... th_n)
```

simplifies the assumptions $P_i$ and the conclusion $C$ using

- all simplification rules, including the ones coming from `datatype` and `fun`,
- the additional lemmas $th_1 \ldots th_n$, and
- the assumptions.

In addition to or instead of `add` there is also `del` for removing simplification rules temporarily. Both are optional. Method `auto` can be modified similarly:

```
apply(auto simp add: ... simp del: ...)
```
Here the modifiers are `simp add` and `simp del` instead of just `add` and `del` because `auto` does not just perform simplification.

Note that `simp` acts only on subgoal 1, `auto` acts on all subgoals. There is also `simp_all`, which applies `simp` to all subgoals.

### 2.5.5 Rewriting with Definitions

Definitions introduced by the command `definition` can also be used as simplification rules, but by default they are not: the simplifier does not expand them automatically. Definitions are intended for introducing abstract concepts and not merely as abbreviations. Of course, we need to expand the definition initially, but once we have proved enough abstract properties of the new constant, we can forget its original definition. This style makes proofs more robust: if the definition has to be changed, only the proofs of the abstract properties will be affected.

The definition of a function `f` is a theorem named `f_def` and can be added to a call of `simp` like any other theorem:

```isar
case apply (simp add: f_def)
```

In particular, let-expressions can be unfolded by making `Let_def` a simplification rule.

### 2.5.6 Case Splitting With `simp`

Goals containing if-expressions are automatically split into two cases by `simp` using the rule

\[
P \ (\text{if } A \ \text{then } s \ \text{else } t) = (\neg A \rightarrow P s) \land (\neg A \rightarrow P t)
\]

For example, `simp` can prove

\[(A \land B) = (\text{if } A \ \text{then } B \ \text{else } \text{False})\]

because both \(A \rightarrow (A \land B) = B\) and \(\neg A \rightarrow (A \land B) = \text{False}\) simplify to `True`.

We can split case-expressions similarly. For `nat` the rule looks like this:

\[
P \ (\text{case } e \ \text{of } \text{0 } \Rightarrow a \ | \ Suc \ n \Rightarrow b \ n) =
\]
\[(\neg e = 0 \rightarrow P a) \land (\forall n. \ e = Suc \ n \rightarrow P (b \ n)) \]

Case expressions are not split automatically by `simp`, but `simp` can be instructed to do so:

```isar
case apply (simp split: nat.split)
```
splits all case-expressions over natural numbers. For an arbitrary datatype \( t \) it is \( t\text{-split} \) instead of \( nat\text{-split} \). Method \texttt{auto} can be modified in exactly the same way. The modifier \texttt{split:} can be followed by multiple names. Splitting if or case-expressions in the assumptions requires \texttt{split: if\_splits} or \texttt{split: t\_splits}.

Exercises

**Exercise 2.10.** Define a datatype \texttt{tree0} of binary tree skeletons which do not store any information, neither in the inner nodes nor in the leaves. Define a function \texttt{nodes :: tree0 ⇒ nat} that counts the number of all nodes (inner nodes and leaves) in such a tree. Consider the following recursive function:

\[
\text{fun } explode :: "nat ⇒ tree0 ⇒ tree0" \text{ where }
\]
\[
\text{"explode } n \text{ t = t" | }
\text{"explode (Suc n) t = explode n (Node t t)"}
\]

Find an equation expressing the size of a tree after exploding it \( (\text{nodes (explode (Suc n) t))} \) as a function of \( \text{nodes t} \) and \( n \). Prove your equation. You may use the usual arithmetic operators, including the exponentiation operator "\(^n\). For example, \( 2^2 = 4 \).

Hint: simplifying with the list of theorems \texttt{algebra_simps} takes care of common algebraic properties of the arithmetic operators.

**Exercise 2.11.** Define arithmetic expressions in one variable over integers (type \texttt{int}) as a data type:

\[
\text{datatype } \texttt{exp} = \texttt{Var} | \texttt{Const int} | \texttt{Add exp exp} | \texttt{Mult exp exp}
\]

Define a function \texttt{eval :: exp ⇒ int ⇒ int} such that \texttt{eval e x} evaluates \( e \) at the value \( x \).

A polynomial can be represented as a list of coefficients, starting with the constant. For example, \([4, 2, -1, 3]\) represents the polynomial \( 4 + 2x - x^2 + 3x^3 \). Define a function \texttt{evalp :: int list ⇒ int ⇒ int} that evaluates a polynomial at the given value. Define a function \texttt{coeffs :: exp ⇒ int list} that transforms an expression into a polynomial. This may require auxiliary functions. Prove that \texttt{coeffs} preserves the value of the expression: \( \text{evalp (coeffs e) x = eval e x} \). Hint: consider the hint in Exercise 2.10.
Case Study: IMP Expressions

The methods of the previous chapter suffice to define the arithmetic and boolean expressions of the programming language IMP that is the subject of this book. In this chapter we define their syntax and semantics, write little optimizers for them and show how to compile arithmetic expressions to a simple stack machine. Of course we also prove the correctness of the optimizers and compiler!

3.1 Arithmetic Expressions

3.1.1 Syntax

Programming languages have both a concrete and an abstract syntax. Concrete syntax means strings. For example, "a + 5 * b" is an arithmetic expression given as a string. The concrete syntax of a language is usually defined by a context-free grammar. The expression "a + 5 * b" can also be viewed as the following tree:

```
+  
/ 
A  
/  
5  b
```

The tree immediately reveals the nested structure of the object and is the right level for analysing and manipulating expressions. Linear strings are more compact than two-dimensional trees, which is why they are used for reading and writing programs. But the first thing a compiler, or rather its parser, will do is to convert the string into a tree for further processing. Now we
are at the level of abstract syntax and these trees are abstract syntax trees. To regain the advantages of the linear string notation we write our abstract syntax trees as strings with parentheses to indicate the nesting (and with identifiers instead of the symbols + and *), for example like this: Plus a (Times 5 b). Now we have arrived at ordinary terms as we have used them all along. More precisely, these terms are over some datatype that defines the abstract syntax of the language. Our little language of arithmetic expressions is defined by the datatype aexp:

```plaintext
type_synonym vname = string
datatype aexp = N int | V vname | Plus aexp aexp
```

where int is the predefined type of integers and vname stands for variable name. Isabelle strings require two single quotes on both ends, for example "abc". The intended meaning of the three constructors is as follows: \( N \) represents numbers, i.e., constants, \( V \) represents variables, and Plus represents addition. The following examples illustrate the intended correspondence:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concrete</th>
<th>Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>N 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>V &quot;x&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x + y</td>
<td>Plus (V &quot;x&quot;) (V &quot;y&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + (z + 3)</td>
<td>Plus (N 2) (Plus (V &quot;z&quot;) (N 3))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is important to understand that so far we have only defined syntax, not semantics! Although the binary operation is called Plus, this is merely a suggestive name and does not imply that it behaves like addition. For example, \( \text{Plus} (N 0) (N 0) \neq N 0 \), although you may think of them as semantically equivalent — but syntactically they are not.

Datatype aexp is intentionally minimal to let us concentrate on the essentials. Further operators can be added as desired. However, as we shall discuss below, not all operators are as well behaved as addition.

### 3.1.2 Semantics

The semantics, or meaning of an expression, is its value. But what is the value of \( x+1 \)? The value of an expression with variables depends on the values of its variables. The value of all variables is recorded in the (program) state. The state is a function from variable names to values.

```plaintext
type_synonym val = int

type_synonym state = vname ⇒ val
```

In our little toy language, the only values are integers.

The value of an arithmetic expression is computed like this:
Function `aval` carries around a state and is defined by recursion over the form of the expression. Numbers evaluate to themselves, variables to their value in the state, and addition is evaluated recursively. Here is a simple example:

```plaintext
value "aval (Plus (N 3) (V x)) (λx. 0)"
```

returns 3. However, we would like to be able to write down more interesting states than `λx. 0` easily. This is where function update comes in.

To update the state, that is, change the value of some variable name, the generic function update notation `f (a := b)` is used: the result is the same as `f`, except that it maps `a` to `b`:

```plaintext
f (a := b) = (λx. if x = a then b else f x)
```

This operator allows us to write down concrete states in a readable fashion. Starting from the state that is 0 everywhere, we can update it to map certain variables to given values. For example, `((λx. 0) ("x" := 7) ("y" := 3))` maps "x" to 7, "y" to 3 and all other variable names to 0. Below we employ the following more compact notation

```
<"x" := 7, "y" := 3>
```

which works for any number of variables, even for none: `<>` is syntactic sugar for `λx. 0`.

It would be easy to add subtraction and multiplication to `aexp` and extend `aval` accordingly. However, not all operators are as well behaved: division by zero raises an exception and C’s `++` changes the state. Neither exceptions nor side effects can be supported by an evaluation function of the simple type `aexp ⇒ state ⇒ val`; the return type has to be more complicated.

### 3.1.3 Constant Folding

Program optimization is a recurring theme of this book. We start with an extremely simple example, **constant folding**, i.e., the replacement of constant subexpressions by their value. It is performed routinely by compilers. For example, the expression `Plus (V "x") (Plus (N 3) (N 1))` is simplified to `Plus (V "x") (N 4)`. Function `asimp_const` performs constant folding in a bottom-up manner:

```plaintext
fun asimp_const :: "aexp ⇒ aexp" where
"asimp_const (N n) = N n" |
```
"asimp\_const (V x) = V x" |
"asimp\_const (Plus a_1 a_2) =
  (case (asimp\_const a_1, asimp\_const a_2) of
   (N n_1, N n_2) ⇒ N(n_1+n_2) |
   (b_1, b_2) ⇒ Plus b_1 b_2)"

Neither N nor V can be simplified further. Given a Plus, first the two subexpressions are simplified. If both become numbers, they are added. In all other cases, the results are recombined with Plus.

It is easy to show that asimp\_const is correct. Correctness means that asimp\_const does not change the semantics, i.e., the value of its argument:

**lemma** "aval (asimp\_const a) s = aval a s"

The proof is by induction on a. The two base cases N and V are trivial. In the Plus a_1 a_2 case, the induction hypotheses are aval (asimp\_const a_i) s = aval a_i s for i=1,2. If asimp\_const a_i = N n_i for i=1,2, then

aval (asimp\_const (Plus a_1 a_2)) s
= aval (N(n_1+n_2)) s = n_1+n_2
= aval (asimp\_const a_1) s + aval (asimp\_const a_2) s
= aval (Plus a_1 a_2) s.

Otherwise
aval (asimp\_const (Plus a_1 a_2)) s
= aval (Plus (asimp\_const a_1) (asimp\_const a_2)) s
= aval (asimp\_const a_1) s + aval (asimp\_const a_2) s
= aval (Plus a_1 a_2) s.

This is rather a long proof for such a simple lemma, and boring to boot. In the future we shall refrain from going through such proofs in such excessive detail. We shall simply write “The proof is by induction on a.” We will not even mention that there is a case distinction because that is obvious from what we are trying to prove, which contains the corresponding case expression, in the body of asimp\_const. We can take this attitude because we merely suppress the obvious and because Isabelle has checked these proofs for us already and you can look at them in the files accompanying the book. The triviality of the proof is confirmed by the size of the Isabelle text:

apply (induction a)
apply (auto split: aexp.split)
done

The split modifier is the hint to auto to perform a case split whenever it sees a case expression over aexp. Thus we guide auto towards the case distinction we made in our proof above.

Let us extend constant folding: Plus (N 0) a and Plus a (N 0) should be replaced by a. Instead of extending asimp\_const we split the optimization.
process into two functions: one performs the local optimizations, the other traverses the term. The optimizations can be performed for each Plus separately and we define an optimizing version of Plus:

fun plus :: "aexp ⇒ aexp ⇒ aexp" where
"plus (N i 1) (N i 2) = N(i 1+i 2)" |
"plus (N i) a = (if i=0 then a else Plus (N i) a)" |
"plus a (N i) = (if i=0 then a else Plus a (N i))" |
"plus a 1 a 2 = Plus a 1 a 2"

It behaves like Plus under evaluation:

lemma aval_plus: "aval (plus a 1 a 2) s = aval a 1 s + aval a 2 s"

The proof is by induction on a 1 and a 2 using the computation induction rule for plus (plus.induct). Now we replace Plus by plus in a bottom-up manner throughout an expression:

fun asimp :: "aexp ⇒ aexp" where
"asimp (N n) = N n" |
"asimp (V x) = V x" |
"asimp (Plus a 1 a 2) = plus (asimp a 1) (asimp a 2)"

Correctness is expressed exactly as for asimp_const:

lemma "aval (asimp a) s = aval a s"

The proof is by structural induction on a; the Plus case follows with the help of Lemma aval_plus.

Exercises

Exercise 3.1. To show that asimp_const really folds all subexpressions of the form Plus (N i) (N j), define a function optimal :: aexp ⇒ bool that checks that its argument does not contain a subexpression of the form Plus (N i) (N j). Then prove optimal (asimp_const a).

Exercise 3.2. In this exercise we verify constant folding for aexp where we sum up all constants, even if they are not next to each other. For example, Plus (N 1) (Plus (V x) (N 2)) becomes Plus (V x) (N 3). This goes beyond asimp. Define a function full_asimp :: aexp ⇒ aexp that sums up all constants and prove its correctness: aval (full_asimp a) s = aval a s.

Exercise 3.3. Substitution is the process of replacing a variable by an expression in an expression. Define a substitution function subst :: vname ⇒ aexp ⇒ aexp ⇒ aexp such that subst x a e is the result of replacing every occurrence of variable x by a in e. For example:
Prove the so-called substitution lemma that says that we can either substitute first and evaluate afterwards or evaluate with an updated state:

\[ \text{aval} (\text{subst } x \ a \ e) \ s = \text{aval } e (s(x := \text{aval } a) \ s). \]

As a consequence prove:

\[ \text{aval } a_1 \ s = \text{aval } a_2 \ s \implies \text{aval} (\text{subst } x \ a_1 \ e) \ s = \text{aval} (\text{subst } x \ a_2 \ e) \ s. \]

Exercise 3.4. Take a copy of theory AExp and modify it as follows. Extend type aexp with a binary constructor Times that represents multiplication. Modify the definition of the functions aval and asimp accordingly. You can remove asimp_const. Function asimp should eliminate 0 and 1 from multiplications as well as evaluate constant subterms. Update all proofs concerned.

Exercise 3.5. Define a datatype aexp2 of extended arithmetic expressions that has, in addition to the constructors of aexp, a constructor for modelling a C-like post-increment operation x++, where x must be a variable. Define an evaluation function aval2 : aexp2 ⇒ state ⇒ val × state that returns both the value of the expression and the new state. The latter is required because post-increment changes the state.

Extend aexp2 and aval2 with a division operation. Model partiality of division by changing the return type of aval2 to (val × state) option. In case of division by 0 let aval2 return None. Division on int is the infix div.

Exercise 3.6. The following type adds a LET construct to arithmetic expressions:

\[
\text{datatype\ lexp} = Nl\ int \mid Vl\ vname \mid \text{Plusl}\ lexp\ lexp \mid \text{LET}\ vname\ lexp\ lexp
\]

The LET constructor introduces a local variable: the value of LET x e1 e2 is the value of e2 in the state where x is bound to the value of e1 in the original state. Define a function lval : lexp ⇒ state ⇒ int that evaluates lexp expressions. Remember s(x := i).

Define a conversion inline : lexp ⇒ aexp. The expression LET x e1 e2 is inlined by substituting the converted form of e1 for x in the converted form of e2. See Exercise 3.3 for more on substitution. Prove that inline is correct w.r.t. evaluation.

3.2 Boolean Expressions

In keeping with our minimalist philosophy, our boolean expressions contain only the bare essentials: boolean constants, negation, conjunction and comparison of arithmetic expressions for less-than:
Note that there are no boolean variables in this language. Other operators like disjunction and equality are easily expressed in terms of the basic ones. Evaluation of boolean expressions is again by recursion over the abstract syntax. In the \texttt{Less} case, we switch to \texttt{aval}:

```latex
\begin{verbatim}
fun bval :: "bexp ⇒ state ⇒ bool" where
\texttt{bval (Bc v) s = v} | 
\texttt{bval (Not b) s = (¬ bval b s)} | 
\texttt{bval (And b1 b2) s = (bval b1 s ∧ bval b2 s)} | 
\texttt{bval (Less a1 a2) s = (aval a1 s < aval a2 s)}
\end{verbatim}

3.2.1 Constant Folding

Constant folding, including the elimination of \texttt{True} and \texttt{False} in compound expressions, works for \texttt{bexp} like it does for \texttt{aexp}: define optimizing versions of the constructors

```latex
\begin{verbatim}
fun not :: "bexp ⇒ bexp" where
\texttt{not (Bc True) = Bc False} | 
\texttt{not (Bc False) = Bc True} | 
\texttt{not b = Not b} |

fun "and" :: "bexp ⇒ bexp ⇒ bexp" where
\texttt{and (Bc True) b = b} | 
\texttt{and b (Bc True) = b} | 
\texttt{and (Bc False) b = Bc False} | 
\texttt{and b (Bc False) = Bc False} | 
\texttt{and b1 b2 = And b1 b2} |

fun less :: "aexp ⇒ aexp ⇒ bexp" where
\texttt{less (N n1) (N n2) = Bc(n1 < n2)} | 
\texttt{less a1 a2 = Less a1 a2} |
\end{verbatim}
```

and replace the constructors in a bottom-up manner:

```latex
\begin{verbatim}
fun bsimp :: "bexp ⇒ bexp" where
\texttt{bsimp (Bc v) = Bc v} | 
\texttt{bsimp (Not b) = not(bsimp b)} | 
\texttt{bsimp (And b1 b2) = and (bsimp b1) (bsimp b2)} | 
\texttt{bsimp (Less a1 a2) = less (asimp a1) (asimp a2)}
\end{verbatim}
```

Note that in the \texttt{Less} case we must switch from \texttt{bsimp} to \texttt{asimp}.
Exercises

Exercise 3.7. Define functions \( \text{Eq}, \text{Le} :: \text{aexp} \Rightarrow \text{aexp} \Rightarrow \text{bexp} \) and prove
\[
\text{bval} (\text{Eq} a_1 a_2) s = (\text{aval} a_1 s = \text{aval} a_2 s) \quad \text{and} \quad \text{bval} (\text{Le} a_1 a_2) s = (\text{aval} a_1 s \leq \text{aval} a_2 s).
\]

Exercise 3.8. Consider an alternative type of boolean expressions featuring a conditional:

\[
\text{datatype ifexp} = \text{Bc2 bool} \mid \text{If ifexp ifexp ifexp} \mid \text{Less aexp aexp}
\]

First define an evaluation function \( \text{ifval} :: \text{ifexp} \Rightarrow \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{bool} \) analogously to \( \text{bval} \). Then define two functions \( \text{b2ifexp} :: \text{bexp} \Rightarrow \text{ifexp} \) and \( \text{if2bexp} :: \text{ifexp} \Rightarrow \text{bexp} \) and prove their correctness, i.e., that they preserve the value of an expression.

Exercise 3.9. Define a new type of purely boolean expressions

\[
\text{datatype pbexp} = \\
\text{VAR vname} \mid \text{NOT pbexp} \mid \text{AND pbexp pbexp} \mid \text{OR pbexp pbexp}
\]

where variables range over values of type \( \text{bool} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun pbval} :: "\text{pbexp} \Rightarrow (\text{vname} \Rightarrow \text{bool}) \Rightarrow \text{bool}" \text{ where} \\
"\text{pbval} (\text{VAR} x) s = s x" \mid \\
"\text{pbval} (\text{NOT} b) s = (~ \text{pbval} b s)" \mid \\
"\text{pbval} (\text{AND} b_1 b_2) s = (\text{pbval} b_1 s \land \text{pbval} b_2 s)" \mid \\
"\text{pbval} (\text{OR} b_1 b_2) s = (\text{pbval} b_1 s \lor \text{pbval} b_2 s)"
\end{align*}
\]

Define a function \( \text{is_nnf} :: \text{pbexp} \Rightarrow \text{bool} \) that checks whether a boolean expression is in NNF (negation normal form), i.e., if \( \text{NOT} \) is only applied directly to \( \text{VARs} \). Also define a function \( \text{nnf} :: \text{pbexp} \Rightarrow \text{pbexp} \) that converts a \( \text{pbexp} \) into NNF by pushing \( \text{NOT} \) inwards as much as possible. Prove that \( \text{nnf} \) preserves the value \( (\text{pbval} (\text{nnf} b) s = \text{pbval} b s) \) and returns an NNF \( (\text{is_nnf} (\text{nnf} b)) \).

An expression is in DNF (disjunctive normal form) if it is in NNF and if no \( \text{OR} \) occurs below an \( \text{AND} \). Define a corresponding test \( \text{is_dnf} :: \text{pbexp} \Rightarrow \text{bool} \). An NNF can be converted into a DNF in a bottom-up manner. The critical case is the conversion of \( \text{AND} b_1 b_2 \). Having converted \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \), apply distributivity of \( \text{AND} \) over \( \text{OR} \). Define a conversion function \( \text{dnf_of_nnf} :: \text{pbexp} \Rightarrow \text{pbexp} \) from NNF to DNF. Prove that your function preserves the value \( (\text{pbval} (\text{dnf_of_nnf} b) s = \text{pbval} b s) \) and converts an NNF into a DNF \( (\text{is_nnf} b \Rightarrow \text{is_dnf} (\text{dnf_of_nnf} b)) \).
3.3 Stack Machine and Compilation

This section describes a simple stack machine and compiler for arithmetic expressions. The stack machine has three instructions:

\[
\text{datatype } \text{instr} = \text{LOADI } \text{val} \mid \text{LOAD } \text{uname} \mid \text{ADD}
\]

The semantics of the three instructions will be the following: \(\text{LOADI } n\) (load immediate) puts \(n\) on top of the stack, \(\text{LOAD } x\) puts the value of \(x\) on top of the stack, and \(\text{ADD}\) replaces the two topmost elements of the stack by their sum. A stack is simply a list of values:

\[
\text{type_synonym } \text{stack} = \text{"val list"}
\]

The top of the stack is its first element, the head of the list.

An instruction is executed in the context of a state and transforms a stack into a new stack:

\[
\text{fun } \text{exec} :: \text{"instr \Rightarrow state \Rightarrow stack \Rightarrow stack" where}
\]

\[
\text{"exec } \text{LOADI } n \_ \text{stk} = n \# \text{stk"} \mid
\text{"exec } \text{LOAD } x \_ \text{stk} = s(x) \# \text{stk"} \mid
\text{"exec } \text{ADD } \_ \text{j } \_ \text{i } \_ \text{stk} = (i + j) \# \text{stk"}
\]

A list of instructions is executed one by one:

\[
\text{fun } \text{exec} :: \text{"instr list \Rightarrow state \Rightarrow stack \Rightarrow stack" where}
\]

\[
\text{"exec } [] \_ \text{stk} = \text{stk"} \mid
\text{"exec } (is) \_ \text{stk} = \text{exec is } s \text{(exec } 1 \_ \text{i stk)"}
\]

The simplicity of this definition is due to the absence of jump instructions. Forward jumps could still be accommodated, but backward jumps would cause a serious problem: execution might not terminate.

Compilation of arithmetic expressions is straightforward:

\[
\text{fun } \text{comp} :: \text{"aexp \Rightarrow instr list" where}
\]

\[
\text{"comp } (N \text{n}) = [\text{LOADI } n]" \mid
\text{"comp } (V \text{x}) = [\text{LOAD } x]" \mid
\text{"comp } (\text{Plus } e \_ 1 \_ e \_ 2) = \text{comp } e \_ 1 @ \text{comp } e \_ 2 @ [\text{ADD}]"
\]

The correctness statement says that executing a compiled expression is the same as putting the value of the expression on the stack:

\[
\text{lemma } \text{"exec } (\text{comp } a) \_ s \text{stk} = \text{aval } a \_ s \# \text{stk"}
\]

The proof is by induction on \(a\) and relies on the lemma

\[
\text{exec } (is \_ 1 @ is \_ 2) \_ s \text{stk} = \text{exec } is \_ 2 s \text{(exec } is \_ 1 \_ s \text{stk)}
\]

which is proved by induction in \(is \_ 1\).

Compilation of boolean expressions is covered later and requires conditional jumps.
Exercises

Exercise 3.10. A stack underflow occurs when executing an ADD instruction on a stack of size less than 2. In our semantics a term exec \( ADD \ s \ stk \) where \( \text{length} \ stk < 2 \) is simply some unspecified value, not an error or exception — HOL does not have those concepts. Modify theory ASM such that stack underflow is modelled by \( \text{None} \) and normal execution by \( \text{Some} \), i.e., the execution functions have return type \( \text{stack option} \). Modify all theorems and proofs accordingly.

Exercise 3.11. This exercise is about a register machine and compiler for \( aexp \). The machine instructions are

\[
\text{datatype instr} = LDI \ \text{int} \ \text{reg} | \ LD \ vname \ \text{reg} | \ ADD \ \text{reg} \ \text{reg}
\]

where type \( \text{reg} \) is a synonym for \( \text{nat} \). Instruction \( LDI \ i \ r \) loads \( i \) into register \( r \), \( LD \ x \ r \) loads the value of \( x \) into register \( r \), and \( ADD \ r_1 \ r_2 \) adds register \( r_2 \) to register \( r_1 \).

Define the execution of an instruction given a state and a register state (= function from registers to integers); the result is the new register state:

\[
\text{fun exec} :: \text{instr} \Rightarrow \text{state} \Rightarrow (\text{reg} \Rightarrow \text{int}) \Rightarrow \text{reg} \Rightarrow \text{int}
\]

Define the execution \( \text{exec} \) of a list of instructions as for the stack machine.

The compiler takes an arithmetic expression \( a \) and a register \( r \) and produces a list of instructions whose execution places the value of \( a \) into \( r \). The registers \( > r \) should be used in a stack-like fashion for intermediate results, the ones \( < r \) should be left alone. Define the compiler and prove it correct:

\[
\text{exec} (\text{comp} \ a \ r) \ s \ rs \ r = \text{aval} \ a \ s.
\]

Exercise 3.12. This is a variation on the previous exercise. Let the instruction set be

\[
\text{datatype instr0} = LDI0 \ \text{val} | \ LD0 \ vname | \ MV0 \ \text{reg} | \ ADD0 \ \text{reg}
\]

All instructions refer implicitly to register 0 as the source (\( \text{MV0} \)) or target (all others). Define a compiler pretty much as explained above except that the compiled code leaves the value of the expression in register 0. Prove that \( \text{exec} (\text{comp} \ a \ r) \ s \ rs \ 0 = \text{aval} \ a \ s \).
4

Logic and Proof Beyond Equality

4.1 Formulas

The core syntax of formulas (form below) provides the standard logical constructs, in decreasing order of precedence:

\[
form ::= (form) \mid True \mid False \mid term = term \\
\quad \mid \neg form \mid form \land form \mid form \lor form \mid form \rightarrow form \\
\quad \mid \forall x. \, form \mid \exists x. \, form
\]

Terms are the ones we have seen all along, built from constants, variables, function application and λ-abstraction, including all the syntactic sugar like infix symbols, if, case, etc.

Remember that formulas are simply terms of type bool. Hence = also works for formulas. Beware that = has a higher precedence than the other logical operators. Hence \( s = t \land A \) means \( (s = t) \land A \), and \( A \land B = B \land A \) means \( A \land (B = B) \land A \). Logical equivalence can also be written with \( \leftrightarrow \) instead of =, where \( \leftrightarrow \) has the same low precedence as \( \rightarrow \). Hence \( A \land B \leftrightarrow B \land A \) really means \( (A \land B) \leftrightarrow (B \land A) \).

Quantifiers need to be enclosed in parentheses if they are nested within other constructs (just like if, case and let).

The most frequent logical symbols and their ASCII representations are shown in Fig. 4.1. The first column shows the symbols, the other columns ASCII representations. The \(<\ldots>\) form is always converted into the symbolic form by the Isabelle interfaces, the treatment of the other ASCII forms depends on the interface. The ASCII forms \( \land \) and \( \lor \) are special in that they are merely keyboard shortcuts for the interface and not logical symbols by themselves.
The implication \( \Rightarrow \) is part of the Isabelle framework. It structures theorems and proof states, separating assumptions from conclusions. The implication \( \rightarrow \) is part of the logic HOL and can occur inside the formulas that make up the assumptions and conclusion. Theorems should be of the form \([ A_1 \land \ldots \land A_n \] \( \rightarrow \) \( A \)), not \( A_1 \land \ldots \land A_n \rightarrow A \). Both are logically equivalent but the first one works better when using the theorem in further proofs.

### 4.2 Sets

Sets of elements of type `a have type `a set. They can be finite or infinite. Sets come with the usual notation:

- \( \{ \} \), \( \{ e_1, \ldots, e_n \} \)
- \( e \in A \), \( A \subseteq B \)
- \( A \cup B \), \( A \cap B \), \( A - B \), \( \neg A \)

(where \( A - B \) and \( \neg A \) are set difference and complement) and much more. \( UNIV \) is the set of all elements of some type. Set comprehension is written \( \{ x \mid P \} \) rather than \( \{ x \mid P \} \).

In \( \{ x \mid P \} \) the \( x \) must be a variable. Set comprehension involving a proper term \( t \) must be written \( \{ t \mid x y. P \} \), where \( x y \) are those free variables in \( t \) that occur in \( P \). This is just a shorthand for \( \{ v. \exists x y. v = t \land P \} \), where \( v \) is a new variable. For example, \( \{ x + y \mid x. x \in A \} \) is short for \( \{ v. \exists x. v = x+y \land x \in A \} \).

Here are the ASCII representations of the mathematical symbols:

- \( \in \) \( \subsetneq \) \( \cup \) \( \cap \)
- \( \subseteq \) \( \leq \) \( \\lor \) \( \\land \)
- \( \neg \) \( \neq \)

Sets also allow bounded quantifications \( \forall x \in A. P \) and \( \exists x \in A. P \).

For the more ambitious, there are also \( \cup \) and \( \cap \):
\[
\bigcup A = \{x. \exists B \in A. x \in B\} \quad \bigcap A = \{x. \forall B \in A. x \in B\}
\]

The ASCII forms of \(\bigcup\) are \(<\text{Union}>\) and Union, those of \(\bigcap\) are \(<\text{Inter}>\) and Inter. There are also indexed unions and intersections:

\[
(\bigcup_{x \in A} B x) = \{y. \exists x \in A. y \in B x\}
\]
\[
(\bigcap_{x \in A} B x) = \{y. \forall x \in A. y \in B x\}
\]

The ASCII forms are \(\text{UN} x:A. B\) and \(\text{INT} x:A. B\) where \(x\) may occur in \(B\).

If \(A\) is \(\text{UNIV}\) you can write \(\text{UN} x. B\) and \(\text{INT} x. B\).

Some other frequently useful functions on sets are the following:

- \(\text{set} :: \text{a list} \Rightarrow \text{a set}\) converts a list to the set of its elements
- \(\text{finite} :: \text{a set} \Rightarrow \text{bool}\) is true iff its argument is finite
- \(\text{card} :: \text{a set} \Rightarrow \text{nat}\) is the cardinality of a finite set and is 0 for all infinite sets
- \(f ' A = (y. \exists x \in A. y = f x)\) is the image of a function over a set

See [64] for the wealth of further predefined functions in theory \(\text{Main}\).

Exercises

Exercise 4.1. Start from the data type of binary trees defined earlier:

```
datatype 'a tree = Tip | Node "'a tree" 'a "'a tree"
```

Define a function \(\text{set} :: \text{'a tree} \Rightarrow \text{'a set}\) that returns the elements in a tree and a function \(\text{ord} :: \text{int tree} \Rightarrow \text{bool}\) that tests if an \(\text{int tree}\) is ordered.

Define a function \(\text{ins}\) that inserts an element into an ordered \(\text{int tree}\) while maintaining the order of the tree. If the element is already in the tree, the same tree should be returned. Prove correctness of \(\text{ins} : \text{set} (\text{ins} x t) = \{x\} \cup \text{set} t\) and \(\text{ord} t \Rightarrow \text{ord} (\text{ins} i t)\).

4.3 Proof Automation

So far we have only seen \(\text{simp}\) and \(\text{auto}\): Both perform rewriting, both can also prove linear arithmetic facts (no multiplication), and \(\text{auto}\) is also able to prove simple logical or set-theoretic goals:

```lemma "\forall x. \exists y. x = y" by auto```

```lemma "A \subseteq B \cap C \Longrightarrow A \subseteq B \cup C" by auto```

where
by proof-method

is short for

apply proof-method
done

The key characteristics of both simp and auto are

- They show you where they got stuck, giving you an idea how to continue.
- They perform the obvious steps but are highly incomplete.

A proof method is complete if it can prove all true formulas. There is no complete proof method for HOL, not even in theory. Hence all our proof methods only differ in how incomplete they are.

A proof method that is still incomplete but tries harder than auto is fastforce. It either succeeds or fails, it acts on the first subgoal only, and it can be modified like auto, e.g., with simp add. Here is a typical example of what fastforce can do:

lemma "[ ∀ xs ∈ A. ∃ ys. xs = ys @ ys; us ∈ A ]
implies ∃ n. length us = n+n"
by fastforce

This lemma is out of reach for auto because of the quantifiers. Even fastforce fails when the quantifier structure becomes more complicated. In a few cases, its slow version force succeeds where fastforce fails.

The method of choice for complex logical goals is blast. In the following example, T and A are two binary predicates. It is shown that if T is total, A is antisymmetric and T is a subset of A, then A is a subset of T:

lemma "[ ∀ x y. T x y ∨ T y x;
∀ x y. A x y ∧ A y x → x = y;
∀ x y. T x y → A x y ]
implies ∀ x y. A x y → T x y"
by blast

We leave it to the reader to figure out why this lemma is true. Method blast

- is (in principle) a complete proof procedure for first-order formulas, a fragment of HOL. In practice there is a search bound.
- does no rewriting and knows very little about equality.
- covers logic, sets and relations.
- either succeeds or fails.

Because of its strength in logic and sets and its weakness in equality reasoning, it complements the earlier proof methods.
4.3 Proof Automation

4.3.1 Sledgehammer

Command **sledgehammer** calls a number of external automatic theorem provers (ATPs) that run for up to 30 seconds searching for a proof. Some of these ATPs are part of the Isabelle installation, others are queried over the internet. If successful, a proof command is generated and can be inserted into your proof. The biggest win of **sledgehammer** is that it will take into account the whole lemma library and you do not need to feed in any lemma explicitly. For example,

**lemma** 

\[
[\ xs \ @ \ ys = ys \ @ \ xs; \ length \ xs = length \ ys \ ] \implies \ xs = ys
\]

cannot be solved by any of the standard proof methods, but **sledgehammer** finds the following proof:

**by** \((\text{metis append_eq_conv_conj})\)

We do not explain how the proof was found but what this command means. For a start, Isabelle does not trust external tools (and in particular not the translations from Isabelle’s logic to those tools!) and insists on a proof that it can check. This is what **metis** does. It is given a list of lemmas and tries to find a proof using just those lemmas (and pure logic). In contrast to using **simp** and friends who know a lot of lemmas already, using **metis** manually is tedious because one has to find all the relevant lemmas first. But that is precisely what **sledgehammer** does for us. In this case lemma **append_eq_conv_conj** alone suffices:

\[
(xs \ @ \ ys = zs) = (xs = \text{take (length xs) zs} \land \ ys = \text{drop (length xs) zs})
\]

We leave it to the reader to figure out why this lemma suffices to prove the above lemma, even without any knowledge of what the functions **take** and **drop** do. Keep in mind that the variables in the two lemmas are independent of each other, despite the same names, and that you can substitute arbitrary values for the free variables in a lemma.

Just as for the other proof methods we have seen, there is no guarantee that **sledgehammer** will find a proof if it exists. Nor is **sledgehammer** superior to the other proof methods. They are incomparable. Therefore it is recommended to apply **simp** or **auto** before invoking **sledgehammer** on what is left.

4.3.2 Arithmetic

By arithmetic formulas we mean formulas involving variables, numbers, +, −, =, <, ≤ and the usual logical connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, →, ↔. Strictly speaking, this is known as **linear arithmetic** because it does not involve multiplication, although multiplication with numbers, e.g., \(2\times n\), is allowed. Such formulas can be proved by **arith**:
lemma "[(a::nat) ≤ x + b; 2 * x < c] ==> 2 * a + 1 ≤ 2 * b + c"
by arith

In fact, auto and simp can prove many linear arithmetic formulas already, like the one above, by calling a weak but fast version of arith. Hence it is usually not necessary to invoke arith explicitly.

The above example involves natural numbers, but integers (type int) and real numbers (type real) are supported as well. As are a number of further operators like min and max. On nat and int, arith can even prove theorems with quantifiers in them, but we will not enlarge on that here.

4.3.3 Trying Them All

If you want to try all of the above automatic proof methods you simply type try

There is also a lightweight variant try0 that does not call sledgehammer. If desired, specific simplification and introduction rules can be added:

try0 simp: ... intro: ...

4.4 Single Step Proofs

Although automation is nice, it often fails, at least initially, and you need to find out why. When fastforce or blast simply fail, you have no clue why. At this point, the stepwise application of proof rules may be necessary. For example, if blast fails on A ∧ B, you want to attack the two conjuncts A and B separately. This can be achieved by applying conjunction introduction

\[
\frac{?P}{?P \land ?Q \quad \text{conjI}}
\]

to the proof state. We will now examine the details of this process.

4.4.1 Instantiating Unknowns

We had briefly mentioned earlier that after proving some theorem, Isabelle replaces all free variables x by so called unknowns ?x. We can see this clearly in rule conjI. These unknowns can later be instantiated explicitly or implicitly:

- By hand, using of. The expression conjI[of "a=b" "False"] instantiates the unknowns in conjI from left to right with the two formulas a=b and False, yielding the rule
4.4 Single Step Proofs

\[
\begin{array}{c}
a = b \\
a = b \land False
\end{array}
\]

In general, \(th[\text{of } string_1 \ldots string_n]\) instantiates the unknowns in the theorem \(th\) from left to right with the terms \(string_1\) to \(string_n\).

- By unification. Unification is the process of making two terms syntactically equal by suitable instantiations of unknowns. For example, unifying \(?P \land ?Q\) with \(a = b \land False\) instantiates \(?P\) with \(a = b\) and \(?Q\) with \(False\).

We need not instantiate all unknowns. If we want to skip a particular one we can write \(\_\) instead, for example \(\text{conjI[of } \_ \text{"False"}]\). Unknowns can also be instantiated by name using \(\text{where}\), for example \(\text{conjI[where } ?P = \"a=b\" \text{and } ?Q = \"False\"\}]\).

4.4.2 Rule Application

Rule application means applying a rule backwards to a proof state. For example, applying rule \(\text{conjI}\) to a proof state

\[
1. \ldots \implies A \land B
\]

results in two subgoals, one for each premise of \(\text{conjI}\):

1. \(\ldots \implies A\)
2. \(\ldots \implies B\)

In general, the application of a rule \([ A_1; \ldots; A_n ] \implies A\) to a subgoal \(\ldots \implies C\) proceeds in two steps:

1. Unify \(A\) and \(C\), thus instantiating the unknowns in the rule.
2. Replace the subgoal \(C\) with \(n\) new subgoals \(A_1\) to \(A_n\).

This is the command to apply rule \(xyz\):

\[
\text{apply(rule } xyz)\]

This is also called backchaining with rule \(xyz\).

4.4.3 Introduction Rules

Conjunction introduction (\(\text{conjI}\)) is one example of a whole class of rules known as introduction rules. They explain under which premises some logical construct can be introduced. Here are some further useful introduction rules:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\frac{?P \implies ?Q}{?P \implies ?Q} \quad \text{(impI)} \\
\frac{\bigwedge x. ?P x}{\forall x. ?P x} \quad \text{(allI)}
\end{array}
\]
These rules are part of the logical system of natural deduction (e.g., [44]). Although we intentionally de-emphasize the basic rules of logic in favour of automatic proof methods that allow you to take bigger steps, these rules are helpful in locating where and why automation fails. When applied backwards, these rules decompose the goal:

- `conjI` and `iffI` split the goal into two subgoals,
- `impI` moves the left-hand side of a HOL implication into the list of assumptions,
- and `allI` removes a `∀` by turning the quantified variable into a fixed local variable of the subgoal.

Isabelle knows about these and a number of other introduction rules. The command

```
apply rule
```

automatically selects the appropriate rule for the current subgoal.

You can also turn your own theorems into introduction rules by giving them the `intro` attribute, analogous to the `simp` attribute. In that case `blast`, `fastforce` and (to a limited extent) `auto` will automatically backchain with those theorems. The `intro` attribute should be used with care because it increases the search space and can lead to nontermination. Sometimes it is better to use it only in specific calls of `blast` and friends. For example, `le_trans`, transitivity of `≤` on type `nat`, is not an introduction rule by default because of the disastrous effect on the search space, but can be useful in specific situations:

```
lemma "[ (a::nat) ≤ b; b ≤ c; c ≤ d; d ≤ e ] ⇒ a ≤ e"
by(blast intro: le_trans)
```

Of course this is just an example and could be proved by `arith`, too.

### 4.4.4 Forward Proof

Forward proof means deriving new theorems from old theorems. We have already seen a very simple form of forward proof: the `of` operator for instantiating unknowns in a theorem. The big brother of `of` is `OF` for applying one theorem to others. Given a theorem `A ⇒ B` called `r` and a theorem `A'` called `r'`, the theorem `r[OF r']` is the result of applying `r` to `r'`, where `r` should be viewed as a function taking a theorem `A` and returning `B`. More precisely, `A` and `A'` are unified, thus instantiating the unknowns in `B`, and the result is the instantiated `B`. Of course, unification may also fail.
4.5 Inductive Definitions

Application of rules to other rules operates in the forward direction: from the premises to the conclusion of the rule; application of rules to proof states operates in the backward direction, from the conclusion to the premises.

In general \( r \) can be of the form \([ A_1; \ldots; A_n ] \Rightarrow A\) and there can be multiple argument theorems \( r_1 \) to \( r_m \) (with \( m \leq n \)), in which case \( r[OF r_1, \ldots r_m] \) is obtained by unifying and thus proving \( A_i \) with \( r_i \), \( i = 1 \ldots m \). Here is an example, where \( \text{refl} \) is the theorem \( \texttt{?t = ?t} \):

\[
\text{thm conjI[OF refl[of "a"] refl[of "b"]]} \]

yields the theorem \( a = a \land b = b \). The command \( \text{thm} \) merely displays the result.

Forward reasoning also makes sense in connection with proof states. Therefore \( \text{blast} \), \( \text{fastforce} \) and \( \text{auto} \) support a modifier \( \text{dest} \) which instructs the proof method to use certain rules in a forward fashion. If \( r \) is of the form \( A \Rightarrow B \), the modifier \( \text{dest: } r \) allows proof search to reason forward with \( r \), i.e., to replace an assumption \( A' \), where \( A' \) unifies with \( A \), with the correspondingly instantiated \( B \). For example, \( \text{Suc_leD} \) is the theorem \( \text{Suc } m \leq n \Rightarrow m \leq n \), which works well for forward reasoning:

\[
\text{lemma } \text{"Suc(Suc(Suc a)) \leq b \Rightarrow a \leq b" by(blast dest: Suc_leD)} \]

In this particular example we could have backchained with \( \text{Suc_leD} \), too, but because the premise is more complicated than the conclusion this can easily lead to nontermination.

\[
\text{To ease readability we will drop the question marks in front of unknowns from now on.} \]

4.5 Inductive Definitions

Inductive definitions are the third important definition facility, after datatypes and recursive function. In fact, they are the key construct in the definition of operational semantics in the second part of the book.

4.5.1 An Example: Even Numbers

Here is a simple example of an inductively defined predicate:

- 0 is even
- If \( n \) is even, so is \( n + 2 \).
The operative word “inductive” means that these are the only even numbers. In Isabelle we give the two rules the names ev0 and evSS and write

\[
\text{inductive } \text{ev} :: \text{"nat \Rightarrow bool" where}
\]

\[
ev0: \quad \text{ev } 0 \quad | \quad evSS: \quad \text{ev } n \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{ev } (n + 2)
\]

To get used to inductive definitions, we will first prove a few properties of ev informally before we descend to the Isabelle level.

How do we prove that some number is even, e.g., ev 4? Simply by combining the defining rules for ev:

\[
ev 0 \quad \Rightarrow \quad ev (0 + 2) \quad \Rightarrow \quad ev((0 + 2) + 2) = ev 4
\]

Rule Induction

Showing that all even numbers have some property is more complicated. For example, let us prove that the inductive definition of even numbers agrees with the following recursive one:

\[
\text{fun evn :: "nat \Rightarrow bool" where}
\]

\[
\text{"evn } 0 = True" \quad | \quad \text{"evn } (Suc 0) = False" \quad | \quad \text{"evn } (Suc(Suc n)) = evn n"
\]

We prove ev m \Rightarrow evn m. That is, we assume ev m and by induction on the form of its derivation prove evn m. There are two cases corresponding to the two rules for ev:

Case ev0: ev m was derived by rule ev 0:

\[
\Rightarrow m = 0 \quad \Rightarrow \quad evn m = evn 0 = True
\]

Case evSS: ev m was derived by rule ev n \Rightarrow ev (n + 2):

\[
\Rightarrow m = n + 2 \quad \text{and by induction hypothesis evn n}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow evn m = evn(n + 2) = evn n = True
\]

What we have just seen is a special case of rule induction. Rule induction applies to propositions of this form

\[
ev n \Rightarrow P n
\]

That is, we want to prove a property P n for all even n. But if we assume ev n, then there must be some derivation of this assumption using the two defining rules for ev. That is, we must prove

Case ev0: P 0
Case evSS: [ev n; P n] \Rightarrow P (n + 2)
The corresponding rule is called `ev.induct` and looks like this:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ev } n & \quad P \ 0 \quad \land \ n. \ [\text{ev } n; \ P \ n] \implies P \ (n + 2) \\
\hline
P \ n
\end{align*}
\]

The first premise `ev n` enforces that this rule can only be applied in situations where we know that `n` is even.

Note that in the induction step we may not just assume `P n` but also `ev n`, which is simply the premise of rule `evSS`. Here is an example where the local assumption `ev n` comes in handy: we prove `ev m \implies ev (m − 2)` by induction on `ev m`. Case `ev0` requires us to prove `ev (0 − 2)`, which follows from `ev 0` because `0 − 2 = 0` on type `nat`. In case `evSS` we have `m = n + 2` and may assume `ev n`, which implies `ev (m − 2)` because `m − 2 = (n + 2) − 2 = n`. We did not need the induction hypothesis at all for this proof (it is just a case analysis of which rule was used) but having `ev n` at our disposal in case `evSS` was essential. This case analysis of rules is also called “rule inversion” and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

In Isabelle

Let us now recast the above informal proofs in Isabelle. For a start, we use `Suc` terms instead of numerals in rule `evSS`:

\[
ev n \implies ev (Suc (Suc n))
\]

This avoids the difficulty of unifying `n+2` with some numeral, which is not automatic.

The simplest way to prove `ev (Suc (Suc (Suc (Suc 0))))` is in a forward direction: `evSS[OF evSS[OF ev0]]` yields the theorem `ev (Suc (Suc (Suc (Suc 0))))`. Alternatively, you can also prove it as a lemma in backwards fashion. Although this is more verbose, it allows us to demonstrate how each rule application changes the proof state:

```
lemma "ev(Suc(Suc(Suc(Suc 0)))))"

apply(rule evSS)
apply(rule evSS)
```

```
1. ev (Suc (Suc (Suc 0)))
```
apply (rule ev\(0\))
done

Rule induction is applied by giving the induction rule explicitly via the rule modifier:

lemma "\(ev \ m \Rightarrow evn \ m\)"
apply (induction rule: ev.induct)
by (simp_all)

Both cases are automatic. Note that if there are multiple assumptions of the form \(ev \ t\), method induction will induct on the leftmost one.

As a bonus, we also prove the remaining direction of the equivalence of \(ev\) and \(evn\):

lemma "\(evn \ n \Rightarrow ev \ n\)"
apply (induction n rule: evn.induct)

This is a proof by computation induction on \(n\) (see Section 2.3.4) that sets up three subgoals corresponding to the three equations for \(evn\):

1. \(evn \ 0 \Rightarrow ev \ 0\)
2. \(evn \ (Suc \ 0) \Rightarrow ev \ (Suc \ 0)\)
3. \(\forall n. [evn \ n \Rightarrow ev \ n; evn \ (Suc \ (Suc \ n))] \Rightarrow ev \ (Suc \ (Suc \ n))\)

The first and third subgoals follow with \(ev0\) and \(evSS\), and the second subgoal is trivially true because \(evn \ (Suc \ 0)\) is False:

by (simp_all add: ev0 evSS)

The rules for \(ev\) make perfect simplification and introduction rules because their premises are always smaller than the conclusion. It makes sense to turn them into simplification and introduction rules permanently, to enhance proof automation. They are named \(ev.intro\)s by Isabelle:

declare ev.intros [simp, intro]

The rules of an inductive definition are not simplification rules by default because, in contrast to recursive functions, there is no termination requirement for inductive definitions.

Inductive Versus Recursive

We have seen two definitions of the notion of evenness, an inductive and a recursive one. Which one is better? Much of the time, the recursive one is more convenient: it allows us to do rewriting in the middle of terms, and it expresses both the positive information (which numbers are even) and the negative information (which numbers are not even) directly. An inductive definition
only expresses the positive information directly. The negative information, for example, that 1 is not even, has to be proved from it (by induction or rule inversion). On the other hand, rule induction is tailor-made for proving \( \text{ev} n \implies P n \) because it only asks you to prove the positive cases. In the proof of \( \text{ev} n \implies P n \) by computation induction via \text{evn.induct}, we are also presented with the trivial negative cases. If you want the convenience of both rewriting and rule induction, you can make two definitions and show their equivalence (as above) or make one definition and prove additional properties from it, for example rule induction from computation induction.

But many concepts do not admit a recursive definition at all because there is no datatype for the recursion (for example, the transitive closure of a relation), or the recursion would not terminate (for example, an interpreter for a programming language). Even if there is a recursive definition, if we are only interested in the positive information, the inductive definition may be much simpler.

### 4.5.2 The Reflexive Transitive Closure

Evenness is really more conveniently expressed recursively than inductively. As a second and very typical example of an inductive definition we define the reflexive transitive closure. It will also be an important building block for some of the semantics considered in the second part of the book.

The reflexive transitive closure, called \textit{star} below, is a function that maps a binary predicate to another binary predicate: if \( r \) is of type \( \tau \Rightarrow \tau \Rightarrow \text{bool} \) then \( \text{star} r \) is again of type \( \tau \Rightarrow \tau \Rightarrow \text{bool} \), and \( \text{star} r x y \) means that \( x \) and \( y \) are in the relation \( \text{star} r \). Think \( r^* \) when you see \( \text{star} r \), because \( \text{star} r \) is meant to be the reflexive transitive closure. That is, \( \text{star} r x y \) is meant to be true if from \( x \) we can reach \( y \) in finitely many \( r \) steps. This concept is naturally defined inductively:

```isabelle
inductive star :: "\'a \Rightarrow \'a \Rightarrow \text{bool}" for \( r \) where
  refl: "\'a \Rightarrow \'a \Rightarrow \text{bool}"
| step: "r x y \Rightarrow \text{star} r y z \Rightarrow \text{star} r x z"
```

The base case \textit{refl} is reflexivity: \( x = y \). The step case \textit{step} combines an \( r \) step (from \( x \) to \( y \)) and a \textit{star} \( r \) step (from \( y \) to \( z \)) into a \textit{star} \( r \) step (from \( x \) to \( z \)). The "for \( r \)" in the header is merely a hint to Isabelle that \( r \) is a fixed parameter of \textit{star}, in contrast to the further parameters of \textit{star}, which change. As a result, Isabelle generates a simpler induction rule.

By definition \( \text{star} r \) is reflexive. It is also transitive, but we need rule induction to prove that:

```isabelle
lemma star_trans: "\text{star} r x y \Rightarrow \text{star} r y z \Rightarrow \text{star} r x z"
```
apply\((induction\ rule:\ star.induct)\)

The induction is over \(\text{star}\ r\ x\ y\) (the first matching assumption) and we try to prove \(\text{star}\ r\ y\ z \implies \text{star}\ r\ x\ z\), which we abbreviate by \(P\ x\ y\). These are our two subgoals:

1. \(\forall x.\ \text{star}\ r\ x\ z \implies \text{star}\ r\ x\ z\)
2. \(\forall u\ x\ y.\ \text{[} r\ u\ x;\ \text{star}\ r\ x\ y;\ \text{star}\ r\ y\ z \implies \text{star}\ r\ x\ z;\ \text{star}\ r\ y\ z\] \implies \text{star}\ r\ u\ z\)

The first one is \(P\ x\ x\), the result of case \text{refl}, and it is trivial:

apply\((\text{assumption})\)

Let us examine subgoal 2, case \text{step}. Assumptions \(r\ u\ x\) and \(\text{star}\ r\ x\ y\) are the premises of rule \text{step}. Assumption \(\text{star}\ r\ y\ z \implies \text{star}\ r\ x\ z\) is \(P\ x\ y\), the IH coming from \(\text{star}\ r\ x\ y\). We have to prove \(P\ u\ y\), which we do by assuming \(\text{star}\ r\ y\ z\) and proving \(\text{star}\ r\ u\ z\). The proof itself is straightforward: from \(\text{star}\ r\ y\ z\) the IH leads to \(\text{star}\ r\ x\ z\) which, together with \(r\ u\ x\), leads to \(\text{star}\ r\ u\ z\) via rule \text{step}:

apply\((\text{metis\ step})\)
done

4.5.3 The General Case

Inductive definitions have approximately the following general form:

\[
\text{inductive}\ I::"\tau\Rightarrow\text{bool}\"\ \text{where}
\]

followed by a sequence of (possibly named) rules of the form

\[
[\ I\ a_1;\ \ldots;\ I\ a_n]\ \implies\ I\ a
\]

separated by \(\mid\). As usual, \(n\) can be 0. The corresponding rule induction principle \(I.induct\) applies to propositions of the form

\[
I\ x\ \implies\ P\ x
\]

where \(P\) may itself be a chain of implications.

\(!\) Rule induction is always on the leftmost premise of the goal. Hence \(I\ x\) must be the first premise.

Proving \(I\ x\ \implies\ P\ x\) by rule induction means proving for every rule of \(I\) that \(P\) is invariant:

\[
[\ I\ a_1;\ P\ a_1;\ \ldots;\ I\ a_n;\ P\ a_n]\ \implies\ P\ a
\]
The above format for inductive definitions is simplified in a number of respects. $I$ can have any number of arguments and each rule can have additional premises not involving $I$, so-called side conditions. In rule inductions, these side conditions appear as additional assumptions. The for clause seen in the definition of the reflexive transitive closure simplifies the induction rule.

Exercises

Exercise 4.2. Formalize the following definition of palindromes

- The empty list and a singleton list are palindromes.
- If $xs$ is a palindrome, so is $a # xs @ [\![ a \!]]$.

as an inductive predicate palindrome :: 'a list ⇒ bool and prove that rev $xs = xs$ if $xs$ is a palindrome.

Exercise 4.3. We could also have defined star as follows:

\[
\text{inductive star'} :: \text{"(a ⇒ a ⇒ bool) ⇒ a ⇒ a ⇒ bool" for } r \text{ where}
\]

\[
\text{refl': "star' } r \ x \ x" | \\
\text{step': "star' } r \ x \ y \Rightarrow r \ y \ z \Rightarrow \text{star'} \ r \ x \ z"
\]

The single $r$ step is performed after rather than before the star' steps. Prove star' $r \ x \ y \Rightarrow \text{star } r \ x \ y$ and star' $r \ x \ y \Rightarrow \text{star'} \ r \ x \ y$. You may need lemmas. Note that rule induction fails if the assumption about the inductive predicate is not the first assumption.

Exercise 4.4. Analogous to star, give an inductive definition of the n-fold iteration of a relation $r$: iter $r \ n \ x \ y$ should hold if there are $x_0, \ldots, x_n$ such that $x = x_0$, $x_n = y$ and $r \ x_i \ x_{i+1}$ for all $i < n$. Correct and prove the following claim: star $r \ x \ y \Rightarrow \text{iter } r \ n \ x \ y$.

Exercise 4.5. A context-free grammar can be seen as an inductive definition where each nonterminal $A$ is an inductively defined predicate on lists of terminal symbols: $A(w)$ means that $w$ is in the language generated by $A$. For example, the production $S → aSb$ can be viewed as the implication $S \ w \Rightarrow S \ (a \ # \ w @ [b])$ where $a$ and $b$ are terminal symbols, i.e., elements of some alphabet. The alphabet can be defined like this: \text{datatype alpha} = a | b | ...  

Define the two grammars (where $\epsilon$ is the empty word)

\[
S \ → \ \epsilon \ | \ aSb \ | SS \\
T \ → \ \epsilon \ | \ TaTb
\]

as two inductive predicates. If you think of $a$ and $b$ as "(" and ")", the grammar defines strings of balanced parentheses. Prove $T \ w \Rightarrow S \ w$ and $S \ w \Rightarrow T \ w$ separately and conclude $S \ w = T \ w$. 

Exercise 4.6. In Section 3.1 we defined a recursive evaluation function $\text{aval} :: \text{aexp} \Rightarrow \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{val}$. Define an inductive evaluation predicate $\text{aval\_rel} :: \text{aexp} \Rightarrow \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{val} \Rightarrow \text{bool}$ and prove that it agrees with the recursive function: $\text{aval\_rel } a \ s \ v \Rightarrow \text{aval } a \ s = v$, $\text{aval } a \ s = v \Rightarrow \text{aval\_rel } a \ s \ v$ and thus $\text{aval\_rel } a \ s \ v \leftrightarrow \text{aval } a \ s = v$.

Exercise 4.7. Consider the stack machine from Chapter 3 and recall the concept of stack underflow from Exercise 3.10. Define an inductive predicate $\text{ok} :: \text{nat} \Rightarrow \text{instr list} \Rightarrow \text{nat} \Rightarrow \text{bool}$ such that $\text{ok } n$ is $n'$ means that with any initial stack of length $n$ the instructions is can be executed without stack underflow and that the final stack has length $n'$. Prove that $\text{ok}$ correctly computes the final stack size $\langle \text{ok } n \text{ is } n' ; \text{length stk } = n \rangle \Rightarrow \text{length } (\text{exec } s \text{ stk}) = n'$ and that instruction sequences generated by $\text{comp}$ cannot cause stack underflow: $\text{ok } n \ (\text{comp } a) \ ?$ for some suitable value of ?.
Isar: A Language for Structured Proofs

Apply-scripts are unreadable and hard to maintain. The language of choice for larger proofs is Isar. The two key features of Isar are:

- It is structured, not linear.
- It is readable without its being run because you need to state what you are proving at any given point.

Whereas apply-scripts are like assembly language programs, Isar proofs are like structured programs with comments. A typical Isar proof looks like this:

```isar
definition proof
  assumes "formula_0"
  have "formula_1" by simp
  ...
  have "formula_n" by blast
  show "formula_{n+1}" by ...
qed
```

It proves $formula_0 \Rightarrow formula_{n+1}$ (provided each proof step succeeds). The intermediate `have` statements are merely stepping stones on the way towards the `show` statement that proves the actual goal. In more detail, this is the Isar core syntax:

```isar
proof = by method
  | proof [method] step * qed
step = fix variables
  | assume proposition
  | [from fact+] (have | show) proposition proof
proposition = [name:] "formula"
fact = name | ...
```
A proof can either be an atomic by with a single proof method which must finish off the statement being proved, for example auto, or it can be a proof-qed block of multiple steps. Such a block can optionally begin with a proof method that indicates how to start off the proof, e.g., (induction zs).

A step either assumes a proposition or states a proposition together with its proof. The optional from clause indicates which facts are to be used in the proof. Intermediate propositions are stated with have, the overall goal is stated with show. A step can also introduce new local variables with fix. Logically, fix introduces \( \land \)-quantified variables, assume introduces the assumption of an implication (\( \implies \)) and have/show introduce the conclusion.

Propositions are optionally named formulas. These names can be referred to in later from clauses. In the simplest case, a fact is such a name. But facts can also be composed with \( OF \) and \( of \) as shown in Section 4.4.4 — hence the . . . in the above grammar. Note that assumptions, intermediate have statements and global lemmas all have the same status and are thus collectively referred to as facts.

Fact names can stand for whole lists of facts. For example, if \( f \) is defined by command fun, \( f.simps \) refers to the whole list of recursion equations defining \( f \). Individual facts can be selected by writing \( f.simps(2) \), whole sublists by writing \( f.simps(2-4) \).

### 5.1 Isar by Example

We show a number of proofs of Cantor's theorem that a function from a set to its powerset cannot be surjective, illustrating various features of Isar. The constant surj is predefined.

**lemma** "¬ surj \( f :: 'a \Rightarrow 'a set \)"

**proof**

assume 0: "surj \( f \)"

from 0 have 1: "\( \forall A. \exists a. A = f \ a \)" by(simp add: surj_def)

from 1 have 2: "\( \exists a. \{ x. x \not\in f \ a \} = f \ a \)" by blast

from 2 show "False" by blast

qed

The proof command lacks an explicit method by which to perform the proof. In such cases Isabelle tries to use some standard introduction rule, in the above case for \( \neg \):  

\[
P \implies \text{False} \\
\neg P
\]

In order to prove \( \neg P \), assume \( P \) and show \( \text{False} \). Thus we may assume surj \( f \). The proof shows that names of propositions may be (single!) digits —
meaningful names are hard to invent and are often not necessary. Both \texttt{have} steps are obvious. The second one introduces the diagonal set \( \{ x \; . \; x \notin f \; x \} \), the key idea in the proof. If you wonder why 2 directly implies \texttt{False}: from 2 it follows that \(( a \notin f \; a \} = ( a \in f \; a) \).

5.1.1 \texttt{this}, \texttt{then}, \texttt{hence} and \texttt{thus}

Labels should be avoided. They interrupt the flow of the reader who has to scan the context for the point where the label was introduced. Ideally, the proof is a linear flow, where the output of one step becomes the input of the next step, piping the previously proved fact into the next proof, like in a UNIX pipe. In such cases the predefined name \texttt{this} can be used to refer to the proposition proved in the previous step. This allows us to eliminate all labels from our proof (we suppress the \texttt{lemma} statement):

\begin{verbatim}
proof
  assume "surj f"
  from this have "\exists a. \{ x \; . \; x \notin f \; x \} = f \; a" by (auto simp: surj_def)
  from this show "False" by blast
qed
\end{verbatim}

We have also taken the opportunity to compress the two \texttt{have} steps into one.

To compact the text further, Isar has a few convenient abbreviations:

\begin{verbatim}
  then = from this
  thus = then show
  hence = then have
\end{verbatim}

With the help of these abbreviations the proof becomes

\begin{verbatim}
proof
  assume "surj f"
  hence "\exists a. \{ x \; . \; x \notin f \; x \} = f \; a" by (auto simp: surj_def)
  thus "False" by blast
qed
\end{verbatim}

There are two further linguistic variations:

\begin{verbatim}
  (have|show) prop using facts = from facts (have|show) prop
  with facts = from facts this
\end{verbatim}

The \texttt{using} idiom de-emphasizes the used facts by moving them behind the proposition.

5.1.2 Structured Lemma Statements: \texttt{fixes}, \texttt{assumes}, \texttt{shows}

Lemmas can also be stated in a more structured fashion. To demonstrate this feature with Cantor’s theorem, we rephrase \( \neg \text{surj } f \) a little:
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lemma
fixes f :: " 0 a ⇒ 0 a set"
assumes s: "surj f"
shows "False"
The optional fixes part allows you to state the types of variables up front
rather than by decorating one of their occurrences in the formula with a type
constraint. The key advantage of the structured format is the assumes part that
allows you to name each assumption; multiple assumptions can be separated
by and. The shows part gives the goal. The actual theorem that will come out
of the proof is surj f =⇒ False, but during the proof the assumption surj f
is available under the name s like any other fact.
proof −
have "∃ a. {x . x ∈
/ f x } = f a" using s
by(auto simp: surj_def )
thus "False" by blast
qed
Note the hyphen after the proof command. It is the null method that does
nothing to the goal. Leaving it out would be asking Isabelle to try some suitable
introduction rule on the goal False — but there is no such rule and proof would fail.

In the have step the assumption surj f is now referenced by its name s. The
duplication of surj f in the above proofs (once in the statement of the lemma,
once in its proof) has been eliminated.
Stating a lemma with assumes-shows implicitly introduces the name assms
that stands for the list of all assumptions. You can refer to individual assumptions by assms(1), assms(2), etc., thus obviating the need to name them
individually.

5.2 Proof Patterns
We show a number of important basic proof patterns. Many of them arise
from the rules of natural deduction that are applied by proof by default. The
patterns are phrased in terms of show but work for have and lemma, too.
We start with two forms of case analysis: starting from a formula P we
have the two cases P and ¬ P, and starting from a fact P ∨ Q we have the
two cases P and Q:


show "R"   \[ \text{have } "P \lor Q" \langle \text{proof} \rangle \]
proof cases then show "R" proof
assume "P" assume "P"
  \[ \text{show } "R" \langle \text{proof} \rangle \]
next show "R" \langle \text{proof} \rangle next
assume "P" assume "Q"
  \[ \text{show } "R" \langle \text{proof} \rangle \]
qed show "R" \langle \text{proof} \rangle qed

How to prove a logical equivalence:

show "P \iff Q"
proof
assume "P"
  \[ \text{show } "Q" \langle \text{proof} \rangle \]
next assume "Q"
  \[ \text{show } "P" \langle \text{proof} \rangle \]
qed show "P" \langle \text{proof} \rangle qed

Proofs by contradiction (\textit{ccontr} stands for "classical contradiction"): show "\neg P"
proof show "P"
assume "P" assume "\neg P"
  \[ \text{show } "\text{False}" \langle \text{proof} \rangle \]
qed show "\text{False}" \langle \text{proof} \rangle qed

How to prove quantified formulas:

show "\forall x. P(x)"
proof show "\exists x. P(x)"
fix x
  \[ \text{show } "P(witness)" \langle \text{proof} \rangle \]
show "P(x)" \langle \text{proof} \rangle qed
qed

In the proof of \( \forall x. P(x) \), the step \texttt{fix x} introduces a locally fixed variable \( x \) into the subproof, the proverbial "arbitrary but fixed value". Instead of \( x \)
we could have chosen any name in the subproof. In the proof of \(\exists x. P(x)\), 
\textit{witness} is some arbitrary term for which we can prove that it satisfies \(P\).

How to reason forward from \(\exists x. P(x)\):

\texttt{have "}\(\exists x. P(x)\)" \(\langle\text{proof}\rangle\) 
\texttt{then obtain} \(x\) \texttt{where}\( p: "P(x)" \text{ by} \texttt{blast}\)

After the \texttt{obtain} step, \(x\) (we could have chosen any name) is a fixed local variable, and \(p\) is the name of the fact \(P(x)\). This pattern works for one or more \(x\). As an example of the \texttt{obtain} command, here is the proof of Cantor’s theorem in more detail:

\texttt{lemma "}\neg \textit{surj} (f :: 'a \Rightarrow 'a set)" 
\texttt{proof} \hspace{1cm} \texttt{assume "}\textit{surj} f" 
\texttt{hence "}\exists a. (\langle x. x \notin f x \rangle = f a)" \text{ by (auto simp: surj_def)} 
\texttt{then obtain} \(a\) \texttt{where} "(\langle x. x \notin f x \rangle = f a)" \text{ by blast}
\texttt{hence "a \notin f a \longleftrightarrow a \in f a" by blast}
\texttt{thus "False" by blast}
\texttt{qed}

Finally, how to prove set equality and subset relationship:

\texttt{show "A = B"} 
\texttt{proof} \hspace{1cm} \texttt{show "A \subseteq B"} 
\texttt{proof} \hspace{1cm} \texttt{show "A \subseteq B" \(\langle\text{proof}\rangle\)} 
\texttt{next} \hspace{1cm} \texttt{fix} \(x\) 
\texttt{show "B \subseteq A" \(\langle\text{proof}\rangle\)} 
\texttt{assume "x \in A"} 
\texttt{show "B \subseteq A" \(\langle\text{proof}\rangle\)} 
\texttt{qed} 
\texttt{qed}

5.3 Streamlining Proofs

5.3.1 Pattern Matching and Quotations

In the proof patterns shown above, formulas are often duplicated. This can make the text harder to read, write and maintain. Pattern matching is an abbreviation mechanism to avoid such duplication. Writing

\texttt{show formula (is pattern)}

matches the pattern against the formula, thus instantiating the unknowns in the pattern for later use. As an example, consider the proof pattern for \(\longleftrightarrow\):

\texttt{show "formula\textsubscript{1} \longleftrightarrow formula\textsubscript{2}" (is "?L \longleftrightarrow ?R")}
Instead of duplicating formula, in the text, we introduce the two abbreviations \( ?L \) and \( ?R \) by pattern matching. Pattern matching works wherever a formula is stated, in particular with \texttt{have} and \texttt{lemma}.

The unknown \texttt{?thesis} is implicitly matched against any goal stated by \texttt{lemma} or \texttt{show}. Here is a typical example:

\begin{verbatim}
lemma "formula"
proof
  ...
  show ?thesis  ⟨proof⟩
qed
\end{verbatim}

Unkowns can also be instantiated with \texttt{let} commands

\begin{verbatim}
let ?t = "some-big-term"
\end{verbatim}

Later proof steps can refer to \( ?t \):

\begin{verbatim}
have "...?t...
\end{verbatim}

Names of facts are introduced with \texttt{name}: and refer to proved theorems. Unknowns \texttt{?X} refer to terms or formulas.

Although abbreviations shorten the text, the reader needs to remember what they stand for. Similarly for names of facts. Names like 1, 2 and 3 are not helpful and should only be used in short proofs. For longer proofs, descriptive names are better. But look at this example:

\begin{verbatim}
have \texttt{x_gr_0}: "x > 0" 
  ...
  from \texttt{x_gr_0} ...
\end{verbatim}

The name is longer than the fact it stands for! Short facts do not need names; one can refer to them easily by quoting them:
5.3.2 moreover

Sometimes one needs a number of facts to enable some deduction. Of course one can name these facts individually, as shown on the right, but one can also combine them with moreover, as shown on the left:

\[
\text{have } "P_1" \langle \text{proof} \rangle \text{ moreover have } "P_2" \langle \text{proof} \rangle \text{ moreover have } "P_n" \langle \text{proof} \rangle \text{ ultimately have } "P" \langle \text{proof} \rangle
\]

The moreover version is no shorter but expresses the structure a bit more clearly and avoids new names.

5.3.3 Local Lemmas

Sometimes one would like to prove some lemma locally within a proof, a lemma that shares the current context of assumptions but that has its own assumptions and is generalized over its locally fixed variables at the end. This is simply an extension of the basic have construct:

\[
\text{have } B \text{ if name: } A_1 \ldots A_m \text{ for } x_1 \ldots x_n \langle \text{proof} \rangle
\]

proves \([ A_1; \ldots ; A_m ] \rightarrow B\) where all \(x_i\) have been replaced by unknowns \(?x_i\). As an example we prove a simple fact about divisibility on integers. The definition of \(\text{dvd}\) is \((b \text{ dvd } a) = (\exists k. a = b \times k)\).

\[
\text{lemma fixes } a \ b :: \text{int assumes } "b \text{ dvd } (a+b)" \text{ shows } "b \text{ dvd } a"
\]

\[
\text{proof } -
\text{ have } "\exists k'. a = b\times k'" \text{ if asm: } "a+b = b\times k" \text{ for } k
\text{ proof }
\text{ show } "a = b\times(k-1)" \text{ using asm by(simp add: algebra_simps)}
\text{ qed }
\text{ then show } ?\text{thesis using } \text{assms by(auto simp add: dvd_def)}
\text{ qed }
\]
Exercises

Exercise 5.1. Give a readable, structured proof of the following lemma:

lemma assumes $T$: "$\forall x y. \ T x y \lor T y x$"

and $A$: "$\forall x y. \ A x y \land A y x \rightarrow x = y$"

and $TA$: "$\forall x y. \ T x y \rightarrow A x y$" and "$A x y$"

shows "$T x y$"

Exercise 5.2. Give a readable, structured proof of the following lemma:

lemma "$\exists ys zs. \ xs = ys @ zs \land$

(length $ys$ = length $zs$ $\lor$ length $ys$ = length $zs$ + 1)"

Hint: There are predefined functions $\text{take} :: \text{nat} \Rightarrow 'a \text{ list} \Rightarrow 'a \text{ list}$ and $\text{drop} :: \text{nat} \Rightarrow 'a \text{ list} \Rightarrow 'a \text{ list}$ such that $\text{take} k [x_1, \ldots] = [x_1, \ldots, x_k]$ and $\text{drop} k [x_1, \ldots] = [x_{k+1}, \ldots]$. Let sledgehammer find and apply the relevant $\text{take}$ and $\text{drop}$ lemmas for you.

5.4 Case Analysis and Induction

5.4.1 Datatype Case Analysis

We have seen case analysis on formulas. Now we want to distinguish which form some term takes: is it $0$ or of the form $\text{Suc} \ n$, is it $[]$ or of the form $x \# xs$, etc. Here is a typical example proof by case analysis on the form of $xs$:

lemma "length (tl xs) = length xs - 1"

proof (cases $xs$)

assume "$xs = []$"

thus ?thesis by simp

next

fix $y$ $ys$ assume "$xs = y\#ys$"

thus ?thesis by simp

qed

Function $tl$ ("tail") is defined by $tl [] = []$ and $tl (x \# 21.0) = 22.0$. Note that the result type of $\text{length}$ is $\text{nat}$ and $0 - 1 = 0$.

This proof pattern works for any term $t$ whose type is a datatype. The goal has to be proved for each constructor $C$:

fix $x_1 \ldots x_n$ assume "$t = C x_1 \ldots x_n$"

Each case can be written in a more compact form by means of the case command:
case \((C \ x_1 \ldots \ x_n)\)

This is equivalent to the explicit \texttt{fix-assume} line but also gives the assumption "\(t = C \ x_1 \ldots \ x_n\)" a name: \(C\), like the constructor. Here is the \texttt{case} version of the proof above:

\begin{verbatim}
proof (cases xs)
  case Nil
  thus \texttt{thesis} by simp
next
  case (Cons y ys)
  thus \texttt{thesis} by simp
qed
\end{verbatim}

Remember that \texttt{Nil} and \texttt{Cons} are the alphanumeric names for \([]\) and \(#\). The names of the assumptions are not used because they are directly piped (via \texttt{thus}) into the proof of the claim.

### 5.4.2 Structural Induction

We illustrate structural induction with an example based on natural numbers: the sum \((\sum)\) of the first \(n\) natural numbers \((\{0..n::\text{nat}\})\) is equal to \(n \ast (n + 1) \div 2\). Never mind the details, just focus on the pattern:

\begin{verbatim}
lemma \texttt{"\(\sum \{0..n::\text{nat}\} = n\ast(n+1) \div 2\"}\\
proof (induction n)\\
  show \texttt{"\(\sum \{0..0::\text{nat}\} = 0\ast(0+1) \div 2\"} by simp\\
next\\
  fix n assume \texttt{"\(\sum \{0..n::\text{nat}\} = n\ast(n+1) \div 2\"}\\
  thus \texttt{"\(\sum \{0..\text{Suc } n\} = \text{Suc } n\ast(\text{Suc } n+1) \div 2\"} by simp\\
qed
\end{verbatim}

Except for the rewrite steps, everything is explicitly given. This makes the proof easily readable, but the duplication means it is tedious to write and maintain. Here is how pattern matching can completely avoid any duplication:

\begin{verbatim}
lemma \texttt{"\(\sum \{0..n::\text{nat}\} = n\ast(n+1) \div 2\" (is \"\?P n\")}\\
proof (induction n)\\
  show \texttt{"\?P 0\"} by simp\\
next\\
  fix n assume \texttt{"\?P n"}\\
  thus \texttt{"\?P(\text{Suc } n)\" by simp\\
qed
\end{verbatim}

The first line introduces an abbreviation \(?P n\) for the goal. Pattern matching \(?P n\) with the goal instantiates \(?P\) to the function \(\lambda n. \sum \{0..n\} = n \ast (n +

1) div 2. Now the proposition to be proved in the base case can be written as
\(?P\ 0\), the induction hypothesis as \(?P\ n\), and the conclusion of the induction
step as \(?P\(\text{Suc}\ n\)).

Induction also provides the case idiom that abbreviates the fix-assume step.
The above proof becomes

proof (induction n)
case 0
  show ?case by simp
next
case (Suc n)
  thus ?case by simp
qed

The unknown ?case is set in each case to the required claim, i.e., \(?P\ 0\) and
\(?P\(\text{Suc}\ n\)) in the above proof, without requiring the user to define a \(?P\). The
general pattern for induction over nat is shown on the left-hand side:

show "P(n)"
proof (induction n)
case 0
  let ?case = "P(0)"
next
case (Suc n)
  fix n assume Suc: "P(n)"
  let ?case = "P(Suc n)"

show ?case (proof)
qed

On the right side you can see what the case command on the left stands for.

In case the goal is an implication, induction does one more thing: the
proposition to be proved in each case is not the whole implication but only
its conclusion; the premises of the implication are immediately made assump-
tions of that case. That is, if in the above proof we replace show "P(n)" by
show "A(n) \implies P(n)" then case 0 stands for

  assume 0: "A(0)"
  let ?case = "P(0)"

and case (Suc n) stands for

  fix n
  assume Suc: "A(n) \implies P(n)"
  "A(Suc n)"
  let ?case = "P(Suc n)"
The list of assumptions $Suc$ is actually subdivided into $Suc.H$, the induction hypotheses (here $A(n) \implies P(n)$), and $Suc.prems$, the premises of the goal being proved (here $A(Suc\ n)$).

Induction works for any datatype. Proving a goal $[\ A_1(x); \ldots; \ A_k(x) \ ] \implies P(x)$ by induction on $x$ generates a proof obligation for each constructor $C$ of the datatype. The command case $(C \ x_1 \ldots \ x_n)$ performs the following steps:

1. fix $x_1 \ldots x_n$
2. assume the induction hypotheses (calling them $C.H$) and the premises $A_i(C \ x_1 \ldots \ x_n)$ (calling them $C.prems$) and calling the whole list $C$
3. let $?case = "P(C \ x_1 \ldots \ x_n)"

5.4.3 Rule Induction

Recall the inductive and recursive definitions of even numbers in Section 4.5:

**inductive** $ev :: "nat \Rightarrow bool"$ **where**
$ev0: "ev\ 0" \mid$
$evSS: "ev\ n \implies ev(Suc(Suc\ n))"

**fun** $evn :: "nat \Rightarrow bool"$ **where**
"$evn\ 0 = True" \mid$
"$evn\ (Suc\ 0) = False" \mid$
"$evn\ (Suc(Suc\ n)) = evn\ n"

We recast the proof of $ev\ n \implies evn\ n$ in Isar. The left column shows the actual proof text, the right column shows the implicit effect of the two case commands:

**lemma** "$ev\ n \implies evn\ n$**
**proof**(induction rule: $ev.induct$)
case $ev0$
  show $?case$ by simp
next
case $evSS$
  fix $n$
  assume $evSS: "ev\ n"$
  assume $evn\ n$
  let $?case = "evn(Suc(Suc\ n))"
  thus $?case$ by simp
qed

The proof resembles structural induction, but the induction rule is given explicitly and the names of the cases are the names of the rules in the inductive
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definition. Let us examine the two assumptions named \texttt{evSS}: \texttt{ev n} is the premise of rule \texttt{evSS}, which we may assume because we are in the case where that rule was used; \texttt{evn n} is the induction hypothesis.

Because each case command introduces a list of assumptions named like the case name, which is the name of a rule of the inductive definition, those rules now need to be accessed with a qualified name, here \texttt{ev.ev0} and \texttt{ev.evSS}.

In the case \texttt{evSS} of the proof above we have pretended that the system fixes a variable \texttt{n}. But unless the user provides the name \texttt{n}, the system will just invent its own name that cannot be referred to. In the above proof, we do not need to refer to it, hence we do not give it a specific name. In case one needs to refer to it one writes

\begin{verbatim}
case (evSS m)
\end{verbatim}

like case \texttt{(Suc n)} in earlier structural inductions. The name \texttt{m} is an arbitrary choice. As a result, case \texttt{evSS} is derived from a renamed version of rule \texttt{evSS}: \texttt{ev m \implies ev(Suc(Suc m))}. Here is an example with a (contrived) intermediate step that refers to \texttt{m}:

\begin{verbatim}
lemma "ev n \implies evn n"
proof(induction rule: ev.induct)
  case ev0 show ?case by simp
next
  case (evSS m)
  have "evn(Suc(Suc m)) = evn m" by simp
  thus ?case using (evn m) by blast
qed
\end{verbatim}

In general, let \texttt{I} be a (for simplicity unary) inductively defined predicate and let the rules in the definition of \texttt{I} be called \texttt{rule1}, \ldots, \texttt{rule n}. A proof by rule induction follows this pattern:

\begin{verbatim}
show "I x \implies P x"
proof(induction rule: I.induct)
  case rule1
  ...
  show ?case (proof)
next
  ...
next
  case rule n
  ...
  show ?case (proof)
qed
\end{verbatim}
One can provide explicit variable names by writing case \( \text{rule}_i(x_1 \ldots x_k) \), thus renaming the first \( k \) free variables in rule \( i \) to \( x_1 \ldots x_k \), going through rule \( i \) from left to right.

5.4.4 Assumption Naming

In any induction, case \( \text{name} \) sets up a list of assumptions also called \( \text{name} \), which is subdivided into three parts:

- \text{name.IH} contains the induction hypotheses.
- \text{name.hyps} contains all the other hypotheses of this case in the induction rule. For rule inductions these are the hypotheses of rule \( \text{name} \), for structural inductions these are empty.
- \text{name.prems} contains the (suitably instantiated) premises of the statement being proved, i.e., the \( A_i \) when proving \([ A_1; \ldots; A_n ] \Rightarrow A\).

Proof method \text{induct} differs from \text{induction} only in this naming policy: \text{induct} does not distinguish \( \text{IH} \) from \text{hyps} but subsumes \( \text{IH} \) under \text{hyps}.

More complicated inductive proofs than the ones we have seen so far often need to refer to specific assumptions — just \( \text{name} \) or even \( \text{name.prems} \) and \( \text{name.IH} \) can be too unspecific. This is where the indexing of fact lists comes in handy, e.g., \( \text{name.IH}(2) \) or \( \text{name.prems}(1-2) \).

5.4.5 Rule Inversion

Rule inversion is case analysis of which rule could have been used to derive some fact. The name rule inversion emphasizes that we are reasoning backwards: by which rules could some given fact have been proved? For the inductive definition of \( ev \), rule inversion can be summarized like this:

\[
ev n \Rightarrow n = 0 \lor (\exists k. n = \text{Suc}(\text{Suc} k) \land \ev k)
\]

The realisation in Isabelle is a case analysis. A simple example is the proof that \( \ev n \Rightarrow \ev(n-2) \). We already went through the details informally in Section 4.5.1. This is the Isar proof:

```isar
assume "ev n"
from this have "ev(n - 2)"
proof cases
  case ev0 thus "ev(n - 2)" by (simp add: ev.ev0)
next
  case (evSS k) thus "ev(n - 2)" by (simp add: ev.evSS)
qed
```
The key point here is that a case analysis over some inductively defined predicate is triggered by piping the given fact (here: \textit{from this}) into a proof by cases. Let us examine the assumptions available in each case. In case \textit{ev0} we have \( n = 0 \) and in case \textit{evSS} we have \( n = \text{Suc (Suc } k \text{)} \) and \( \text{ev } k \). In each case the assumptions are available under the name of the case; there is no fine-grained naming schema like there is for induction.

Sometimes some rules could not have been used to derive the given fact because constructors clash. As an extreme example consider rule inversion applied to \( \text{ev (Suc 0)} \): neither rule \textit{ev0} nor rule \textit{evSS} can yield \( \text{ev (Suc 0)} \) because \( \text{Suc 0} \) unifies neither with \( 0 \) nor with \( \text{Suc (Suc } n \text{)} \). Impossible cases do not have to be proved. Hence we can prove anything from \( \text{ev (Suc 0)} \):

\begin{verbatim}
assume "ev(Suc 0)" then have P by cases
\end{verbatim}

That is, \( \text{ev (Suc 0)} \) is simply not provable:

\begin{verbatim}
lemma "¬ ev(Suc 0)"
proof
  assume "ev(Suc 0)" then show False by cases
qed
\end{verbatim}

Normally not all cases will be impossible. As a simple exercise, prove that \( ¬ \text{ev (Suc (Suc (Suc 0)))} \).

5.4.6 Advanced Rule Induction

So far, rule induction was always applied to goals of the form \( I x y z \Rightarrow \ldots \) where \( I \) is some inductively defined predicate and \( x, y, z \) are variables. In some rare situations one needs to deal with an assumption where not all arguments \( r, s, t \) are variables:

\begin{verbatim}
lemma "I r s t ⇒ \ldots"
\end{verbatim}

Applying the standard form of rule induction in such a situation will lead to strange and typically unprovable goals. We can easily reduce this situation to the standard one by introducing new variables \( x, y, z \) and reformulating the goal like this:

\begin{verbatim}
lemma "I x y z ⇒ x = r ⇒ y = s ⇒ z = t ⇒ \ldots"
\end{verbatim}

Standard rule induction will work fine now, provided the free variables in \( r, s, t \) are generalized via \textit{arbitrary}.

However, induction can do the above transformation for us, behind the curtains, so we never need to see the expanded version of the lemma. This is what we need to write:
lemma "I r s t \Rightarrow \ldots"
proof (induction "r" "s" "t" arbitrary: \ldots rule: I.induct)

Like for rule inversion, cases that are impossible because of constructor clashes will not show up at all. Here is a concrete example:

lemma "ev (Suc m) \Rightarrow \neg ev m"
proof (induction "Suc m" arbitrary: m rule: ev.induct)
  fix n assume IH: "\\exists m. n = Suc m \Rightarrow \neg ev m"
  show "\neg ev (Suc n)"
  proof — contradiction
    assume "ev(Suc n)"
    thus False
    proof cases — rule inversion
      fix k assume "n = Suc k" "ev k"
      thus False using IH by auto
  qed
qed

Remarks:

• Instead of the case and ?case magic we have spelled all formulas out. This is merely for greater clarity.
• We only need to deal with one case because the ev0 case is impossible.
• The form of the IH shows us that internally the lemma was expanded as explained above: ev x \Rightarrow x = Suc m \Rightarrow \neg ev m.
• The goal \neg ev (Suc n) may surprise. The expanded version of the lemma would suggest that we have a fix m assume Suc (Suc n) = Suc m and need to show \neg ev m. What happened is that Isabelle immediately simplified Suc (Suc n) = Suc m to Suc n = m and could then eliminate m. Beware of such nice surprises with this advanced form of induction.

Exercises

Exercise 5.3. Give a structured proof by rule inversion:

lemma assumes a: "ev(Suc(Suc n))" shows "ev n"

Exercise 5.4. Give a structured proof of \neg ev (Suc (Suc (Suc 0))) by rule inversions. If there are no cases to be proved you can close a proof immediately with qed.
Exercise 5.5. Recall predicate *star* from Section 4.5.2 and *iter* from Exercise 4.4. Prove \( \text{iter } r \ n \ x \ y \implies \text{star } r \ x \ y \) in a structured style; do not just sledgehammer each case of the required induction.

Exercise 5.6. Define a recursive function \( \text{elems :: }'a \ \text{list} \Rightarrow 'a \ \text{set} \) and prove \( x \in \text{elems } xs \implies \exists \ ys \ zs. \ xs = ys \# \ zs \land x \notin \text{elems } ys \).

Exercise 5.7. Extend Exercise 4.5 with a function that checks if some *alpha list* is a balanced string of parentheses. More precisely, define a recursive function \( \text{balanced :: } \text{nat} \Rightarrow \text{alpha list} \Rightarrow \text{bool} \) such that \( \text{balanced } n \ w \) is true iff (informally) \( S (a^n \# \ w) \). Formally, prove that \( \text{balanced } n \ w = S (\text{replicate } n \ a \# \ w) \) where \( \text{replicate :: } \text{nat} \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow 'a \ \text{list} \) is predefined and \( \text{replicate } n \ x \) yields the list \([x, \ldots, x]\) of length \( n \).
Part II

Semantics
It is all very well to aim for a more “abstract” and a “cleaner” approach to semantics, but if the plan is to be any good, the operational aspects cannot be completely ignored.

Dana Scott [82]
Welcome to the second part of this book. In the first part you have mastered the basics of interactive theorem proving and are now able to navigate the depths of higher-order logic. In this second part, we put these skills to concrete use in the semantics of programming languages.

Why formal semantics? Because there is no alternative when it comes to an unambiguous foundation of what is at the heart of computer science: programs. A formal semantics provides the much needed foundation for their work not just to programmers who want to reason about their programs but also to developers of tools (e.g., compilers, refactoring tools and program analysers) and ultimately to language designers themselves.

This second part of the book is based entirely on a small imperative language called IMP. IMP is our vehicle for showing not just how to formally define the semantics of a programming language but also how to use the semantics to reason about the language, about the behaviour of programs, and about program analyses. Specifically, we examine the following topics: operational semantics, compiler correctness, type systems, program analysis, denotational semantics, Hoare logic, and abstract interpretation.

IMP is a minimal language, with just enough expressive power to be Turing-complete. It does not come with the bells and whistles of a real, mainstream programming language. This is by design: our aim is to show the essence of the techniques, analyses, and transformations that we study in this book, not to get bogged down in detail and sheer volume. This does not mean that formal, machine-checked semantics cannot scale to mainstream languages such as C or Java or more complex features such as object orientation. In fact, this is where proof assistants shine: the ability to automatically check a large amount of error-prone detail relieves the tedium of any sizeable formalization. At the end of each chapter we give pointers to further reading and recent successful applications of the techniques we discuss.
Isabelle

Although the reader will get the most out of this second part of the book if she has studied Isabelle before, it can be read without knowledge of interactive theorem proving. We describe all proofs in detail, but in contrast to the first part of the book, we describe them informally. Nevertheless, everything has been formalized and proved in Isabelle. All these theories can be found in the directory \texttt{src/HOL/IMP} of the Isabelle distribution. HTML versions are available online at \url{http://isabelle.in.tum.de/library/HOL/HOL-IMP}. Many section headings have a link to the corresponding Isabelle theory attached that looks like this: \hulink[thy]{C}. Appendix C contains a table that shows which sections are based on which theories. When building upon any of those theories, for example when solving an exercise, the \texttt{imports} section needs to include "\texttt{"~/src/HOL/IMP/T}" where \texttt{T} is the name of the required theory.

In this second part of the book we simplify the Isabelle syntax in two minor respects to improve readability:

- We no longer enclose types and terms in quotation marks.
- We no longer separate clauses in function definitions or inductive definitions with "\texttt{\textbar\textbar}".

Finally, a note on terminology: We call a proof “automatic” if it requires only a single invocation of a basic Isabelle proof method like \texttt{simp, auto, blast} or \texttt{metis}, possibly modified with specific lemmas. Inductions are not automatic, although each case can be.
IMP: A Simple Imperative Language

To talk about semantics, we first need a programming language. This chapter defines one: a minimalistic imperative programming language called IMP.

The main aim of this chapter is to introduce the concepts of commands and their abstract syntax, and to use them to illustrate two styles of defining the semantics of a programming language: big-step and small-step operational semantics. Our first larger theorem about IMP will be the equivalence of these two definitions of its semantics. As a smaller concrete example, we will apply our semantics to the concept of program equivalence.

7.1 IMP Commands

Before we jump into any formalization or define the abstract syntax of commands, we need to determine which constructs the language IMP should contain. The basic constraints are given by our aim to formalize the semantics of an imperative language and to keep things simple. For an imperative language, we will want the basics such as assignments, sequential composition (semicolon), and conditionals (IF). To make it Turing-complete, we will want to include WHILE loops. To be able to express other syntactic forms, such as an IF without an ELSE branch, we also include the SKIP command that does nothing. The right-hand side of variable assignments will be the arithmetic expressions already defined in Chapter 3, and the conditions in IF and WHILE will be the boolean expressions defined in the same chapter. A program is simply a, possibly complex, command in this language.

We have already seen the formalization of expressions and their semantics in Chapter 3. The abstract syntax of commands is:
In the definitions, proofs, and examples further along in this book, we will often want to refer to concrete program fragments. To make such fragments more readable, we also introduce concrete infix syntax in Isabelle for the four compound constructors of the `com` datatype. The term `Assign vname aexp` for instance can be written as `x ::= a`, the term `Seq com com` as `c1 ;; c2`, the term `If bexp com com` as `IF b THEN c1 ELSE c2`, and the while loop `While bexp com` as `WHILE b DO c`. Sequential composition is denoted by `;;` to distinguish it from the `;` that separates assumptions in the `[[ ... ]]` notation. Nevertheless we still pronounce `;;` as "semicolon".

**Example 7.1.** The following is an example IMP program with two assignments.

```
''x'' ::= Plus (V ''y'') (N 1);; ''y'' ::= N 2
```

We have not defined its meaning yet, but the intention is that it assigns the value of variable `y` incremented by 1 to the variable `x`, and afterwards sets `y` to 2. In a more conventional concrete programming language syntax, we would have written

```
x := y + 1; y := 2
```

We will occasionally use this more compact style for examples in the text, with the obvious translation into the formal form.

- We write concrete variable names as strings enclosed in double quotes, just as in the arithmetic expressions in Chapter 3. Examples are `V ''x''` or `''x'' ::= exp`. If we write `V x` instead, `x` is a logical variable for the name of the program variable. That is, in `x ::= exp`, the `x` stands for any concrete name `''x''`, `''y''`, and so on, the same way `exp` stands for any arithmetic expression.

- In our language, semicolon associates to the left. This means `c1 ;; c2 ;; c3 = (c1 ;; c2) ;; c3`. We will later prove that semantically it does not matter whether semicolon associates to the left or to the right.

  The compound commands `IF` and `WHILE` bind stronger than semicolon. That means `WHILE b DO c1 ;; c2 = (WHILE b DO c1);; c2`.

While more convenient than writing abstract syntax trees, as we have seen in the example, even the more concrete Isabelle notation above is occasionally somewhat cumbersome to use. This is not a fundamental restriction of the theorem prover or of mechanised semantics. If one were interested in a...
more traditional concrete syntax for IMP, or if one were to formalize a larger, more realistic language, one could write separate parsing/printing ML code that integrates with Isabelle and implements the concrete syntax of the language. This is usually only worth the effort when the emphasis is on program verification as opposed to meta-theorems about the programming language.

A larger language may also contain a so-called syntactic de-sugaring phase, where more complex constructs in the language are transformed into simple core concepts. For instance, our IMP language does not have syntax for Java style for-loops, or repeat ... until loops. For our purpose of analysing programming language semantics in general these concepts add nothing new, but for a full language formalization they would be required. De-sugaring would take the for-loop and do ... while syntax and translate it into the standard WHILE loops that IMP supports. Therefore definitions and theorems about the core language only need to worry about one type of loop, while still supporting the full richness of a larger language. This significantly reduces proof size and effort for the theorems that we discuss in this book.

7.2 Big-Step Semantics

In the previous section we defined the abstract syntax of the IMP language. In this section we show its semantics. More precisely, we will use a big-step operational semantics to give meaning to commands.

In an operational semantics setting, the aim is to capture the meaning of a program as a relation that describes how a program executes. Other styles of semantics may be concerned with assigning mathematical structures as meanings to programs, e.g., in the so-called denotational style in Chapter 11, or they may be interested in capturing the meaning of programs by describing how to reason about them, e.g., in the axiomatic style in Chapter 12.

7.2.1 Definition

In big-step operational semantics, the relation to be defined is between program, initial state, and final state. Intermediate states during the execution of the program are not visible in the relation. Although the inductive rules that define the semantics will tell us how the execution proceeds internally, the relation itself looks as if the whole program was executed in one big step.

We formalize the big-step execution relation in the theorem prover as a ternary predicate big_step. The intended meaning of big_step c s t is that execution of command c starting in state s terminates in state t. To display such predicates in a more intuitive form, we use Isabelle's syntax mechanism and the more conventional notation (c, s) ⇒ t instead of big_step c s t.
Fig. 7.1. The big-step rules of IMP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assign</td>
<td>((x := a, s) \Rightarrow s(x := \text{eval } a))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq</td>
<td>((c_1, s_1) \Rightarrow s_2 \quad (c_2, s_2) \Rightarrow s_3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skip</td>
<td>((\text{Skip}, s) \Rightarrow s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IfTrue</td>
<td>((\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c_1 \text{ ELSE } c_2, s) \Rightarrow t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IfFalse</td>
<td>(\neg \text{bval } b \text{ s} \quad (c_2, s) \Rightarrow t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WhileFalse</td>
<td>(\text{bval } b \text{ s} \quad (c_1, s) \Rightarrow t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WhileTrue</td>
<td>((\text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c, s) \Rightarrow s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It remains for us to define which \(c, s\) and \(s'\) this predicate is made up of. Given the recursive nature of the abstract syntax, it will not come as a surprise that our choice is an inductive definition. Figure 7.1 shows its rules. Predicates such as \((c, s) \Rightarrow t\) that are defined by a set of rules are often also called \textit{judgements}, because the rules decide for which parameters the predicate is true. However, there is nothing special about them; they are merely ordinary inductively defined predicates.

Let us go through the rules and rephrase each of them in natural language:

- If the command is \textit{SKIP}, the initial and final state must be the same.
- If the command is an assignment \(x ::= a\) and the initial state is \(s\), then the final state is the same state \(s\) where the value of variable \(x\) is replaced by the evaluation of the expression \(a\) in state \(s\).
- If the command is a sequential composition, rule \textit{Seq} says the combined command \(c_1; c_2\) started in \(s_1\) terminates in \(s_3\) if the first command started in \(s_1\) terminates in some intermediate state \(s_2\) and \(c_2\) takes this \(s_2\) to \(s_3\).
- The conditional is the first command that has two rules, depending on the value of its boolean expression in the current state \(s\). If that value is \textit{True}, then the \textit{IfTrue} rule says that the execution terminates in the same state \(t\) that the command \(c_1\) terminates in if started in \(s\). The \textit{IfFalse} rule does the same for the command \(c_2\) in the \textit{False} case.
- \textit{WHILE} loops are slightly more interesting. If the condition evaluates to \textit{False}, the whole loop is skipped, which is expressed in rule \textit{WhileFalse}. However, if the condition evaluates to \textit{True} in state \(s_1\) and the body \(c\) of the loop takes this state \(s_1\) to some intermediate state \(s_2\), and if the
inductive
  big_step :: com × state ⇒ state ⇒ bool (infix ⇒ 55)
where
Skip: (SKIP, s) ⇒ s |
Assign: (x := a, s) ⇒ s(x := aval a s) |
Seq: [(c1, s1) ⇒ s2; (c2, s2) ⇒ s3] ⇒ (c1;;c2, s1) ⇒ s3 |
IfTrue: [(bval b, s) ⇒ t] ⇒ (IF b THEN c1 ELSE c2, s) ⇒ t |
IfFalse: [¬bval b, s) ⇒ t] ⇒ (IF b THEN c1 ELSE c2, s) ⇒ t |
WhileFalse: ¬bval b =⇒ (WHILE b DO c, s) ⇒ s |
WhileTrue: [(bval b, s1; (c,s1) ⇒ s2; (WHILE b DO c, s2) ⇒ s3 ]
  ⇒ (WHILE b DO c, s1) ⇒ s3

Fig. 7.2. Isabelle definition of the big-step semantics

same WHILE loop started in s2 terminates in s3, then the entire loop also terminates in s3.

Designing the right set of introduction rules for a language is not necessarily hard. The idea is to have at least one rule per syntactic construct and to add further rules when case distinctions become necessary. For each single rule, one starts with the conclusion, for instance (c1;;c2, s) ⇒ s′, and then constructs the assumptions of the rule by thinking about which conditions have to be true about s, s′, and the parameters of the abstract syntax constructor. In the c1;;c2 example, the parameters are c1 and c2. If the assumptions collapse to an equation about s′ as in the SKIP and x := a cases, s′ can be replaced directly.

Following the rules of Figure 7.1, the corresponding Isabelle definition shown in Figure 7.2 is straightforward, using the command inductive (see Section 4.5). The type of big_step is com × state ⇒ state ⇒ bool rather than the canonical com ⇒ state ⇒ state ⇒ bool merely because that permits us to introduce the concrete syntax (_,_,_) ⇒ _ by declaring the transition arrow “⇒” as an infix symbol.

The striking similarity between the rules in the Isabelle definition in Figure 7.2 and the rules in Figure 7.1 is no accident: Figure 7.1 is generated automatically from the Isabelle definition with the help of Isabelle’s LaTeX pretty-printing facility. In the future we will display inductive definitions only in their pretty-printed form. The interested reader will find the full details in the accompanying Isabelle theories.

7.2.2 Deriving IMP Executions

Figure 7.3 shows a so-called derivation tree, i.e., a composition of the rules from Figure 7.1 that visualizes a big-step execution: we are executing the
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\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\texttt{\text{\texttt{x}}} & := N 5, \, s} & \Rightarrow s(\text{\texttt{x}} := 5) & \text{(\texttt{\texttt{y}}} := V \text{\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{x}}}}} \, s(\text{\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{x}}}}} := 5) & \Rightarrow s') \\
\text{\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{x}}} := N 5; \text{\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{y}}}} := V \text{\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{x}}}}} \, s} & \Rightarrow s' \\
\text{where } s' = s(\text{\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{x}}} := 5, \text{\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{y}}}} := 5)}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 7.3. Derivation tree for execution of an IMP program

command \texttt{\texttt{x}} := N 5; \texttt{\texttt{\texttt{y}}} := V \texttt{\texttt{\texttt{x}}} , starting it in an arbitrary state \texttt{s}. Our claim is that at the end of this execution, we get the same state \texttt{s}, but with both \texttt{x} and \texttt{y} set to 5. We construct the derivation tree from its root, the bottom of Figure 7.3, starting with the \texttt{Seq} rule, which gives us two obligations, one for each assignment. Working on \texttt{\texttt{x} := N 5} first, we can conclude via the \texttt{Assign} rule that it results in the state \texttt{s (\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{x}}} := 5)}. We feed this intermediate state into the execution of the second assignment, and again with the assignment rule complete the derivation tree. In general, a derivation tree consists of rule applications at each node and of applications of axioms (rules without premises) at the leaves.

We can conduct the same kind of argument in the theorem prover. The following is the example from Figure 7.3 in Isabelle. Instead of telling the prover what the result state is, we state the lemma with a schematic variable and let Isabelle compute its value as the proof progresses.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\texttt{schematic\_goal \texttt{ex: \texttt{\texttt{x}}} := N 5; \texttt{\texttt{\texttt{y}}} := V \texttt{\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{x}}}}} \, \texttt{s} & \Rightarrow \texttt{?t} \\
\text{apply (rule \texttt{Seq})} & \\
\text{apply (rule \texttt{Assign})} & \\
\text{apply simp} & \\
\text{apply (rule \texttt{Assign})} & \\
\text{done}
\end{align*}
\]

After the proof is finished, Isabelle instantiates the lemma statement, and after simplification we get the expected \(\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{x}}} := N 5; \texttt{\texttt{\texttt{y}}} := V \texttt{\texttt{\texttt{x}}} , \texttt{s} \Rightarrow \texttt{s(\texttt{\texttt{\texttt{x}}} := 5, \texttt{\texttt{\texttt{y}}} := 5)}\).

We could use this style of lemma to execute IMP programs symbolically. However, a more convenient way to execute the big-step rules is to use Isabelle’s code generator. The following command tells it to generate code for the predicate \(\Rightarrow\) and thus make the predicate available in the \texttt{values} command, which is similar to \texttt{value}, but works on inductive definitions and computes a set of possible results.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{code\_pred \texttt{big\_step}}.
\end{align*}
\]

We could now write

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{values \{t. (\texttt{SKIP, \_ \_ \_}) \Rightarrow t\}}
\end{align*}
\]
but this only shows us \{\_\}, i.e., that the result is a set containing one element. Functions cannot always easily be printed, but lists can be, so we just ask for the values of a list of variables we are interested in, using the set-comprehension notation introduced in Section 4.2:

\[
\text{values} \{ \text{map } t \ [''x'', ''y''] \ | t. (''x'' ::= N 2, \lambda \_ \_. 0) \Rightarrow t \}
\]

This has the result \{[2,0]\}.

This section showed us how to construct program derivations and how to execute small IMP programs according to the big-step semantics. In the next section, we instead deconstruct executions that we know have happened and analyse all possible ways we could have gotten there.

### 7.2.3 Rule Inversion

What can we conclude from (\textitize{SKIP, s}) \Rightarrow t? Clearly \( t = s \). This is an example of rule inversion which we had discussed previously in Section 5.4.5. It is a consequence of the fact that an inductively defined predicate is only true if the rules force it to be true, i.e., only if there is some derivation tree for it.

Inversion of the rules for big-step semantics tells us what we can infer from (\textitize{c, s}) \Rightarrow t. For the different commands we obtain the following inverted rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(SKIP, s)} & \Rightarrow t \iff t = s \\
(x \leftarrow a, s) & \Rightarrow t \iff t = s(x := \text{aval} a \ s) \\
(c_1; c_2, s_1) & \Rightarrow s_3 \iff \exists s_2. (c_1, s_1) \Rightarrow s_2 \land (c_2, s_2) \Rightarrow s_3 \\
(\text{IF } b \ \text{THEN } c_1 \ \text{ELSE } c_2, s) & \Rightarrow t \iff \\
\text{bval } b \ s \land (c_1, s) & \Rightarrow t \lor \neg \text{bval } b \ s \land (c_2, s) \Rightarrow t \\
(\text{WHILE } b \ \text{DO } c, s) & \Rightarrow t \iff \\
\neg \text{bval } b \ s \land t = s \lor \\
\text{bval } b \ s \land (\exists s'. (c, s) \Rightarrow s' \land (\text{WHILE } b \ \text{DO } c, s') \Rightarrow t)
\end{align*}
\]

As an example, we paraphrase the final implication: if (\textitize{WHILE } b \ \text{DO } c, s) \Rightarrow t then either \( b \) is false and \( t = s \), i.e., rule \textit{WhileFalse} was used, or \( b \) is true and there is some intermediate state \( s' \) such that \( (c, s) \Rightarrow s' \) and \( (\text{WHILE } b \ \text{DO } c, s') \Rightarrow t \), i.e., rule \textit{WhileTrue} was used.

These inverted rules can be proved automatically by Isabelle from the original rules. Moreover, proof methods like \textit{auto} and \textit{blast} can be instructed to use both the introduction and the inverted rules automatically during proof search. For details see theory \textit{Big_Step}.

One can go one step further and combine the above inverted rules with the original rules to obtain equivalences rather than implications, for example.
\[ (c_1; c_2, s_1) \Rightarrow s_3 \leftarrow (\exists s_2. (c_1, s_1) \Rightarrow s_2 \land (c_2, s_2) \Rightarrow s_3) \]

Every \( \Rightarrow \) in the inverted rules can be turned into \( \leftarrow \) because the \( \Leftarrow \) direction follows from the original rules.

As an example of the two proof techniques in this and the previous section consider the following lemma. It states that the syntactic associativity of semicolon has no semantic effect. We get the same result, no matter if we group semicolons to the left or to the right.

**Lemma 7.2.** \((c_1 ; ; c_2 ; ; c_3, s) \Rightarrow s' \leftarrow (c_1 ; ; (c_2 ; ; c_3), s) \Rightarrow s'\)

**Proof.** We show each direction separately. Consider first the execution where the semicolons are grouped to the left: \((c_1 ; ; c_2 ; ; c_3, s) \Rightarrow s'\). By rule inversion we can decompose this execution twice and obtain the intermediate states \(s_1\) and \(s_2\) such that \((c_1, s) \Rightarrow s_1\), as well as \((c_2, s_1) \Rightarrow s_2\) and \((c_3, s_2) \Rightarrow s'\). From this, we can construct a derivation for \((c_1 ; ; (c_2 ; ; c_3), s) \Rightarrow s'\) by first concluding \((c_2 ; ; c_3, s_1) \Rightarrow s'\) with the \(Seq\) rule and then using the \(Seq\) rule again, this time on \(c_1\), to arrive at the final result. The other direction is analogous. \(\square\)

### 7.2.4 Equivalence of Commands

In the previous section we have applied rule inversion and introduction rules of the big-step semantics to show equivalence between two particular IMP commands. In this section, we define semantic equivalence as a concept in its own right.

We call two commands \(c\) and \(c'\) equivalent w.r.t. the big-step semantics when \(c\) started in \(s\) terminates in \(t\) iff \(c'\) started in \(s\) also terminates in \(t\). Formally, we define it as an abbreviation:

\[
\text{abbreviation} \quad \text{equiv}_{c} :: \text{com} \Rightarrow \text{com} \Rightarrow \text{bool} (\text{infix} \sim 50) \quad \text{where} \\
\sim c \equiv (\forall s t. (c, s) \Rightarrow t = (c', s) \Rightarrow t)
\]

Note that the \(\sim\) symbol in this definition is not the standard tilde `\~, but the symbol \(\sim\) instead.

Experimenting with this concept, we see that Isabelle manages to prove many simple equivalences automatically. One example is the unfolding of while loops:

**Lemma 7.3.**

\[\text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c \sim \text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c ; ; \text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c \text{ ELSE SKIP }\]

Another example is a trivial contraction of \(\text{IF}\):
Lemma 7.4. IF b THEN c ELSE c ∼ c

Of course not all equivalence properties are trivial. For example, the congruence property

Lemma 7.5. c ∼ c′ ⇒ WHILE b DO c ∼ WHILE b DO c′

is a corollary of

Lemma 7.6.

\[ [(WHILE b DO c, s) ⇒ t; c ∼ c′] ⇒ (WHILE b DO c′, s) ⇒ t \]

This lemma needs the third main proof technique for inductive definitions: rule induction. We covered rule induction in Section 4.5.1. Recall that for the big-step semantics, rule induction applies to properties of the form \((c, s) ⇒ s′ \Rightarrow P c s s′\). To prove statements of this kind, we need to consider one case for each introduction rule, and we are allowed to assume \(P\) as an induction hypothesis for each occurrence of the inductive relation \(⇒\) in the assumptions of the respective introduction rule. The proof of Lemma 7.6 requires the advanced form of rule induction described in Section 5.4.6 because the big-step premise in the lemma involves not just variables but the proper term WHILE b DO c.

This concept of semantic equivalence also has nice algebraic properties. For instance, it forms a so-called equivalence relation.

Definition 7.7. A relation R is called an equivalence relation iff it is

- reflexive: \(R x x\),
- symmetric: \(R x y \Rightarrow R y x\), and
- transitive: \([R x y; R y z] \Rightarrow R x z\).

Equivalence relations can be used to partition a set into sets of equivalent elements — in this case, commands that are semantically equivalent belong to the same partition. The standard equality = can be seen as the most fine-grained equivalence relation for a given set.

Lemma 7.8. The semantic equivalence ∼ is an equivalence relation. It is reflexive \((c ∼ c)\), symmetric \((c ∼ c′ ⇒ c′ ∼ c)\), and transitive \(([c ∼ c′; c′ ∼ c′′] ⇒ c ∼ c′′)\).

Proof. All three properties are proved automatically.

Our relation ∼ is also a so-called congruence on the syntax of commands: it respects the structure of commands — if all sub-commands are equivalent, so will be the compound command. This is why we called Lemma 7.5 a congruence property: it establishes that ∼ is a congruence relation w.r.t. WHILE. We can easily prove further such rules for semicolon and IF.
We have used the concept of semantic equivalence in this section as a first example of how semantics can be useful: to prove that two programs always have the same behaviour. An important example of where such equivalences are used in practice is the transformation of programs in compiler optimizations, some of which we will show in later chapters of this book.

7.2.5 Execution in IMP is Deterministic

So far, we have proved properties about particular IMP commands and we have introduced the concept of semantic equivalence. We have not yet investigated properties of the language itself. One such property is whether IMP is deterministic or not. A language is called deterministic if, for every command and every start state, there is at most one possible final state. Conversely, a language is called non-deterministic if it admits multiple final states. Having defined the semantics of the language as a relation, it is not immediately obvious if execution in this language is deterministic or not.

Formally, a language is deterministic if any two executions of the same command from the same initial state will always arrive in the same final state. The following lemma expresses this in Isabelle.

**Lemma 7.9 (IMP is deterministic).**

\[ ((c, s) \Rightarrow t; (c, s) \Rightarrow t') \implies t' = t \]

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on the big-step semantics. With our inversion and introduction rules from above, each case is solved automatically by Isabelle. Note that the automation in this proof is not completely obvious. Merely using the proof method `auto` after the induction for instance leads to non-termination, but the backtracking capabilities of `blast` manage to solve each subgoal. Experimenting with different automated methods is encouraged if the standard ones fail. ⊓⊔

While the above proof is nice for showing off Isabelle’s proof automation, it does not give much insight into why the property is true. Figure 7.4 shows an Isar proof that expands the steps of the only interesting case and omits the boring cases using automation. This is much closer to a blackboard presentation.

So far, we have defined the big-step semantics of IMP, we have explored the proof principles of derivation trees, rule inversion, and rule induction in the context of the big-step semantics, and we have explored semantic equivalence as well as determinism of the language. In the next section we will look at a different way of defining the semantics of IMP.
7.3 Small-Step Semantics

The big-step semantics executes a program from an initial to the final state in one big step. Short of inspecting the derivation tree of big-step introduction rules, it does not allow us to explicitly observe intermediate execution states. That is the purpose of a small-step semantics.

Small-step semantics lets us explicitly observe partial executions and make formal statements about them. This enables us, for instance, to talk about the interleaved, concurrent execution of multiple programs. The main idea for representing a partial execution is to introduce the concept of how far execution has progressed in the program. There are many ways of doing this. Traditionally, for a high-level language like IMP, we modify the type of the big-step judgement from $\text{com} \times \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{bool}$ to something like $\text{com} \times \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{com} \times \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{bool}$. The second $\text{com} \times \text{state}$ component of the judgement is the result state of one small, atomic execution step together with a modified command that represents what still has to be executed. We call a $\text{com} \times \text{state}$ pair a configuration of the program, and use the command $\text{SKIP}$ to indicate that execution has terminated.

The idea is easiest to understand by looking at the set of rules. They define one atomic execution step. The execution of a command is then a sequence of such steps.
Going through the rules in Figure 7.5 we see that:

- Variable assignment is an atomic step. As mentioned above, SKIP represents the terminated program.
- There are two rules for semicolon: either the first part is fully executed already (signified by SKIP), in which case we continue with the second part, or the first part can be executed further, in which case we perform the execution step and replace this first part with its reduced version.
- An IF reduces either to the command in the THEN branch or the ELSE branch, depending on the value of the condition.
- The final rule is for the WHILE loop: we define its semantics by merely unrolling the loop once. The subsequent execution steps will take care of testing the condition and possibly executing the body.

Note that we could have used the unrolling definition of WHILE in the big-step semantics as well. We were, after all, able to prove it as an equivalence in Section 7.2.4. However, such an unfolding is less natural in the big-step case, whereas in the small-step semantics the whole idea is to transform the command bit by bit to model execution.

Had we wanted to observe partial execution of arithmetic or boolean expressions, we could have introduced a small-step semantics for these as well (see Exercise 7.4) and made the corresponding small-step rules for assignment, IF, and WHILE non-atomic in the same way as the semicolon rules.

We can now define the execution of a program as the reflexive transitive closure of the small_step judgement \( \rightarrow \), using the star operator defined in Section 4.5.2:
abbreviation \((\rightarrow^*)\) :: \(com \times state \Rightarrow com \times state \Rightarrow bool\) where
\[ x \rightarrow^* y \equiv \text{star small\_step } x y \]

Example 7.10. To look at an example execution of a command in the small-step semantics, we again use the values command. This time, we will get multiple elements in the set that it returns — all partial executions of the program. Given the command \(c\) with
\[ c = 'x' ::= V 'z'; 'y' ::= V 'x' \]
and an initial state \(s\) with
\[ s = <'x' := 3, 'y' := 7, 'z' := 5> \]
we issue the following query to Isabelle
\[
\text{values} \{ (c', \text{map t ['}x', 'y', 'z']) | c' t. (c, s) \rightarrow^* (c', t) \}
\]
The result contains four execution steps, starting with the original program in the initial state, proceeding through partial execution of the two assignments, and ending in the final state of the final program \(SKIP\):
\[
\begin{align*}
\{ ('x' ::= V 'z'; 'y' ::= V 'x', [3, 7, 5]), \\
(SKIP; 'y' ::= V 'x', [5, 7, 5]), \\
('y' ::= V 'x', [5, 7, 5]), \\
(SKIP, [5, 5, 5])
\end{align*}
\]

As a further test of whether our definition of the small-step semantics is useful, we prove that the rules still give us a deterministic language, like the big-step semantics.

Lemma 7.11. \([cs \rightarrow cs'; cs \rightarrow cs'']\) \(\Rightarrow cs'' = cs'\)

Proof. After induction on the first premise (the small-step semantics), the proof is as automatic as for the big-step semantics. \(\square\)

Recall that both sides of the small-step arrow \(\rightarrow\) are configurations, that is, pairs of commands and states. If we don’t need to refer to the individual components, we refer to the configuration as a whole, such as \(cs\) in the lemma above.

We could conduct further tests like this, but since we already have a semantics for IMP, we can use it to show that our new semantics defines precisely the same behaviour. The next section does this.

7.3.1 Equivalence with Big-Step Semantics

Having defined an alternative semantics for the same language, the first interesting question is of course if our definitions are equivalent. This section
shows that this is the case. Both directions are proved separately: for any big-step execution, there is an equivalent small-step execution and vice versa.

We start by showing that any big-step execution can be simulated by a sequence of small steps ending in $\text{SKIP}$:

**Lemma 7.12.** \( cs \Rightarrow t \implies cs \Rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP}, t) \)

This is proved in the canonical fashion by rule induction on the big-step judgement. Most cases follow directly. As an example we look at rule $\text{IfTrue}$:

\[
\text{bval } b \ s \quad (c_1, s) \Rightarrow t \\
(IF \ b \ THEN \ c_1 \ ELSE \ c_2, s) \Rightarrow t 
\]

By IH we know that \( (c_1, s) \Rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP}, t) \). This yields the required small-step derivation:

\[
\text{bval } b \ s \\
(IF \ b \ THEN \ c_1 \ ELSE \ c_2, s) \Rightarrow (c_1, s) \Rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP}, t) \\
(IF \ b \ THEN \ c_1 \ ELSE \ c_2, s) \Rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP}, t) 
\]

Only rule $\text{Seq}$ does not go through directly:

\[
(c_1, s_1) \Rightarrow s_2 \quad (c_2, s_2) \Rightarrow s_3 \\
(c_1; c_2, s_1) \Rightarrow s_3 
\]

The IHs are \( (c_1, s_1) \Rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP}, s_2) \) and \( (c_2, s_2) \Rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP}, s_3) \) but we need a reduction \( (c_1; c_2, s_1) \Rightarrow^* ... \). The following lemma bridges the gap: it lifts a \( \Rightarrow^* \) derivation into the context of a semicolon:

**Lemma 7.13.**

\( (c_1, s_1) \Rightarrow^* (c, s_2) \implies (c_1; c_2, s_1) \Rightarrow^* (c; c_2, s_2) \)

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on the reflexive transitive closure $\text{star}$. The base case is trivial and the step is not much harder: If \( (c_1, s_1) \Rightarrow (c_1', s_1') \) and \( (c_2', s_2') \Rightarrow (c, s_2) \), we have \((c_1; c_2, s_1) \Rightarrow^* (c_1'; c_2', s_1') \Rightarrow^* (c; c_2, s_2)\) by IH. Rule $\text{Seq2}$ and the step rule for $\text{star}$ do the rest:

\[
(c_1, s_1) \Rightarrow (c_1', s_1') \\
(c_1; c_2, s_1) \Rightarrow (c_1'; c_2, s_1') \\
(c_1; c_2, s_1') \Rightarrow^* (c; c_2, s_2) \\
(c_1; c_2, s_1) \Rightarrow^* (c; c_2, s_2) 
\]

Returning to the proof of the $\text{Seq}$ case, Lemma 7.13 turns the first IH into \((c_1; c_2, s_1) \Rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP};; c_2, s_2)\). From rule $\text{Seq1}$ and the second IH we have \((\text{SKIP};; c_2, s_2) \Rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP}, s_3)\):

\[
(\text{SKIP}; c_2, s_2) \Rightarrow (c_2, s_2) \\
(c_2, s_2) \Rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP}, s_3) \\
(\text{SKIP};; c_2, s_2) \Rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP}, s_3) 
\]
By transitivity of *star*, we finally arrive at \((c_1 \mathbin{;} c_2, s_1) \rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP}, s_3)\), thus finishing the *Seq* case and the proof of Lemma 7.12.

Let us now consider the other direction:

**Lemma 7.14 (Small-step implies big-step).**
\[
 cs \rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP}, t) \implies cs \Rightarrow t
\]

The proof is again canonical, namely by rule induction on the premise, the reflexive transitive closure. The base case \(cs = (\text{SKIP}, t)\) is trivial. In the induction step we have \(cs \rightarrow cs'\) and \(cs' \rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP}, t)\) and the IH \(cs' \Rightarrow t\). That this implies \(cs \Rightarrow t\) is proved as a separate lemma:

**Lemma 7.15 (Step case).** \[[ cs \rightarrow cs'; cs' \Rightarrow t \] \(\implies cs \Rightarrow t\)

**Proof.** The proof is automatic after rule induction on the small-step semantics. \(\square\)

This concludes the proof of Lemma 7.14. Both directions together (Lemma 7.12 and Lemma 7.14) let us derive the equivalence we were aiming for in the first place:

**Corollary 7.16.** \( (c, s) \Rightarrow t \iff (c, s) \rightarrow^* (\text{SKIP}, t)\)

This concludes our proof that the small-step and big-step semantics of IMP are equivalent. Such equivalence proofs are useful whenever there are different formal descriptions of the same artefact. The reason one might want different descriptions of the same thing is that they differ in what they can be used for. For instance, big-step semantics are relatively intuitive to define, while small-step semantics allow us to make more fine-grained formal observations. The next section exploits the fine-grained nature of the small-step semantics to elucidate the big-step semantics.

### 7.3.2 Final Configurations, Infinite Reductions, and Termination

In contrast to the big-step semantics, in the small-step semantics it is possible to speak about non-terminating executions directly. We can easily distinguish final configurations from those that can make further progress:

**Definition** final :: com \times state \Rightarrow bool where

\[
\text{final } cs \iff (\exists cs'. \ cs \rightarrow cs')
\]

In our semantics, these happen to be exactly the configurations that have *SKIP* as their command.

**Lemma 7.17.** final \( (c, s) = (c = \text{SKIP})\)
Proof. One direction is easy: clearly, if the command $c$ is \textit{SKIP}, the configuration is final. The other direction is not much harder. It is proved automatically after inducting on $c$. \hfill $\square$

With this we can show that $\Rightarrow$ yields a final state iff $\rightarrow$ terminates:

\textbf{Lemma 7.18.} $(\exists t. \text{cs} \Rightarrow t) \iff (\exists \text{cs}'. \text{cs} \rightarrow^* \text{cs}' \land \text{final cs}')$

\textbf{Proof.} Using Lemma 7.17 we can replace \textit{final} with configurations that have \textit{SKIP} as the command. The rest follows from the equivalence of small and big-step semantics. \hfill $\square$

This lemma says that in IMP the absence of a big-step result is equivalent to non-termination. This is not necessarily the case for any language. Another reason for the absence of a big-step result may be a runtime error in the execution of the program that leads to no rule being applicable. In the big-step semantics this is often indistinguishable from non-termination. In the small-step semantics the concept of final configurations neatly distinguishes the two causes.

Since IMP is deterministic, there is no difference between “may” and “must” termination. Consider a language with non-determinism.

In such a language, Lemma 7.18 is still valid and both sides speak about possible (\textit{may}) termination. In fact, the big-step semantics cannot speak about necessary (\textit{must}) termination at all, whereas the small-step semantics can: there must not be an infinite reduction $\text{cs}_0 \rightarrow \text{cs}_1 \rightarrow \ldots$.

\section*{7.4 Summary and Further Reading}

This concludes the chapter on the operational semantics for IMP. In the first part of this chapter, we have defined the abstract syntax of IMP commands, we have defined the semantics of IMP in terms of a big-step operational semantics, and we have experimented with the concepts of semantic equivalence and determinism. In the second part of this chapter, we have defined an alternative form of operational semantics, namely small-step semantics, and we have proved that this alternative form describes the same behaviours as the big-step semantics. The two forms of semantics have different application trade-offs: big-step semantics were easier to define and understand, small-step semantics let us talk explicitly about intermediate states of execution and about termination.

We have looked at three main proof techniques: derivation trees, rule inversion and rule induction. These three techniques form the basic tool set that will accompany us in the following chapters.
Operational semantics in its small-step form goes back to Plotkin [70, 71, 72], who calls it structural operational semantics. Big-step semantics was popularised by Kahn [46] under the name of natural semantics.

There are many programming language constructs that we left out of IMP. Some examples that are relevant for imperative and object-oriented languages are the following.

Syntax. For loops, do...while loops, the if...then command, etc. are just further syntactic forms of the basic commands above. They could either be formalized directly, or they could be transformed into equivalent basic forms by syntactic desugaring.

Jumps. The goto construct, although considered harmful [27], is relatively easy to formalize. It merely requires the introduction of some notion of program position, be it as an explicit program counter, or a set of labels for jump targets. We will see jumps as part of a machine language formalization in Chapter 8.

Blocks and local variables. Like the other constructs they do not add computational power but are an important tool for programmers to achieve data hiding and encapsulation. The main formalization challenge with local variables is their visibility scope. Nielson and Nielson [62] give a good introduction to this topic.

 Procedures. Parameters to procedures introduce issues similar to local variables, but they may have additional complexities depending on which calling conventions the language implements (call by reference, call by value, call by name, etc.). Recursion is not usually a problem to formalize. Procedures also influence the definition of what a program is: instead of a single command, a program now usually becomes a list or collection of procedures. Nielson and Nielson cover this topic as well [62].

Exceptions. Throwing and catching exceptions is usually reasonably easy to integrate into a language formalization. However, exceptions may interact with features like procedures and local variables, because exceptions provide new ways to exit scopes and procedures. The Jinja [48] language formalization is an example of such rich interactions.

Data types, structs, pointers, arrays. Additional types such as fixed size machine words, records, and arrays are easy to include when the corresponding high-level concept is available in the theorem prover, but IEEE floating point values for instance may induce an interesting amount of work [24]. The semantics of pointers and references is a largely orthogonal issue and can be treated at various levels of detail, from raw bytes [87] up to multiple heaps separated by type and field names [13].

Objects, classes, methods. Object-oriented features have been the target of a large body of work in the past decade. Objects and methods lead
to a stronger connection between control structures and memory. Which virtual method will be executed, for instance, depends on the type of the object in memory at runtime. It is by now well understood how to formalize them in a theorem prover. For a study on a Java-like language in Isabelle/HOL, see for instance Jinja [48] or Featherweight Java [45].

All of the features above can be formalized in a theorem prover. Many add interesting complications, but the song remains the same. Schirmer [78], for instance, shows an Isabelle formalization of big-step and small-step semantics in the style of this chapter for the generic imperative language Simpl. The formalization includes procedures, blocks, exceptions, and further advanced concepts. With techniques similar to those described Chapter 12, he develops the language to a point where it can directly be used for large-scale program verification.

Exercises

Exercise 7.1. Define a function assigned :: com ⇒ vname set that computes the set of variables that are assigned to in a command. Prove that if some variable is not assigned to in a command, then that variable is never modified by the command: \((t, s) ⇒ t; x \notin \text{assigned } c \Rightarrow s x = t x\).

Exercise 7.2. Define a recursive function skip :: com ⇒ bool that determines if a command behaves like SKIP. Prove \(\text{skip } c \Rightarrow c \sim \text{SKIP}\).

Exercise 7.3. Define a recursive function deskip :: com ⇒ com that eliminates as many SKIPs as possible from a command. For example:

\[
deskip (\text{SKIP};; \text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } (x ::= a;; \text{SKIP})) = \text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } x ::= a
\]

Prove \(\text{deskip } c \sim c\) by induction on \(c\). Remember Lemma 7.5 for the WHILE case.

Exercise 7.4. Define a small-step semantics for the evaluation of arithmetic expressions:

\[
\text{inductive } \text{astep} :: \text{aexp} × \text{state} ⇒ \text{aexp} ⇒ \text{bool} \ (\text{infix } \rightsquigarrow 50) \text{ where}
\]

\[
(V x, s) \rightsquigarrow N (s x) \mid
(\text{Plus } (N i) (N j), s) \rightsquigarrow N (i + j) \mid
\]

Complete the definition with two rules for \(\text{Plus}\) that model a left-to-right evaluation strategy: reduce the first argument with \(\rightsquigarrow\) if possible, reduce the second argument with \(\rightsquigarrow\) if the first argument is a number.

Prove that each \(\rightsquigarrow\) step preserves the value of the expression: \((a, s) \rightsquigarrow a' \Rightarrow \text{aval } a = \text{aval } a'\). Use the modified induction rule \(\text{astep.induct}\).
Exercise 7.5. Prove or disprove (by giving a counterexample):

- **IF** \( b_1 \ AND \ b_2 \) **THEN** \( c_1 \) **ELSE** \( c_2 \) \( \sim \)
  - IF \( b_1 \) **THEN** IF \( b_2 \) **THEN** \( c_1 \) **ELSE** \( c_2 \) **ELSE** \( c_2 \)
- **WHILE** \( b_1 \ AND \ b_2 \) **DO** \( c \) \( \sim \)
  - WHILE \( b_1 \) **DO** WHILE \( b_2 \) **DO** \( c \)
- **WHILE** \( b_1 \ OR \ b_2 \) **DO** \( c \) \( \sim \)
  - WHILE \( b_1 \) **DO** WHILE \( b_2 \) **DO** \( c \)

where \( Or \ b_1 \ b_2 = Not \ (And \ (Not \ b_1) \ (Not \ b_2)) \).

Exercise 7.6. Define a new loop construct \( DO \ c \ WHILE \ b \) (where \( c \) is executed once before \( b \) is tested) in terms of the existing constructs in \( com \):

- \( DO \ c \ WHILE \ b = \ldots \)
- Define a recursive translation \( dewhile : com \Rightarrow com \) that replaces all \( WHILE \ b \) **DO** \( c \) by suitable commands that use \( DO \ c \ WHILE \ b \) instead. Prove that your translation preserves the semantics:

\[ dewhile \ c \sim c \]

Exercise 7.7. Let \( C :: nat \Rightarrow com \) be an infinite sequence of commands and \( S :: nat \Rightarrow state \) an infinite sequence of states such that \( C 0 = c_1 ;; d \) and \( \forall n. (C n, S n) \rightarrow (C (Suc n), S (Suc n)) \). Prove that either all \( C n \) are of the form \( c_n ;; d \) and it is always \( c_n \) that is reduced, or \( c_n \) eventually becomes \( SKIP \):

\[
[[C 0 = c_1 ;; d; \forall n. (C n, S n) \rightarrow (C (Suc n), S (Suc n))]]
\implies (\forall n. \exists c_1 c_2. \\
C n = c_1 ;; d \land \\
C (Suc n) = c_2 ;; d \land (c_1, S n) \rightarrow (c_2, S (Suc n))) \lor \\
(\exists k. C k = SKIP ;; d)
\]

For the following exercises copy theories \( Com, Big\_Step \) and \( Small\_Step \) and modify them as required.

Exercise 7.8. Extend IMP with a \( REPEAT \ c UNTIL \ b \) command. Adjust the definitions of big-step and small-step semantics, the proof that the big-step semantics is deterministic and the equivalence proof between the two semantics.

Exercise 7.9. Extend IMP with a new command \( c_1 \ OR \ c_2 \) that is a non-deterministic choice: it may execute either \( c_1 \) or \( c_2 \). Adjust the definitions of big-step and small-step semantics, prove \( (c_1 \ OR \ c_2) \sim (c_2 \ OR \ c_1) \) and update the equivalence proof between the two semantics.

Exercise 7.10. Extend IMP with exceptions. Add two constructors \( THROW \) and \( TRY \ c_1 \ CATCH \ c_2 \) to datatype \( com \). Command \( THROW \) throws
an exception. The only command that can catch an exception is *TRY* $c_1$
*CATCH* $c_2$: if an exception is thrown by $c_1$, execution continues with $c_2$,
otherwise $c_2$ is ignored. Adjust the definitions of big-step and small-step
semantics as follows. The big-step semantics is now of type $com \times state \Rightarrow com \times state$. In a big step $(c,s) \Rightarrow (x,t)$, $x$ can only be *SKIP* (signalling
normal termination) or *THROW* (signalling that an exception was thrown
but not caught). The small-step semantics is of the same type as before. There
are two final configurations now, $(*SKIP*, t)$ and $(*THROW*, t)$. Exceptions
propagate upwards until an enclosing handler catches them.

Adjust the equivalence proof between the two semantics such that you
obtain $cs \Rightarrow (*SKIP*, t) \iff cs \rightarrow^* (*SKIP*, t)$ and $cs \Rightarrow (*THROW*, t) \iff cs \rightarrow^* (*THROW*, t)$. Also revise the proof of $(\exists cs'. cs \Rightarrow cs') \iff (\exists cs'. cs \rightarrow^* cs' \land final cs')$. 
This chapter presents a first application of programming language semantics: proving compiler correctness. To this end, we will define a small machine language based on a simple stack machine. Stack machines are common low-level intermediate languages; the Java Virtual Machine is one example. We then write a compiler from IMP to this language and prove that the compiled program has the same semantics as the source program. The compiler will perform a very simple standard optimization for boolean expressions, but is otherwise non-optimizing.

As in the other chapters, the emphasis here is on showing the structure and main setup of such a proof. Our compiler proof shows the core of the argument, but compared to real compilers we make drastic simplifications: our target language is comparatively high-level, we do not consider optimizations, we ignore the compiler front-end, and our source language does not contain any concepts that are particularly hard to translate into machine language.

8.1 Instructions and Stack Machine

We begin by defining the instruction set architecture and semantics of our stack machine. We have already seen a very simple stack machine language in Section 3.3. In this section, we extend this language with memory writes and jump instructions.

Working with proofs on the machine language, we will find it convenient for the program counter to admit negative values, i.e., to be of type \( \text{int} \) instead of the initially more intuitive \( \text{nat} \). The effect of this choice is that various decomposition lemmas about machine executions have nicer algebraic properties and fewer preconditions than their \( \text{nat} \) counterparts. Such effects are usually discovered during the proof.
As in Section 3.3, our machine language models programs as lists of instructions. Our \(\text{int}\) program counter will need to index into these lists. Isabelle comes with a predefined list index operator \(nth\), but it works on \(nat\). Instead of constantly converting between \(int\) and \(nat\) and dealing with the arising side conditions in proofs, we define our own \(int\) version of \(nth\), i.e., for \(i :: int\):

\[
(x @ xs) !! i = (\text{if } i = 0 \text{ then } x \text{ else } xs !! (i - 1))
\]

However, we still need the conversion \(int :: nat \Rightarrow int\) because the length of a list is of type \(nat\). To reduce clutter we introduce the abbreviation

\[
size xs \equiv \text{int}(\text{length } xs)
\]

The \(!!\) operator distributes over \(\oplus\) in the expected way:

**Lemma 8.1.** If \(0 \leq i\),

\[
(xs @ ys) !! i = (\text{if } i < size xs \text{ then } xs !! i \text{ else } ys !! (i - size xs))
\]

We are now ready to define the machine itself. To keep things simple, we directly reuse the concepts of values and variable names from the source language. In a more realistic setting, we would explicitly map variable names to memory locations, instead of using strings as addresses. We skip this step here for clarity, adding it does not pose any fundamental difficulties.

The instructions in our machine are the following. The first three are familiar from Section 3.3:

\[
\text{datatype } \text{instr} =
\begin{array}{l}
\text{LOADI } \text{int} | \text{LOAD} \ vname | \text{ADD} | \text{STORE} \ vname | \\
\text{JMP} \ \text{int} | \text{JMPLESS} \ \text{int} | \text{JMPGE} \ \text{int}
\end{array}
\]

The instruction \text{LOADI} loads an immediate value onto the stack, \text{LOAD} loads the value of a variable, \text{ADD} adds the two topmost stack values, \text{STORE} stores the top of stack into memory, \text{JMP} jumps by a relative value, \text{JMPLESS} compares the two topmost stack elements and jumps if the second one is less, and finally \text{JMPGE} compares and jumps if the second one is greater or equal.

These few instructions are enough to compile IMP programs. A real machine would have significantly more arithmetic and comparison operators, different addressing modes that are useful for implementing procedure stacks and pointers, potentially a number of primitive data types that the machine understands, and a number of instructions to deal with hardware features such as the memory management subsystem that we ignore in this formalization.

As in the source language, we proceed by defining the state such programs operate on, followed by the definition of the semantics itself.
8.1 Instructions and Stack Machine

Program configurations consist of an int program counter, a memory state for which we re-use the type state from the source language, and a stack which we model as a list of values:

```plaintext
type_synonym stack = val list

type_synonym config = int × state × stack
```

We now define the semantics of machine execution. Similarly to the small-step semantics of the source language, we do so in multiple levels: first, we define what effect a single instruction has on a configuration, then we define how an instruction is selected from the program, and finally we take the reflexive transitive closure to get full machine program executions.

We encode the behaviour of single instructions in the function `iexec` below. The program counter `i` is usually incremented by 1, except for the jump instructions. Variables are loaded from and stored into the variable state `s` with function application and function update. For the stack `stk`, we use standard list constructs (see Section 2.2.5) as well as two new abbreviations: `hd2 xs ≡ hd (tl xs)` and `tl2 xs ≡ tl (tl xs)`.

```plaintext
fun iexec :: instr ⇒ config ⇒ config where
iexec (LOADI n) (i, s, stk) = (i + 1, s, n # stk)
iexec (LOAD x) (i, s, stk) = (i + 1, s, s x # stk)
iexec ADD (i, s, stk) = (i + 1, s, (hd2 stk + hd stk) # tl2 stk)
iexec (STORE x) (i, s, stk) = (i + 1, s(x := hd stk), tl stk)
iexec (JMP n) (i, s, stk) = (i + 1 + n, s, stk)
iexec (JMPIESS n) (i, s, stk) = (if hd2 stk < hd stk then i + 1 + n else i + 1, s, tl2 stk)
iexec (JMPGE n) (i, s, stk) = (if hd stk ≤ hd2 stk then i + 1 + n else i + 1, s, tl2 stk)
```

The next level up, a single execution step selects the instruction the program counter `(pc)` points to and uses `iexec` to execute it. For execution to be well defined, we additionally check if the `pc` points to a valid location in the list. We call this predicate `exec1` and give it the notation \( P ⊢ c → c' \) for program `P` executes from configuration `c` to configuration `c'`.

```plaintext
definition exec1 :: instr list ⇒ config ⇒ config ⇒ bool where
P ⊢ c → c' = (∃ i s stk. c = (i, s, stk) ∧ c' = iexec (P !! i) c ∧ 0 ≤ i < size P)
```

where \( x ≤ y < z \equiv x ≤ y ∧ y < z \) as usual in mathematics.

The last level is the lifting from single step execution to multiple steps using the standard reflexive transitive closure definition that we already used for the small-step semantics of the source language, that is:
This concludes our definition of the machine and its semantics. As usual in this book, the definitions are executable. This means, we can try out a simple example. Let \( P = [\text{LOAD} "'y'"], \text{STORE} "'x'"], s "'x'" = 3, \) and \( s "'y'" = 4. \) Then

\[
\text{values } \{(i, \text{map } t ["'x'"], "'y'"], t t \text{stk} k 0, s, [] \rightarrow t (i, t, \text{stk})\}
\]

will produce the following sequence of configurations:

\[
(0, [3, 4], []), (1, [3, 4], [4]), (2, [4, 4], [])
\]

### 8.2 Reasoning About Machine Executions

The compiler proof is more involved than the short proofs we have seen so far. We will need a small number of technical lemmas before we get to the compiler correctness problem itself. Our aim in this section is to execute machine programs symbolically as far as possible using Isabelle’s proof tools. We will then use this ability in the compiler proof to assemble multiple smaller machine executions into larger ones.

A first lemma to this end is that execution results are preserved if we append additional code to the left or right of a program. Appending at the right side is easy:

**Lemma 8.2.** \( P \vdash c \rightarrow c' \Rightarrow P @ P' \vdash c \rightarrow c' \)

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on the reflexive transitive closure. For the step case, we observe after unfolding of \( \text{exec} \) that appending program context on the right does not change the result of indexing into the original instruction list. \( \square \)

Appending code on the left side requires shifting the program counter.

**Lemma 8.3.**

\[
P \vdash (i, s, \text{stk}) \rightarrow (i', s', \text{stk}') \Rightarrow P' @ P \vdash (\text{size } P' + i, s, \text{stk}) \rightarrow (\text{size } P' + i', s', \text{stk}')
\]

**Proof.** The proof is again by induction on the reflexive transitive closure and reduction to \( \text{exec} \) in the step case. To show the lemma for \( \text{exec} \), we unfold its definition and observe **Lemma 8.4.** \( \square \)

The execution of a single instruction can be relocated arbitrarily:

**Lemma 8.4.**

\[
(n + i', s', \text{stk}') = \text{exec} x (n + i, s, \text{stk}) \leftrightarrow (i', s', \text{stk}') = \text{exec} x (i, s, \text{stk})
\]
Proof. We observe by case distinction on the instruction $x$ that the only component of the result configuration that is influenced by the program counter $i$ is the first one, and in this component only additively. For instance, in the $LOADI\ n$ instruction, we get on both sides $s' = s$ and $stk' = n \neq stk$. The $pc$ field for input $i$ on the right-hand side is $i' = i + 1$. The $pc$ field for $n + i$ on the left-hand side becomes $n + i + 1$, which is $n + i'$ as required. The other cases are analogous. 

Taking these two lemmas together, we can compose separate machine executions into one larger one.

**Lemma 8.5 (Composing machine executions).**

$$\begin{align*}
[P \vdash (0, s, stk) \rightarrow^\ast (i', s', stk')]; \ size\ P \leq i' ; \\
P' \vdash (i' - \ size\ P, s', stk') \rightarrow^\ast (i'', s'', stk'')
\end{align*}$$

$$\implies [P \ @ P' \vdash (0, s, stk) \rightarrow^\ast (size\ P + i'', s'', stk'')]$$

**Proof.** The proof is by suitably instantiating Lemma 8.2 and Lemma 8.3. 

8.3 Compilation

We are now ready to define the compiler, and will do so in the three usual steps: first for arithmetic expressions, then for boolean expressions, and finally for commands. We have already seen compilation of arithmetic expressions in Section 3.3. We define the same function for our extended machine language:

```haskell
fun acomp :: aexp => instr list where
acomp (N n) = [LOADI n]
acomp (V x) = [LOAD x]
acomp (Plus a1 a2) = acomp a1 @ acomp a2 @ [ADD]
```

The correctness statement is not as easy any more as in Section 3.3, because program execution now is a relation, not simply a function. For our extended machine language a function is not suitable because we now have potentially non-terminating executions. This is not a big obstacle: we can still express naturally that the execution of a compiled arithmetic expression will leave the result on top of the stack, and that the program counter will point to the end of the compiled expression.

**Lemma 8.6 (Correctness of acomp).**

$$acomp\ a \vdash (0, s, stk) \rightarrow^\ast (size\ (acomp\ a), s, aval\ a\ s \neq stk)$$

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on the arithmetic expression. 

Fig. 8.1. Compilation of WHILE b DO c

The compilation schema for boolean expressions is best motivated by a preview of the layout of the code generated from WHILE b DO c shown in Figure 8.1. Arrows indicate jump instructions. Let cb be code generated from b. If b evaluates to True, the execution of cb should lead to the end of cb, continue with the execution of the code for c and jump back to the beginning of cb. If b evaluates to False, the execution of cb should jump behind all of the loop code. For example, when executing the compiled code for WHILE And b₁ b₂ DO c, after having found that b₁ evaluates to False we can safely jump out of the loop. There can be multiple such jumps: think of And b₁ (And b₂ b₃).

To support this schema, the bexp compiler takes two further parameters in addition to b: an offset n and a flag f :: bool that determines for which value of b the generated code should jump to offset n. This enables us to perform a small bit of optimization: boolean constants do not need to execute any code; they either compile to nothing or to a jump to the offset, depending on the value of f. The Not case simply inverts f. The And case performs shortcut evaluation as explained above. The Less operator uses the acomp compiler for a₁ and a₂ and then selects the appropriate compare and jump instruction according to f.

```
fun bcomp :: bexp ⇒ bool ⇒ int ⇒ instr list where
  bcomp (Bc v) f n       = (if v = f then [JMP n] else [])
  bcomp (Not b) f n      = bcomp b (¬ f) n
  bcomp (And b₁ b₂) f n  = (let cb₂ = bcomp b₂ f n;
                             m = if f then size cb₂ else size cb₂ + n;
                             cb₁ = bcomp b₁ False m
                             in cb₁ @ cb₂)
  bcomp (Less a₁ a₂) f n = acomp a₁ @ acomp a₂ @ (if f then [JMPLESS n] else [JMPGE n])
```

Example 8.7. Boolean constants are optimized away:

```
value bcomp (And (Bc True) (Bc True)) False 3
returns []
```
8.3 Compilation

value $bcomp \ (And \ (Bc \ False) \ (Bc \ True)) \ True \ 3$
returns $[JMP \ 1, \ JMP \ 3]$

value $bcomp \ (And \ (Less \ (V \ ''x'') \ (V \ ''y'')) \ (Bc \ True)) \ False \ 3$
returns $[LOAD \ ''x'', \ LOAD \ ''y'', \ JMPGE \ 3]$

The second example shows that the optimization is not perfect: it may generate dead code.

The correctness statement is the following: the stack and state should remain unchanged and the program counter should indicate if the expression evaluated to $True$ or $False$. If $f = False$ then we end at size $(bcomp \ b \ f \ n)$ in the True case and size $(bcomp \ b \ f \ n) + n$ in the False case. If $f = True$ it is the other way around. This statement only makes sense for forward jumps, so we require $n$ to be non-negative.

Lemma 8.8 (Correctness of $bcomp$).

Let $pc' = size (bcomp \ b \ f \ n) + (if \ f = bval \ b \ s \ then \ n \ else \ 0)$. Then $0 \leq n \Rightarrow bcomp \ b \ f \ n + (0, \ s, \ stk) \rightarrow^* (pc', \ s, \ stk)$

Proof. The proof is by induction on $b$. The constant and Less cases are solved automatically. For the Not case, we instantiate the induction hypothesis manually to $\neg f$. For And, we get two recursive cases. The first needs the induction hypothesis instantiated with size $(bcomp \ b2 \ f \ n) + (if \ f \ then \ 0 \ else \ n)$ for $n$, and with $False$ for $f$, and the second goes through with simply $n$ and $f$. ⊓⊔

With both expression compilers in place, we can now proceed to the command compiler $ccomp$. The idea is to compile $c$ into a program that will perform the same state transformation as $c$ and that will always end with the program counter at size $(ccomp \ c)$. It may push and consume intermediate values on the stack for expressions, but at the end, the stack will be the same as in the beginning. Because of this modular behaviour of the compiled code, the compiler can be defined recursively as follows:

- $SKIP$ compiles to the empty list;
- for assignment, we compile the expression and store the result;
- sequential composition appends the corresponding machine programs;
- $IF$ is compiled as shown in Figure 8.2;
- $WHILE$ is compiled as shown in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.3 shows the formal definition.

Since everything in $ccomp$ is executable, we can inspect the results of compiler runs directly in the theorem prover. For example, let $p_1$ be the command for $IF \ u < 1 \ THEN \ u := u + 1 \ ELSE \ v := u$. Then

value $ccomp \ p_1$
8.4 Preservation of Semantics

This section shows the correctness proof of our small toy compiler. For IMP, the correctness statement is fairly straightforward: the machine program should have precisely the same behaviour as the source program. It should cause the same state change and nothing more than that. It should terminate if and only if the source program terminates. Since we use the same type for states at the source level and machine level, the first part of the property is easy to express. Similarly, it is easy to say that the stack should not change.
Finally, we can express correct termination by saying that the machine execution started at \( pc = 0 \) should stop at the end of the machine code with \( pc = size (ccomp \ c) \). In total, we have

\[
(c, s) \Rightarrow t \iff ccomp \ c \vdash (0, s, stk) \rightarrow^* (size (ccomp \ c), t, stk)
\]

In other words, the compiled code executes from \( s \) to \( t \) if and only if the big-step semantics executes the source code from \( s \) to \( t \).

The two directions of the "\( \leftrightarrow \)" are shown diagrammatically in Figure 8.4. The upper level is the big-step execution \((s, c) \Rightarrow t\). The lower level is stack machine execution. The relationship between states and configurations is given by \( s' = (0, s, stk) \) and \( t' = (size (ccomp \ c), t, stk) \).

Such diagrams should be read as follows: the solid lines and arrows imply the existence of the dashed ones. Thus the left diagram depicts the "\( \rightarrow \)" direction (source code can be simulated by compiled code) and the right diagram depicts the "\( \leftarrow \)" direction (compiled code can be simulated by source code).

We have already seen the analogous simulation relations between big-step and small-step semantics in Section 7.3.1 and will see more such simulations later in the book.

In the case of the compiler, the crucial direction is the simulation of the compiled code by the source code: it tells us that every final state produced by the compiled code is justified by the source code semantics. Therefore we can trust all results produced by the compiled code, if it terminates. But it is still possible that the compiled code does not terminate although the source code does. That can be ruled out by proving also that the compiled code simulates the source code.

We will now prove the two directions of our compiler correctness statement separately. Simulation of the source code by the compiled code is comparatively easy.

**Lemma 8.9 (Correctness of \( ccomp \)).**

*If the source program executes from \( s \) to \( t \), so will the compiled program. Formally:*

\[
3 \xrightarrow{c} 1 \\
\]

\[
\]

\[
2' \xrightarrow{ccomp \ c} 1'
\]

\[
3' \xrightarrow{c} 1'
\]

\[
\]

\[
\]
\[(c, s) \Rightarrow t \implies c\text{comp} c \vdash (0, s, stk) \rightarrow^\ast (\text{size}(c\text{comp} c), t, stk)\]

Proof. The proof is by rule induction on the big-step semantics. We go through each of the cases step by step.

**SKIP:**

The \textit{SKIP} case translates to the empty machine program and trivially satisfies the correctness statement.

\(x ::= a:\)

In the assignment case, we use the correctness of arithmetic expression compilation (Lemma 8.6) together with the composition lemma (Lemma 8.5) for appending the store instruction. We let the prover symbolically execute this store instruction after the expression evaluation to conclude that the state is updated correctly.

\(c_1 ; ; c_2: \)

For sequential composition, we get correctness of the two executions for \(c_1\) and \(c_2\) as induction hypothesis, and merely need to lift them into the context of the entire program using our machine execution composition lemmas.

**IF \(b\) THEN \(c_1\) ELSE \(c_2:\)**

The two cases for \textit{IF} are solved entirely automatically using correctness of boolean expression compilation (Lemma 8.8), symbolic execution of the jump instruction and the appropriate induction hypothesis for the respective branch.

**WHILE \(b\) DO \(c:\)**

The \textit{False} case of the loop is automatic and follows directly from the correctness lemma for boolean expressions (Lemma 8.8). In the \textit{True} case, we have the two source level executions \((c, s_1) \Rightarrow s_2\) and \((\text{WHILE} b \text{ DO} c, s_2) \Rightarrow s_3\) with corresponding induction hypotheses for the compiled body \(c\text{comp} c\) started in \(s_1\) and the compiled code of the entire loop started in \(s_2\) ending in \(s_3\). From this we need to construct an execution of the entire loop from \(s_1\) to \(s_3\). We again argue by correctness of boolean expression compilation (Lemma 8.8). We know that the \textit{True} case of that compiled code will end in a program counter pointing to the beginning of the compiled body \(c\text{comp} c\). We use the induction hypothesis and the composition lemma (Lemma 8.5) to execute this code into state \(s_2\) with a pc pointing to the jump instruction that returns us to the beginning of the loop. Executing this jump instruction symbolically, we get to the machine configuration that lets us use the induction hypothesis that executes the rest of the loop into the desired state \(s_3\).

\(\square\)
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The second direction of the compiler correctness proof is more involved. We have to show that if the machine code executes from state \( s \) to \( t \), so does the source code: the source code simulates the compiled code. Formally:

\[ \text{ccomp } c \vdash (0, s, \text{stk}) \rightarrow (\text{size (ccomp } c), t, \text{stk'}) \implies (c, s) \Rightarrow t \]

The main reason this direction is harder to show than the other one is the lack of a suitable structural induction principle that we could apply. Since rule induction on the semantics is not applicable, we have only two further induction principles left in the arsenal we have learned so far: structural induction on the command \( c \) or induction on the length of the \( \rightarrow \ast \) execution. Neither is strong enough on its own. The solution is to combine them: we will use an outside structural induction on \( c \) which will take care of all cases but \( \text{WHILE} \), and then a nested, inner induction on the length of the execution for the \( \text{WHILE} \) case.

This idea takes care of the general proof structure. The second problem we encounter is the one of decomposing larger machine executions into smaller ones. Consider the semicolon case. We will have an execution of the form \( \text{ccomp } c_1 \circ \text{ccomp } c_2 \vdash \text{cfg} \rightarrow \text{cfg}' \), and our first induction hypothesis will come with the precondition \( \text{ccomp } c_1 \vdash \text{cfg} \rightarrow \text{cfg}'' \). It may seem intuitive that if \( cs_1 \circ cs_2 \vdash \text{cfg} \rightarrow \text{cfg}' \) then there must be some intermediate executions \( cs_1 \vdash \text{cfg} \rightarrow \text{cfg}'' \) and \( cs_2 \vdash \text{cfg}'' \rightarrow \text{cfg} \), but this is not true in general for arbitrary code sequences \( cs_1 \) and \( cs_2 \) or configurations \( \text{cfg} \) and \( \text{cfg}' \). For instance, the code may be jumping between \( cs_1 \) and \( cs_2 \) continuously, and neither execution may make sense in isolation.

However, the code produced from our compiler is particularly well behaved: execution of compiled code will never jump outside that code and will exit at precisely \( pc = \text{size (ccomp } c) \). We merely need to formalize this concept and prove that it is adhered to. This requires a few auxiliary notions.

First we define \( \text{isuccs} \), the possible successor program counters of a given instruction at position \( n \):

\begin{verbatim}
definition isuccs :: instr \Rightarrow int \Rightarrow int set where
  isuccs i n = (case i of
    JMP j \Rightarrow \{n + 1 + j\} |
    JMPLESS j \Rightarrow \{n + 1 + j, n + 1\} |
    JMPGE j \Rightarrow \{n + 1 + j, n + 1\} |
    \_ \Rightarrow \{n + 1\})
\end{verbatim}

Then we define \( \text{succs} P n \) which yields the successor program counters of an instruction sequence \( P \) which itself may be embedded in a larger program at position \( n \). The possible successors program counters of an instruction list are the union of all instruction successors:
definition \texttt{succs} :: \textit{instr list} \Rightarrow \textit{int} \Rightarrow \textit{int set} where
\texttt{succs} P n = \{ s. \exists i \geq 0. i < \text{size} P \land s \in \text{isuccs} (P !! i) (n + i) \}

Finally, we remove all jump targets internal to \( P \) from \( \text{succs} P \) 0 and arrive at the possible exit program counters of \( P \). The notation \((a..<b)\) stands for the set of numbers \( \geq a \) and \(< b \). Similarly, \([a..b]\) is the set of numbers \( \geq a \) and \( \leq b \).

definition \texttt{exits} :: \textit{instr list} \Rightarrow \textit{int set} where
\texttt{exits} P = \text{succs} P 0 - \{0..<\text{size} P\}

Unsurprisingly, we will need to reason about the successors and exits of composite instruction sequences.

Lemma 8.10 (Successors over append).
\texttt{succs} \((cs \odot cs')\) n = \texttt{succs} cs n \cup \texttt{succs} cs' (n + \text{size} cs)

\text{Proof.} The proof is by induction on the instruction list \( cs \). To solve each case, we derive the equations for \( \text{Nil} \) and \( \text{Cons} \) in \texttt{succs} separately:
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{succs} [\] n & = \{ \} \\
\text{succs} (x \# xs) n & = \mathit{isuccs} x n \cup \text{succs} xs (1 + n)
\end{align*}
\]

We could prove a similar lemma about \texttt{exits} \((cs \odot cs')\), but this lemma would have a more complex right-hand side. For the results below it is easier to reason about \texttt{succs} first and then apply the definition of \texttt{exits} to the result instead of decomposing \texttt{exits} directly.

Before we proceed to reason about decomposing machine executions and compiled code, we note that instead of using the reflexive transitive closure of single-step execution, we can equivalently talk about \( n \) steps of execution. This will give us a more flexible induction principle and allow us to talk more precisely about sequences of execution steps. We write \( P \vdash c \rightarrow^* c' \) to mean that the execution of program \( P \) starting in configuration \( c \) can reach configuration \( c' \) in \( n \) steps and define:
\[
\begin{align*}
P \vdash c \rightarrow^0 c' & = (c' = c) \\
P \vdash c \rightarrow^*(\text{Suc} n) c'' & = (\exists c'. P \vdash c \rightarrow c' \land P \vdash c' \rightarrow^* n c'')
\end{align*}
\]

Our old concept of \( P \vdash c \rightarrow^* c' \) is equivalent to saying that there exists an \( n \) such that \( P \vdash c \rightarrow^* n c' \).

Lemma 8.11. \((P \vdash c \rightarrow^* c') = (\exists n. P \vdash c \rightarrow^* n c')\)

\text{Proof.} One direction is by induction on \( n \), the other by induction on the reflexive transitive closure.
The more flexible induction principle mentioned above is complete induction on \( n \): \( (\forall n. \forall m < n. P m \Rightarrow P n) \Rightarrow P n \). That is, to show that a property \( P \) holds for any \( n \), it suffices to show that it holds for an arbitrary \( n \) under the assumption that \( P \) already holds for any \( m < n \). In our context, this means we are no longer limited to splitting off single execution steps at a time.

We can now derive lemmas about the possible exits for \( a\text{comp} \), \( b\text{comp} \), and \( c\text{comp} \). Arithmetic expressions are the easiest, they don't contain any jump instructions, and we only need our append lemma for \( \text{succs} \) (Lemma 8.10).

**Lemma 8.12.** \( \text{exits} \ (a\text{comp} \ a) = (\text{size} \ (a\text{comp} \ a)) \)

**Proof.** The proof is by first computing all successors of \( a\text{comp} \), and then deriving the \( \text{exits} \) from that result. For the successors of \( a\text{comp} \), we show

\[
\text{succs} \ (a\text{comp} \ a) \ n = (n + 1..n + \text{size} \ (a\text{comp} \ a))
\]

by induction on \( a \). The set from \( n + 1 \) to \( n + \text{size} \ (a\text{comp} \ a) \) is not empty, because we can show \( 1 \leq \text{size} \ (a\text{comp} \ a) \) by induction on \( a \). \( \square \)

Compilation for boolean expressions is less well behaved. The main idea is that \( b\text{comp} \) has two possible \( \text{exits} \), one for True, one for False. However, as we have seen in the examples, compiling a boolean expression might lead to the empty list of instructions, which has no successors or exits. More generally, the optimization that \( b\text{comp} \) performs may statically exclude one or both of the possible exits. Instead of trying to precisely describe each of these cases, we settle for providing an upper bound on the possible successors of \( b\text{comp} \). We are also only interested in positive offsets \( i \).

**Lemma 8.13.** If \( 0 \leq i \), then
\[
\text{exits} \ (b\text{comp} \ b \ f \ i) \subseteq \{\text{size} \ (b\text{comp} \ b \ f \ i), i + \text{size} \ (b\text{comp} \ b \ f \ i)\}
\]

**Proof.** Again, we reduce \( \text{exits} \) to \( \text{succs} \), and first prove

\[
0 \leq i \Rightarrow \\
\text{succs} \ (b\text{comp} \ b \ f \ i) \ n \\
\subseteq \{n..n + \text{size} \ (b\text{comp} \ b \ f \ i)\} \cup \{n + i + \text{size} \ (b\text{comp} \ b \ f \ i)\}
\]

After induction on \( b \), this proof is mostly automatic. We merely need to instantiate the induction hypothesis for the \text{And} case manually. \( \square \)

Finally, we come to the \( \text{exits} \) of \( c\text{comp} \). Since we are building on the lemma for \( b\text{comp} \), we can again only give an upper bound: there are either no exits, or the exit is precisely \( \text{size} \ (c\text{comp} \ c) \). As an example that the former case can occur as a result of \( c\text{comp} \), consider the compilation of an endless loop

\[
c\text{comp} \ (\text{WHILE} \ Bc \ True \ DO \ \text{SKIP}) = [\text{JMP} \ (-1)]
\]
That is, we get one jump instruction that jumps to itself and
\[ \text{exits } [\text{JMP } (-1)] = \{\} \]

**Lemma 8.14.** \( \text{exits } (\text{ccomp } \alpha) \subseteq \{\text{size } (\text{ccomp } \alpha)\} \)

*Proof.* We first reduce the lemma to \( \text{succs} \):
\[ \text{succs } (\text{ccomp } \alpha) n \subseteq \{n..n + \text{size } (\text{ccomp } \alpha)\} \]
This proof is by induction on \( \alpha \) and the corresponding \( \text{succs} \) results for \( \text{acomp} \) and \( \text{bcomp} \). \( \square \)

We have derived these \( \text{exits} \) results about \( \text{acomp}, \text{bcomp} \) and \( \text{ccomp} \) because we wanted to show that the machine code produced by these functions is well behaved enough that larger executions can be decomposed into smaller separate parts. The main lemma that describes this decomposition is somewhat technical. It states that, given an \( n \)-step execution of machine instructions \( cs \) that are embedded in a larger program \( (P \oplus cs \oplus P') \), we can find a \( k \)-step sub-execution of \( cs \) in isolation, such that this sub-execution ends at one of the exit program counters of \( cs \), and such that it can be continued to end in the same state as the original execution of the larger program. For this to be true, the initial \( pc \) of the original execution must point to somewhere within \( cs \), and the final \( pc' \) to somewhere outside \( cs \). Formally, we get the following.

**Lemma 8.15 (Decomposition of machine executions).**
\[
[[P \oplus cs \oplus P'] \vdash (size P + pc, stk, s) \rightarrow^n (pc', stk', s');
\quad pc \in \{0..<size cs\}; pc' \notin \{size P..<size P + size cs\}] \\
\implies \exists pc'' stk'' s'' k m. \\
\quad cs \vdash (pc, stk, s) \rightarrow^k (pc'', stk'', s'') \land \\
\quad pc'' \in \text{exits } cs \land \\
\quad P \oplus cs \oplus P' \vdash (size P + pc'', stk'', s'') \rightarrow^m (pc', stk', s') \land \\
\quad n = k + m
\]

*Proof.* The proof is by induction on \( n \). The base case is trivial, and the step case essentially reduces the lemma to a similar property for a single execution step:
\[
[[P \oplus cs \oplus P' \vdash (size P + pc, stk, s) \rightarrow (pc', stk', s');
\quad pc \in \{0..<size cs\}]
\implies cs \vdash (pc, stk, s) \rightarrow (pc' - size P, stk', s')
\]
This property is proved automatically after unfolding the definition of single-step execution and case distinction on the instruction to be executed.
Considering the step case for \( n + 1 \) execution steps in our induction again, we note that this step case consists of one single step in the larger context and the \( n \)-step rest of the execution, also in the larger context. Additionally we have the induction hypothesis, which gives us our property for executions of length \( n \).

Using the property above, we can reduce the single-step execution to \( cs \). To connect this up with the rest of the execution, we make use of the induction hypothesis in the case where the execution of \( cs \) is not at an exit yet, which means the \( pc \) is still inside \( cs \), or we observe that the execution has left \( cs \) and the \( pc \) must therefore be at an exit of \( cs \). In this case \( k \) is \( 1 \) and \( m = n \), and we can just append the rest of the execution from our assumptions.

The accompanying Isabelle theories contain a number of more convenient instantiations of this lemma. We omit these here, and directly move on to proving the correctness of \( acomp \), \( bcomp \), \( ccomp \).

As always, arithmetic expressions are the least complex case.

**Lemma 8.16 (Correctness of \( acomp \), reverse direction).**

\[
\text{lem} \quad \text{acomp } a \vdash (0, s, stk) \rightarrow \sim n ( size (acomp a), s', stk') \implies \\
s' = s \land stk' = aval a s \# stk
\]

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on the expression, and most cases are solved automatically, symbolically executing the compilation and resulting machine code sequence. In the \( \text{Plus} \) case, we decompose the execution manually using Lemma 8.15, apply the induction hypothesis for the parts, and combine the results symbolically executing the \text{ADD} instruction.

The next step is the compilation of boolean expressions. Correctness here is mostly about the \( pc' \) at the end of the expression evaluation. Stack and state remain unchanged.

**Lemma 8.17 (Correctness of \( bcomp \), reverse direction).**

\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{bcomp } b \ f \ j \vdash (0, s, stk) \rightarrow \sim n (pc', s', stk'); \\
size (bcomp b f j) \leq pc'; \ 0 \leq j
\end{array} \right\} \implies \\
\text{pc'} = \text{size (bcomp } b f j) + (\text{if } f = bval b s \text{ then } j \text{ else } 0) \land \\
s' = s \land stk' = stk
\]

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on the expression. The \( \text{And} \) case is the only interesting one. We first split the execution into one for the left operand \( b_1 \) and one for the right operand \( b_2 \) with a suitable instantiation of our splitting lemma above (Lemma 8.15). We then determine by induction hypothesis that stack and state did not change for \( b_1 \) and that the program counter will either exit directly, in which case we are done, or it will point to the instruction sequence of \( b_2 \), in which case we apply the second induction hypothesis to conclude the case and the lemma.
We are now ready to tackle the main lemma for \( \text{ccomp} \).

**Lemma 8.18 (Correctness of \( \text{ccomp} \), reverse direction).**

\[
\text{ccomp } c \vdash (0, s, stk) \rightarrow \neg n (\text{size } (\text{ccomp } c), t, stk') \implies (c, s) \Rightarrow t \land stk' = stk
\]

**Proof.** As mentioned before, the main proof is an induction on \( c \), and in the WHILE case there is a nested complete induction on the length of the execution. The cases of the structural induction are the following.

**SKIP:**

This case is easy and automatic.

**\( x ::= a \):**

The assignment case makes use of the correct compilation of arithmetic expressions (Lemma 8.16) and is otherwise automatic.

**\( c_1 ;; c_2 \):**

This case comes down to using Lemma 8.15 and combining the induction hypotheses as usual.

**\( \text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c_1 \text{ ELSE } c_2 \):**

The IF case is more interesting. Let \( I \) stand for the whole IF expression. We start by noting that we need to prove

\[
\text{ccomp } I \vdash (0, s, stk) \rightarrow \neg n (\text{size } (\text{ccomp } I), t, stk') \implies (I, s) \Rightarrow t \land stk' = stk
\]

and that we have the same property available for \( \text{ccomp } c_1 \) and \( \text{ccomp } c_2 \) as induction hypotheses. After splitting off the execution of the boolean expression using Lemma 8.17 and Lemma 8.15, we know

\[
\text{ccomp } c_1 @ \text{JMP } (\text{size } (\text{ccomp } c_2)) \# \text{ccomp } c_2
\]

\[
\vdash (\text{if } \text{bval } b s \text{ then } 0 \text{ else } \text{size } (\text{ccomp } c_1) + 1, s, stk) \rightarrow \neg m
\]

\[
(1 + \text{size } (\text{ccomp } c_1) + \text{size } (\text{ccomp } c_2), t, stk')
\]

We proceed by case distinction on \( \text{bval } b s \), and use the corresponding induction hypothesis for \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) respectively to conclude the IF case.

**WHILE \( b \) DO \( c \):**

In the WHILE case, let \( w \) stand for the loop WHILE \( b \) DO \( c \), and \( cs \) for the compiled loop \( \text{ccomp } w \). Our induction hypothesis is

\[
\text{ccomp } c \vdash (0, s, stk) \rightarrow \neg n (\text{size } (\text{ccomp } c), t, stk') \implies (c, s) \Rightarrow t \land stk' = stk
\]

for any \( s, stk, n, t, \) and \( stk' \). We need to show

\[
\text{cs } \vdash (0, s, stk) \rightarrow \neg n (\text{size } cs, t, stk') \implies (w, s) \Rightarrow t \land stk' = stk
\]

As mentioned, the induction hypothesis above is not strong enough to conclude the goal. Instead, we continue the proof with complete induction on \( n \): we still need to show the same goal, for a new arbitrary \( n \), but we get the following additional induction hypothesis for an arbitrary \( s \).
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∀ m < n. \( cs \vdash (0, s, stk) \rightarrow^m (size cs, t, stk') \rightarrow (w, s) \Rightarrow t \land stk' = stk \)

We can now start decomposing the machine code of the WHILE loop. Recall the definition of compilation for WHILE:

\[
ccomp (WHILE b DO c) = \\
(let cc = ccomp c; cb = bcomp b False (size cc + 1) \\
\text{in } cb @ cc @ \text{[JMP } (- (size cb + size cc + 1))])
\]

As in the IF case, we start with splitting off the execution of the boolean expression followed by a case distinction on its result \( bval b s \). The False case is easy, it directly jumps to the exit and we can conclude our goal. In the True case, we drop into the execution of \( ccomp c \). Here, we first need to consider whether \( ccomp c = [] \) or not, because our decomposition lemma only applies when the program counter points into the code of \( ccomp c \), which is not possible when that is empty (e.g., compiled from \( SKIP \)). If it is empty, the only thing left to do in the WHILE loop is to jump back to the beginning. After executing that instruction symbolically, we note that we are now in a situation where our induction hypothesis applies: we have executed at least one instruction (the jump), so \( m < n \), and we can directly conclude \((w, s) \Rightarrow t \land stk' = stk\). In this specific situation, we could also try to prove that the loop will never terminate and that therefore our assumption that machine execution terminates is False, but it is easier to just apply the induction hypothesis here.

The other case, where \( ccomp c \neq [] \), lets us apply the decomposition lemma to isolate the execution of \( ccomp c \) to some intermediate \((s'', stk'')\) with \( pc'' = size (ccomp c) \). With our induction hypothesis about \( c \) from the outer induction, we conclude \((c, s) \Rightarrow s'' \) and \( stk'' = stk \).

Symbolically executing the final jump instruction transports us to the beginning of the compiled code again, into a situation where the inner induction hypothesis applies, because we have again executed at least one instruction, so the number of remaining execution steps \( m \) is less than the original \( n \). That is, we can conclude \((w, s') \Rightarrow t \land stk' = stk\). Together with \( bval b s \) and \((c, s) \Rightarrow s'' \), we arrive at \((w, s) \Rightarrow t \land stk' = stk\), which is what we needed to show.

Combining the above lemma with the first direction, we get our full compiler correctness theorem:

**Theorem 8.19 (Compiler correctness).**

\[
ccomp c \vdash (0, s, stk) \rightarrow^* (size (ccomp c), t, stk) \leftrightarrow (c, s) \Rightarrow t
\]

**Proof.** Follows directly from Lemma 8.18, Lemma 8.9, and Lemma 8.11. \( \square \)
It is worth pointing out that in a deterministic language like IMP, this second direction reduces to preserving termination: if the machine program terminates, so must the source program. If that were the case, we could conclude that, starting in $s$, the source must terminate in some $t'$. Using the first direction of the compiler proof and by determinism of the machine language, we could then conclude that $t' = t$ and that therefore the source execution was already the right one. However, showing that machine-level termination implies source-level termination is not much easier than showing the second direction of our compiler proof directly, and so we did not take this path here.

8.5 Summary and Further Reading

This section has shown the correctness of a simple, non-optimizing compiler from IMP to an idealised machine language. The main technical challenge was reasoning about machine code sequences and their composition and decomposition. Apart from this technical hurdle, formally proving the correctness of such a simple compiler is not as difficult as one might initially suspect.

Two related compiler correctness proofs in the literature are the compiler in the Java-like language Jinja [48] in a style that is similar to the one presented here, and, more recently, the fully realistic, optimizing C compiler CompCert by Leroy et al. [53], which compiles to PowerPC, x86, and ARM architectures. Both proofs are naturally more complex than the one presented here, both working with the concept of intermediate languages and multiple compilation stages. This is done to simplify the argument and to concentrate on specific issues on each level.

Modelling the machine program as a list of instructions is an abstraction. A real CPU would implement a von Neumann machine, which adds fetching and decoding of instructions to the execution cycle. The main difference is that our model does not admit self-modifying programs, which is not necessary for IMP. It is entirely possible to model low-level machine code in a theorem prover. The CompCert project has done this as part of its compiler correctness statement, but there are also other independent machine language models available in the literature, for instance a very detailed and well-validated model of multiple ARM processor versions from Cambridge [31, 32], and a similarly detailed, but less complete model of the Intel x86 instruction set architecture by Morrisett et al. [57].

For our compiler correctness, we presented a proof of semantics preservation in both directions: from source to machine and from machine to source. Jinja only presents one direction; CompCert does both, but uses a different style of argument for the more involved direction from machine to source,
which involves interpreting the semantics co-inductively to include reasoning about non-terminating programs directly.

Exercises

For the following exercises copy and adjust theory *Compiler*. Intrepid readers only should attempt to adjust theory *Compiler2* too.

**Exercise 8.1.** Modify the definition of $ccomp$ such that it generates fewer instructions for commands of the form $IF \ b \ THEN \ c \ ELSE \ SKIP$. Adjust the proof of Lemma 8.9 if needed.

**Exercise 8.2.** Building on Exercise 7.8, extend the compiler $ccomp$ and its correctness theorem $ccomp\_bigstep$ to $REPEAT$ loops. Hint: the recursion pattern of the big-step semantics and the compiler for $REPEAT$ should match.

**Exercise 8.3.** Modify the machine language such that instead of variable names to values, the machine state maps addresses (integers) to values. Adjust the compiler and its proof accordingly.

In the simple version of this exercise, assume the existence of a globally bijective function $addr\_of :: \ vname \Rightarrow \ int$ with $bij \ addr\_of$ to adjust the compiler. Use the search facility of the interface to find applicable theorems for bijective functions.

For the more advanced version and a slightly larger project, assume that the function works only on a finite set of variables: those that occur in the program. For the other, unused variables, it should return a suitable default address. In this version, you may want to split the work into two parts: first, update the compiler and machine language, assuming the existence of such a function and the (partial) inverse it provides. Second, separately construct this function from the input program, having extracted the properties needed for it in the first part. In the end, rearrange your theory file to combine both into a final theorem.

**Exercise 8.4.** This is a slightly more challenging project. Based on Exercise 8.3, and similarly to Exercise 3.11 and Exercise 3.12, define a second machine language that does not possess a built-in stack, but a stack pointer register in addition to the program counter. Operations that previously worked on the stack now work on memory, accessing locations based on the stack pointer.

For instance, let $(pc, s, sp)$ be a configuration of this new machine consisting of program counter, store, and stack pointer. Then the configuration after
an $ADD$ instruction is $(pc + 1, s(sp + 1 := s(sp + 1) + s sp), sp + 1)$, that is, $ADD$ dereferences the memory at $sp + 1$ and $sp$, adds these two values and stores them at $sp + 1$, updating the values on the stack. It also increases the stack pointer by 1 to pop one value from the stack and leave the result at the top of the stack. This means the stack grows downwards.

Modify the compiler from Exercise 8.3 to work on this new machine language. Reformulate and reprove the easy direction of compiler correctness.

Hint: Let the stack start below 0, growing downwards, and use type $\text{nat}$ for addressing variable in $LOAD$ and $STORE$ instructions, so that it is clear by type that these instructions do not interfere with the stack.

Hint: When the new machine pops a value from the stack, this now unused value is left behind in the store. This means, even after executing a purely arithmetic expression, the values in initial and final stores are not all equal. But they are equal above a given address. Define an abbreviation for this concept and use it to express the intermediate correctness statements.
This chapter introduces types into IMP, first a traditional programming language type system, then more sophisticated type systems for information flow analysis.

Why bother with types? Because they prevent mistakes. They are a simple, automatic way to find obvious problems in programs before these programs are ever run.

There are three kinds of types.

The Good Static types that guarantee absence of certain runtime faults.

The Bad Static types that have mostly decorative value but do not guarantee anything at runtime.

The Ugly Dynamic types that detect errors only when it can be too late.

Examples of the first kind are Java, ML and Haskell. In Java, for instance, the type system enforces that there will be no memory access errors, which in other languages manifest themselves as segmentation faults. Haskell has an even more powerful type system, in which, for instance, it becomes visible whether a function can perform input/output actions or not.

Examples of the bad kind are C and C++. These languages have static type systems, but they can be circumvented easily. The language specification may not even allow these circumventions, but there is no way for compilers to guarantee their absence.

Examples for dynamic types are scripting languages such as Perl and Python. These languages are typed, but typing violations are discovered and reported at runtime only, which leads to runtime messages such as “TypeError: ...” in Python for instance.

In all of the above cases, types are useful. Even in Perl and Python, they at least are known at runtime and can be used to conveniently convert values of one type into another and to enable object-oriented features such as dynamic dispatch of method calls. They just don't provide any compile-time checking.
In C and C++, the compiler can at least report some errors already at compile time and alert the programmer to obvious problems. But only static, sound type systems can enforce the absence of whole classes of runtime errors.

Static type systems can be seen as proof systems, type checking as proof checking, and type inference as proof search. Every time a type checker passes a program, it in effect proves a set of small theorems about this program.

The ideal static type system is permissive enough not to get in the programmer's way, yet strong enough to guarantee Robin Milner's slogan

\textit{Well-typed programs cannot go wrong} [56].

It is the most influential slogan and one of the most influential papers in programming language theory.

What could go wrong? Some examples of common runtime errors are corruption of data, null pointer exceptions, nontermination, running out of memory, and leaking secrets. There exist type systems for all of these, and more, but in practice only the first is covered in widely used languages such as Java, C#, Haskell, or ML. We will cover this first kind in Section 9.1, and information leakage in Section 9.2.

As mentioned above, the ideal for a language is to be \textit{type safe}. Type safe means that the execution of a well-typed program cannot lead to certain errors. Java and the JVM, for instance, have been \textit{proved} to be type safe. An execution of a Java program may throw legitimate language exceptions such as NullPointer or OutOfMemory, but it can never produce data corruption or segmentation faults other than by hardware defects or calls into native code. In the following sections we will show how to prove such theorems for IMP.

Type safety is a feature of a programming language. \textit{Type soundness} means the same thing, but talks about the type system instead. It means that a type system is \textit{sound} or \textit{correct} with respect to the semantics of the language: If the type system says yes, the semantics does not lead to an error. The semantics is the primary definition of behaviour, and therefore the type system must be justified w.r.t. it.

If there is soundness, how about completeness? Remember Rice's theorem:

\textit{Nontrivial semantic properties of programs are undecidable.}

Hence there is no (decidable) type system that accepts precisely the programs that have a certain semantic property, e.g., termination.

\textit{Automatic analysis of semantic program properties is necessarily incomplete.}

This applies not only to type systems but to all automatic semantic analyses and is discussed in more detail at the beginning of the next chapter.
9.1 Typed IMP

In this section we develop a very basic static type system as a typical application of programming language semantics. The idea is to define the type system formally and to use the semantics for stating and proving its soundness.

The IMP language we have used so far is not well suited for this proof, because it has only one type of value. This is not enough for even a simple type system. To make things at least slightly non-trivial, we invent a new language that computes on real numbers as well as integers.

To define this new language, we go through the complete exercise again, and define new arithmetic and boolean expressions, together with their values and semantics, as well as a new semantics for commands. In the theorem prover we can do this by merely copying the original definitions and tweaking them slightly. Here, we will briefly walk through the new definitions step by step.

We begin with values occurring in the language. Our introduction of a second kind of value means our value type now correspondingly has two alternatives:

```
datatype val = Iv int | Rv real
```

This definition means we tag values with their type at runtime (the constructor tells us which is which). We do this so we can observe when things go wrong, for instance when a program is trying to add an integer to a real. This does not mean that a compiler for this language would also need to carry this information around at runtime. In fact, it is the type system that lets us avoid this overhead! Since it will only admit safe programs, the compiler can optimize and blindly apply the operation for the correct type. It can determine statically what that correct type is.

Note that the type `real` stands for the mathematical real numbers, not floating point numbers, just as we use mathematical integers in IMP instead of finite machine words. For the purposes of the type system this difference does not matter. For formalizing a real programming language, one should model values more precisely.

Continuing in the formalization of our new type language, variable names and state stay as they are, i.e., variable names are strings and the state is a function from such names to values.

Arithmetic expressions, however, now have two kinds of constants: `int` and `real`:

```
datatype aexp = Ic int | Rc real | V vname | Plus aexp aexp
```

In contrast to vanilla IMP, we can now write arithmetic expressions that make no sense, or in other words have no semantics. For example, the expression
Plus (Ic 1) (Rc 3) tries to add an integer to a real number. Assuming for a moment that these are fundamentally incompatible types that cannot possibly be added, this expression makes no sense. We would like to express in our semantics that this is not an expression with well-defined behaviour. One alternative would be to continue using a functional style of semantics for expressions. In this style we would now return val option with the constructor None of the option data type introduced in Section 2.3.1 to denote the undefined cases. It is quite possible to do so, and in later chapters we will demonstrate that variant. However, it implies that we would have to explicitly enumerate all undefined cases.

It is more elegant and concise to only write down the cases that make sense and leave everything else undefined. The operational semantics judgement already lets us do this for commands. We can use the same style for arithmetic expressions. Since we are not interested in intermediate states at this point, we choose the big-step style.

Our new judgement relates an expression and the state it is evaluated in to the value it is evaluated to. We refrain from introducing additional syntax and call this judgement taval for typed arithmetic value of an expression. In Isabelle, this translates to an inductive definition with type aexp => state => val => bool. We show its introduction rules in Figure 9.1. The term taval a s v means that arithmetic expression a evaluates in state s to value v.

The definition is straightforward. The first rule taval (Ic i) s (Iv i) for instance says that an integer constant Ic i always evaluates to the value Iv i, no matter what the state is. The interesting cases are the rules that are not there. For instance, there is no rule to add a real to an int. We only needed to provide rules for the cases that make sense and we have implicitly defined what the error cases are. The following is an example derivation for taval where s "x" = Iv 4.

Fig. 9.1. Inductive definition of taval :: aexp => state => val => bool
Fig. 9.2. Inductive definition of $\text{tbval} :: \text{bexp} \Rightarrow \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{bool} \Rightarrow \text{bool}$

For $s''x'' = Rv \ 3$ on the other hand, there would be no execution of $\text{taval}$ that we could derive for the same term.

The syntax for boolean expressions remains unchanged. Their evaluation, however, is different. In order to use the operational semantics for arithmetic expressions that we just defined, we need to employ the same operational style for boolean expressions. Figure 9.2 shows the formal definition. Normal evaluation is straightforward. Then there are the two (missing) error cases $\text{Less} (\text{Ic} \ n) (\text{Rc} \ r)$ and $\text{Less} (\text{Rc} \ r) (\text{Ic} \ n)$. Moreover the definition also propagates errors from the evaluation of arithmetic expressions: if there is no evaluation for $a_1$ or $a_2$ then there is also no evaluation for $\text{Less} a_1 a_2$.

The syntax for commands is again unchanged. We now have a choice: do we define a big-step or a small-step semantics? The answer seems clear: it must be small-step semantics, because only there can we observe when things are going wrong in the middle of an execution. In the small-step case, error states are explicitly visible in intermediate states: if there is an error, the semantics gets stuck in a non-final configuration with no further progress possible. We need executions to be able to go wrong if we want a meaningful proof that they do not.

In fact, the big-step semantics could be adjusted as well to perform the same function. By default, in the style we have seen so far, a big-step semantics is not suitable for this, because it conflates non-termination, which is allowed, with runtime errors or undefined execution, which are not. If we mark errors specifically and distinguish them from non-termination in the big-step semantics, we can observe errors just as well as in the small-step case.

So we still have a choice. Small-step semantics are more concise and more traditional for type soundness proofs. Therefore we will choose this one. Later, in Chapter 10, we will show the other alternative.

After all this discussion, the definition of the small-step semantics for typed commands is almost the same as that for the untyped case. As shown in Figure 9.3, it merely refers to the new judgements for arithmetic and boolean expressions, but does not add any new rules on its own.
\[
\begin{align*}
taval \; \text{a} \; \text{s} \; \text{v} & \quad \text{where} \quad (x ::= \text{a}, \; s) \rightarrow (\text{SKIP, } s[x := v]) \\
(c_1, \; s) & \rightarrow (c_1', \; s') \\
(SKIP; \; c, \; s) & \rightarrow (c, \; s) \\
(c_1; \; c_2, \; s) & \rightarrow (c_1'; \; c_2', \; s') \\

\text{tbval} \; \text{b} \; \text{s} \; \text{True} & \quad (\text{IF } \text{b} \; \text{THEN} \; c_1 \; \text{ELSE} \; c_2, \; s) \rightarrow (c_1, \; s) \\
\text{tbval} \; \text{b} \; \text{s} \; \text{False} & \quad (\text{IF } \text{b} \; \text{THEN} \; c_1 \; \text{ELSE} \; c_2, \; s) \rightarrow (c_2, \; s)
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 9.3. Inductive definition of \( (\rightarrow) :: \text{com} \times \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{com} \times \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{bool} \)

As before, the execution of a command is a sequence of small steps, denoted by star, for example \((c, \; s) \rightarrow^* (c', \; s')\).

**Example 9.1.** For well-behaved programs, our typed executions look as before. For instance, let \(s\) satisfy \(''y'' = \text{Iv 7}\). Then we get the following example execution chain.

\[
\begin{align*}
''x'' ::= V \; ''y''; \quad ''y'' ::= \text{Plus} (V \; ''x'') (V \; ''y''), \; s) & \rightarrow \\
(SKIP; \; ''y'' ::= \text{Plus} (V \; ''x'') (V \; ''y''), \; s[''x'' := \text{Iv 7}]) & \rightarrow \\
''y'' ::= \text{Plus} (V \; ''x'') (V \; ''y''), \; s[''x'' := \text{Iv 7}) & \rightarrow \\
(SKIP, \; s[''y'' := \text{Iv 7}, \; ''y'' := \text{Iv 14}])
\end{align*}
\]

However, programs that contain type errors can get stuck. For example, if in the same state \(s\) we take a slightly different program that adds a constant of the wrong type, we get:

\[
\begin{align*}
''x'' ::= V \; ''y''; \quad ''y'' ::= \text{Plus} (V \; ''x'') (Rc 3), \; s) & \rightarrow \\
(SKIP; \; ''y'' ::= \text{Plus} (V \; ''x'') (Rc 3), \; s[''x'' := \text{Iv 7}) & \rightarrow \\
''y'' ::= \text{Plus} (V \; ''x'') (Rc 3), \; s[''x'' := \text{Iv 7})
\end{align*}
\]

The first assignment succeeds as before, but after that no further execution step is possible because we cannot find an execution for \(taval\) on the right-hand side of the second assignment.

**9.1.1 The Type System**

Having defined our new language above, we can now define its type system. The idea of such type systems is to predict statically which values will appear at runtime and to exclude programs in which unsafe values or value combinations might be encountered.
9.1 Typed IMP

\[ \Gamma \vDash I\ i : Ity \quad \Gamma \vDash R\ r : Rty \quad \Gamma \vDash V\ x : \Gamma\ x \]

\[ \Gamma \vDash a_1 : \tau \quad \Gamma \vDash a_2 : \tau \]

\[ \Gamma \vDash Plus\ a_1\ a_2 : \tau \]

Fig. 9.4. Inductive definition of \( \vdash \) : \( \vdash \vdash \) tyenv \( \Rightarrow \) aexp \( \Rightarrow \) ty \( \Rightarrow \) bool

\[ \Gamma \vDash Bc\ v \quad \Gamma \vDash Not\ b \]

\[ \Gamma \vDash And\ b_1\ b_2 \quad \Gamma \vDash Less\ a_1\ a_2 \]

Fig. 9.5. Inductive definition of \( \vdash \vdash \vdash \) tyenv \( \Rightarrow \) bexp \( \Rightarrow \) bool

The type system we use for this is very rudimentary, it has only two types: int and real, written as the constructors Ity and Rty, corresponding to the two kinds of values we have introduced. In Isabelle:

\textit{datatype} ty = Ity | Rty

The purpose of the type system is to keep track of the type of each variable and to allow only compatible combinations in expressions. For this purpose, we define a so-called typing environment. Where a runtime state maps variable names to values, a static typing environment maps variable names to their static types.

\textit{type_synonym} tyenv = vname \( \Rightarrow \) ty

For example, we could have \( \Gamma \vDash x' = Ity \), telling us that variable \( x \) has type integer and that we should therefore not use it in an expression of type real.

With this, we can give typing rules for arithmetic expressions. The idea is simple: constants have fixed type, variables have the type the typing environment \( \Gamma \) prescribes, and \( Plus \) can be typed with type \( \tau \) if both operands have the same type \( \tau \). \textit{Figure 9.4} shows the definition in Isabelle. We use the notation \( \Gamma \vDash a : \tau \) to say that expression \( a \) has type \( \tau \) in context \( \Gamma \).

The typing rules for booleans in \textit{Figure 9.5} are even simpler. We do not need a result type, because it will always be bool, so the notation is just \( \Gamma \vDash b \) for \textit{expression} \( b \) \textit{is well-typed in context} \( \Gamma \). For the most part, we just need to capture that boolean expressions are well-typed if their subexpressions are well-typed. The interesting case is the connection to arithmetic expressions in \textit{Less}. Here we demand that both operands have the same type \( \tau \), i.e., either we compare two ints or two reals, but not an int to a real.

Similarly, commands are well-typed if their subcommands and subexpressions are well-typed. In addition, in an assignment the arithmetic expression
must have the same type as the variable it is assigned to. The full set of rules is shown in Figure 9.6. We re-use the syntax \( \Gamma \vdash c \) for command \( c \) is well-typed in context \( \Gamma \).

This concludes the definition of the type system itself. Type systems can be arbitrarily complex. The one here is intentionally simple to show the structure of a type soundness proof without getting side-tracked in interesting type system details.

Note that there is precisely one rule per syntactic construct in our definition of the type system, and the premises of each rule apply the typing judgement only to subterms of the conclusion. We call such rule sets syntax-directed. Syntax-directed rules are a good candidate for automatic application and for deriving an algorithm that infers the type simply by applying them backwards, at least if there are no side conditions in their assumptions. Since there is exactly one rule per construct, it is always clear which rule to pick and there is no need for back-tracking. Further, since there is always at most one rule application per syntax node in the term or expression the rules are applied to, this process must terminate. This idea can be extended to allow side conditions in the assumptions of rules, as long as these side conditions are decidable.

Given such a type system, we can now check whether a specific command \( c \) is well-typed. To do so, we merely need to construct a derivation tree for the judgment \( \Gamma \vdash c \). Such a derivation tree is also called a type derivation. Let for instance \( \Gamma \quad x'' = \text{Ity} \) as well as \( \Gamma \quad y'' = \text{Ity} \). Then our previous example program is well-typed, because of the following type derivation.

\[
\Gamma \quad x'' = \text{Ity} \\
\Gamma \vdash \text{Plus} (V \quad x'' \quad y'') : \text{Ity} \\
\Gamma \vdash \text{Plus} (V \quad x'' \quad y'') : \text{Ity} \\
\Gamma \vdash V \quad y'' : \text{Ity} \\
\Gamma \vdash V \quad x'' : \text{Ity} \\
\Gamma \vdash x'' := V \quad y'' \\
\Gamma \vdash y'' := \text{Plus} (V \quad x'' \quad y'') \\
\Gamma \vdash y'' := \text{Plus} (V \quad x'' \quad y'') \\
\Gamma \vdash y'' := \text{Plus} (V \quad x'' \quad y'') \\
\Gamma \vdash y'' := \text{Plus} (V \quad x'' \quad y'') \\
\Gamma \vdash y'' := \text{Plus} (V \quad x'' \quad y'')
\]
9.1.2 Well-Typed Programs Do Not Get Stuck

In this section we prove that the type system defined above is sound. As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, Robert Milner coined the phrase *Well-typed programs cannot go wrong*, i.e., well-typed programs will not exhibit any runtime errors such as segmentation faults or undefined execution. In our small-step semantics we have defined precisely what “go wrong” means formally: a program exhibits a runtime error when the semantics gets stuck.

To prove type soundness we have to prove that well-typed programs never get stuck. They either terminate successfully, or they make further progress. Taken literally, the above sentence translates into the following property:

\[
\left[\left((c, s) \rightarrow^* (c', s'); \Gamma \vdash c\right) \Longrightarrow c' = SKIP \lor (\exists c's'''. (c', s') \rightarrow cs''')\right]
\]

Given an arbitrary command \(c\), which is well-typed \(\Gamma \vdash c\), any execution \((c, s) \rightarrow^* (c', s')\) either has terminated successfully with \(c' = SKIP\), or can make another execution step \(\exists c's'''. (c', s') \rightarrow cs'''\). Clearly, this statement is wrong, though: take \(c\) for instance to be a command that computes the sum of two variables:

\[z := x + y\]

This command is well-typed, for example, if the variables are both of type int. However, if we start the command in a state that disagrees with this type, e.g., where \(x\) contains an int but \(y\) contains a real, the execution gets stuck.

Of course, we want the value of a variable to be of type int if the typing says it should be int. This means we want not only the program to be well-typed, but the state to be well-typed too.

We so far have the state assigning values to variables and we have the type system statically assigning types to variables in the program. The concept of well-typed states connects these two: we define a judgement that determines if a runtime state is compatible with a typing environment for variables. We call this formal judgement \(\text{styping}\) below, written \(\Gamma \vdash s\). We equivalently also say that a state \(s\) conforms to a typing environment \(\Gamma\).

With this judgement, our full statement of type soundness is now

\[
\left[\left((c, s) \rightarrow^* (c', s'); \Gamma \vdash c; \Gamma \vdash s; c' \neq SKIP\right) \Longrightarrow \exists c's'''. (c', s') \rightarrow cs'''ight]
\]

Given a well-typed program, started in a well-typed state, any execution that has not reached \(SKIP\) yet can make another step.

We will prove this property by induction on the reflexive transitive closure of execution steps, which naturally decomposes this type soundness property into two parts: preservation and progress. **Preservation** means that well-typed states stay well-typed during execution. **Progress** means that in a well-typed state, the program either terminates successfully or can make one more step of execution progress.

In the following, we formalize the soundness proof for typed IMP.
We start the formalization by defining a function from values to types:

\[
\text{fun \hspace{1mm} type :: val \Rightarrow ty where}
\]

\[
type \hspace{1mm} (Iv \hspace{1mm} i) = Ity
\]

\[
type \hspace{1mm} (Rv \hspace{1mm} r) = Rty
\]

Our \text{styping} judgement for well-typed states is now very simple: for all variables, the type of the runtime value must be exactly the type predicted in the typing environment.

\[
\text{definition (\vdash) :: tyenv \Rightarrow state \Rightarrow bool where}
\]

\[
\Gamma \vdash s \iff (\forall x. \hspace{1mm} type \hspace{1mm} (s \hspace{1mm} x) = \Gamma \hspace{1mm} x)
\]

This was easy. In more sophisticated type systems, there may be multiple types that can be assigned to a value and we may need a compatibility or subtype relation between types to define the \text{styping} judgement.

We now have everything defined to start the soundness proof. The plan is to prove progress and preservation, and to conclude from that that the final type soundness statement that an execution of a well-typed command started in a well-typed state will never get stuck. To prove progress and preservation for commands, we will first need the same properties for arithmetic and boolean expressions.

Preservation for arithmetic expressions means the following: if expression \(a\) has type \(\tau\) under environment \(\Gamma\), if \(a\) evaluates to \(v\) in state \(s\), and if \(s\) conforms to \(\Gamma\), then the type of the result \(v\) must be \(\tau\):

\text{Lemma 9.2 (Preservation for arithmetic expressions).}

\[
[[\Gamma \vdash a : \tau; \hspace{1mm} taval \hspace{1mm} a \hspace{1mm} s \hspace{1mm} v; \hspace{1mm} \Gamma \vdash s]] \Longrightarrow \hspace{1mm} type \hspace{1mm} v = \tau
\]

\text{Proof.} The proof is by rule induction on the type derivation \(\Gamma \vdash a : \tau\). If we declare rule inversion on \(taval\) to be used automatically and unfold the definition of \text{styping}, Isabelle proves the rest. \(\Box\)

The proof of the progress lemma is slightly more verbose. It is almost the only place where something interesting is concluded in the soundness proof — there is the potential of something going wrong: if the operands of a \(\text{Plus}\) were of incompatible type, there would be no value \(v\) the expression evaluates to. Of course, the type system excludes precisely this case.

The progress statement is as standard as the preservation statement for arithmetic expressions: given that \(a\) has type \(\tau\) under environment \(\Gamma\), and given a conforming state \(s\), there must exist a result value \(v\) such that \(a\) evaluates to \(v\) in \(s\).

\text{Lemma 9.3 (Progress for arithmetic expressions).}

\[
[[\Gamma \vdash a : \tau; \hspace{1mm} \Gamma \vdash s]] \Longrightarrow \exists v. \hspace{1mm} taval \hspace{1mm} a \hspace{1mm} s \hspace{1mm} v
\]
Proof. The proof is again by rule induction on the typing derivation. The interesting case is $\text{Plus} \ a_1 \ a_2$. The induction hypothesis gives us two values $v_1$ and $v_2$ for the subexpressions $a_1$ and $a_2$. If $v_1$ is an integer, then, by preservation, the type of $a_1$ must have been $\text{Ity}$. The typing rule says that the type of $a_2$ must be the same. This means, by preservation, the type of $v_2$ must be $\text{Ity}$, which in turn means then $v_2$ must be an $\text{Iv}$ value and we can conclude using the $\text{taval}$ introduction rule for $\text{Plus}$ that the execution has a result. Isabelle completes this reasoning chain automatically if we carefully provide it with the right facts and rules. The case for reals is analogous, and the other typing cases are solved automatically. □

For boolean expressions, there is no preservation lemma, because $\text{tbval}$, by its Isabelle type, can only return boolean values. The progress statement makes sense, though, and follows the standard progress statement schema.

Lemma 9.4 (Progress for boolean expressions).

$$[[\Gamma \vdash b; \Gamma \vdash s]] \Rightarrow \exists v. \ \text{tbval} \ b \ s \ v$$

Proof. As always, the proof is by rule induction on the typing derivation. The interesting case is where something could go wrong, namely where we execute arithmetic expressions in $\text{Less}$. The proof is very similar to the one for $\text{Plus}$: we obtain the values of the subexpressions; we perform a case distinction on one of them to reason about its type; we infer the other has the same type by typing rules and by preservation on arithmetic expressions; and we conclude that execution can therefore progress. Again, this case is automatic if written carefully; the other cases are trivial. □

For commands, there are two preservation statements, because the configurations in our small-step semantics have two components: command and state. We first show that the command remains well-typed and then that the state does. Both proofs are by induction on the small-step semantics. They could be proved by induction on the typing derivation as well. Often it is preferable to try induction on the typing derivation first, because the type system typically has fewer cases. On the other hand, depending on the complexity of the language, the more fine-grained information that is available in the operational semantics might make the more numerous cases easier to prove in the other induction alternative. In both cases it pays off to design the structure of the rules in both systems such that they technically fit together nicely, for instance such that they decompose along the same syntactic lines.

Theorem 9.5 (Preservation: commands stay well-typed).

$$[[c, s) \rightarrow (c', s'); \Gamma \vdash c]] \Rightarrow \Gamma \vdash c'$$

Proof. The preservation of program typing is fully automatic in this simple language. The only mildly interesting case where we are not just transforming
the command into a subcommand is the while loop. Here we just need to apply the typing rules for `IF` and sequential composition and are done.

\[\text{Theorem 9.6 (Preservation: states stay well-typed).} \]

\[\llbracket (c, s) \rightarrow (c', s'); \; \Gamma \vdash c; \; \Gamma \vdash s \rrbracket \longrightarrow \Gamma \vdash s'\]

**Proof.** Most cases are trivial because the state is not modified. In the second `;;` rule the induction hypothesis applies. In the assignment rule the state is updated with a new value. Type preservation on expressions gives us that the new value has the same type as the expression, and unfolding the `typing` judgement shows that it is unaffected by state updates that are type preserving. In more complex languages, there are likely to be a number of such update cases and the corresponding lemma is a central piece of type soundness proofs.

The next step is the progress lemma for commands. Here, we need to take into account that the program might have fully terminated. If it has not, and we have a well-typed program in a well-typed state, we should be able to make at least one step.

\[\text{Theorem 9.7 (Progress for commands).} \]

\[\llbracket \Gamma \vdash c; \; \Gamma \vdash s; \; c \neq \text{SKIP} \rrbracket \Longrightarrow \exists c'. \; (c, s) \rightarrow c's\]

**Proof.** This time the only induction alternative is on the typing derivation again. The cases with arithmetic and boolean expressions make use of the corresponding progress lemmas to generate the values the small-step rules demand. For `IF`, we additionally perform a case distinction for picking the corresponding introduction rule. As for the other cases: `SKIP` is trivial, sequential composition applies the induction hypotheses and makes a case distinction whether \(c_1\) is `SKIP` or not, and `WHILE` always trivially makes progress in the small-step semantics, because it is unfolded into an `IF/WHILE`.

All that remains is to assemble the pieces into the final type soundness statement: given any execution of a well-typed program started in a well-typed state, we are not stuck; we have either terminated successfully, or the program can perform another step.

\[\text{Theorem 9.8 (Type soundness).} \]

\[\llbracket (c, s) \rightarrow\ast (c', s'); \; \Gamma \vdash c; \; \Gamma \vdash s; \; c' \neq \text{SKIP} \rrbracket \Longrightarrow \exists c''. \; (c', s') \rightarrow c''\]

**Proof.** The proof lifts the one-step preservation and progress results to a sequence of steps by induction on the reflexive transitive closure. The base case of zero steps is solved by the progress lemma; the step case needs our two preservation lemmas for commands.
This concludes the section on typing. We have seen, exemplified by a very simple type system, what a type soundness statement means, how it interacts with the small-step semantics, and how it is proved. While the proof itself will grow in complexity for more interesting languages, the general schema of progress and preservation remains.

For the type soundness theorem to be meaningful, it is important that the failures the type system is supposed to prevent are observable in the semantics, so that their absence can be shown. In a framework like the one above, the definition of the small-step semantics carries the main meaning and strength of the type soundness statement.

Our mantra for type systems:

Type systems have a purpose: the static analysis of programs in order to predict their runtime behaviour. The correctness of this prediction must be provable.

Exercises

Exercise 9.1. Reformulate the inductive predicates $\Gamma \vdash a : \tau$, $\Gamma \vdash b$ and $\Gamma \vdash c$ as three functions $\text{atype} :: \text{tyenv} \Rightarrow \text{aexp} \Rightarrow \text{ty option}$, $\text{bok} :: \text{tyenv} \Rightarrow \text{bexp} \Rightarrow \text{bool}$ and $\text{cok} :: \text{tyenv} \Rightarrow \text{com} \Rightarrow \text{bool}$ and prove the three equivalences $(\Gamma \vdash a : \tau) = (\text{atype} \ \Gamma \ a = \text{Some} \ \tau)$, $(\Gamma \vdash b) = (\text{bok} \ \Gamma \ b)$ and $(\Gamma \vdash c) = (\text{cok} \ \Gamma \ c)$.

Exercise 9.2. Modify the evaluation and typing of $\text{aexp}$ by allowing ints to be coerced to reals with the predefined coercion function $\text{real_of_int} :: \text{int} \Rightarrow \text{real}$ where necessary. Now every $\text{aexp}$ has a value and a type. Define an evaluation function $\text{aval} :: \text{aexp} \Rightarrow \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{val} \Rightarrow \text{bool}$ and a typing function $\text{atyp} :: \text{tyenv} \Rightarrow \text{aexp} \Rightarrow \text{ty}$ and prove $\Gamma \vdash s \Rightarrow \text{atyp} \ \Gamma \ a = \text{type} \ (\text{aval} \ a \ s)$.

For the following two exercises copy theory $\text{Types}$ and modify it as required.

Exercise 9.3. Add a $\text{REPEAT}$ loop (see Exercise 7.8) to the typed version of IMP and update the type soundness proof.

Exercise 9.4. Modify the typed version of IMP as follows. Values are now either integers or booleans. Thus variables can have boolean values too. Merge the two expression types $\text{aexp}$ and $\text{bexp}$ into one new type $\text{exp}$ of expressions that has the constructors of both types (of course without real constants). Combine $\text{taval}$ and $\text{tbval}$ into one evaluation predicate $\text{eval} :: \text{exp} \Rightarrow \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{val} \Rightarrow \text{bool}$. Similarly combine the two typing predicates into one: $\Gamma \vdash e : \tau$ where $e :: \text{exp}$ and the IMP-type $\tau$ can be one of $\text{Ity}$ or $\text{Bty}$. Adjust the small-step semantics and the type soundness proof.
9.2 Security Type Systems

In the previous section we have seen a simple static type system with soundness proof. However, type systems can be used for more than the traditional concepts of integers, reals, etc. In theory, type systems can be arbitrarily complex logical systems used to statically predict properties of programs. In the following, we will look at a type system that aims to enforce a security property: the absence of information flows from private data to public observers. The idea is that we want an easy and automatic way to check if programs protect private data such as passwords, bank details, or medical records.

Ensuring such information flow control properties based on a programming language analysis such as a type system is a part of so-called language-based security. Another common option for enforcing information flow control is the use of cryptography to ensure the secrecy of private data. Cryptography only admits probabilistic arguments (one could always guess the key), whereas language-based security also allows more absolute statements. As techniques they are not incompatible: both approaches could be mixed to enforce a particular information flow property.

Note that absolute statements in language-based security are always with respect to assumptions on the execution environment. For instance, our proof below will have the implicit assumption that the machine actually behaves as our semantics predicts. There are practical ways in which these assumptions can be broken or circumvented: intentionally introducing hardware-based errors into the computation to deduce private data, direct physical observation of memory contents, deduction of private data by analysis of execution time, and more. These attacks make use of details that are not visible on the abstraction level of the semantic model our proof is based on — they are covert channels of information flow.

9.2.1 Security Levels and Expressions

We begin developing our security type system by defining security levels. The idea is that each variable will have an associated security level. The type system will then enforce the policy that information may only flow from variables of 'lower' security levels to variables of 'higher' levels, but never the other way around.

In the literature, levels are often reduced to just two: high and low. We keep things slightly more general by making levels natural numbers. We can then compare security levels by just writing $<$ and we can compute the maximal or minimal security level of two different variables by taking the maximum or minimum respectively. The term $l < l'$ in this system would mean that $l$ is less private or confidential than $l'$, so level 0 could be equated with 'public'.
It would be easy to generalize further and just assume a lattice of security levels with $<, \vee$, and $\wedge$ operations. We could then also enforce that information does not travel 'sideways' between two incomparable security levels. For the sake of simplicity we refrain from doing so and merely use $\mathbb{N}$.

\textbf{type\_synonym} \textit{level} $= \mathbb{N}$

For the type system and security proof below it would be sufficient to merely assume the existence of a HOL constant that maps variables to security levels. This would express that we assume each variable to possess a security level and that this level remains the same during execution of the program.

For the sake of showing examples — the general theory does not rely on it! — we arbitrarily choose a specific function for this mapping: a variable of length $n$ has security level $n$.

The kinds of information flows we would like to avoid are exemplified by the following two:

- explicit: $\text{low} := \text{high}$
- implicit: \[
\text{IF high}_1 < \text{high}_2 \text{ THEN low} := 0 \text{ ELSE low} := 1
\]

The property we are after is called \textbf{noninterference}: a variation in the value of high variables should not interfere with the computation or values of low variables. 'High should not interfere with low.'

More formally, a program $c$ guarantees noninterference iff for all states $s_1$ and $s_2$: if $s_1$ and $s_2$ agree on low variables (but may differ on high variables!), then the states resulting from executing $(c, s_1)$ and $(c, s_2)$ must also agree on low variables.

As opposed to our previous type soundness statement, this definition compares the outcome of two executions of the same program in different, but related initial states. It requires again potentially different, but equally related final states.

With this in mind, we proceed to define the type system that will enforce this property. We begin by computing the security level of arithmetic and boolean expressions. We are interested in flows from higher to lower variables, so we define the security level of an expression as the highest level of any variable that occurs in it. We make use of Isabelle's overloading and call the security level of an arithmetic or boolean expression $\text{sec}\ e$.

\begin{verbatim}
fun sec :: aexp $\Rightarrow$ level where
sec (N n) = 0
sec (V x) = sec x
sec (Plus a1 a2) = max (sec a1) (sec a2)
\end{verbatim}
fun sec :: bezp ⇒ level where

sec (Bc v) = 0
sec (Not b) = sec b
sec (And b₁ b₂) = max (sec b₁) (sec b₂)
sec (Less a₁ a₂) = max (sec a₁) (sec a₂)

A first lemma indicating that we are moving into the right direction will be that if we change the value of only variables with a higher level than sec e, the value of e should stay the same.

To express this property, we introduce notation for two states agreeing on the value of all variables below a certain security level. The concept is lightweight enough that a syntactic abbreviation is sufficient; this avoids having to go through the motions of setting up additional proof infrastructure. We will need ≤, but also the strict < later on, so we define both here:

s = s' (≤ l) ≡ ∀x. sec x ≤ l → s x = s' x
s = s' (< l) ≡ ∀x. sec x < l → s x = s' x

With this, the proof of our first two security properties is simple and automatic: The evaluation of an expression e only depends on variables with level below or equal to sec e.

Lemma 9.9 (Noninterference for arithmetic expressions).
[[s₁ = s₂ (≤ l); sec e ≤ l]] ⇒ aval e s₁ = aval e s₂

Lemma 9.10 (Noninterference for boolean expressions).
[[s₁ = s₂ (≤ l); sec b ≤ l]] ⇒ bval b s₁ = bval b s₂

9.2.2 Syntax-Directed Typing

As usual in IMP, the typing for expressions was simple. We now define a syntax-directed set of security typing rules for commands. This makes the rules directly executable and allows us to run examples. Checking for explicit flows, i.e., assignments from high to low variables, is easy. For implicit flows, the main idea of the type system is to track the security level of variables that decisions are made on, and to make sure that their level is lower than or equal to variables assigned to in that context.

We write l ⊢ c to mean that command c contains no information flows to variables lower than level l, and only safe flows to variables ≥ l.

Going through the rules of Figure 9.7 in detail, we have defined SKIP to be safe at any level. We have defined assignment to be safe if the level of x is higher than or equal to both the level of the information source a and the level l. For semicolon to conform to level l, we recursively demand that both parts conform to the same level l. As previously shown in the motivating example,
the \textit{IF} command could admit implicit flows. We prevent these by demanding
that for \textit{IF} to conform to \textit{l}, both \textit{c\textsubscript{1}} and \textit{c\textsubscript{2}} have to conform to level \textit{l} or
the level of the boolean expression, whichever is higher. We can conveniently
express this with the maximum operator \textit{max}. The \textit{WHILE} case is similar to
\textit{an IF}: the body must have at least the level of \textit{b} and of the whole command.

Using the \textit{max} function makes the type system executable if we tell Isabelle to treat the level and the program as input to the predicate.

\textit{Example 9.11.} Testing our intuition about what we have just defined, we
look at four examples for various security levels.

\begin{verbatim}
0 ⊢ IF Less (V ''z1'') (V ''x'') THEN ''z1'' ::= N 0 ELSE SKIP
\end{verbatim}

The statement claims that the command is well-typed at security level 0:
flows can occur down to even a level 0 variable, but they have to be internally
consistent, i.e., flows must still only be from lower to higher levels. According
to our arbitrary example definition of security levels that assigns the length of
the variable to the level, variable \textit{z1} has level 2, and variable \textit{x} has level
1. This means the evaluation of this typing expression will yield \textit{True}: the
condition has level 2, and the context is 0, so according to the \textit{IF} rule, both
commands must be safe up to level 2, which is the case, because the first
assignment sets a level 2 variable, and the second is just \textit{SKIP}.

Does the same work if we assign to a lower-level variable?

\begin{verbatim}
0 ⊢ IF Less (V ''z1'') (V ''x'') THEN ''x'' ::= N 0 ELSE SKIP
\end{verbatim}

Clearly not. Again, we need to look at the \textit{IF} rule, which still says the assignment
must be safe at level 2, i.e., we have to derive 2 ⊢ ''x'' ::= N 0.
But \textit{x} is of level 1, and the assignment rule demands that we only assign to
levels higher than the context. Intuitively, the \textit{IF} decision expression reveals
information about a level 2 variable. If we assign to a level 1 variable in one
of the branches we leak level 2 information to level 1.

What if we demand a higher security context from our original example?

\begin{verbatim}
2 ⊢ IF Less (V ''z1'') (V ''x'') THEN ''z1'' ::= N 0 ELSE SKIP
\end{verbatim}

Context of level 2 still works, because our highest level in this command is
level 2, and our arguments from the first example still apply.
What if we go one level higher?

$$3 \vdash IF \text{Less} \ (V \ ''x1'' \ (V \ ''x'' \ THEN \ ''x1'' \ ::= \ N \ 0 \ ELSE \ SKIP)$$

Now we get $False$, because we need to take the maximum of the context and the boolean expression for evaluating the branches. The intuition is that the context gives the minimum level to which we may reveal information.

As we can already see from these simple examples, the type system is not complete: it will reject some safe programs as unsafe. For instance, if the value of $x$ in the second command was already 0 in the beginning, the context would not have mattered, we only would have overwritten 0 with 0. As we know by now, we should not expect otherwise. The best we can hope for is a safe approximation such that the false alarms are hopefully programs that rarely occur in practice or that can be rewritten easily.

It is the case that the simple type system presented here, going back to Volpano, Irvine, and Smith [89], has been criticised as too restrictive. It excludes too many safe programs. This can be addressed by making the type system more refined, more flexible, and more context-aware. For demonstrating the type system and its soundness proof in this book, however, we will stick to its simplest form.

9.2.3 Soundness

We introduced the correctness statement for this type system as noninterference: two executions of the same program started in related states end up in related states. The relation in our case is that the values of variables below security level $l$ are the same. Formally, this is the following statement:

$$[(c, s) \Rightarrow s'; (c, t) \Rightarrow t'; 0 \vdash c; s = t \ (\leq l)] \implies s' = t' \ (\leq l)$$

An important property, which will be useful for this lemma, is the so-called anti-monotonicity of the type system: a command that is typeable in $l$ is also typeable in any level smaller than $l$. Anti-monotonicity is also often called the subsumption rule, to say that higher contexts subsume lower ones. Intuitively it is clear that this property should hold: we defined $l \vdash c$ to mean that there are no flows to variables < $l$. If we write $l' \vdash c$ with an $l' \leq l$, then we are only admitting more flows, i.e., we are making a weaker statement.

**Lemma 9.12 (Anti-monotonicity).** $$[l \vdash c; l' \leq l] \implies l' \vdash c$$

**Proof.** The formal proof is by rule induction on the type system. Each of the cases is then solved automatically. □
The second key lemma in the argument for the soundness of our security type system is **confinement**: an execution of a command that is type correct in context \( l \) can only change variables of level \( l \) and above, or conversely, all variables below \( l \) will remain unchanged. In other words, the effect of \( c \) is confined to variables of level \( \geq l \).

**Lemma 9.13 (Confinement).** 

\[
[(c, s) \Rightarrow t; \; l \vdash c] \Rightarrow s = t \; (< l)
\]

**Proof.** The first instinct may be to try rule induction on the type system again, but the **WHILE** case will only give us an induction hypothesis about the body when we will have to show our goal for the whole loop. Therefore, we choose rule induction on the big-step execution instead. In the **IF** and **WHILE** cases, we make use of anti-monotonicity to instantiate the induction hypothesis. In the **IfTrue** case, for instance, the hypothesis is \( l \vdash c_1 \Rightarrow s = t \; (< l) \), but from the type system we only know \( \max (\text{sec } b) \; l \vdash c_1 \). Since \( l \leq \max (\text{sec } b) \; l \), anti-monotonicity allows us to conclude \( l \vdash c_1 \). \(\square\)

With these two lemmas, we can start the main noninterference proof.

**Theorem 9.14 (Noninterference).** 

\[
[(c, s) \Rightarrow s'; \; (c, t) \Rightarrow t'; \; 0 \vdash c; \; s = t \; (\leq l)] \Rightarrow s' = t' \; (\leq l)
\]

**Proof.** The proof is again by induction on the big-step execution. The **SKIP** case is easy and automatic, as it should be.

The assignment case is already somewhat interesting. First, we note that \( s' \) is the usual state update \( s(x := \text{aval } a \; s) \) in the first big-step execution. We perform rule inversion for the second execution to get the same update for \( t \). We also perform rule inversion on the typing statement to get the relationship between security levels of \( x \) and \( a \): \( \text{sec } a \leq \text{sec } x \). Now we show that the two updated states \( s' \) and \( t' \) still agree on all variables below \( l \). For this, it is sufficient to show that the states agree on the new value if \( \text{sec } x < l \), and that all other variables \( y \) with \( \text{sec } y < l \) still agree as before. In the first case, looking at \( x \), we know from above that \( \text{sec } a \leq \text{sec } x \). Hence, by transitivity, we have that \( \text{sec } a \leq l \). This is enough for our noninterference result on expressions to apply, given that we also know \( s = t \; (\leq l) \) from the premises. This means, we get \( \text{aval } a \; s = \text{aval } a \; t \): the new values for \( x \) agree as required. The case for all other variables \( y \) below \( l \) follows directly from \( s = t \; (\leq l) \).

In the semicolon case, we merely need to compose the induction hypotheses. This is solved automatically.

**IF** has two symmetric cases as usual. We will look only at the **IfTrue** case in more detail. We begin the case by noting via rule inversion that both branches are type correct to level \( \text{sec } b \), since the maximum with \( 0 \) is the
identity, i.e., we know \( \text{sec } b \vdash c_1 \). Then we perform a case distinction: either the level of \( b \) is \( \leq l \) or it is not. If \( \text{sec } b \leq l \), i.e., the \( \text{IF} \) decision is on a more public level than \( l \), then \( s \) and \( t \), which agree below \( l \), also agree below \( \text{sec } b \). That in turn means by our noninterference lemma for expressions that they evaluate to the same result, so \( \text{bval } b \; s = \text{True} \) and \( \text{bval } b \; t = \text{True} \).

We already noted \( \text{sec } b \vdash c_1 \) by rule inversion, and with anti-monotonicity, we get the necessary \( 0 \vdash c_1 \) to apply the induction hypothesis and conclude the case. In the other case, if \( l < \text{sec } b \), i.e., a condition on a more confidential level than \( l \), then we do not know that both \( \text{IF} \) commands will take the same branch. However, we do know that the whole command is a high-confidentiality computation. We can use the typing rule for \( \text{IF} \) to conclude \( \text{sec } b \vdash \text{IF } b \; \text{THEN } c_1 \; \text{ELSE } c_2 \) since we know both \( \text{max } (\text{sec } b) \; 0 \vdash c_1 \) and \( \text{max } (\text{sec } b) \; 0 \vdash c_2 \). This in turn means we now can apply confinement: everything below \( \text{sec } b \) will be preserved — in particular the state of variables up to \( l \). This is true for \( t \) to \( t' \) as well as \( s \) to \( s' \). Together with the initial \( s = t \) \( (\leq l) \) we can conclude \( s' = t' \) \( (\leq l) \). This finishes the \( \text{IfTrue} \) case.

The \( \text{IfFalse} \) and \( \text{WhileFalse} \) cases are analogous. Either the conditions evaluate to the same value and we can apply the induction hypothesis, or the security level is high enough such that we can apply confinement.

Even the \( \text{WhileTrue} \) case is similar. Here, we have to work slightly harder to apply the induction hypotheses, once for the body and once for the rest of the loop, but the confinement side of the argument stays the same.

\[ \square \]

### 9.2.4 The Standard Typing System

The judgement \( l \vdash c \) presented above is nicely intuitive and executable. However, the standard formulation in the literature is slightly different, replacing the maximum computation directly with the anti-monotonicity rule. We introduce the standard system now in Figure 9.8 and show equivalence with our previous formulation.
9.2 Security Type Systems

\begin{center}
\begin{align*}
\vdash & \text{SKIP : } l \\
\vdash & x ::= a : \text{sec } x \\
\vdash & c_1 : l_1 \\
\vdash & c_2 : l_2 \\
\vdash & c_1 ; c_2 : \text{min } l_1 \ l_2 \\
\vdash & \text{IF } b \ \text{THEN } c_1 \ \text{ELSE } c_2 : \text{min } l_1 \ l_2 \\
\vdash & \text{WHILE } b \ \text{DO } c : l \\
\text{sec } b \leq & \text{min } l_1 \ l_2 \\
\vdash & c_1 : l_1 \\
\vdash & c_2 : l_2 \\
\text{sec } b \leq & l \\
\vdash & c : l
\end{align*}
\end{center}

Fig. 9.9. Definition of the bottom-up security type system

The equivalence proof goes by rule induction on the respective type system in each direction separately. Isabelle proves each subgoal of the induction automatically.

**Lemma 9.15.** \( l \vdash c \implies l \vdash' c \)

**Lemma 9.16.** \( l \vdash' c \implies l \vdash c \)

### 9.2.5 A Bottom-Up Typing System

The type systems presented above are top-down systems: the level \( l \) is passed from the context or the user and is checked at assignment commands. We can also give a bottom-up formulation where we compute the greatest \( l \) consistent with variable assignments and check this value at \textit{IF} and \textit{WHILE} commands. Instead of \textit{max} computations, we now get \textit{min} computations in Figure 9.9.

We can read the bottom-up statement \( l \vdash c : l \) as \( c \) has a \textit{write-effect of } \( l \), meaning that no variable below \( l \) is written to in \( c \).

Again, we can prove equivalence. The first direction is straightforward and the proof is automatic.

**Lemma 9.17.** \( \vdash c : l \implies l \vdash' c \)

The second direction needs more care. The statement \( l \vdash' c \implies \vdash c : l \) is not true, Isabelle’s nitpick tool quickly finds a counter example:

\( 0 \vdash' ''x'' ::= N \ 0, \text{ but } \neg \vdash ''x'' ::= N \ 0 : 0 \)

The standard formulation admits anti-monotonicity, the computation of a minimal \( l \) does not. If we take this discrepancy into account, we get the following statement that is then again proved automatically by Isabelle.

**Lemma 9.18.** \( l \vdash' c \implies \exists l' \geq l. \vdash c : l' \)

### 9.2.6 What About Termination?

In the previous section we proved the following security theorem (Theorem 9.14):
We read it as: If our type system says yes, our data is safe: there will be no information flowing from high to low variables.

Is this correct? The formal statement is certainly true, we proved it in Isabelle. But: it doesn’t quite mean what the sentence above says. It means only precisely what the formula states: given two terminating executions started in states we can’t tell apart, we won’t be able to tell apart their final states.

What if we don’t have two terminating executions? Consider, for example, the following typing statement.

\[ 0 \vdash \text{WHILE} \text{Less} (V''x'') (N 1) \text{DO SKIP} \]

This is a true statement, the program is type correct at context level 0. Our noninterference theorem holds. Yet, the program still leaks information: the program will terminate if and only if the higher-security variable \(x\) (of level 1) is not 0. We can infer information about the contents of a secret variable by observing termination.

This is also called a covert channel, that is, an information flow channel that is not part of the security theorem or even the security model, and that the security theorem therefore does not make any claims about.

In our case, termination is observable in the model, but not in the theorem, because it already assumes two terminating executions from the start. An example of a more traditional covert channel is timing. Consider the standard `strcmp` function in C that compares two strings: it goes through the strings from left to right, and terminates with false as soon as two characters are not equal. The more characters are equal in the prefix of the strings, the longer it takes to execute this function. This time can be measured and the timing difference is significant enough to be statistically discernible even over network traffic. Such timing attacks can even be effective against widely deployed cryptographic algorithms, for instance as used in SSL [15].

Covert channels and the strength of security statements are the bane of security proofs. The literature is littered with the bodies of security theorems that have been broken, either because their statement was weak, or their proof was wrong, or because the model made unreasonably strong assumptions, i.e., admitted too many obvious covert channels.

Conducting security proofs in a theorem prover only helps against one of these: wrong proofs. Strong theorem statements and realistic model assumptions, or at least explicit model assumptions, are still our own responsibility.

So what can we do to fix our statement of security? For one, we could prove separately, and manually, that the specific programs we are interested in always terminate. Then the problem disappears. Or we could strengthen the type system and its security statement. The key idea is: `WHILE condi-`
tions must not depend on confidential data. If they don't, then termination cannot leak information.

In the following, we formalize and prove this idea.

Formalizing our idea means we replace the WHILE-rule with a new one that does not admit anything higher than level 0 in the condition:

\[
\text{sec } b = 0 \quad 0 \vdash c \\
0 \vdash \text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c
\]

This is already it. Figure 9.10 shows the full set of rules, putting the new one into context.

We now need to change our noninterference statement such that it takes termination into account. The interesting case was where one execution terminated and the other didn't. If both executions terminate, our previous statement already applies; if both do not terminate then there is no information leakage, because there is nothing to observe. \(^1\) So, since our statement is symmetric, we now assume one terminating execution, a well-typed program of level 0 as before, and two start states that agree up to level \(l\), also as before. We then have to show that the other execution also terminates and that the final states still agree up to level \(l\).

\[
[(c, s) \Rightarrow s'; 0 \vdash c; s = t \ (\leq l)] \implies \exists t'. (c, t) \Rightarrow t' \land s' = t' \ (\leq l)
\]

We build up the proof of this new theorem in the same way as before. The first property is again anti-monotonicity, which still holds.

**Lemma 9.19 (Anti-monotonicity).**

\[
[l \vdash c; l' \leq l] \implies l' \vdash c
\]

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on the typing derivation. Isabelle then solves each of the cases automatically. \(\square\)

Our confinement lemma is also still true.

**Lemma 9.20 (Confinement).**

\[
[(c, s) \Rightarrow t; l \vdash c] \implies s = t \ (\leq l)
\]

\(^1\) Note that if our programs had output, this case might leak information as well.
Proof. The proof is the same as before, first by induction on the big-step execution, then by using anti-monotonicity in the IF cases, and automation on the rest.

Before we can proceed to noninterference, we need one new fact about the new type system: any program that is type correct, but not at level 0 (only higher), must terminate. Intuitively that is easy to see: WHILE loops are the only cause of potential nontermination, and they can now only be typed at level 0. This means, if the program is type correct at some level, but not at level 0, it does not contain WHILE loops.

Lemma 9.21 (Termination).
\[ \llbracket l \vdash c; l \neq 0 \rrbracket \implies \exists t. (c, s) \Rightarrow t \]

Proof. The formal proof of this lemma does not directly talk about the occurrence of while loops, but encodes the argument in a contradiction. We start the proof by induction on the typing derivation. The base cases all terminate trivially, and the step cases terminate because all their branches terminate in the induction hypothesis. In the WHILE case we have the contradiction: our assumption says that \( l \neq 0 \), but the induction rule instantiates \( l \) with 0, and we get \( 0 \neq 0 \). \( \square \)

Equipped with these lemmas, we can finally proceed to our new statement of noninterference.

Theorem 9.22 (Noninterference).
\[ \llbracket (c, s) \Rightarrow s'; 0 \vdash c; s = t \ (\leq l) \rrbracket \implies \exists t'. (c, t) \Rightarrow t' \land s' = t' \ (\leq l) \]

Proof. The proof is similar to that of the termination-insensitive case, it merely has to additionally show termination of the second command. For SKIP, assignment, and semicolon this is easy, the first two because they trivially terminate, the third because Isabelle can put the induction hypotheses together automatically.

The IF case is slightly more interesting. If the condition does not depend on secret variables, the induction hypothesis is strong enough for us to conclude the goal directly. However, if the condition does depend on secret variables, i.e., \( \neg \text{sec } b \leq l \), we make use of confinement again, as we did in our previous proof. However, we first have to show that the second execution terminates, i.e., that a final state exists. This follows from our termination lemma and the fact that if the security level \( \text{sec } b \) is greater than \( l \), it cannot be 0. The rest goes through as before.

The WHILE case becomes easier than in our previous proof. Since we know from the typing statement that the boolean expression does not contain any high variables, we know that the loops started in \( s \) and \( t \) will continue
to make the same decision whether to terminate or not. That was the whole point of our type system change. In the WhileFalse case that is all that is needed; in the WhileTrue case, we can make use of this fact to access the induction hypothesis: from the fact that the loop is type correct at level 0, we know by rule inversion that $0 \vdash c$. We also know, by virtue of being in the WhileTrue case, that $bval\ b\ s\ (c,\ s) \Rightarrow s''$, and $(w,\ s'') \Rightarrow s'$. We now need to construct a terminating execution of the loop starting in $t$, ending in some state $t'$ that agrees with $s'$ below $l$. We start by noting $bval\ b\ t$ using noninterference for boolean expressions. Per induction hypothesis we conclude that there is a $t''$ with $(c,\ t) \Rightarrow t''$ that agrees with $s''$ below $l$. Using the second induction hypothesis, we repeat the process for $w$, and conclude that there must be such a $t'$ that agrees with $s'$ below $l$. 

The predicate $l \vdash c$ is phrased to be executable. The standard formulation, however, is again slightly different, replacing the maximum computation by the anti-monotonicity rule. Figure 9.11 introduces the standard system.

As before, we can show equivalence with our formulation.

Lemma 9.23 (Equivalence to standard formulation).

$$l \vdash c \iff l \vdash' c$$

Proof. As with the equivalence proofs of different security type system formulations in previous sections, this proof goes first by considering each direction of the if-and-only-if separately, and then by induction on the type system in the assumption of that implication. As before, Isabelle then proves each sub case of the respective induction automatically. 

Exercises

Exercise 9.5. Reformulate the inductive predicate $sec\_type$ defined in Figure 9.7 as a recursive function $ok : level \Rightarrow com \Rightarrow bool$ and prove the equivalence of the two formulations.
Try to reformulate the bottom-up system from Figure 9.9 as a function that computes the security level of a command. What difficulty do you face?

Exercise 9.6. Define a bottom-up termination insensitive security type system \( \vdash' \) with subsumption rule. Prove equivalence with the bottom-up system in Figure 9.9: \( \vdash c : l \implies \vdash' c : l \) and \( \vdash' c : l \implies \exists l' \geq l. \vdash c : l' \).

Exercise 9.7. Define a function \( \text{erase} :: \text{level} \Rightarrow \text{com} \Rightarrow \text{com} \) that erases those parts of a command that contain variables above some security level. Function \( \text{erase} l \) should replace all assignments to variables with security level \( \geq l \) by \( \text{SKIP} \). It should also erase certain \( \text{IFs} \) and \( \text{WHILEs} \), depending on the security level of the boolean condition. Prove that \( c \) and \( \text{erase} l c \) behave the same on the variables up to level \( l \):

\[
[(c, s) \Rightarrow s'; (\text{erase} l c, t) \Rightarrow t'; 0 \vdash c; s = t (< l)] \Rightarrow s' = t' (< l)
\]

It is recommended to start with the proof of the very similar looking noninterference Theorem 9.14 and modify that.

In the theorem above we assume that both \((c, s)\) and \((\text{erase} l c, t)\) terminate. How about the following two properties?

\[
[(c, s) \Rightarrow s'; 0 \vdash c; s = t (< l)] \Rightarrow \exists t'. (\text{erase} l c, t) \Rightarrow t' \land s' = t' (< l)
\]

\[
[(\text{erase} l c, s) \Rightarrow s'; 0 \vdash c; s = t (< l)] \Rightarrow \exists t'. (c, t) \Rightarrow t' \land s' = t' (< l)
\]

Give proofs or counterexamples.

### 9.3 Summary and Further Reading

In this chapter we have analysed two kinds of type systems: a standard type system that tracks types of values and prevents type errors at runtime, and a security type system that prevents information flow from higher-level to lower-level variables.

Sound, static type systems enjoy widespread application in popular programming languages such as Java, C#, Haskell, and ML, but also on low-level languages such as the Java Virtual Machine and its bytecode verifier [54]. Some of these languages require types to be declared explicitly, as in Java. In other languages, such as Haskell, these declarations can be left out, and types are inferred automatically.

The purpose of type systems is to prevent errors. In essence, a type derivation is a proof, which means type checking performs basic automatic proofs about programs.
The second type system we explored ensured absence of information flow. The field of language-based security is substantial [76]. As mentioned, the type system and the soundness statement in the sections above go back to Volpano, Irvine, and Smith [89], and the termination-sensitive analysis to Volpano and Smith [90]. While language-based security had been investigated before Volpano et al., they were the first to give a security type system with a soundness proof that expresses the enforced security property in terms of the standard semantics of the language. As we have seen, such non-trivial properties are comfortably within the reach of machine-checked interactive proof. Our type system deviated a little from the standard presentation of Volpano et al.: we derive anti-monotonicity as a lemma, whereas Volpano, Irvine, and Smith have it as a typing rule. In exchange, they can avoid an explicit $\max$ calculation. We saw that our syntax-directed form of the rules is equivalent and allowed us to execute examples. Our additional bottom-up type system can be seen as a simplified description of type inference for security types. Volpano and Smith [91] gave an explicit algorithm for type inference and showed that most general types exist if the program is type correct. We also mentioned that our simple security levels based on natural numbers can be generalized to arbitrary lattices. This observation goes back to Denning [26].

A popular alternative to security type systems is dynamic tracking of information flows, or so-called taint analysis [81]. It has been long-time folklore in the field that static security analysis of programs must be more precise than dynamic analysis, because dynamic (runtime) analysis can only track one execution of the program at a time, whereas the soundness property of our static type system compares two executions. Many dynamic taint analysis implementations to date do not track implicit flows. Sabelfeld and Russo showed for termination-insensitive noninterference that this is not a theoretical restriction, and dynamic monitoring can in fact be more precise than the static type system [77]. However, since their monitor essentially turns implicit flow violations into non-termination, the question is still open for the more restrictive termination-sensitive case. For more sophisticated, so-called flow-sensitive type systems, the dynamic and static versions are incomparable: there are some programs where purely dynamic flow-sensitive analysis fails, but the static type system succeeds, and the other way around [75].

The name non-interference was coined by Goguen and Meseguer [35], but the property goes back further to Ellis Cohen who called its inverse Strong Dependency [18]. The concept of covert information flow channels already precedes this idea [51]. Non-interference can be applied beyond language-based security, for instance by directly proving the property about a specific system. This is interesting for systems that have inherent security require-
ments and are written in low-level languages such as C or in settings where the security policy cannot directly be attached to variables in a program. Operating systems are an example of this class, where the security policy is configurable at runtime. It is feasible to prove such theorems in Isabelle down to the C code level: the seL4 microkernel is an operating system kernel with such a non-interference theorem in Isabelle [60].
Program Analysis

Program analysis, also known as static analysis, describes a whole field of techniques for the static (i.e. compile-time) analysis of programs. Most compilers or programming environments perform more or less ambitious program analyses. The two most common objectives are the following:

**Optimization** The purpose is to improve the behaviour of the program, usually by reducing its running time or space requirements.

**Error detection** The purpose is to detect common programming errors that lead to runtime exceptions or other undesirable behaviour.

Program optimization is a special case of program transformation (for example for code refactoring) and consists of two phases: the analysis (to determine if certain required properties hold) and the transformation.

There are a number of different approaches to program analysis that employ different techniques to achieve similar aims. In the previous chapter we used type systems for error detection. In this chapter we employ what is known as data-flow analysis. We study three analyses (and associated transformations):

1. **Definite initialization analysis** determines if all variables have been initialized before they are read. This falls into the category of error detection analyses. There is no transformation.
2. **Constant folding** is an optimization that tries to replace variables by constants. For example, the second assignment in `x := 1; y := x` can be replaced by the (typically faster) `y := 1`.
3. **Live variable analysis** determines if a variable is “live” at some point, i.e. if its value can influence the subsequent execution. Assignments to variables that are not live can be eliminated: for example, the first assignment in the sequence `x := 0; x := 1` is redundant.
Throughout this chapter we continue the naive approach to program analysis that ignores boolean conditions. That is, we treat them as nondeterministic: we assume that both values are possible every time the conditions are tested. More precisely, our analyses are correct w.r.t. a (big or small-step) semantics where we have simply dropped the preconditions involving boolean expressions from the rules, resulting in a nondeterministic language.

Limitations

Program analyses, no matter what techniques they employ, are always limited. This is a consequence of Rice's Theorem from computability theory. It roughly tells us that nontrivial semantic properties of programs (e.g. termination) are undecidable. That is, no nontrivial semantic property $P$ has a magic analyser that

- terminates on every input program,
- only says Yes if the input program has property $P$ (correctness), and
- only says No if the input program does not have property $P$ (completeness).

For concreteness, let us consider definite initialization analysis of the following program:

\[
\text{FOR ALL positive integers } x, y, z, n \text{ DO} \\
\text{IF } n > 2 \land x^n + y^n = z^n \text{ THEN } u := u \text{ ELSE SKIP}
\]

For convenience we have extended our programming language with a FOR ALL loop and an exponentiation operation: both could be programmed in pure IMP, although it would be painful. The program searches for a counterexample to Fermat’s conjecture that no three positive integers $x$, $y$, and $z$ can satisfy the equation $x^n + y^n = z^n$ for any integer $n > 2$. It reads the uninitialized variable $u$ (thus violating the definite initialization property) iff such a counterexample exists. It would be asking a bit much from a humble program analyser to determine the truth of a statement that was in the Guinness Book of World Records for “most difficult mathematical problems” prior to its 1995 proof by Wiles.

As a consequence, we cannot expect program analysers to terminate, be correct and be complete. Since we do not want to sacrifice termination and correctness, we sacrifice completeness: we allow analysers to say No although the program has the desired semantic property but the analyser was unable to determine that.
10.1 Definite Initialization Analysis

The first program analysis we investigate is called definite initialization. The Java Language Specification has the following to say on definite initialization [38, chapter 16, p. 527]:

Each local variable [...] must have a definitely assigned value when any access of its value occurs. [...] A compiler must carry out a specific conservative flow analysis to make sure that, for every access of a local variable [...] f, f is definitely assigned before the access; otherwise a compile-time error must occur.

Java was the first mainstream language to force programmers to initialize their variables.

In most programming languages, objects allocated on the heap are automatically initialized to zero or a suitable default value, but local variables are not. Uninitialized variables are a common cause of program defects that are very hard to find. For instance, a C program, that uses an uninitialized local integer variable will not necessarily crash on the first access to that integer. Instead, it will read the value that is stored there by accident. On the developer's machine and operating system that value may happen to be 0 and the defect will go unnoticed. On the user's machine, that same memory may contain different values left over from a previous run or from a different application. Worse still, this random value might not directly lead to a crash either, but only cause misbehaviour at a much later point of execution, leading to bug reports that are next to impossible to reproduce for the developer.

Removing the potential for such errors automatically is the purpose of the definite initialization analysis.

Consider the following example with an already initialized \( x \). Recall from Section 7.1 that IF and WHILE bind more strongly than semicolon.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{IF } x < 1 & \text{ THEN } y := x \text{ ELSE } y := x + 1; \quad y := y + 1 \\
\text{IF } x < x & \text{ THEN } y := y + 1 \text{ ELSE } y := x; \quad y := y + 1
\end{align*}
\]

The first line is clearly fine: in both branches of the IF, \( y \) gets initialized before it is used in the statement after. The second line is also fine: even though the True branch uses \( y \) where it is potentially uninitialized, we know that the True branch can never be taken. However, we only know that because we know that \( x < x \) will always be False.

What about the following example? Assume \( x \) and \( y \) are initialized.

\[
\text{WHILE } x < y \text{ DO } z := x; \quad z := z + 1
\]

Here it depends: if \( x < y \), the program is fine (it will never terminate, but at least it does so without using uninitialized variables), but if \( x < y \) is not the
case, the program is unsafe. So, if our goal is to reject all potentially unsafe programs, we have to reject this one.

As mentioned in the introduction, we do not analyse boolean expressions statically to make predictions about program execution. Instead we take both potential outcomes into account. This means, the analysis we are about to develop will only accept the first program, but reject the other two.

Java is more discerning in this case, and will perform the optimization of constant folding, which we discuss in Section 10.2, before definite initialization analysis. If during that pass it turns out an expression is always True or always False, this can be taken into account. This is a nice example of positive interaction between different kinds of optimization and program analysis, where one enhances the precision and predictive power of the other.

As discussed, we cannot hope for completeness of any program analysis, so there will be cases of safe programs that are rejected. For this specific analysis, this is usually the case when the programmer is smarter than the boolean constant folding the compiler performs. As with any restriction in a programming language, some programmers will complain about the shackles of definite initialization analysis, and Java developer forums certainly contain such complaints. Completely eliminating this particularly hard-to-find class of Heisenbugs well justifies the occasional program refactoring, though.

In the following sections, we construct our definite initialization analysis, define a semantics where initialization failure is observable, and then proceed to prove the analysis correct by showing that these failures will not occur.

### 10.1.1 Definite Initialization

The Java Language Specification quotes a number of rules that definite initialization analysis should implement to achieve the desired result. They have the following form (adjusted for IMP):

- Variable $x$ is definitely initialized after $\text{SKIP}$ if and only if $x$ is definitely initialized before $\text{SKIP}$.

Similar statements exist for each language construct. Our task is simply to formalize them. Each of these rules talks about variables, or more precisely sets of variables. For instance, to check an assignment statement, we will want to start with a set of variables that is already initialized, we will check that set against the set of variables that is used in the assignment expression, and we will add the assigned variable to the initialized set after the assignment has completed.

So, the first formal tool we need is the set of variables mentioned in an expression. The Isabelle theory $\text{Vars}$ provides an overloaded function $\text{vars}$ for this:
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\[
\begin{align*}
D A & \text{ SKIP } A \\
D A & (x := a) (\text{insert } x A)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
D A_1 & c_1 A_2 \\
D A_2 & c_2 A_3
\end{align*}
\]

\[
D A_1 (c_1; c_2) A_3
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{vars } b & \subseteq A \\
D A & c_1 A_1 \\
D A & c_2 A_2
\end{align*}
\]

\[
D A (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c_1 \text{ ELSE } c_2) (A_1 \cap A_2)
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{vars } b & \subseteq A \\
D A & c A'
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
D A & (\text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c) A
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 10.1. Definite initialization $D : vname \text{ set } \Rightarrow com \Rightarrow vname \text{ set } \Rightarrow bool$

fun vars :: aexp => vname set where
vars (N n) = {}
vars (V x) = {x}
vars (Plus a_1 a_2) = vars a_1 \cup vars a_2

fun vars :: bexp => vname set where
vars (Bc v) = {}
vars (Not b) = vars b
vars (And b_1 b_2) = vars b_1 \cup vars b_2
vars (Less a_1 a_2) = vars a_1 \cup vars a_2

With this we can define our main definite initialization analysis. The purpose is to check whether each variable in the program is assigned to before it is used. This means we ultimately want a predicate of type $com \Rightarrow bool$, but we have already seen in the examples that we need a slightly more general form for the computation itself. In particular, we carry around a set of variables that we know are definitely initialized at the beginning of a command. The analysis then has to do two things: check whether the command only uses these variables, and produce a new set of variables that we know are initialized afterwards. This leaves us with the following type signature:

$D : vname \text{ set } \Rightarrow com \Rightarrow vname \text{ set } \Rightarrow bool$

We want the notation $D A c A'$ to mean:

If all variables in $A$ are initialized before $c$ is executed, then no uninitialized variable is accessed during execution, and all variables in $A'$ are initialized afterwards.

Figure 10.1 shows how we can inductively define this analysis with one rule per syntactic construct. We walk through them step by step:

- The \texttt{SKIP} rule is obvious, and translates exactly the text rule we have mentioned above.
• Similarly, the assignment rule follows our example above: the predicate
\[ D \ A (x ::= a) \ A' \] is True if the variables of the expression \( a \) are contained in the initial set \( A \), and if \( A' \) is precisely the initial \( A \) plus the variable \( x \) we just assigned to.

• Sequential composition has the by now familiar form: we simply pass through the result \( A_2 \) of \( c_1 \) to \( c_2 \), and the composition is definitely initialized if both commands are definitely initialized.

• In the \texttt{IF} case, we check that the variables of the boolean expression are all initialized, and we check that each of the branches is definitely initialized. We pass back the intersection of the results produced by \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \), because we do not know which branch will be taken at runtime. If we were to analyse boolean expression more precisely, we could introduce further case distinctions into this rule.

• Finally, the \texttt{WHILE} case. It also checks that the variables in the boolean expression are all in the initialized set \( A \), and it also checks that the command \( c \) is definitely initialized starting in the same set \( A \), but it ignores the result \( A' \) of \( c \). Again, this must be so, because we have to be conservative: it is possible that the loop will never be executed at runtime, because \( b \) may be already \texttt{False} before the first iteration. In this case no additional variables will be initialized, no matter what \( c \) does. It may be possible for specific loop structures, such as for-loops, to statically determine that their body will be executed at least once, but no mainstream language currently does that.

We can now decide whether a command is definitely initialized, namely exactly when we can start with the empty set of initialized variables and find a resulting set such that our inductive predicate \( D \) is True:

\[ D \ c = (\exists A'. D \ {} c A') \]

Defining a program analysis such as definite initialization by an inductive predicate makes the connection to type systems clear: in a sense, all program analyses can be phrased as sufficiently complex type systems. Since our rules are syntax-directed, they also directly suggest a recursive execution strategy. In fact, for this analysis it is straightforward to turn the inductive predicate into two recursive functions in Isabelle that compute our set \( A' \) if it exists, and check whether all expressions mention only initialized variables. We leave this recursive definition and proof of equivalence as an exercise to the reader and turn our attention to proving correctness of the analysis instead.

10.1.2 Initialization Sensitive Expression Evaluation

As in type systems, to phrase what correctness of the definite initialization analysis means, we first have to identify what could possibly go wrong.
Here, this is easy: we should observe an error when the program uses a variable that has not been initialized. That is, we need a new, finer-grained semantics that keeps track of which variables have been initialized and leads to an error if the program accesses any other variable.

To that end, we enrich our set of values with an additional element that we will read as \textit{uninitialized}. As mentioned in Section 2.3.1 in the Isabelle part in the beginning, Isabelle provides the \texttt{option} data type, which is useful for precisely such situations:

\begin{verbatim}
datatype 'a option = None | Some 'a
\end{verbatim}

We simply redefine our program state as

\begin{verbatim}
type_synonym state = vname ⇒ val option
\end{verbatim}

and take \texttt{None} as the uninitialized value. The \texttt{option} data type comes with additional useful notation: \(s(x := y)\) means \(s(x := \text{Some } y)\), and \(\text{dom } s = \{ a \mid s a \neq \text{None} \}\).

Now that we can distinguish initialized from uninitialized values, we can check the evaluation of expressions. We have had a similar example of potentially failing expression evaluation in type systems in Section 9.1. There we opted for an inductive predicate, reasoning that in the functional style where we would return \texttt{None} for failure, we would have to consider all failure cases explicitly. This argument also holds here. Nevertheless, for the sake of variety, we will this time show the functional variant with \texttt{option}. It is less elegant, but not so horrible as to become unusable. It has the advantage of being functional, and therefore easier to apply automatically in proofs.

\begin{verbatim}
fun aval :: aexp ⇒ state ⇒ val option where
  aval (N i) s       = Some i
  aval (V x) s       = s x
  aval (Plus a1 a2) s = (case (aval a1 s, aval a2 s) of
                           (Some i1, Some i2) ⇒ Some(i1+i2)
                           | _ ⇒ None)

fun bval :: bexp ⇒ state ⇒ bool option where
  bval (Bc v) s      = Some v
  bval (Not b) s     = (case bval b s of
                           None ⇒ None | Some bv ⇒ Some(¬ bv))
  bval (And b1 b2) s = (case (bval b1 s, bval b2 s) of
                          (Some bv1, Some bv2) ⇒ Some(bv1 ∧ bv2)
                          | _ ⇒ None)
  bval (Less a1 a2) s = (case (aval a1 s, aval a2 s) of
                           (Some i1, Some i2) ⇒ Some(i1 < i2)
                           | _ ⇒ None)
\end{verbatim}
We can reward ourselves for all these case distinctions with two concise lemmas that confirm that expressions indeed evaluate without failure if they only mention initialized variables.

**Lemma 10.1 (Initialized arithmetic expressions).**

\[ \text{vars } a \subseteq \text{dom } s \implies \exists i. \text{aval } a s = \text{Some } i \]

**Lemma 10.2 (Initialized boolean expressions).**

\[ \text{vars } b \subseteq \text{dom } s \implies \exists \text{bv}. \text{bval } b s = \text{Some } \text{bv} \]

Both lemmas are proved automatically after structural induction on the expression.

### 10.1.3 Initialization-Sensitive Small-Step Semantics

From here, the development towards the correctness proof is standard: we define a small-step semantics, and we prove progress and preservation as we would for a type system.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{aval } a s = \text{Some } i \\
(x := a, s) &\rightarrow (\text{SKIP}, s(x := i)) \\
(SKIP; c, s) &\rightarrow (c, s) \\
\{ c_1, s \} &\rightarrow \{ c_1', s' \} \\
\{ c_1; c_2, s \} &\rightarrow \{ c_1', c_2, s' \} \\
\text{bval } b s = \text{Some } \text{True} \\
(\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c_1 \text{ ELSE } c_2, s) &\rightarrow (c_1, s) \\
\text{bval } b s = \text{Some } \text{False} \\
(\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c_1 \text{ ELSE } c_2, s) &\rightarrow (c_2, s) \\
(WHILE b \text{ DO } c, s) &\rightarrow (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c; \text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c \text{ ELSE SKIP}, s)
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 10.2. Small-step semantics, initialization-sensitive

In fact, the development is so standard that we only show the small-step semantics in Figure 10.2 and give one hint for the soundness proof. It needs the following lemma.

**Lemma 10.3 (D is increasing).** 
\[ D A c A' \implies A \subseteq A' \]

**Proof.** This lemma holds independently of the small-step semantics. The proof is automatic after structural induction on \( c \). \( \Box \)
The soundness statement then is as in the type system in Section 9.1.

**Theorem 10.4** ($D$ is sound).

If $(c, s) \rightarrow^* (c', s')$ and $D (\text{dom } s) c A'$ then $(\exists c s'. (c', s') \rightarrow c s')$ or $c' = \text{SKIP}$.

The proof goes by showing progress and preservation separately and making use of Lemma 10.3. We leave its details as an exercise and present an alternative way of proving soundness of the definite initialization analysis in the next section instead.

### 10.1.4 Initialization-Sensitive Big-Step Semantics

In the previous section we learned that a formalization in the small-step style and a proof with progress and preservation as we know them from type systems are sufficient to prove correctness of definite initialization. In this section, we investigate how to adjust a big-step semantics such that it can be used for the same purpose of proving the definite initialization analysis correct. We will see that this is equally possible and that big-step semantics can be used for such proofs. This may be attractive for similar kinds of correctness statements, because big-step semantics are often easier to write down. However, we will also see the price we have to pay: a larger number of big-step rules and therefore a larger number of cases in inductive proofs about them.

The plan for adjusting the big-step semantics is simple: we need to be able to observe error states, so we will make errors explicit and propagate them to the result. Formally, we want something of the form

$$
\text{com} \times \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{state option}
$$

where None would indicate that an error occurred during execution, in our case that the program accessed an uninitialized variable.

There is a small complication with the type above. Consider for instance this attempt to write the semicolon rule:

$$
(c_1, s_1) \Rightarrow \text{Some } s_2 \quad (c_2, s_2) \Rightarrow s \quad (c_1, s_1) \Rightarrow \text{None}
$$

$$
(c_1; c_2, s_1) \Rightarrow s \quad (c_1; c_2, s_1) \Rightarrow \text{None}
$$

There is no problem with the soundness of these rules. The left rule is the case where no error occurs, the right rule terminates the execution when an error does occur. The problem is that we will need at least these two cases for any construct that has more than one command. It would be nicer to specify once and for all how error propagates.

We can make the rules more compositional by ensuring that the result type is the same as the start type for an execution, i.e., that we can plug a
result state directly into the start of the next execution without any additional operation or case distinction for unwrapping the \texttt{option} type. We achieve this by making the start type \texttt{state option} as well.

\[ \texttt{com} \times \texttt{state option} \Rightarrow \texttt{state option} \]

We can now write one rule that defines how error (\texttt{None}) propagates:

\[(c, \texttt{None}) \Rightarrow \texttt{None}\]

Consequently, in the rest of the semantics in Figure 10.3 we only have to locally consider the case where we directly produce an error, and the case of normal execution. An example of the latter is the assignment rule, where we update the state as usual if the arithmetic expression evaluates normally:

\[
\text{aval } a \ s = \text{Some } i
\]

\[
(x := a, \text{Some } s) \Rightarrow \text{Some } (s(x \mapsto i))
\]

An example of the former is the assignment rule, where expression evaluation leads to failure:

\[
\text{aval } a \ s = \text{None}
\]

\[
(x := a, \text{Some } s) \Rightarrow \text{None}
\]

The remaining rules in Figure 10.3 follow the same pattern. They only have to worry about producing errors, not about propagating them.

If we are satisfied that this semantics encodes failure for accessing uninitialized variables, we can proceed to proving correctness of our program analysis $D$.

The statement we want in the end is, paraphrasing Milner, \textit{well-initialized programs cannot go wrong}.

\[[ D (\text{dom } s) c A'; (c, \text{Some } s) \Rightarrow s'] \Rightarrow s' \neq \text{None} \]

The plan is to use rule induction on the big-step semantics to prove this property directly, without the detour over progress and preservation. Looking at the rules for $D A c A'$, it is clear that we will not be successful with a constant pattern of $\text{dom } s$ for $A$, because the rules produce different patterns. This means, both $A$ and $A'$ need to be variables in the statement to produce suitably general induction hypotheses. Replacing $\text{dom } s$ with a plain variable $A$ in turn means we have to find a suitable side condition such that our statement remains true, and we have to show that this side condition is preserved. A suitable such condition is $A \subseteq \text{dom } s$, i.e., it is OK if our program analysis succeeds with fewer variables than are currently initialized in the state. After this process of generalizing the statement for induction, we arrive at the following lemma.
Lemma 10.5 (Soundness of D).

\[
[(c, \text{Some } s) \Rightarrow s']; D A c A' \subseteq \text{dom } s] \\
\implies \exists t. s' = \text{Some } t \land A' \subseteq \text{dom } t
\]

Proof. The proof is by rule induction on \((c, \text{Some } s) \Rightarrow s'\); Isabelle solves all sub-cases but WHILE automatically. In the WHILE case, we apply the induction hypothesis to the body c manually and can then let the automation figure out the rest. Applying the induction hypothesis to c is interesting, because we need to make use of D's increasing property we proved in Lemma 10.3. Recall that the D rule for WHILE requires D A c A' for the body c. Per induction hypothesis, we get that the result state t after execution of c has the property A' \subseteq dom t. To apply the induction hypothesis for the rest of the WHILE loop, however, we need A \subseteq dom t. From Lemma 10.3 we know that A \subseteq A' and can therefore proceed. \(\square\)

After this proof, we can now better compare the small-step and big-step approaches to showing soundness of D: While the small-step semantics is
more concise, the soundness proof is longer, and while the big-step semantics has a larger number of rules, its soundness proof is more direct and shorter. As always, the trade-off depends on the particular application. With machine-checked proofs, it is in general better to err on the side of nicer and easier-to-understand definitions than on the side of shorter proofs.

Exercises

Exercise 10.1. Define the definite initialization analysis as two recursive functions \( \text{ivars} : \text{com} \Rightarrow \text{vname set} \) and \( \text{ok} : \text{vname set} \Rightarrow \text{com} \Rightarrow \text{bool} \) such that \( \text{ivars} \) computes the set of definitely initialized variables and \( \text{ok} \) checks that only initialized variable are accessed. Prove \( D A c A' \Rightarrow A' = A \cup \text{ivars} c \land \text{ok} A c \) and \( \text{ok} A c \Rightarrow D A c (A \cup \text{ivars} c) \).

10.2 Constant Folding and Propagation

The previous section presented an analysis that prohibits a common programming error, uninitialized variables. This section presents an analysis that enables program optimizations, namely constant folding and propagation.

Constant folding and constant propagation are two very common compiler optimizations. Constant folding means computing the value of constant expressions at compile time and substituting their value for the computation. Constant propagation means determining if a variable has constant value, and propagating that constant value to the use-occurrences of that variable, for instance to perform further constant folding:

\begin{verbatim}
x := 42 - 5;
y := x * 2
\end{verbatim}

In the first line, the compiler would fold the expression \( 42 - 5 \) into its value \( 37 \), and in the second line, it would propagate this value into the expression \( x * 2 \) to replace it with \( 74 \) and arrive at

\begin{verbatim}
x := 37;
y := 74
\end{verbatim}

Further liveness analysis could then for instance conclude that \( x \) is not live in the program and can therefore be eliminated, which frees up one more register for other local variables and could thereby improve time as well as space performance of the program.

Constant folding can be especially effective when used on boolean expressions, because it allows the compiler to recognize and eliminate further dead code. A common pattern is something like
IF debug THEN debug\_command ELSE SKIP

where debug is a global constant that if set to False could eliminate debugging code from the program. Other common uses are the explicit construction of constants from their constituents for documentation and clarity.

Despite its common use for debug statements as above, we stay with our general policy in this chapter and will not analyse boolean expressions for constant folding. Instead, we leave it as a medium-sized exercise project for the reader to apply the techniques covered in this section.

The semantics of full-scale programming languages can make constant folding tricky (which is why one should prove correctness, of course). For instance, folding of floating point operations may depend on the rounding mode of the machine, which may only be known at runtime. Some languages demand that errors such as arithmetic overflow or division by zero be preserved and raised at runtime; others may allow the compiler to refuse to compile such programs; yet others allow the compiler to silently produce any code it likes in those cases.

A widely known tale of caution for constant folding is that of the Intel Pentium FDIV bug in 1994 which led to a processor recall costing Intel roughly half a billion US dollars. In processors exhibiting the fault, the FDIV instruction would perform an incorrect floating point division for some specific operands (10^{37} combinations would lead to wrong results). Constant folding was not responsible for this bug, but it gets its mention in the test for the presence of the FDIV problem. To make it possible for consumers to figure out if they had a processor exhibiting the defect, a number of small programs were written that performed the division with specific operands known to trigger the bug. Testing for the incorrect result, the program would then print a message whether the bug was present or not.

If a developer compiled this test program naively, the compiler would perform this computation statically and optimize the whole program to a binary that just returned a constant yes or no. This way, every single computer in a whole company could be marked as defective, even though only the developer's CPU actually had the bug.

In all of this, the compiler was operating entirely correctly, and would have acted the same way if it was proved correct. We see that our proofs critically rely on the extra-logical assumption that the hardware behaves as specified. Usually, this assumption underlies everything programmers do. However, trying to distinguish correct from incorrect hardware under the assumption that the hardware is correct is not a good move.

In the following, we are not attempting to detect defective hardware, and can focus on how constant propagation works, how it can be formalized, and how it can be proved correct.
10.2.1 Folding

As usual, we begin with arithmetic expressions. The first optimization is pure constant folding: the aim is to write a function that takes an arithmetic expression and statically evaluates all constant subexpressions within it. In the first part of this book in Section 3.1.3, after our first contact with arithmetic expressions, we already wrote such a function.

At that time we could not simplify variables, i.e., we defined

$$\text{asimp\_const} (V x) = V x$$

In this section, however, we are going to mix constant folding with constant propagation, and, if we know the constant value of a variable by propagation, we should use it. To do this, we keep a table or environment that tells us which variables have constant value, and what that value is. This is the same technique we already used in type systems and other static analyses.

We can now formally define our new function \( \text{afold} \) that performs constant folding on arithmetic expressions under the assumption that we already know constant values for some of the variables.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun} \quad \text{afold} :: aexp \Rightarrow \text{tab} \Rightarrow aexp \\
\text{where} \\
\text{afold} (N n) \_ &= N n \\
\text{afold} (V x) t &= (\text{case } t x \text{ of } \text{None } \Rightarrow V x | \text{Some } x \Rightarrow N x) \\
\text{afold} (\text{Plus } e_1 e_2) t &= (\text{case } (\text{afold } e_1 t, \text{afold } e_2 t) \text{ of} \\
& \quad (N n_1, N n_2) \Rightarrow N (n_1 + n_2) \\
& \quad | (e'_1, e'_2) \Rightarrow \text{Plus } e'_1 e'_2)
\end{align*}
\]

For example, the value of \( \text{afold} (\text{Plus} (V "x") (N 3)) t \) now depends on the value of \( t \) at "x". If \( t "x" = \text{Some} 5 \), for instance, \( \text{afold} \) will return \( N 8 \). If nothing is known about "x", i.e., \( t "x" = \text{None} \), then we get back the original \( \text{Plus} (V "x") (N 3) \).

The correctness criterion for this simple optimization is that the result of execution with optimization is the same as without:

\[
\text{aval} (\text{afold } a t) s = \text{aval } a s
\]

As with type system soundness and its corresponding type environments, however, we need the additional assumption that the static table \( t \) conforms with, or in this case \( \text{approximates} \), the runtime state \( s \). The idea is again that the static value needs to agree with the dynamic value if the former exists:

\[
\text{definition} \quad \text{approx } t s = (\forall x k. t x = \text{Some } k \rightarrow s x = k)
\]

With this assumption the statement is provable.
Lemma 10.6 (Correctness of \( \text{afold} \)).
\[
\text{approx } t s \implies \text{aval } (\text{afold } a t) s = \text{aval } a s
\]

Proof. Automatic, after induction on the expression. \( \square \)

The definitions and the proof reflect that the constant folding part of the folding and propagation optimization is the easy part. For more complex languages, one would have to consider further operators and cases, but nothing fundamental changes in the structure of proof or definition.

As mentioned, in more complex languages, care must be taken in the definition of constant folding to preserve the failure semantics of that language. For some languages it is permissible for the compiler to return a valid result for an invalid program, for others the program must fail in the right way.

10.2.2 Propagation

At this point, we have a function that will fold constants in arithmetic expressions for us. To lift this to commands for full constant propagation, we apply the same technique, defining a new function \( \text{fold} :: \text{com} \Rightarrow \text{tab} \Rightarrow \text{com} \). The idea is to take a command and a constant table and produce a new command. The first interesting case in any of these analyses usually is assignment. This is easy here, because we can use \( \text{afold} \):

\[
\text{fold } (x ::= a) t = x ::= \text{afold } a t
\]

What about sequential composition? Given \( c_1 ;; c_2 \) and \( t \), we will still need to produce a new sequential composition, and we will obviously want to use \( \text{fold} \) recursively. The question is, which \( t \) do we pass to the call \( \text{fold } c_2 \) for the second command? We need to pick up any new values that might have been assigned in the execution of \( c_1 \). This is basically the analysis part of the optimization, whereas \( \text{fold} \) is the code adjustment.

We define a new function for this job and call it \( \text{defs} :: \text{com} \Rightarrow \text{tab} \Rightarrow \text{tab} \) for definitions. Given a command and a constant table, it should give us a new constant table that describes the variables with known constant values after the execution of this command.

Figure 10.4 shows the main definition. Auxiliary function \( \text{lvars} \) computes the set of variables on the left-hand side of assignments (see Appendix A). Function \( \text{merge} \) computes the intersection of two tables:

\[
\text{merge } t_1 t_2 = (\lambda m. \text{if } t_1 m = t_2 m \text{ then } t_1 m \text{ else } \text{None})
\]

Let’s walk through the equations of \( \text{defs} \) one by one.

- For \( \text{SKIP} \) there is nothing to do, as usual.
fun defs :: com ⇒ tab ⇒ tab where
  defs SKIP t = t
  defs (x ::= a) t = (case afold a t of
                       N k ⇒ t(x := k)
                     | _ ⇒ t(x:=None))
  defs (c1;; c2) t = (defs c2 ◦ defs c1) t
  defs (IF b THEN c1 ELSE c2) t = merge (defs c1 t) (defs c2 t)
  defs (WHILE b DO c) t = t↾(− lvars c)

Fig. 10.4. Definition of defs

- In the assignment case, we attempt to perform constant folding on the expression. If this is successful, i.e., if we get a constant, we note in the result that the variable has a known value. Otherwise, we note that the variable does not have a known value, even if it might have had one before.
- In the semicolon case, we compose the effects of \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \), in that order.
- In the IF case, we can only determine the values of variables with certainty if they have been assigned the same value after both branches; hence our use of the table intersection \( \text{merge} \) defined above.
- The WHILE case, as almost always, is interesting. Since we don't know statically whether we will ever execute the loop body, we cannot add any new variable assignments to the table. The situation is even worse, though. We need to remove all values from the table that are for variables mentioned on the left-hand side of assignment statements in the loop body, because they may contradict what the initial table has stored. A plain merge as in the IF case would not be strong enough, because it would only cover the first iteration. Depending on the behaviour of the body, a different value might be assigned to a variable in the body in a later iteration. Unless we employ a full static analysis on the loop body as in Chapter 13, which constant propagation usually does not, we need to be conservative. The formalization achieves this by first computing the names of all variables on the left-hand side of assignment statements in \( c \) by means of \( lvars \), and by then restricting the table to the complement of that set \( (− lvars c) \). The notation \( t↾S \) is defined as follows.

\[
t↾S = (λx. \text{if } x \in S \text{ then } t x \text{ else } \text{None})
\]

With all these auxiliary definitions in place, our definition of \( \text{fold} \) is now as expected. In the WHILE case, we fold the body recursively, but again restrict the set of variables to those not written to in the body.
fun fold :: com ⇒ tab ⇒ com where
fold SKIP _             = SKIP
fold (x ::= a) t        = x ::= afold a t
fold (c₁; c₂) t         = fold c₁ t; fold c₂ (defs c₁ t)
fold (IF b THEN c₁ ELSE c₂) t = IF b THEN fold c₁ t ELSE fold c₂ t
fold (WHILE b DO c) t   = WHILE b DO fold c (t↾−lvars c)

Let’s test these definitions with some sample executions. Our first test is the first line in the example program at the beginning of this section. The program was:

\[
x := 42 - 5;
y := x * 2
\]

Formally, the first line can be encoded as \( '' x'' ::= Plus (N 42) (N (-5)) \). Running \( fold \) on this with the empty table gives us \( '' x'' ::= N 37 \). This is correct. Encoding the second line as a \( Plus \) in IMP, and running \( fold \) on it in isolation with the empty table should give us no simplification at all, and this is what we get: \( '' y'' ::= Plus (V '' x'') (V '' x'') \). However, if we provide a table that sets \( x \) to some value, say 1, we should get a simplified result: \( '' y'' ::= N 2 \). Finally, testing propagation over semicolon, we run the whole statement with the empty table and get \( '' x'' ::= N 37; '' y'' ::= N 74 \). This is also as expected.

As always in this book, programming and testing are not enough. We want proof that constant folding and propagation are correct. Because we perform a program transformation, our notion of correctness is semantic equivalence. Eventually, we are aiming for the following statement, where \( empty \) is the empty table, defined by the abbreviation \( empty ≡ \lambda x. None \).

\( fold c empty \sim c \)

Since all our definitions are recursive in the commands, the proof plan is to proceed by induction on the command. Unsurprisingly, we need to generalize the statement from empty tables to arbitrary tables \( t \). Further, we need to add a side condition for this \( t \), namely the same as in our lemma about expressions: \( t \) needs to approximate the state \( s \) the command runs in. This leads us to the following interlude on equivalence of commands up to a condition.

10.2.3 Conditional Equivalence

This section describes a generalization of the equivalence of commands, where commands do not need to agree in their executions for all states, but only for those states that satisfy a precondition. In Section 7.2.4, we defined

\[
(c \sim c') = (\forall s t. (c,s) ⇒ t = (c',s) ⇒ t)
\]
Extending this concept to take a condition $P$ into account is straightforward. We read $P \models c \sim c'$ as $c$ is equivalent to $c'$ under the assumption $P$.

**definition**

$$(P \models c \sim c') = (\forall s \ s'. P s \rightarrow (c, s) \Rightarrow s' = (c', s) \Rightarrow s')$$

We can do the same for boolean expressions:

**definition**

$$(P \models b \leftrightarrow b') = (\forall s. P s \rightarrow bval b s = bval b' s)$$

Clearly, if we instantiate $P$ to the predicate that returns $\text{True}$ for all states, we get our old concept of unconditional semantic equivalence back.

**Lemma 10.7.** $(\lambda \_ . \text{True}) \models c \sim c' = (c \sim c')$

**Proof.** By unfolding definitions. \hfill \Box

For any fixed predicate, our new definition is an equivalence relation, i.e., it is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.

**Lemma 10.8 (Equivalence Relation).**

$$P \models c \sim c$$

$$\quad (P \models c \sim c') = (P \models c' \sim c)$$

$$\quad [P \models c \sim c'; P \models c' \sim c''] \Rightarrow P \models c \sim c'$$

**Proof.** Again automatic after unfolding definitions. \hfill \Box

It is easy to prove that, if we already know that two commands are equivalent under a condition $P$, we are allowed to weaken the statement by strengthening that precondition:

$$[P \models c \sim c'; \forall s. P' s \rightarrow P s] \Rightarrow P' \models c \sim c$$

For the old notion of semantic equivalence we had the concept of congruence rules, where two commands remain equivalent if equivalent sub-commands are substituted for each other. The corresponding rules in the new setting are slightly more interesting. Figure 10.5 gives an overview. The first rule, for sequential composition, has three premises instead of two. The first two are standard, i.e., equivalence of $c$ and $c'$ as well as $d$ and $d'$. As for the sets of initialized variables in the definite initialization analysis of Section 10.1, we allow the precondition to change. The first premise gets the same $P$ as the conclusion $P \models c'; d \sim c'; d'$, but the second premise can use a new $Q$. The third premise describes the relationship between $P$ and $Q$: $Q$ must hold in the states after execution of $c$, provided $P$ held in the initial state.

The rule for $\text{IF}$ is simpler; it just demands that the constituent expressions and commands are equivalent under the same condition $P$. As for the
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\[
P \models c \sim c' \quad Q \models d \sim d' \quad \forall s s'. (c, s) \Rightarrow s' \rightarrow P \models s \rightarrow Q \models s'
\]

\[
P \models c; d \sim c'; d'
\]

\[
P \models b \leftarrow b' \quad P \models c \sim c' \quad P \models d \sim d' \quad P \models \text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c \text{ ELSE } d \sim \text{IF } b' \text{ THEN } c' \text{ ELSE } d'
\]

\[
P \models b \leftarrow b' \quad \forall s s'. (c, s) \Rightarrow s' \rightarrow P \models s \rightarrow \text{bval } b \models s \rightarrow P \models s'
\]

\[
P \models \text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c \sim \text{WHILE } b' \text{ DO } c'
\]

Fig. 10.5. Congruence rules for conditional semantic equivalence

For the semicolon case, we could provide a stronger rule here that takes into account which branch of the IF we are looking at, i.e., adding \( b \) or \( \sim b \) to the condition \( P \). Since we do not analyse the content of boolean expressions, we will not need the added power and prefer the weaker, but simpler rule.

The WHILE rule is similar to the semicolon case, but again in a weaker formulation. We demand that \( b \) and \( b' \) be equivalent under \( P \), as well as \( c \) and \( c' \). We additionally need to make sure that \( P \) still holds after the execution of the body if it held before, because the loop might enter another iteration. In other words, we need to prove as a side condition that \( P \) is an invariant of the loop. Since we only need to know this in the iteration case, we can additionally assume that the boolean condition \( b \) evaluates to true.

This concludes our brief interlude into conditional semantic equivalence. As indicated in Section 7.2.4, we leave the proof of the rules in Figure 10.5 as an exercise, as well as the formulation of the strengthened rules that take boolean expressions further into account.

10.2.4 Correctness

So far we have defined constant folding and propagation, and we have developed a tool set for reasoning about conditional equivalence of commands. In this section, we apply this tool set to show correctness of our optimization.

As mentioned before, the eventual aim for our correctness statement is unconditional equivalence between the original and the optimized command:

\[
\text{fold } c \text{ empty } \sim c
\]

To prove this statement by induction, we generalize it by replacing the empty table with an arbitrary table \( t \). The price we pay is that the equivalence is now only true under the condition that the table correctly approximates the state the commands are run from. The statement becomes

\[
\text{approx } t \models c \sim \text{fold } c \models t
\]
Note that the term approx t is partially applied. It is a function that takes a state s and returns True iff t is an approximation of s as defined previously in Section 10.2.1. Expanding the definition of equivalence we get the more verbose but perhaps easier to understand form.

\[ \forall s \, s'. \, \text{approx } t \, s \rightarrow (c, \, s) \Rightarrow s' = (\text{fold } c \, t, \, s) \Rightarrow s' \]

For the proof it is nicer not to unfold the definition equivalence and work with the congruence lemmas of the previous section instead. Now, proceeding to prove this property by induction on c it quickly turns out that we will need four key lemmas about the auxiliary functions mentioned in fold.

The most direct and intuitive one of these is that our defs correctly approximates real execution. Recall that defs statically analyses which constant values can be assigned to which variables.

**Lemma 10.9 (defs approximates execution correctly).**

\[ [[(c, \, s) \Rightarrow s'; \, \text{approx } t \, s]] \Rightarrow \text{approx } (\text{defs } c \, t) \, s' \]

**Proof.** The proof is by rule induction on the big-step execution:

- The SKIP base case is trivial.
- The assignment case needs some massaging to succeed. After unfolding of definitions, case distinction on the arithmetic expression and simplification we end up with
  \[ \forall n. \, \text{afold } a \, t = N \, n \rightarrow \text{aval } a \, s = n \]
  where we also know our general assumption \( \text{approx } t \, s \). This is a reformulated instance of Lemma 10.6.
- Sequential composition is simply an application of the two induction hypotheses.
- The two IF cases reduce to this property of merge which embodies that it is an intersection:
  \[ \text{approx } t_1 \, s \lor \text{approx } t_2 \, s \Rightarrow \text{approx } (\text{merge } t_1 \, t_2) \, s \]
  In each of the two IF cases we know from the induction hypothesis that the execution of the chosen branch is approximated correctly by defs, e.g., \( \text{approx } (\text{defs } c_1 \, t) \, s' \). With the above merge lemma, we can conclude the case.
- In the False case for WHILE we observe that we are restricting the existing table t, and that approximation is trivially preserved when dropping elements.
- In the True case we appeal to another lemma about defs. From applying induction hypotheses, we know \( \text{approx } (\text{defs } c \, t \rceil (- \text{lvars } c)) \, s' \), but our proof goal for defs applied to the while loop is \( \text{approx } (t \rceil (- \text{lvars } c)) \, s' \). Lemma 10.10 shows that these are equal.

\[ \Box \]
The last case of our proof above rests on one lemma we have not shown yet. It says that our restriction to variables that do not occur on the left-hand sides of assignments is broad enough, i.e., that it appropriately masks any new table entries we would get by running \(\text{defs}\) on the loop body.

**Lemma 10.10.** \(\text{defs } c\ t | (- lvars c) = t | (- lvars c)\)

**Proof.** This proof is by induction on \(c\). Most cases are automatic, merely for sequential composition and \(\text{IF}\) Isabelle needs a bit of hand-holding for applying the induction hypotheses at the right position in the term. In the \(\text{IF}\) case, we also make use of this property of merge:

\[
[[t_1|_S = t|_S; t_2|_S = t|_S] \Rightarrow \text{merge } t_1 t_2|_S = t|_S]
\]
It allows us to merge the two equations we get for the two branches of the \(\text{IF}\) into one.

The final lemma we need before we can proceed to the main induction is again a property about the restriction of \(t\) to the complement of \(lvars\). It is the remaining fact we need for the \(\text{WHILE}\) case of that induction and it says that runtime execution can at most change the values of variables that are mentioned on the left-hand side of assignments.

**Lemma 10.11.**

\[
[[ (c, s) \Rightarrow s'; \approx(t | (- lvars c)) s] \Rightarrow \approx(t | (- lvars c)) s']
\]

**Proof.** This proof is by rule induction on the big-step execution. Its cases are very similar to those of \textbf{Lemma 10.10}. 

Putting everything together, we can now prove our main lemma.

**Lemma 10.12 (Generalized correctness of constant folding).**

\(\approx t | = c \sim \text{fold } c\ t\)

**Proof.** As mentioned, the proof is by induction on \(c\). \(\text{SKIP}\) is simple, and assignment reduces to the correctness of \(\text{afold}\), \textbf{Lemma 10.6}. Sequential composition uses the congruence rule for semicolon and \textbf{Lemma 10.9}. The \(\text{IF}\) case is automatic given the \(\text{IF}\) congruence rule. The \(\text{WHILE}\) case reduces to \textbf{Lemma 10.11}, the \(\text{WHILE}\) congruence rule, and strengthening of the equivalence condition. The strengthening uses the following property

\[
[[\approx t_2 s; t_1 \sqsubseteq_m t_2] \Rightarrow \approx t_1 s]
\]
where \(m_1 \sqsubseteq_m m_2 = (m_1 = m_2 \text{ on } \text{dom } m_1)\) and \(t|_S \sqsubseteq_m t\).

This leads us to the final result.

**Theorem 10.13 (Correctness of constant folding).**

\(\text{fold } c \text{ empty} \sim c\)

**Proof.** Follows immediately from \textbf{Lemma 10.12} after observing that \(\approx \text{empty} = (\lambda_\__. \text{True})\).
Exercises

Exercise 10.2. Extend *afold* with simplifying addition of 0. That is, for any expression e, e + 0 and 0 + e should be simplified to e, including the case where the 0 is produced by knowledge of the content of variables. Re-prove the results in this section with the extended version.

Exercise 10.3. Strengthen and re-prove the congruence rules for conditional semantic equivalence in Figure 10.5 to take the value of boolean expressions into account in the IF and WHILE cases.

Exercise 10.4. Extend constant folding with analysing boolean expressions and eliminate dead IF branches as well as loops whose body is never executed. Hint: you will need to make use of stronger congruence rules for conditional semantic equivalence.

Exercise 10.5. This exercise builds infrastructure for Exercise 10.6, where we will have to manipulate partial maps from variable names to variable names.

In addition to the function *merge* from theory *Fold*, implement two functions *remove* and *remove_all* that remove one variable name from the range of a map, and a set of variable names from the domain and range of a map.

Prove the following properties:

\[ \text{ran}\left(\text{remove } x\ t\right) = \text{ran}\ t - \{x\} \]
\[ \text{ran}\left(\text{remove\_all } S\ t\right) \subseteq - S \]
\[ \text{dom}\left(\text{remove\_all } S\ t\right) \subseteq - S \]
\[ \text{remove\_all } \{x\}\left(\text{remove } x\ t\right) = \text{remove\_all } \{x\}\ t \]
\[ \text{remove\_all } A\left(\text{remove\_all } B\ t\right) = \text{remove\_all } (A \cup B)\ t \]

Reformulate the property \[ [ t_1|_S = t_2|_S; t_2|_S = t_3|_S ] \Rightarrow \text{merge } t_1\ t_2|_S = t_3|_S \] from Lemma 10.10 for *remove_all* and prove it.

Exercise 10.6. This is a more challenging exercise. Define and prove correct *copy propagation*. Copy propagation is similar to constant folding, but propagates the right-hand side of assignments if these right-hand sides are just variables. For instance, the program \( x := y; z := x + z \) will be transformed into \( x := y; z := y + z \). The assignment \( x := y \) can then be eliminated in a liveness analysis. Copy propagation is useful for cleaning up after other optimization phases.

10.3 Live Variable Analysis

This section presents another important analysis that enables program optimizations, namely the elimination of assignments to a variable whose value is not needed afterwards. Here is a simple example:
x := 0; y := 1; x := y

The first assignment to x is redundant because x is dead at this point: it is overwritten by the second assignment to x without x having been read in between. In contrast, the assignment to y is not redundant because y is live at that point.

Semantically, variable x is live before command c if the initial value of x before execution of c can influence the final state after execution of c. A weaker but easier to check condition is the following: we call x live before c if there is some potential execution of c where x is read for the first time before it is overwritten. For the moment, all variables are implicitly read at the end of c. A variable is dead if it is not live. The phrase “potential execution” refers to the fact that we do not analyse boolean expressions.


• x := rhs
  Variable x is dead before this assignment unless rhs contains x.
  Variable y is live before this assignment if rhs contains y.

• IF b THEN x := y ELSE SKIP
  Variable y is live before this command because execution could potentially enter the THEN branch.

• x := y; x := 0; y := 1
  Variable y is live before this command (because of x := y) although the value of y is semantically irrelevant because the second assignment overwrites the first one. This example shows that the above definition of liveness is strictly weaker than the semantic notion. We will improve on this under the heading of “True Liveness” in Section 10.4.

Let us now formulate liveness analysis as a recursive function. This requires us to generalize the liveness notion w.r.t. a set of variables X that are implicitly read at the end of a command. The reason is that this set changes during the analysis. Therefore it needs to be a parameter of the analysis and we speak of the set of variables live before a command c relative to a set of variables X. It is computed by the function L c X defined like this:

```
fun L :: com ⇒ vname set ⇒ vname set where
L SKIP X = X
L (x := a) X = vars a ∪ (X - {x})
L (c1;; c2) X = L c1 (L c2 X)
L (IF b THEN c1 ELSE c2) X = vars b ∪ L c1 X ∪ L c2 X
L (WHILE b DO c) X = vars b ∪ X ∪ L c X
```

In a nutshell, L c X computes the set of variables that are live before c given the set of variables X that are live after c (hence the order of arguments in L c X).
We discuss the equations for \( L \) one by one. The one for \( \text{SKIP} \) is obvious. The one for \( x ::= a \) expresses that before the assignment all variables in \( a \) are live (because they are read) and that \( x \) is not live (because it is overwritten) unless it also occurs in \( a \). The equation for \( c_1; c_2 \) expresses that the computation of live variables proceeds backwards. The equation for \( \text{IF} \) expresses that the variables of \( b \) are read, that \( b \) is not analysed and both the \( \text{THEN} \) and the \( \text{ELSE} \) branch could be executed, and that a variable is live if it is live on some computation path leading to some point — hence the \( \cup \). The situation for \( \text{WHILE} \) is similar: execution could skip the loop (hence \( X \) is live) or it could execute the loop body once (hence \( L c X \) is live). But what if the loop body is executed multiple times?

In the following discussion we assume this abbreviation:

\[
w = \text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c
\]

For a more intuitive understanding of the analysis of loops one should think of \( w \) as the control-flow graph in Figure 10.6. A control-flow graph is a graph whose nodes represent program points and whose edges are labelled with boolean expressions or commands. The operational meaning is that execution moves a state from node to node: a state \( s \) moves unchanged across an edge labelled with \( b \) provided \( bval b s \), and moving across an edge labelled with \( c \) transforms \( s \) into the new state resulting from the execution of \( c \).

In Figure 10.6 we have additionally annotated each node with the set of variables live at that node. At the exit of the loop, \( X \) should be live, at the beginning, \( L w X \) should be live. Let us pretend we had not defined \( L w X \) yet but were looking for constraints that it must satisfy. An edge \( Y \xrightarrow{e} Z \) (where \( e \) is a boolean expression and \( Y, Z \) are liveness annotations) should satisfy \( \text{vars } e \subseteq Y \) and \( Z \subseteq Y \) (because the variables in \( e \) are read but no variable is written). Thus the graph leads to the following three constraints:
The first two constraints are met by our definition of $L$, but for the third constraint this is not clear. To facilitate proofs about $L$ we now rephrase its definition as an instance of a general analysis.

### 10.3.1 Generate and Kill Analyses

This is a class of simple analyses that operate on sets. That is, each analysis in this class is a function $A :: \text{com} \Rightarrow \tau \text{ set} \Rightarrow \tau \text{ set}$ (for some type $\tau$) that can be defined as 

$$ A \ c \ S = \text{gen} \ c \ \cup \ (S - \text{kill} \ c) $$

for suitable auxiliary functions $\text{gen}$ and $\text{kill}$ of type $\text{com} \Rightarrow \tau \text{ set}$ that specify what is to be added and what is to be removed from the input set. Gen/kill analyses satisfy nice algebraic properties and many standard analyses can be expressed in this form, in particular liveness analysis. For liveness, $\text{gen} \ c$ are the variables that may be read in $c$ before they are written and $\text{kill} \ c$ are the variables that are definitely written in $c$:

#### fun $\text{kill} :: \text{com} \Rightarrow \text{vname set}$ where

$\text{kill} \ \text{SKIP} = \{\}$

$\text{kill} \ (x ::= a) = \{x\}$

$\text{kill} \ (c_1 ;; c_2) = \text{kill} \ c_1 \cup \text{kill} \ c_2$

$\text{kill} \ (\text{IF } b \ \text{THEN } c_1 \ \text{ELSE } c_2) = \text{kill} \ c_1 \cap \text{kill} \ c_2$

$\text{kill} \ (\text{WHILE } b \ \text{DO } c) = \{\}$

#### fun $\text{gen} :: \text{com} \Rightarrow \text{vname set}$ where

$\text{gen} \ \text{SKIP} = \{\}$

$\text{gen} \ (x ::= a) = \text{vars} \ a$

$\text{gen} \ (c_1 ;; c_2) = \text{gen} \ c_1 \cup (\text{gen} \ c_2 - \text{kill} \ c_1)$

$\text{gen} \ (\text{IF } b \ \text{THEN } c_1 \ \text{ELSE } c_2) = \text{vars} \ b \cup \text{gen} \ c_1 \cup \text{gen} \ c_2$

$\text{gen} \ (\text{WHILE } b \ \text{DO } c) = \text{vars} \ b \cup \text{gen} \ c$

Note that $\text{gen}$ uses $\text{kill}$ in the only not-quite-obvious equation $\text{gen} \ (c_1 ;; c_2) = \text{gen} \ c_1 \cup (\text{gen} \ c_2 - \text{kill} \ c_1)$ where $\text{gen} \ c_2 - \text{kill} \ c_1$ expresses that variables that are read in $c_2$ but were written in $c_1$ are not live before $c_1 ;; c_2$ (unless they are also in $\text{gen} \ c_1$).

**Lemma 10.15 (Liveness via gen/kill).** $L \ c \ X = \text{gen} \ c \cup (X - \text{kill} \ c)$

The proof is a simple induction on $c$. As a consequence of this lemma we obtain
Lemma 10.16. $L_c (L w X) \subseteq L w X$

Proof. By the previous lemma it follows that $gen_c \subseteq gen_w \subseteq L w X$ and thus that $L_c (L w X) = gen_c \cup (L w X - kill_c) \subseteq L w X$. □

Moreover, we can prove that $L w X$ is the least solution for the constraint system (10.1). This shows that our definition of $L w X$ is optimal: the fewer live variables, the better; from the perspective of program optimization, the only good variable is a dead variable. To prove that $L w X$ is the least solution of (10.1), assume that $P$ is a solution of (10.1), i.e., $vars b \subseteq P$, $X \subseteq P$ and $L_c P \subseteq P$. Because $L_c P = gen_c \cup (P - kill_c)$ we also have $gen_c \subseteq P$. Thus $L w X = vars b \cup gen_c \cup X \subseteq P$ by assumptions.

10.3.2 Correctness

So far we have proved that $L w X$ satisfies the informally derived constraints. Now we prove formally that $L$ is correct w.r.t. the big-step semantics. Roughly speaking we want the following: when executing $c$, the final value of $x \in X$ only depends on the initial values of variables in $L_c X$. Put differently:

If two initial states of the execution of $c$ agree on $L_c X$
then the corresponding final states agree on $X$.

To formalize this statement we introduce the abbreviation $f = g \text{ on } X$ for two functions $f, g : 'a \Rightarrow 'b$ being the same on a set $X : 'a$ set:

$$f = g \text{ on } X \equiv \forall x \in X. f x = g x$$

With this notation we can concisely express that the value of an expression only depends of the value of the variables in the expression:

Lemma 10.17 (Coincidence).

1. $s_1 = s_2$ on $vars a \Rightarrow \text{aval } a = \text{aval } a$ $s_1 = \text{aval } a s_2$
2. $s_1 = s_2$ on $vars b \Rightarrow \text{bval } b = \text{bval } b s_1 = \text{bval } b s_2$

The proofs are by induction on $a$ and $b$.

The actual correctness statement for live variable analysis is a simulation property (see Section 8.4). The diagrammatic form of the statement is shown in Figure 10.7 where $(c, s) \Rightarrow t$ is displayed as $c \Rightarrow t$. Theorem 10.18 expresses the diagram as a formula.

Theorem 10.18 (Correctness of $L$).

$$[(c, s) \Rightarrow s'; s = t \text{ on } L_c X] \Rightarrow \exists t'. (c, t) \Rightarrow t' \land s' = t' \text{ on } X$$
Proof. The proof is by rule induction. The only interesting cases are the assignment rule, which is correct by the Coincidence Lemma, and rule WhileTrue. For the correctness proof of the latter we assume its hypotheses bval b s₁, (c, s₁) ⇒ s₂ and (w, s₂) ⇒ s₃. Moreover we assume s₁ = t₁ on L w X and therefore in particular s₁ = t₁ on L c (L w X) because L c (L w X) ⊆ L w X. Thus the induction hypothesis for (c, s₁) ⇒ s₂ applies and we obtain t₂ such that (c, t₁) ⇒ t₂ and s₂ = t₂ on L w X. The latter enables the application of the induction hypothesis for (w, s₂) ⇒ s₃, which yields t₃ such that (w, t₂) ⇒ t₃ and s₃ = t₃ on X. By means of the Coincidence Lemma, s₁ = t₁ on L w X and vars b ⊆ L w X imply bval b s₁ = bval b t₁. Therefore rule WhileTrue yields (w, t₁) ⇒ t₃ as required.

A graphical view of the skeleton of this argument:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  s₁ & \xrightarrow{c} & s₂ \\
  \text{on } L \ c \ X & \text{on } X \\
  t₁ & \xrightarrow{c} & t₂ \\
  \text{on } L \ w \ X & \text{on } X \\
  & \xrightarrow{w} & t₃
\end{array}
\]

Note that the proofs of the loop cases (WhileFalse too) do not rely on the definition of L but merely on the constraints (10.1).

10.3.3 Optimization

With the help of the analysis we can program an optimizer bury c X that eliminates assignments to dead variables from c where X is of course the set of variables live at the end.

fun bury :: com ⇒ vname set ⇒ com where
bury SKIP X = SKIP
bury (x ::= a) X = (if x ∈ X then x ::= a else SKIP)
bury (c₁;; c₂) X = bury c₁ (L c₂ X);; bury c₂ X
bury (IF b THEN c₁ ELSE c₂) X =
IF b THEN bury c₁ X ELSE bury c₂ X

bury (WHILE b DO c) X =
WHILE b DO bury c (L (WHILE b DO c) X)

For simplicity assignments to dead variables are replaced with SKIP — eliminating such SKIPs in a separate pass was dealt with in Exercise 7.3.

Most of the equations for bury are obvious from our understanding of L. For the recursive call of bury in the WHILE case note that the variables live after c are L w X (just look at Figure 10.6).

Now we need to understand in what sense this optimization is correct and then prove it. Our correctness criterion is the big-step semantics: the transformed program must be equivalent to the original one: bury c UNIV ~ c. Note that UNIV (or at least all the variables in c) must be considered live at the end because c' ~ c requires that the final states in the execution of c and c' are identical.

The proof of bury c UNIV ~ c is split into two directions. We start with (c, s) ⇒ s' ⇒ (bury c UNIV, s) ⇒ s'. For the induction to go through it needs to be generalized to look almost like the correctness statement for L. Figure 10.8 is the diagrammatic form of Lemma 10.19 and Lemma 10.20.

![Fig. 10.8. Correctness of bury (both directions)](image)

**Lemma 10.19 (Correctness of bury, part 1).**

\[
\| (c, s) \Rightarrow s'; s = t \; \text{on} \; L \; c \; X \| \\
\Rightarrow \exists t'. (bury c X, t) \Rightarrow t' \land s' = t' \; \text{on} \; X
\]

The proof is very similar to the proof of correctness of L. Hence there is no need to go into it.

The other direction (bury c UNIV, s) ⇒ s' ⇒ (c, s) ⇒ s' needs to be generalized analogously:

**Lemma 10.20 (Correctness of bury, part 2).**

\[
\| (bury c X, s) \Rightarrow s'; s = t \; \text{on} \; L \; c \; X \| \\
\Rightarrow \exists t'. (c, t) \Rightarrow t' \land s' = t' \; \text{on} \; X
\]
Proof. The proof is also similar to that of correctness of $L$ but induction requires the advanced form explained in Section 5.4.6. As a result, in each case of the induction, there will be an assumption that $bury c X$ is of a particular form, e.g., $c_1'; c_2' = bury c X$. Now we need to infer that $c$ must be a sequential composition too. The following property expresses this fact:

$$(c_1'; c_2' = bury c X) = (\exists c_1 c_2. c = c_1; c_2 \land c_2' = bury c_2 X \land c_1' = bury c_1 (L c_2 X))$$

Its proof is by cases on $c$; the rest is automatic. This property can either be proved as a separate lemma or $c_1'$ and $c_2'$ can be obtained locally within the case of the induction that deals with sequential composition. Because $bury$ preserves the structure of the command, all the required lemmas look similar, except for $SKIP$, which can be the result of either a $SKIP$ or an assignment:

$$(SKIP = bury c X) = (c = SKIP \lor (\exists x a. c = x ::= a \land x \notin X))$$

We need only the left-to-right implication of these function inversion properties but the formulation as an equivalence permits us to use them as simplification rules. \hfill $\Box$

Combining the previous two lemmas we obtain

Corollary 10.21 (Correctness of $bury$). $bury c UNIV \sim c$

Exercises

Exercise 10.7. Prove the following termination-insensitive version of the correctness of $L$:

$$[(c, s) \Rightarrow s'; (c, t) \Rightarrow t'; s = t on L c X] \implies s' = t' on X$$

Do not derive it as a corollary to the original correctness theorem but prove it separately. Hint: modify the original proof.

Exercise 10.8. Find a command $c$ such that $bury (bury c {} ) {} \neq bury c {}$. For an arbitrary command, can you put a limit on the amount of burying needed until everything that is dead is also buried?

Exercise 10.9. Let $lvars c/rvars c$ be the set of variables that occur on the left-hand/right-hand side of an assignment in $c$. Let $rvars c$ additionally include those variables mentioned in the conditionals of $IF$ and $WHILE$. Both functions are predefined in theory $Vars$. Prove the following two properties of the small-step semantics. Variables that are not assigned to do not change their value:

$$[(c,s) \rightarrow^* (c',s'); lvars c \cap X = {}] \implies s = s' on X$$
The reduction behaviour of a command is only influenced by the variables read by the command:

$$[[ (c, s) \rightarrow^* (c', s') ]; s = t \text{ on } X \triangleright \text{rvars } c \subseteq X ]$$

$$\implies \exists t'. (c, t) \rightarrow^* (c', t') \wedge s' = t' \text{ on } X$$

Exercise 10.10. An available definitions analysis determines which previous assignments \( x := a \) are valid equalities \( x = a \) at later program points. For example, after \( x := y + 1 \) the equality \( x = y + 1 \) is available, but after \( x := y + 1; y := 2 \) the equality \( x = y + 1 \) is no longer available. The motivation for the analysis is that if \( x = a \) is available before \( v := a \) then \( v := a \) can be replaced by \( v := x \).

Define an available definitions analysis \( AD :: (vname \times aexp) \text{ set } \Rightarrow \text{com } \Rightarrow (vname \times aexp) \text{ set } \). A call \( AD\ A\ c \) should compute the available definitions after the execution of \( c \) assuming that the definitions in \( A \) are available before the execution of \( c \). This is a gen/kill analysis! Prove correctness of the analysis: if \( (c, s) \Rightarrow s' \) and \( \forall (x, a) \in A. s x = \text{aval } a s \) then \( \forall (x, a) \in AD\ A\ c. s' x = \text{aval } a s' \).

### 10.4 True Liveness

In Example 10.14 we had already seen that our definition of liveness is too simplistic: in \( x := y; x := 0 \) variable \( y \) is read before it can be written, but it is read in an assignment to a dead variable. Therefore we modify the definition of \( L (x ::= a) X \) to consider \( \text{vars } a \) live only if \( x \) is live:

\[
L (x ::= a) X = (\text{if } x \in X \text{ then } \text{vars } a \cup (X - \{x\}) \text{ else } X)
\]

As a result, our old analysis of loops is no longer correct.

Example 10.22. Consider for a moment the following specific \( w \) and \( c \)

\[
w = \text{WHILE } Less (N \ 0) (V \ x) \text{ DO c}
\]

\[
c = x ::= V \ y;; y ::= V \ z
\]

where \( x, y \) and \( z \) are distinct. Then \( L \ w \ \{x\} = \{x, y\} \) but \( z \) is live too, semantically: the initial value of \( z \) can influence the final value of \( x \). This is the computation of \( L \): \( L \ c \ \{x\} = L (x ::= V \ y) (L (y ::= V \ z) \ \{x\}) = L (x ::= V \ y) (x) = \{y\} \) and therefore \( L \ w \ \{x\} = \{x\} \cup \{x\} \cup L \ c \ \{x\} = \{x, y\} \). The reason is that \( L \ w \ X = \{x, y\} \) is no longer a solution of the last constraint of (10.1): \( L \ c \ \{x, y\} = L (x ::= V \ y) (L (y ::= V \ z) \ \{x, y\}) = L (x ::= V \ y) \ \{x, z\} = \{y, z\} \not\subseteq \{x, y\}. \)
Let us now abstract from this example and reconsider (10.1). We still want \( L w X \) to be a solution of (10.1) because the proof of correctness of \( L \) depends on it. An equivalent formulation of (10.1) is

\[
\text{vars } b \cup X \cup L \left( L w X \right) \subseteq L w X
\]

(10.2)

That is, \( L w X \) should be some set \( Y \) such that \( \text{vars } b \cup X \cup L c Y \subseteq Y \).

For optimality we want the least such \( Y \). We will now study abstractly under what conditions a least such \( Y \) exists and how to compute it.

### 10.4.1 The Knaster-Tarski Fixpoint Theorem on Sets

**Definition 10.23.** A type \( \alpha \) is a partial order if there is binary predicate \( \leq \) on \( \alpha \) which is

- reflexive: \( x \leq x \),
- transitive: \( [x \leq y; y \leq z] \implies x \leq z \), and
- antisymmetric: \( [x \leq y; y \leq x] \implies x = y \).

We use “\( \leq \) is a partial order” and “type \( \alpha \) is a partial order” interchangeably.

**Definition 10.24.** If \( \alpha \) is a partial order and \( A :: \alpha \) set, then \( p :: A \) is a least element of \( A \) if \( p \leq q \) for all \( q :: A \).

Least elements are unique: if \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are least elements of \( A \) then \( p_1 \leq p_2 \) and \( p_2 \leq p_1 \) and hence \( p_1 = p_2 \) by antisymmetry.

**Definition 10.25.** Let \( \tau \) be a type and \( f :: \tau \Rightarrow \tau \). A point \( p :: \tau \) is a fixpoint of \( f \) if \( f p = p \).

**Definition 10.26.** Let \( \tau \) be a type with a partial order \( \leq \) and \( f :: \tau \Rightarrow \tau \).

- Function \( f \) is monotone if \( x \leq y \implies f x \leq f y \) for all \( x \) and \( y \).
- A point \( p :: \tau \) is a pre-fixpoint of \( f \) if \( f p \leq p \).

This definition applies in particular to sets, where the partial order is \( \subseteq \).

Hence we can rephrase (10.2) as saying that \( L w X \) should be a pre-fixpoint of \( \lambda Y. \text{vars } b \cup X \cup L c Y \), ideally the least one. The Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem tells us that all we need is monotonicity.

**Theorem 10.27.** If \( f :: \tau \text{ set } \Rightarrow \tau \text{ set } \) is monotone then \( \bigcap \{ P. f P \subseteq P \} \) is the least pre-fixpoint of \( f \).

**Proof.** Let \( M = \{ P. f P \subseteq P \} \). First we show that \( \bigcap M \) is a pre-fixpoint. For all \( P :: M \) we have \( \bigcap M \subseteq P \) (by definition of \( \bigcap \)) and therefore \( f \left( \bigcap M \right) \subseteq f P \subseteq P \) (by monotonicity and because \( P :: M \)). Therefore \( f \left( \bigcap M \right) \subseteq \bigcap M \) (by definition of \( \bigcap \)). Moreover, \( \bigcap M \) is the least pre-fixpoint: if \( f P \subseteq P \) then \( P :: M \) and thus \( \bigcap M \subseteq P \). \( \square \)
Lemma 10.28. Let $f$ be a monotone function on a partial order $\leq$. Then a least pre-fixpoint of $f$ is also a least fixpoint.

Proof. Let $P$ be a least pre-fixpoint of $f$. From $f P \leq P$ and monotonicity we have $f(f P) \leq f P \leq P$ and therefore $P \leq f P$ because $P$ is a least pre-fixpoint. Together with $f P \leq P$ this yields $f P = P$ (by antisymmetry). Moreover, $P$ is the least fixpoint because any fixpoint is a pre-fixpoint and $P$ is the least pre-fixpoint. □

The Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem is the combination of both results:

Theorem 10.29. If $f :: \tau \rightarrowset \tau \rightarrowset$ is monotone then

$$\text{lfp } f = \bigcap \{ P. f P \subseteq P \}$$

is the least pre-fixpoint of $f$, which is also its least fixpoint.

We have separated the two parts because the second part is a generally useful result about partial orders.

In the Isabelle library this theorem is expressed by two lemmas:

lfp_unfold: $\text{mono } f \Rightarrow \text{lfp } f = f (\text{lfp } f)$
lfp_lowerbound: $f A \leq A \Rightarrow \text{lfp } f \leq A$

where $\text{mono_def: } \text{mono } f = (\forall x y. x \leq y \rightarrow f x \leq f y)$.

Now we boldly define $L w X$ as a least fixpoint:

$$L (\text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c) X = \text{lfp } (\lambda Y. \text{vars } b \cup X \cup L c Y)$$

This is the full definition of our revised $L$ for true liveness:

fun $L :: \text{com } \Rightarrow \text{vname } \rightarrowset \Rightarrow \text{vname } \rightarrowset$ where

$L \text{ SKIP } X = X |$

$L (x ::= a) X = (\text{if } x \in X \text{ then vars } a \cup (X - \{x\}) \text{ else } X) |$

$L (c_1 ; ; c_2) X = L c_1 (L c_2 X) |$

$L (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c_1 ELSE } c_2) X = \text{vars } b \cup L c_1 X \cup L c_2 X |$

$L (\text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c) X = \text{lfp } (\lambda Y. \text{vars } b \cup X \cup L c Y)$

Only the assignment and WHILE cases differ from the version in Section 10.3.

The definition of the WHILE case is bold for two reasons: we do not yet know that $\lambda Y. \text{vars } b \cup X \cup L c Y$ is monotone, i.e., that it makes sense to apply lfp to it, and we have no idea how to compute lfp.

Lemma 10.30. $L c$ is monotone.

Proof. The proof is by induction on $c$. All cases are essentially trivial because $\cup$ is monotone in both arguments and set difference is monotone in the first argument. In the WHILE case we additionally need that lfp is monotone in the following sense: if $f A \subseteq g A$ for all $A$, then $\text{lfp } f \subseteq \text{lfp } g$. This is obvious because any pre-fixpoint of $g$ must also be a pre-fixpoint of $f$. □
As a corollary we obtain that $\lambda Y. \mathsf{vars} b \cup X \cup L c Y$ is monotone too. Hence, by the Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem, it has a least (pre-)fixpoint. Hence $L w X$ is defined exactly as required, i.e., it satisfies (10.1).

**Lemma 10.31 (Correctness of $L$).**

$\llbracket (c, s) \Rightarrow s'; s = t \text{ on } L c X \rrbracket \implies \exists t'. (c, t) \Rightarrow t' \land s' = t' \text{ on } X$

**Proof.** This is the same correctness lemma as in Section 10.3, proved in the same way, but for a modified $L$. The proof of the \textsc{WHILE} case remains unchanged because it only relied on the pre-fixpoint constraints (10.1) that are still satisfied. The proof of correctness of the new definition of $L (x ::= a) X$ is just as routine as before. $\square$

How about an optimizer \textit{bury} as in the previous section? It turns out that we can reuse that \textit{bury} function verbatim, with true liveness instead of liveness. What is more, even the correctness proof carries over verbatim. The reason: the proof of the \textsc{WHILE} case relies only on the constraints (10.1), which hold for both $L$.

### 10.4.2 Computing the Least Fixpoint

Under certain conditions, the least fixpoint of a function $f$ can be computed by iterating $f$, starting from the least element, which in the case of sets is the empty set. By iteration we mean $f^n$ defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
  f^0 x &= x \\
  f^{n+1} x &= f (f^n x)
\end{align*}
\]

In Isabelle, $f^n x$ is input as $(f ^^ n) x$.

**Lemma 10.32.** Let $f : \tau \text{ set } \Rightarrow \tau \text{ set}$ be a monotone function. If the chain $\emptyset \subseteq f \emptyset \subseteq f^2 \emptyset \subseteq \ldots$ stabilizes after $k$ steps, i.e., $f^{k+1} \emptyset = f^k \emptyset$, then $\mathsf{lfp} f = f^k \emptyset$.

**Proof.** From $f^{k+1} \emptyset = f^k \emptyset$ it follows that $f^k \emptyset$ is a fixpoint. It is the least fixpoint because it is a subset of any other fixpoint $P$ of $f$: $f^n \emptyset \subseteq P$ follows from monotonicity by an easy induction on $n$. The fact that the $f^n \emptyset$ form a chain, i.e., $f^n \emptyset \subseteq f^{n+1} \emptyset$, follows by a similar induction. $\square$

This gives us a way to compute the least fixpoint. In general this will not terminate, as the sets can grow larger and larger. However, in our application only a finite set of variables is involved, those in the program. Therefore termination is guaranteed.

**Example 10.33.** Recall the loop from Example 10.22:
\[ w = \text{WHILE} \quad \text{Less} \quad (N \ 0) \ (V \ x) \ DO \ c \]
\[ c = x ::= V \ y; \ y ::= V \ z \]

To compute \( L_w \{ x \} \) we iterate \( f = (\lambda \ Y. \ \{ x \} \cup L \ c \ Y) \). For compactness the notation \( X_2 \ c_1 \ X_1 \ c_2 \ X_0 \) (where the \( X_i \) are sets of variables) abbreviates \( X_1 = L \ c_2 \ X_0 \) and \( X_2 = L \ c_1 \ X_1 \). Figure 10.9 shows the computation of \( f \{ \} \) through \( f^4 \{ \} \). The final line confirms that \( \{ x, y, z \} \) is a fixpoint. Of course this is obvious because \( \{ x, y, z \} \) cannot get any bigger: it already contains all the variables of the program.

Let us make the termination argument more precise and derive some concrete bounds. We need to compute the least fixpoint of \( f = (\lambda \ Y. \ \text{vars} \ b \cup X \cup L \ c \ Y) \). Informally, the chain of the \( f^n \{ \} \) must stabilize because only a finite set of variables is involved — we assume that \( X \) is finite. In the following, let \( \text{rvars} \ c \) be the set of variables read in \( c \) (see Appendix A). An easy induction on \( c \) shows that \( L \ c \ X \subseteq \text{rvars} \ c \cup X \). Therefore \( f \) is bounded by \( U = \text{vars} \ b \cup \text{rvars} \ c \cup X \) in the following sense: \( Y \subseteq U \implies f \ Y \subseteq U \). Hence \( f^k \{ \} \) is a fixpoint of \( f \) for some \( k \leq \text{card} \ U \), the cardinality of \( U \). More precisely, \( k \leq \text{card} \ (\text{rvars} \ c) + 1 \) because already in the first step \( f \{ \} \supseteq \text{vars} \ b \cup X \).

It remains to give an executable definition of \( L_w \ X \). Instead of programming the required function iteration ourselves we use a combinator from the HOL-Library theory \( \text{While\_Combinator} \):

\[
\text{while} :: (a \Rightarrow \text{bool}) \Rightarrow (a \Rightarrow a) \Rightarrow a \Rightarrow a
\]
\[
\text{while} \ b \ f \ x = (\text{if} \ b \ x \ \text{then} \ \text{while} \ b \ f \ (f^n \ x) \ \text{else} \ x)
\]

The equation makes \text{while} \ executable. Calling \( \text{while} \ b \ f \ x \) leads to a sequence of (tail!) recursive calls \( \text{while} \ b \ f \ (f^n \ x) \), \( n = 0, 1, \ldots \), until \( \neg b \ (f^k \ x) \) for some \( k \). The equation cannot be a definition because it may not terminate. It is a lemma derived from the actual definition; the latter is a bit tricky and need not concern us here.
Theory While_Combinator also contains a lemma that tells us that \textit{while} can implement \textit{lfp} on finite sets provided termination is guaranteed:

\textbf{Lemma 10.34.} If \( f : \text{a set} \Rightarrow \text{a set} \) is monotone and there is a finite set \( U \) such that \( A \subseteq U \implies f A \subseteq U \) for all \( A \), then

\[
\text{lfp } f = \text{while } (\lambda A. f A \neq A) f \{\}\text{.}
\]

This is a consequence of \textbf{Lemma 10.32} and allows us to prove

\[
L (\text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c) X =
(\text{let } f = \lambda Y. \\text{vars } b \cup X \cup L c Y \text{ in while } (\lambda Y. f Y \neq Y) f \{})
\]

for finite \( X \). Finally, \( L \) has become executable and for our example

\[
\text{value let } b = \text{Less } (N 0) \{ V "'x'" \};
\text{ c = "'x'" := V "'y'";; "'y'" := V "'z'"
\text{ in } L (\text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c) \{"'x'"\}
\]

Isabelle computes the expected result \("'x',"'y',"'z'"\).

To conclude this section we compare true liveness with liveness. The motivation for true liveness was improved precision, and this was achieved: \( L (\text{"'x'" := } V "'y'";; "'y'" := N 0) \{"'x'"\} \) returns \{}\ for true liveness, as opposed to \{"'y'\} for liveness, but at the cost of efficiency: true liveness is no longer a \textit{gen/kill} analysis that can be performed in a single pass over the program; analysis of loops now needs iteration to compute least fixpoints.

\section*{Exercises}

\textbf{Exercise 10.11.} Compute \( L w \{\} \) for \( w \) as in \textbf{Example 10.33}. The result will be nonempty. Explain why it is not strange that even if we are not interested in the value of any variable after \( w \), some variables may still be live before \( w \). The correctness lemma for \( L \) may be helpful.

\textbf{Exercise 10.12.} Find a family of commands \( c_2, c_3, \ldots \), such that the computation of \( L (\text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c_n) X \) (for suitable \( X \) and \( b \)) requires \( n \) iterations to reach the least fixpoint. Hint: generalize \textbf{Example 10.33}. No need to use Isabelle.

\textbf{Exercise 10.13.} Function \textit{bury} defined in \textbf{Section 10.3} is not idempotent (\textbf{Exercise 10.8}). Now define the textually identical function \textit{bury} in the context of true liveness analysis and prove that it is idempotent. Start by proving the following lemma:

\[
X \subseteq Y \implies L (\text{bury } c Y) X = L c X
\]
The proof is straightforward except for the case While b c where reasoning about lfp is required.

Now idempotence \((\text{bury} (\text{bury} c X) X = \text{bury} c X)\) should be easy.

### 10.5 Summary and Further Reading

This chapter has explored three different, widely used data-flow analyses and associated program optimizations: definite initialization analysis, constant propagation, and live variable analysis. They can be classified according to two criteria:

**Forward/backward**
- A forward analysis propagates information from the beginning to the end of a program.
- A backward analysis propagates information from the end to the beginning of a program.

**May/must**
- A may analysis checks if the given property is true on some path.
- A must analysis checks if the given property is true on all paths.

According to this schema

- Definite initialization analysis is a forward must analysis: variables must be assigned on all paths before they are used.
- Constant propagation is a forward must analysis: a variable must have the same constant value on all paths.
- Live variable analysis is a backward may analysis: a variable is live if it is used on some path before it is overwritten.

There are also forward may and backward must analyses.

Data-flow analysis arose in the context of compiler construction and is treated in some detail in all decent books on the subject, e.g. [2], but in particular in the book by Muchnik [58]. The book by Nielson, Nielson and Hankin [61] provides a comprehensive and more theoretical account of program analysis.

In Chapter 13 we study “Abstract Interpretation”, a powerful but also complex approach to program analysis that generalizes the algorithms presented in this chapter.
So far we have worked exclusively with various operational semantics which are defined by inference rules that tell us how to execute some command. But those rules do not tell us directly what the meaning of a command is. This is what denotational semantics is about: mapping syntactic objects to their denotation or meaning. In fact, we are already familiar with two examples, namely the evaluation of arithmetic and boolean expressions. The denotation of an arithmetic expression is a function from states to values and \( \text{avl} :: \text{aexp} \Rightarrow (\text{state} \Rightarrow \text{val}) \) (note the parentheses) is the mapping from syntax to semantics. Similarly, we can think of the meaning of a command as a relation between initial states and final states and can even define

\[
\text{Big\_step} \ c \equiv \{ (s, t). (c, s) \Rightarrow t \}
\]

If the language is deterministic, this relation is a partial function.

However, \( \text{Big\_step} \) is not a true denotational semantics because all the work happens on the level of the operational semantics. A denotational semantics is characterised as follows:

There is a type \text{syntax} of syntactic objects, a type \text{semantics} of denotations and a function \( D :: \text{syntax} \Rightarrow \text{semantics} \) that is defined by primitive recursion. That is, for each syntactic construct \( C \) there is a defining equation

\[
D (C \ x_1 \ldots \ x_n) = \ldots D \ x_1 \ldots D \ x_n \ldots
\]

In words: the meaning of a compound object is defined as a function of the meanings of its subcomponents.

Both \text{avl} and \text{bval} are denotational definitions, but the big-step semantics is not: the meaning of \( \text{WHILE} \ b \ DO \ c \) is not defined simply in terms of the meaning of \( b \) and the meaning of \( c \): rule WhileTrue inductively relies on the meaning of \( \text{WHILE} \ b \ DO \ c \) in the premise.
One motivation for denotational definitions is that proofs can be conducted by the simple and effective proof principles of equational reasoning and structural induction over the syntax.

11.1 A Relational Denotational Semantics

Although the natural view of the meaning of a deterministic command may be a partial function from initial to final states, it is mathematically simpler to work with relations instead. For this purpose we introduce the identity relation and composition of relations:

\[ \text{Id} :: (\{a \times a\}) \text{ set} \]
\[ \text{Id} = \{ p. \exists x. p = (x, x) \} \]

\[ (\circ) :: (\{a \times b\}) \text{ set} \Rightarrow (\{b \times c\}) \text{ set} \Rightarrow (\{a \times c\}) \text{ set} \]
\[ r \circ s = \{ (x, z). \exists y. (x, y) \in r \land (y, z) \in s \} \]

Note that \( r \circ s \) can be read from left to right: first \( r \), then \( s \).

The denotation of a command is a relation between initial and final states:

\[ \text{type synonym} \ com_den = (\text{state } \times \text{ state}) \text{ set} \]

Function \( D \) maps a command to its denotation. The first four equations should be self-explanatory:

\[
\begin{align*}
D :: com & \Rightarrow com\_den \\
D \text{ SKIP} & \quad = \text{Id} \\
D (x ::= a) & \quad = \{ (s, t). t = s(x := \text{aval} a s) \} \\
D (c \_1;; c \_2) & \quad = D c \_1 \circ D c \_2 \\
D (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c \_1 \text{ ELSE } c \_2) & \quad = \{ (s, t). \text{if } bval b s \text{ then } (s, t) \in D c \_1 \text{ else } (s, t) \in D c \_2 \}
\end{align*}
\]

Example 11.1. Let \( c \_1 = 'x' ::= N \ 0 \) and \( c \_2 = 'y' ::= V 'x'. \)
\[
\begin{align*}
D c \_1 & \quad = \{ (s \_1, s \_2). s \_2 = s \_1(''x'':= 0) \} \\
D c \_2 & \quad = \{ (s \_2, s \_3). s \_3 = s \_2(''y'':= s \_2(''x'')) \} \\
D (c \_1;; c \_2) & \quad = \{ (s \_1, s \_3). s \_3 = s \_1(''x'':= 0, 'y'':= 0) \}
\end{align*}
\]

The definition of \( D w \), where \( w = \text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c \), is trickier. Ideally we would like to write the recursion equation

\[
D w = \{ (s, t). \text{if } bval b s \text{ then } (s, t) \in D c \circ D w \text{ else } s = t \} \quad (*)
\]

but because \( D w \) depends on \( D w \), this is not in denotational style. Worse, it would not be accepted by Isabelle because it does not terminate and may be
inconsistent: remember the example of the illegal 'definition' \( f n = f n + 1 \) where subtracting \( f n \) on both sides would lead to \( 0 = 1 \). The fact remains that \( D w \) should be a solution of (\(*\)), but we need to show that a solution exists and to pick a specific one. This is entirely analogous to the problem we faced when analysing true liveness in Section 10.4, and the solution will be the same: the \( \text{lfp} \) operator and the \text{Knaster-Tarski Fixpoint Theorem}.

In general, a solution of an equation \( t = f t \) such as (\(*\)) is the same as a fixpoint of \( f \). In the case of (\(*\)), the function \( f \) is

\[
W :: (\text{state} \Rightarrow \text{bool}) \Rightarrow \text{com\_den} \Rightarrow (\text{com\_den} \Rightarrow \text{com\_den})
\]
\[
W db dc = (\lambda dw. ((s, t). \text{if} db s \text{ then } (s, t) \in dc \circ dw \text{ else } s = t))
\]

where we have abstracted the terms \( \text{bval} \), \( D c \) and \( D w \) in (\(*\)) by the parameters \( db \), \( dc \) and \( dw \). Hence \( W (\text{bval} b) (D c) (D w) \) is the right-hand side of (\(*\)). Now we define \( D w \) as a least fixpoint:

\[
D (\text{WHILE} b \text{ DO} c) = \text{lfp} (W (\text{bval} b) (D c))
\]

Why the least? The formal justification will be an equivalence proof between denotational and big-step semantics. The following example provides some intuition why leastness is what we want.

**Example 11.3.** Let \( w = \text{WHILE} B c \text{ True DO} \text{ SKIP} \). Then

\[
f = W (\text{bval} (B c \text{ True})) (D \text{ SKIP}) = W (\lambda s. \text{True}) \text{ Id}
\]
\[
= (\lambda dw. ((s, t). (s, t) \in \text{Id} \circ dw)) = (\lambda dw. dw)
\]

Therefore any relation is a fixpoint of \( f \), but our intuition tells us that because \( w \) never terminates, its semantics should be the empty relation, which is precisely the least fixpoint of \( f \).

We still have to prove that \( W db dc \) is monotone. Only then can we appeal to the \text{Knaster-Tarski Fixpoint Theorem} to conclude that \( \text{lfp} (W db dc) \) really is the least fixpoint.

**Lemma 11.3.** \( W db dc \) is monotone.

**Proof.** For Isabelle, the proof is automatic. The core of the argument rests on the fact that relation composition is monotone in both arguments: if \( r \subseteq r' \) and \( s \subseteq s' \), then \( r \circ s \subseteq r' \circ s' \), which can be seen easily from the definition of \( \circ \). If \( dw \subseteq dw' \) then \( W db dc dw \subseteq W db dc dw' \) because \( dc \circ dw \subseteq dc \circ dw' \). \( \square \)

We could already define \( D \) without this monotonicity lemma, but we would not be able to deduce anything about \( D w \) without it. Now we can derive (\(*\)). This is a completely mechanical consequence of the way we defined \( D w \) and \( W \). Given \( t = \text{lfp} f \) for some monotone \( f \), we obtain
\[ t = \text{lfp } f = f \ (\text{lfp } f) = f t \]

where the step \( \text{lfp } f = f \ (\text{lfp } f) \) is the consequence of the Knaster-Tarski Fixpoint Theorem because \( f \) is monotone. Setting \( t = D w \) and \( f = W \ (bval \ b) \ (D \ c) \) in \( t = f t \) results in (\( \ast \)) by definition of \( W \).

An immediate consequence is

\[
D \ (\text{WHILE } b \ \text{DO } c) = \\
D \ (\text{IF } b \ \text{THEN } c ; ; \ \text{WHILE } b \ \text{DO } c \ \text{ELSE } \text{SKIP})
\]

Just expand the definition of \( D \) for \( \text{IF} \) and \( ;; \) and you obtain (\( \ast \)). This is an example of the simplicity of deriving program equivalences with the help of denotational semantics.

Discussion

Why can’t we just define (\( \ast \)) as it is but have to go through the indirection of \( \text{lfp} \) and prove monotonicity of \( W \)? None of this was required for the operational semantics! The reason for this discrepancy is that inductive definitions require a fixed format to be admissible. For this fixed format, it is not hard to prove that the inductively defined predicate actually exists. Isabelle does this by converting the inductive definition internally into a function on sets, proving its monotonicity and defining the inductive predicate as the least fixpoint of that function. The monotonicity proof is automatic provided we stick to the fixed format. Once you step outside the format, in particular when using negation, the definition will be rejected by Isabelle because least fixpoints may cease to exist and the inductive definition may be plain contradictory:

\[
P \ x \implies \neg \ P \ x \\
\neg \ P \ x \implies P \ x
\]

The analogous recursive ‘definition’ is \( P \ x = (\neg \ P \ x) \), which is also rejected by Isabelle, because it does not terminate.

To avoid the manual monotonicity proof required for our denotational semantics one could put together a collection of basic functions that are all monotone or preserve monotonicity. One would end up with a little programming language where all functions are monotone and this could be proved automatically. In fact, one could then even automate the translation of recursion equations like (\( \ast \)) into \( \text{lfp} \) format. Creating such a programming language is at the heart of denotational semantics, but we do not go into it in our brief introduction to the subject.

In summary: Although our treatment of denotational semantics appears more complicated than operational semantics because of the explicit \( \text{lfp} \), operational semantics is defined as a least fixpoint too, but this is hidden inside inductive. One can hide the \( \text{lfp} \) in denotational semantics too and allow direct
recursive definitions. This is what Isabelle’s `partial_function` command does [50, 92].

### 11.1.1 Equivalence of Denotational and Big-Step Semantics

We show that the denotational semantics is logically equivalent with our gold standard, the big-step semantics. The equivalence is proved as two separate lemmas. Both proofs are almost automatic because the denotational semantics is relational and thus close to the operational one. Even the treatment of WHILE is the same: \( D \) is defined explicitly as a least fixpoint and the operational semantics is an inductive definition which is internally defined as a least fixpoint (see the Discussion above).

**Lemma 11.4.** \((c, s) \Rightarrow t \implies (s, t) \in D c\)**

**Proof.** By rule induction. All cases are automatic. We just look at `WhileTrue` where we may assume `bval b s_1` and the IHs `(s_1, s_2) \in D c` and `(s_2, s_3) \in D (WHILE b DO c)`. We have to show `(s_1, s_3) \in D (WHILE b DO c)`, which follows immediately from *(*) .

The other direction is expressed by means of the abbreviation `Big_step` introduced at the beginning of this chapter. The reason is purely technical.

**Lemma 11.5.** \((s, t) \in D c \implies (s, t) \in Big_step c\)**

**Proof.** By induction on `c`. All cases are proved automatically except \( w = WHILE b DO c \), which we look at in detail. Let \( B = Big_step w \) and \( f = W (bval b) (D c) \). By definition of \( W \) and the big-step \( \Rightarrow \) it follows that \( B \) is a pre-fixpoint of \( f \), i.e., \( f B \subseteq B \): given \((s, t) \in f B\), either \( bval b s \) and there is some \( s' \) such that \((s, s') \in D c \) (hence \((c, s) \Rightarrow s'\) by IH) and \((w, s') \Rightarrow t\) or \( \neg bval b s \) and \( s = t \); in either case \((w, s) \Rightarrow t\), i.e., \((s, t) \in B\). Because \( D w \) is the least fixpoint and also the least pre-fixpoint of \( f \) (see Knaster-Tarski), \( D w \subseteq B \) and hence \((s, t) \in D w \implies (s, t) \in B\) as claimed.

The combination of the previous two lemma yields the equivalence:

**Theorem 11.6 (Equivalence of denotational and big-step semantics).**

\((s, t) \in D c \iff (c, s) \Rightarrow t\)

As a nice corollary we obtain that the program equivalence \( \sim \) defined in Section 7.2.4 is the same as denotational equality: if you replace \((c_i, s) \Rightarrow t\) in the definition of \( c_1 \sim c_2 \) by \((s, t) \in D c_1\), this yields \( \forall s \ t. \ (s, t) \in D c_1 \iff (s, t) \in D c_2\), which is equivalent with \( D c_1 = D c_2 \) because two sets are equal iff they contain the same elements.

**Corollary 11.7.** \( c_1 \sim c_2 \iff D c_1 = D c_2\)
11.1.2 Continuity

Denotational semantics is usually not based on relations but on (partial) functions. The difficulty with functions is that the Knaster-Tarski Fixpoint Theorem does not apply. Abstractly speaking, functions do not form a complete lattice (see Chapter 13) because the union of two functions (as relations) is not necessarily again a function. Thus one needs some other means of obtaining least fixpoints. It turns out that the functions one is interested in satisfy a stronger property called continuity which guarantees least fixpoints also in the space of partial functions. Although we do not need to worry about existence of fixpoints in our setting, the notion of continuity is interesting in its own right because it allows a much more intuitive characterisation of least fixpoints than Knaster-Tarski. This in turn gives rise to a new induction principle for least fixpoints.

Definition 11.8. A chain is a sequence of sets \( S_0 \subseteq S_1 \subseteq S_2 \subseteq \ldots \):

\[
\text{chain} :: (\text{nat} \Rightarrow \text{a set}) \Rightarrow \text{bool}
\]

\[
\text{chain } S = (\forall i. \ S i \subseteq S \ (\text{Suc } i))
\]

Our specific kinds of chains are often called \( \omega \)-chains.

In the following we make use of the notation \( \bigcup_n A_n \) for the union of all sets \( A_n \) (see Section 4.2). If \( n :: \text{nat} \) this is \( A_0 \cup A_1 \cup \ldots \).

Definition 11.9. A function \( f \) on sets is called continuous if it commutes with \( \bigcup \) for all chains:

\[
\text{cont} :: (\text{a set} \Rightarrow \text{b set}) \Rightarrow \text{bool}
\]

\[
\text{cont } f = (\forall S. \ \text{chain } S \rightarrow f \ (\bigcup_n S \ n) = (\bigcup_n f \ (S \ n)))
\]

That is, \( f(S_0 \cup S_1 \cup \ldots) = f S_0 \cup f S_1 \cup \ldots \) for all chains \( S \).

To understand why these notions are relevant for us, think in terms of relations between states, or, for simplicity, input and output of some computation. For example, the input-output behaviour of a function \( \text{sum} \) that sums up the first \( n \) numbers can be expressed as this infinite relation \( \text{Sum} = \{(0,0), (1,1), (2,3), (3,6), (4,10), \ldots\} \) on \( \text{nat} \). We can compute this relation gradually by starting from \( \{} \) and adding more pairs in each step: \( \{} \subseteq \{(0,0)\} \subseteq \{(0,0), (1,1)\} \subseteq \ldots \). This is why chains are relevant. Each element \( S_n \) in the chain is only a finite approximation of the full semantics of the summation function which is the infinite set \( \bigcup_n S \ n \).

To understand the computational meaning of monotonicity, consider a second summation function \( \text{sum}_2 \) with semantics \( \text{Sum}_2 = \{(0,0), (1,1), (2,3)\} \), i.e., \( \text{sum}_2 \) behaves like \( \text{sum} \) for inputs \( \leq 2 \) and does not terminate otherwise. Let \( P[\cdot] \) be a program where we can plug in different subcomponents.
11.1 A Relational Denotational Semantics

Monotonicity of the semantics of $P$ means that because $\text{Sum}_2 \subseteq \text{Sum}$, any result that $P[\text{sum}_2]$ can deliver, $P[\text{sum}]$ can deliver too. This makes computational sense: if $P[\text{sum}_2]$ delivers an output, it can only have called $\text{sum}_2$ with arguments $\leq 2$ (otherwise the call and thus the whole computation would not have terminated), in which case $P[\text{sum}]$ can follow the same computation path in $P$ and deliver the same result.

But why continuity? We give an example where non-computability means non-continuity. Consider the non-computable function $T :: (\text{nat} \times \text{nat}) \rightarrow \text{bool set}$ whose output tells us if its input is (the semantics of) an everywhere terminating computation:

$$T \ r = (\text{if } \forall m. \exists n. (m, n) \in r \text{ then } \{\text{True}\} \text{ else } \{\})$$

This function is monotone but not continuous. For example, let $S$ be the chain of finite approximations of $\text{Sum}$ above. Then $T (\bigcup_n S n) = \{\text{True}\}$ but $(\bigcup_n T (S n)) = \{\}$. Going back to the $P[\cdot]$ scenario above, continuity means that a terminating computation of $P[f]$ should only need a finite part of the semantics of $f$, which means it can only run $f$ for a finite amount of time. Again, this makes computational sense.

Now we study chains and continuity formally. It is obvious (and provable by induction) that in a chain $S$ we have $i \leq j \Rightarrow S_i \subseteq S_j$. But because $\leq$ is total on $\text{nat}$ ($i \leq j \lor j \leq i$), $\subseteq$ must be total on $S$ too:

**Lemma 11.10.** chain $S \Rightarrow S_i \subseteq S_j \lor S_j \subseteq S_i$

Continuity implies monotonicity:

**Lemma 11.11.** Every continuous function is monotone.

**Proof.** Let $f$ be continuous, assume $A \subseteq B$ and consider the chain $A \subseteq B \subseteq B \subseteq \ldots$, i.e., $S = (\lambda i. \text{if } i = 0 \text{ then } A \text{ else } B)$. Then $f B = f (\bigcup_n S n) = (\bigcup_n f (S n)) = f A \cup f B$ and hence $f A \subseteq f B$. \(\Box\)

Our main theorem about continuous functions is that their least fixpoints can be obtained by iteration starting from $\{\}$.  

**Theorem 11.12 (Kleene fixpoint theorem).**

$$\text{cont } f \Rightarrow \text{lfp } f = (\bigcup_n f^n \{\})$$

**Proof.** Let $U = (\bigcup_n f^n \{\})$. First we show $\text{lfp } f \subseteq U$, then $U \subseteq \text{lfp } f$.

Because $f$ is continuous, it is also monotone. Hence $\text{lfp } f \subseteq U$ follows by Knaster-Tarski if $U$ is a fixpoint of $f$. Therefore we prove $f U = U$. Observe that by Lemma 10.32 the $f^n \{\}$ form a chain.

$$f \ U = \bigcup_n f^n \{\} \quad \text{by continuity}$$

$$= f^0 \{\} \cup (\bigcup_n f^n \{\}) \quad \text{because } f^0 \{\} = \{\}$$

$$= U$$
For the opposite direction \( U \subseteq \text{lfp } f \) it suffices to prove \( f^n \{\} \subseteq \text{lfp } f \). The proof is by induction on \( n \). The base case is trivial. Assuming \( f^n \{\} \subseteq \text{lfp } f \) we have by monotonicity of \( f \) and Knaster-Tarski that \( f^{n+1} \{\} = f(f^n \{\}) \subseteq f(\text{lfp } f) = \text{lfp } f \). \( \Box \)

This is a generalization of Lemma 10.32 that allowed us to compute \( \text{lfp } \) in the true liveness analysis in Section 10.4.2. At the time we could expect the chain of iterates of \( f \) to stabilize, now we have to go to the limit.

The Kleene fixpoint theorem is applicable to \( W \):

Lemma 11.13. Function \( W \ b \ r \) is continuous.

Proof. Although the Isabelle proof is automatic, we explain the details because they may not be obvious. Let \( R :: \text{nat} \Rightarrow \text{com_den} \) be any sequence of state relations — it does not even need to be a chain. We show that \( (s, t) \in W b r (\bigcup_n R n) \) iff \( (s, t) \in (\bigcup_n W b r (R n)) \). If \( \neg b \ s \) then \( (s, t) \) is in both sets iff \( s = t \). Now assume \( b \ s \). Then

\[
(s, t) \in W b r (\bigcup_n R n) \iff (s, t) \in r \circ (\bigcup_n R n) \\
\iff \exists s', (s, s') \in r \land (s', t) \in (\bigcup_n R n) \\
\iff \exists s' n. (s, s') \in r \land (s', t) \in R n \\
\iff \exists n. (s, t) \in r \circ R n \\
\iff (s, t) \in (\bigcup_n r \circ R n) \\
\iff (s, t) \in (\bigcup_n W b r (R n))
\]

Warning: such \( \iff \) chains are an abuse of notation: \( A \iff B \iff C \) really means the logically not equivalent \( (A \iff B) \land (B \iff C) \) which implies \( A \iff C \). \( \Box \)

Example 11.14. In this example we show concretely how iterating \( W \) creates a chain of relations that approximate the semantics of some loop and whose union is the full semantics. The loop is

\[
\text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c
\]

where \( b = \text{Not } (\text{Eq } (V \ ''x'' ) \ (N \ 0)) \)
and \( c = \ ''x'' ::= \text{Plus } (V \ ''x'' ) \ (N \ (-1)). \)

Function \( \text{Eq} \) compares its arguments for equality (see Exercise 3.7). Intuitively, the semantics of this loop is the following relation:

\[
S = \{(s, t). 0 \leq s ''x'' \land t = s('''x''' ::= 0)\}
\]

Function \( f \) expresses the semantics of one loop iteration:

\[
f = W db dc\]

where \( db = \text{bval } b = (\lambda s. s ''x'' \neq 0) \)
and \( dc = D c = \{(s, t). t = s('''x''' ::= s ''x'' - 1)\}. \)
This is what happens when we iterate \( f \) starting from \( \{ \} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{f}^1{}{}() &= \{(s, t). \text{ if } s'' \neq 0 \text{ then } (s, t) \in \text{dc } \cap \{ \} \text{ else } s = t \} \\
&= \{(s, t). s'' = 0 \land s = t \} \\
\mathcal{f}^2{}{}() &= \{(s, t). \text{ if } s'' \neq 0 \text{ then } (s, t) \in \text{dc } \cap \{ f \} \text{ else } s = t \} \\
&= \{(s, t). 0 \leq s'' \land s'' < 2 \land t = s(''x'' := 0) \} \\
\mathcal{f}^3{}{}() &= \{(s, t). \text{ if } s'' \neq 0 \text{ then } (s, t) \in \text{dc } \cap \{ f^2 \} \text{ else } s = t \} \\
&= \{(s, t). 0 \leq s'' \land s'' < 3 \land t = s(''x'' := 0) \}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the first equality \( \mathcal{f}^n \{ \} = R \) follows by definition of \( W \) whereas the second equality \( R = R' \) requires a few case distinctions. The advantage of the form \( R' \) is that we can see a pattern emerging:

\[
\mathcal{f}^n \{ \} = \{(s, t). 0 \leq s'' \land s'' < \text{int } n \land t = s(''x'' := 0) \}
\]

where function \( \text{int} \) coerces a \( \text{nat} \) to an \( \text{int} \). This formulation shows clearly that \( f^n \{ \} \) is the semantics of our loop restricted to at most \( n \) iterations. The \( f^n \{ \} \) form a chain and the union is the full semantics:

\[
\bigcup_n \mathcal{f}^n \{ \} = S.
\]

As an application of the Kleene fixpoint theorem we show that our denotational semantics is deterministic, i.e., the command denotations returned by \( D \) are single-valued, a predefined notion:

\[
single\text{valued } r = (\forall x y z. (x, y) \in r \land (x, z) \in r \implies y = z)
\]

The only difficult part of the proof is the \( \text{WHILE} \) case. Here we can now argue that if \( W \) preserves single-valuedness, then its least fixpoint is single-valued because it is a union of a chain of single-valued relations:

**Lemma 11.15.** If \( f :: \text{com_den} \Rightarrow \text{com_den} \) is continuous and preserves single-valuedness then \( \text{lfp } f \) is single-valued.

**Proof.** Because \( f \) is continuous we have \( \text{lfp } f = (\bigcup_n \mathcal{f}^n \{ \}) \). By Lemma 10.32 (because \( f \) is also monotone) the \( f^n \{ \} \) form a chain. All its elements are single-valued because \( \{ \} \) is single-valued and \( f \) preserves single-valuedness. The union of a chain of single-valued relations is obviously single-valued too. \( \square \)

**Lemma 11.16.** \( \text{single\_valued} \ (D \ c) \)

**Proof.** A straightforward induction on \( c \). The \( \text{WHILE} \) case follows by the previous lemma because \( W \ b \ r \) is continuous and preserves single-valuedness (as can be checked easily, assuming by IH that \( r \) is single-valued). \( \square \)
11.2 Summary and Further Reading

A denotational semantics is a compositional mapping from syntax to meaning: the meaning of a compound construct is a function of the meanings of its subconstructs. The meaning of iterative or recursive constructs is given as a least fixpoint. In a relational context, the existence of a least fixpoint can be guaranteed by monotonicity via the Knaster-Tarski Fixpoint Theorem. For computational reasons the semantics should be not just monotone but also continuous, in which case the least fixpoint is the union of all finite iterates $f^n()$. Thus we can reason about least fixpoints of continuous functions by induction on $n$.

Denotational semantics has its roots in the work of Dana Scott and Christopher Strachey [82, 83]. This developed into a rich and mathematically sophisticated theory. We have only presented a simplified set-theoretic version of the foundations. For the real deal the reader is encouraged to consult textbooks [39, 79] and handbook articles [1, 86] dedicated to denotational semantics. Some of the foundations of denotational semantics have been formalized in theorem provers [11, 43, 59].

Exercises

Exercise 11.1. Building on Exercise 7.8, extend the denotational semantics and the equivalence proof with the big-step semantics with a REPEAT loop.

Exercise 11.2. Consider Example 11.14 and prove by induction on $n$ that $f^n() = \{(s, t). 0 \leq s''x'' \land s''x'' < \text{int } n \land t = s(''x'' := 0)\}$.

Exercise 11.3. Consider Example 11.14 but with the loop condition $b = \text{Less } (N 0) (V ''x'' )$. Find a closed expression $M$ (containing $n$) for $f^n()$ and prove $f^n() = M$.

Exercise 11.4. Define an operator $B$ such that you can express the equation for $D (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c_1 \text{ ELSE } c_2)$ in a point-free way. In this context, we call a definition point free if it does not mention the state on the left-hand side. For example:

$$D (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c_1 \text{ ELSE } c_2) = B b O D c_1 \cup B (\text{Not } b) O D c_2$$

A point-wise definition would start

$$D (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c_1 \text{ ELSE } c_2) s = \ldots$$

Similarly, find a point-free equation for $W (bval b) dc$ and use it to write down a point-free version of $D (\text{WHILE } b DO c)$ (still using lfp). Prove that your two equations are equivalent to the old ones.
11.2 Summary and Further Reading

Exercise 11.5. Let the ‘thin’ part of a relation be its single-valued subset:

\[
\text{thin } R = \{(a, b). (a, b) \in R \land (\forall c. (a, c) \in R \rightarrow c = b)\}
\]

Prove that if \( f : (\text{'a }\ast\text{'a}) \text{ set } \Rightarrow (\text{'a }\ast\text{'a}) \text{ set } \) is monotone and for all \( R \), \( f \text{ (thin } R) \subseteq \text{thin } (f R) \), then \text{single_valued } (\text{lfp } f).

Exercise 11.6. Generalize our set-theoretic treatment of continuity and least fixpoints to chain-complete partial orders (cpos), i.e., partial orders \( \leq \) that have a least element \( \bot \) and where every chain \( c_0 \leq c_1 \leq \ldots \) has a least upper bound \( \text{lub } c \) where \( c : \text{nat } \Rightarrow \text{'a} \). A function \( f : \text{'a }\Rightarrow\text{'b} \) between two cpos \( \text{'a} \) and \( \text{'b} \) is continuous if \( f \text{ (lub } c) = \text{lub } (f \circ c) \) for all chains \( c \).

Prove that if \( f \) is monotone and continuous then \( \text{lub } (\lambda n. (f \<<< n) \bot) \) is the least fixpoint of \( f \).

Exercise 11.7. We define a dependency analysis \( \text{Dep} \) that maps commands to relations between variables such that \( (x, y) \in \text{Dep } c \) means that in the execution of \( c \) the initial value of \( x \) can influence the final value of \( y \):

\[
\text{fun } \text{Dep} :: \text{com } \Rightarrow (\text{vname }\ast\text{vname}) \text{ set where }
\text{Dep } \text{SKIP} = \text{Id } |
\text{Dep } (x::=a) = \{(u,v). \text{if } v = x \text{ then } u \in \text{vars } a \text{ else } u = v \} |
\text{Dep } (c_1;;c_2) = \text{Dep } c_1 \text{ O } \text{Dep } c_2 |
\text{Dep } (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c_1 \text{ ELSE } c_2) = \text{Dep } c_1 \cup \text{Dep } c_2 \cup \text{vars } b \times \text{UNIV } |
\text{Dep } (\text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c) = \text{lfp}(\lambda R. \text{Id } \cup \text{vars } b \times \text{UNIV } \cup \text{Dep } c \circ R)
\]

where \( \times \) is the cross product of two sets. Prove monotonicity of the function \( \text{lfp} \) is applied to.

For the correctness statement define

\[
\text{abbreviation } \text{Deps} :: \text{com } \Rightarrow \text{vname }\Rightarrow\text{vname }\Rightarrow \text{set where }
\text{Deps } c X \equiv (\bigcup x\in X. \{(y, (y,x) : \text{Dep } c)\})
\]

and prove

\[
\text{lemma } [(c,s) \Rightarrow s'; \ (c,t) \Rightarrow t'; \ s = t \text{ on } \text{Deps } c X ] \implies s' = t' \text{ on } X
\]

Give an example that the following stronger termination-sensitive property

\[
[(c, s) \Rightarrow s'; \ s = t \text{ on } \text{Deps } c X ] \implies \exists t'. (c, t) \Rightarrow t' \land s' = t' \text{ on } X
\]

does not hold. Hint: \( X = \{\} \).

In the definition of \( \text{Dep } (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } c_1 \text{ ELSE } c_2) \) the variables in \( b \) can influence all variables (UNIV). However, if a variable is not assigned to in \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \), it is not influenced by \( b \) (ignoring termination). Theory \text{Vars} defines a function \( \text{lvars} \) such that \( \text{lvars } c \) is the set of variables on the left-hand side of an assignment in \( c \). Modify the definition of \( \text{Dep} \) as follows: replace UNIV
by $lvars \ c_1 \cup lvars \ c_2$ (in the case $IF \ b \ THEN \ c_1 \ ELSE \ c_2$) and by $lvars \ c$ (in the case $WHILE \ b \ DO \ c$). Adjust the proof of the above correctness statement.
Hoare Logic

So far we have proved properties of IMP, like type soundness, or properties of tools for IMP, like compiler correctness, but almost never properties of individual IMP programs. The Isabelle part of the book has taught us how to prove properties of functional programs, but not of imperative ones.

Hoare logic (due to Tony Hoare), also known as axiomatic semantics, is a logic for proving properties of imperative programs. The formulas of Hoare logic are so-called Hoare triples

\[ \{P\} \ c \ \{Q\} \]

which should be read as saying that if formula \( P \) is true before the execution of command \( c \) then formula \( Q \) is true after the execution of \( c \). This is a simple example of a Hoare triple:

\[ \{x = y\} \ y := y+1 \ \{x < y\} \]

12.1 Proof via Operational Semantics

Before introducing the details of Hoare logic we show that in principle we can prove properties of programs via their operational semantics. Hoare logic can be viewed as the structured essence of such proofs.

As an example, we prove that the program

\[
y := 0;
\text{WHILE } 0 < x \text{ DO } (y := y+x; \ x := x-1)
\]

sums up the numbers 1 to \( x \) in \( y \). Formally let

\[
usum = \text{WHILE } Less \ (N \ 0) \ (V 'x') \text{ DO } csum
\]

\[
csum = 'y' := \text{Plus} \ (V 'y') \ (V 'x');
'x' := \text{Plus} \ (V 'x') \ (N (-1))
\]
The summation property can be expressed as a theorem about the program's big-step semantics:

\[(\langle y' \rangle := N 0; \, wsum, s \rangle \Rightarrow t \implies t \langle y' \rangle = \text{sum} (s \langle x' \rangle) \quad \star \]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun sum :: int } & \Rightarrow \text{int where} \\
\text{sum i } & :\ (\text{if } i \leq 0 \text{ then } 0 \text{ else } \text{sum} (i - 1) + i)
\end{align*}
\]

We prove \(\star\) in two steps. First we show that \(wsum\) does the right thing. This will be an induction, and as usual we have to generalize what we want to prove from the special situation where \(y\) is 0.

\[(wsum, s) \Rightarrow t \implies t \langle y' \rangle = s \langle y' \rangle + \text{sum} (s \langle x' \rangle) \quad \star\star\]

This is proved by an induction on the premise. There are two cases.

If the loop condition is false, i.e., if \(s \langle x' \rangle \leq 0\), then we have to prove \(s \langle y' \rangle = s \langle y' \rangle + \text{sum} (s \langle x' \rangle)\), which follows because \(s \langle x' \rangle < 1\) implies \(\text{sum} (s \langle x' \rangle) = 0\).

If the loop condition is true, i.e., if \(0 < s \langle x' \rangle\), then we may assume \((csum, s) \Rightarrow u\) and the IH \(t \langle y' \rangle = u \langle y' \rangle + \text{sum} (u \langle x' \rangle)\) and we have to prove the conclusion of \(\star\star\). From \((csum, s) \Rightarrow u\) it follows by inversion of the rules for \(;;\) and \(::=\) (Section 7.2.3) that \(u = s(\langle y' \rangle := s \langle y' \rangle + s \langle x' \rangle, \langle x' \rangle := s \langle x' \rangle - 1)\). Substituting this into the IH yields \(t \langle y' \rangle = s \langle y' \rangle + s \langle x' \rangle + \text{sum} (s \langle x' \rangle - 1)\). This is equivalent with the conclusion of \(\star\star\) because \(0 < s \langle x' \rangle\).

Having proved \(\star\star\), \(\star\) follows easily: From \(\langle y' \rangle := N 0; \, wsum, s \rangle \Rightarrow t\) it follows by rule inversion that after the assignment the intermediate state must have been \(s(\langle y' \rangle := 0)\) and therefore \((wsum, s(\langle y' \rangle := 0)) \Rightarrow t\). Now \(\star\star\) implies \(t \langle y' \rangle = \text{sum} (s \langle x' \rangle)\), thus concluding the proof of \(\star\).

Hoare logic can be viewed as the structured essence of such operational proofs. The rules of Hoare logic are (almost) syntax-directed and automate all those aspects of the proof that are concerned with program execution. However, there is no free lunch: you still need to be creative to find generalizations of formulas when proving properties of loops, and proofs about arithmetic formulas are still up to you (and Isabelle).

We will now move on to the actual topic of this chapter, Hoare logic.

### 12.2 Hoare Logic for Partial Correctness

The formulas of Hoare logic are the Hoare triples \(\{P\} \, c \, \{Q\}\), where \(P\) is called the precondition and \(Q\) the postcondition. We call \(\{P\} \, c \, \{Q\}\) valid if the following implication holds:
If $P$ is true before the execution of $c$ and $c$ terminates
then $Q$ is true afterwards.

Validity is defined in terms of execution, i.e., the operational semantics, our ultimate point of reference. This notion of validity is called partial correctness because the postcondition is only required to be true if $c$ terminates.

There is also the concept of total correctness:

If $P$ is true before the execution of $c$
then $c$ terminates and $Q$ is true afterwards.

In a nutshell:

Total correctness = partial correctness + termination

Except for the final section of this chapter, we will always work with the partial correctness interpretation, because it is easier.

Pre- and postconditions come from some set of logical formulas that we call assertions. There are two approaches to the language of assertions:

Syntactic: Assertions are concrete syntactic objects, like type $bexp$.
Semantic: Assertions are predicates on states, i.e., of type $state \Rightarrow bool$.

We follow the syntactic approach in the introductory subsection, because it is nicely intuitive and one can sweep some complications under the carpet. But for proofs about Hoare logic, the semantic approach is much simpler and we switch to it in the rest of the chapter.

### 12.2.1 Syntactic Assertions

Assertions are ordinary logical formulas and include all the boolean expressions of IMP. We are deliberately vague because the exact nature of assertions is not important for understanding how Hoare logic works. Just as we did for the simplified notation for IMP, we write concrete assertions and Hoare triples in typewriter font. Here are some examples of valid Hoare triples:

\[
\{x = 5\} \quad x := x+5 \quad \{x = 10\}
\]
\[
\{\text{True}\} \quad x := 10 \quad \{x = 10\}
\]
\[
\{x = y\} \quad x := x+1 \quad \{x \neq y\}
\]

Note that the precondition True is always true; hence the second triple merely says that from whatever state you start, after $x := 10$ the postcondition $x = 10$ is true.

More interesting are the following somewhat extreme examples:

\[
\{\text{True}\} \quad c_1 \quad \{\text{True}\}
\]
Which $c_i$ make these triples valid? Think about it before you read on. Remember that we work with partial correctness in this section. Therefore every $c_1$ works because the postcondition $\text{True}$ is always true. In the second triple, $c_2$ must not terminate, otherwise $\text{False}$ would have to be true, which it certainly is not. In the final triple, any $c_3$ and $Q$ work because the meaning of the triple is that “if $\text{False}$ is true . . .”, but $\text{False}$ is not true. Note that for the first two triples, the answer is different under a total correctness interpretation.

**Proof System**

So far we have spoken of Hoare triples being valid. Now we will present a set of inference rules or proof system for deriving Hoare triples. This is a new mechanism and here we speak of Hoare triples being derivable. Of course being valid and being derivable should have something to do with each other. When we look at the proof rules in a moment they will all feel very natural (well, except for one) precisely because they follow our informal understanding of when a triple is valid. Nevertheless it is essential not to confuse the notions of validity (which employs the operational semantics) and derivability (which employs an independent set of proof rules).

The proof rules for Hoare logic are shown in Figure 12.1. We go through them one by one.

The $\text{SKIP}$ rule is obvious, but the assignment rule needs some explanation. It uses the substitution notation

$P[a/x] \equiv P$ with $a$ substituted for $x$.

For example, $(x = 5)[5/x]$ is 5 = 5 and $(x = x)[5+x/x]$ is 5+x = 5+x. The latter example shows that all occurrences of $x$ in $P$ are simultaneously replaced by $a$, but that this happens only once: if $x$ occurs in $a$, those occurrences are not replaced, otherwise the substitution process would go on forever. Here are some instances of the assignment rule:

$\{5 = 5\} x := 5 \quad \{x = 5\}$

$\{x+5 = 5\} x := x+5 \quad \{x = 5\}$

$\{2*(x+5) > 20\} x := 2*(x+5) \quad \{x > 20\}$

Simplifying the preconditions that were obtained by blind substitution yields the more readable triples

$\{\text{True}\} x := 5 \quad \{x = 5\}$

$\{x = 0\} x := x+5 \quad \{x = 5\}$

$\{x > 5\} x := 2*(x+5) \quad \{x > 20\}$
The assignment rule may still puzzle you because it seems to go in the wrong direction by modifying the precondition rather than the postcondition. After all, the operational semantics modifies the post-state, not the pre-state. Correctness of the assignment rule can be explained as follows: if initially $P[a/x]$ is true, then after the assignment $x$ will have the value of $a$, and hence no substitution is necessary anymore, i.e., $P$ itself is true afterwards. A forward version of this rule exists but is more complicated.

The ;; rule strongly resembles its big-step counterpart. Reading it backward it decomposes the proof of $c_1 ;; c_2$ into two proofs involving $c_1$ and $c_2$ and a new intermediate assertion $P_2$.

The IF rule is pretty obvious: you need to prove that both branches lead from $P$ to $Q$, where in each proof the appropriate $b$ or $\neg b$ can be conjoined to $P$. That is, each sub-proof additionally assumes the branch condition.

Now we consider the WHILE rule. Its premise says that if $P$ and $b$ are true before the execution of the loop body $c$, then $P$ is true again afterwards (if the body terminates). Such a $P$ is called an invariant of the loop: if you start in a state where $P$ is true then no matter how often the loop body is iterated, as long as $b$ is true before each iteration, $P$ stays true too. This explains the conclusion: if $P$ is true initially, then it must be true at the end because it is invariant. Moreover, if the loop terminates, then $\neg b$ must be
true too. Hence \( P \land \neg b \) at the end (if we get there). The \( \textit{WHILE} \) rule can be viewed as an induction rule where the invariance proof is the step.

The final rule in Figure 12.1 is called the \textit{consequence rule}. It is independent of any particular IMP construct. Its purpose is to adjust the precondition and postcondition. Going from \( \{P\} \ c \ \{Q\} \) to \( \{P'\} \ c \ \{Q'\} \) under the given premises permits us to

- strengthen the precondition: \( P' \rightarrow P \)
- weaken the postcondition: \( Q \rightarrow Q' \)

where \( A \) is called stronger than \( B \) if \( A \rightarrow B \). For example, from \( \{x \geq 0\} \ c \ \{x \geq 1\} \) we can prove \( \{x = 5\} \ c \ \{x \geq 0\} \). The latter is strictly weaker than the former because it tells us less about the behaviour of \( c \). Note that the consequence rule is the only rule where some premises are not Hoare triples but assertions. We do not have a formal proof system for assertions and rely on our informal understanding of their meaning to check, for example, that \( x = 5 \rightarrow x \geq 0 \). This informality will be overcome once we consider assertions as predicates on states.

This completes the discussion of the basic proof rules. Although these rules are sufficient for all proofs, i.e., the system is complete (which we show later), the rules for \( \textit{SKIP} \), \( ::= \) and \( \textit{WHILE} \) are inconvenient: they can only be applied backwards if the pre- or postcondition are of a special form. For example, for \( \textit{SKIP} \) they need to be identical. Therefore we derive new rules for those constructs that can be applied backwards irrespective of the pre- and postcondition of the given triple. The new rules are shown in Figure 12.2.

They are easily derived by combining the old rules with the consequence rule.

\[
\begin{align*}
P \rightarrow Q \\
\{P\} \textit{SKIP} \ {Q}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
P \rightarrow Q[a/x] \\
\{P\} \ x ::= a \ {Q}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\{P \land b\} \ c \ {P} \\
P \land \neg b \rightarrow Q \\
\{P\} \textit{WHILE} \ b \ DO \ c \ {Q}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
P \rightarrow Q[a/x] \\
\{Q[a/x]\} \ x ::= a \ {Q} \\
Q \rightarrow Q \\
\{P\} \ x ::= a \ {Q}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 12.2. Derived rules (syntactic assertions)

Here is one of the derivations:
Two of the three premises are overlined because they have been proved, namely with the original assignment rule and with the trivial logical fact that anything implies itself.

Examples

We return to the summation program from Section 12.1. This time we prove it correct by means of Hoare logic rather than operational semantics. In Hoare logic, we want to prove the triple

\[ \{x = i\} \ y := 0; \ wsum \ {y = sum i}\]

We cannot write \( y = sum x \) in the postcondition because \( x \) is 0 at that point. Unfortunately the postcondition cannot refer directly to the initial state. Instead, the precondition \( x = i \) allows us to refer to the unchanged \( i \) and therefore to the initial value of \( x \) in the postcondition. This is a general trick for remembering values of variables that are modified.

The central part of the proof is to find and prove the invariant \( I \) of the loop. Note that we have three constraints that must be satisfied:

1. It should be an invariant: \( \{I \land 0 < x\} \ csum \ {I}\)
2. It should imply the postcondition: \( I \land \neg \ 0 < x \逻辑等式 \ y = sum i \)
3. The invariant should be true initially: \( x = i \land y = 0 \rightarrow I \)

In fact, this is a general design principle for invariants. As usual, it is a case of generalizing the desired postcondition. During the iteration, \( y = sum i \) is not quite true yet because the first \( x \) numbers are still missing from \( y \). Hence we try the following assertion:

\[ I = (y + sum x = sum i) \]

It is easy to check that the constraints 2 and 3 are true. Moreover, \( I \) is indeed invariant as the following proof tree shows:

\[
\begin{align*}
& I \land 0 < x \rightarrow I[x-1/x][y+x/y] \\
& \{I \land 0 < x\} \ y := y+x \ {I[x-1/x]} \\
& \{I[x-1/x]\} \ x := x-1 \ {I}\end{align*}
\]

Although we have not given the proof rules names, it is easy to see at any point in the proof tree which one is used. In the above tree, the left assignment is proved with the derived rule, the right assignment with the basic rule.

In case you are wondering why \( I \land 0 < x \rightarrow I[x-1/x][y+x/y] \) is true, expand the definition of \( I \) and carry out the substitutions and you arrive at the following easy arithmetic truth:
\[ y + \text{sum } x = \text{sum } i \land 0 < x \rightarrow y + x + \text{sum}(x-1) = \text{sum } i \quad (12.1) \]

With the loop rule and some more arithmetic we derive

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\{I \land 0 < x\} \text{csum } \{I\} \\
\hline
I \land \neg 0 < x \rightarrow y = \text{sum } i \\
\{I\} \text{wsum } \{y = \text{sum } i\}
\end{array}
\]

Now we only need to connect this result with the initialization to obtain the correctness proof for \( y := 0; \text{wsum}: \)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\{x = i\} y := 0; \{I\} \\
\hline
\{x = i\} y := 0; \text{wsum } \{y = \text{sum } i\}
\end{array}
\]

The summation program is special in that it always terminates. Hence it does not demonstrate that the proof system can prove anything about nonterminating computations, as in the following example:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\{\text{True}\} \text{SKIP } \{\text{True}\} \\
\hline
\text{True} \land \neg \text{True} \rightarrow Q \\
\{\text{True}\} \text{WHILE True DO SKIP } \{Q\}
\end{array}
\]

We have proved that if the loop terminates, any assertion \( Q \) is true. It sounds like magic but is merely the consequence of nontermination. The proof is straightforward: the invariant is \( \text{True} \) and \( Q \) is trivially implied by the negation of the loop condition.

As a final example consider swapping two variables:

\[
\{P\} h := x; x := y; y := h \{Q\}
\]

where \( P = (x = a \land y = b) \) and \( Q = (x = b \land y = a) \). Drawing the full proof tree for this triple is tedious and unnecessary. A compact form of the tree can be given by annotating the intermediate program points with the correct assertions:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\{P\} h := x; \{Q[h/y][y/x]\} x := y; \{Q[h/y]\} y := h \{Q\}
\end{array}
\]

Both \( Q[h/y] \) and \( Q[h/y][y/x] \) are simply the result of the basic assignment rule. All that is left to check is the first assignment with the derived assignment rule, i.e., check \( P \rightarrow Q[h/y][y/x][x/h] \). This is true because \( Q[h/y][y/x][x/h] = (y = b \land x = a) \).

It should be clear that this proof procedure works for any sequence of assignments, thus reducing the proof to pulling back the postcondition (which is completely mechanical) and checking an implication.
12.2 Hoare Logic for Partial Correctness

The Method

If we look at the proof rules and the examples it becomes apparent that there is a method in this madness: the backward construction of Hoare logic proofs is partly mechanical. Here are the key points:

- We only need the original rules for ;; and IF together with the derived rules for SKIP, := and WHILE. This is a syntax-directed proof system and each backward rule application creates new subgoals for the subcommands. Thus the shape of the proof tree exactly mirrors the shape of the command in the Hoare triple we want to prove. The construction of the skeleton of this proof tree is completely automatic.
  - The consequence rule is built into the derived rules and is not required anymore. This is crucial: the consequence rule destroys syntax-directedness because it can be applied at any point.
- When applying the ;; rule backwards we need to provide the intermediate assertion \( P_2 \) that occurs in the premises but not the conclusion. It turns out that we can compute \( P_2 \) by pulling the final assertion \( P_3 \) back through \( c_2 \). The variable swapping example illustrates this principle.
- There are two aspects that cannot be fully automated (or program verification would be completely automatic, which is impossible): invariants must be supplied explicitly, and the implications between assertions in the premises of the derived rules must be proved somehow.

In a nutshell, Hoare logic can be reduced to finding invariants and proving assertions. We will carry out this program in full detail in Section 12.4. But first we need to formalize our informal notion of assertions.

12.2.2 Assertions as Functions

Our introduction to Hoare logic so far was informal with an emphasis on intuition. Now we formalize assertions as predicates on states:

```haskell
type_synonym assn = state ⇒ bool
```

As an example of the simplicity of this approach we define validity formally:

\[
\models \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \iff (\forall s t. P s \land (c, s) \Rightarrow t \rightarrow Q t)
\]

We pronounce \( \models \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \) as “\( \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \) is valid”.

Hoare logic with functional assertions is defined as an inductive predicate with the syntax \( \vdash \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \) which is read as “\( \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \) is derivable/provable” (in Hoare logic). The rules of the inductive definition are shown in Figure 12.3; two derived rules are shown in Figure 12.4. These rules are a direct translation
of the syntactic ones, taking into account that assertions are predicates on states. Only rule Assign requires some explanation. The notation $s[a/x]$ is merely an abbreviation that mimics syntactic substitution into assertions:

$$s[a/x] \equiv s(x := \text{aval} a s)$$

What does our earlier $P[a/x]$ have to do with $P(s[a/x])$? We have not formalized the syntax of assertions, but we can explain what is going on at the level of their close relatives, boolean expressions. Assume we have a substitution function $bsubst$ such that $bsubst b a x$ corresponds to $b[a/x]$, i.e., substitutes $a$ for $x$ in $b$. Then we can prove

**Lemma 12.1 (Substitution lemma).**

$$\text{bval} (bsubst b a x) s = \text{bval} b (s[a/x])$$

It expresses that as far as evaluation is concerned, it does not matter if you substitute into the expression or into the state.

**12.2.3 Example Proof**

We can now perform Hoare logic proofs in Isabelle. For that purpose we go back to the apply-style because it allows us to perform such proofs without having to type in the myriad of intermediate assertions. Instead they are
computed by rule application, except for the invariants. As an example we verify \textit{wsum} (Section 12.1) once more:

\begin{verbatim}
lemma ⊢ ⟨λs. s'''x'' = i⟩ ''y'' := N 0;; wsum {λs. s''y'' = sum i}
\end{verbatim}

Rule \textit{Seq} creates two subgoals:

\begin{verbatim}
apply(rule Seq)
1. ⊢ ⟨λs. s''x'' = i⟩ ''y'' := N 0 {?Q}
2. ⊢ {?Q} wsum {λs. s''y'' = sum i}
\end{verbatim}

As outlined in The Method above, we left the intermediate assertion open and will instantiate it by working on the second subgoal first (\textit{prefer 2}). Since that is a loop, we have to provide it anyway, because it is the invariant:

\begin{verbatim}
prefer 2
apply(rule While'[where P = λs. (s''y'' = sum i – sum (s''x''))])
\end{verbatim}

We have rearranged the earlier invariant \( y + \text{sum } x = \text{sum } i \) slightly to please the simplifier.

\begin{verbatim}
The first subgoal of \textit{While'} is preservation of the invariant:
1. ⊢ ⟨λs. s''y'' = sum i – sum (s''x'')⟩ &&
    bval (Less (N 0) (V ''x'')) s
    csum {λs. s''y'' = sum i – sum (s''x'')}
A total of 3 subgoals...
\end{verbatim}
Because \textit{csum} stands for a sequential composition we proceed as above:

\begin{verbatim}
apply(rule Seq)
prefer 2
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
1. ⊢ {?Q6} ''x'' := Plus (V ''x'') (N (- 1))
   \{λs. s''y'' = sum i – sum (s''x'')\}
2. ⊢ ⟨λs. s''y'' = sum i – sum (s''x'')⟩ &&
    bval (Less (N 0) (V ''x'')) s
    ''y'' := Plus (V ''y''') (V ''x'') {?Q6}
A total of 4 subgoals...
\end{verbatim}
Now the two assignment rules (basic and derived) do their job.

apply (rule Assign)
apply (rule Assign’)

The resulting subgoal is large and hard to read because of the substitutions; therefore we do not show it. It corresponds to (12.1) and can be proved by simp (not shown). We move on to the second premise of While’, the proof that at the exit of the loop the required postcondition is true:

1. \( \forall s. s'' y'' = \text{sum} \ i - \text{sum} \ (s'' x'') \land \neg bval \ (\text{Less} \ (N \ 0) \ (V'' x'')) \ s \rightarrow \)
2. \( s'' y'' = \text{sum} \ i \)

A total of 2 subgoals...

This is proved by simp and all that is left is the initialization.

1. \( \vdash \{\lambda s. \ s'' x'' = i\}'' y'' ::= N \ 0 \)
2. \( \{\lambda s. \ s'' y'' = \text{sum} \ i - \text{sum} \ (s'' x'')\} \)

apply (rule Assign’)

The resulting subgoal shows a simple example of substitution into the state:

1. \( \forall s. \ s'' x'' = i \rightarrow \)
2. \( \ (s[N \ 0/''y''])'' y'' = \text{sum} \ i - \text{sum} \ ((s[N \ 0/''y''])'' x'') \)

The proof is again a plain simp.

Functional assertions lead to more verbose statements. For the verification of larger programs one would add some Isabelle syntax magic to make functional assertions look more like syntactic ones. We have refrained from that as our emphasis is on explaining Hoare logic rather than verifying concrete programs.

Exercises

Exercise 12.1. Give a concrete counterexample to this naive version of the assignment rule: \( \{P\} \ x ::= a \ \{P[a/x]\} \).

Exercise 12.2. Define \( bsubst \) and prove the Substitution Lemma 12.1. This may require a similar definition and proof for \( aexp \).

Exercise 12.3. Define a command \( cmax \) that stores the maximum of the values of the IMP variables \( x \) and \( y \) in the IMP variable \( z \) and prove that \( \vdash \{\lambda s. \ True\} \ cmax \ \{\lambda s\'' x'' = max \ (s'' x'') \ (s'' y'')\} \) where \( \text{max} \) is the predefined maximum function.
Exercise 12.4. Let \( wsum2 = \text{WHILE} \text{Not}(\text{Eq} \ (V \ ''x'' \) \ (N \ 0)) \ DO \ csum \) where \( \text{bval} \ (\text{Eq} \ a_1 \ a_2) \ s = (\text{aval} \ a_1 = \text{aval} \ a_2) \) (see Exercise 3.7). Prove \( \vdash (\lambda \ s \ ''x'' = i \ \land \ 0 \leq i) \ ''y'' := N \ 0 ;; \ wsum2 \ (\lambda \ s \ ''y'' = \text{sum} \ i) \).

Exercise 12.5. Prove \( \vdash (\lambda \ s \ ''x'' = x \ \land \ ''y'' = y \ \land \ 0 \leq y) \) \( \text{WHILE} \text{Less} \ (N \ 0) \ (V \ ''x'') \ DO \ (''x'' := \text{Plus} 
(V \ ''x'' \) \ (N \ (-1))) ;; \ ''y'' := \text{Plus} 
(V \ ''y'' \) \ (N \ (-1))) \ (\lambda \ s \ ''y'' = y - x) \).

Exercise 12.6. Define a command \( \text{cmult} \) that stores the product of \( x \) and \( y \) in \( z \) (assuming \( 0 \leq y \)) and prove \( \vdash (\lambda \ s \ ''x'' = x \ \land \ ''y'' = y \ \land \ 0 \leq y) \) \( \text{cmult} \ (\lambda \ t \ ''z'' = x \ \ast \ y) \).

Exercise 12.7. The following command computes an integer approximation \( r \) of the square root of \( i \geq 0 \), i.e., \( r^2 \leq i < (r+1)^2 \). Prove

\[
\vdash (\lambda \ s \ x = i \ \land \ 0 \leq i) \ \ r := N \ 0 ;; \ r2 := N \ 1 ;; \ \text{WHILE} \text{Not} \ (\text{Less} \ (V \ x) \ (V \ r2)) \ \ DO \ (r := \text{Plus} 
(V \ r) \ (N \ 1)) ;; \ \ r2 := \text{Plus} 
(V \ r2) \ (\text{Plus} \ (\text{Plus} 
(V \ r) \ (V \ r)) \ (N \ 1))) \ \ (\lambda \ s \ x = i \ \land \ (s \ r)^2 \leq i \ \land \ i < (s \ r + 1)^2) \]

For readability, \( x, r \) and \( r2 \) abbreviate \( ''x'' \), \( ''r'' \) and \( ''r2'' \). Figure out how \( r2 \) is related to \( r \) before formulating the invariant.

Exercise 12.8. Prove \( \vdash (P) \ c \ (\lambda \ s \ \text{True}) \).

Exercise 12.9. Design and prove a forward assignment rule of the form \( \vdash (P) \ x := a \ (\ ?) \) where \( ? \) is some suitable postcondition that depends on \( P, x \) and \( a \).

12.3 Soundness and Completeness

So far we have motivated the rules of Hoare logic by operational semantics considerations but we have not proved a precise link between the two. We will now prove

Soundness of the logic w.r.t. the operational semantics:

if a triple is derivable, it is also valid.
Completeness of the logic w.r.t. the operational semantics:
if a triple is valid, it is also derivable.

Recall the definition of validity:
\[ \models \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \iff \forall s t. P s \land (c, s) \Rightarrow t \rightarrow Q t \]

Soundness is straightforward:

**Lemma 12.2 (Soundness of \( \vdash \) w.r.t. \( \models \)).**
\[ \vdash \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \implies \models \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \]

**Proof.** By induction on the derivation of \( \vdash \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \): we must show that every rule of the logic preserves validity. This is automatic for all rules except While, because these rules resemble their big-step counterparts. Even assignment is easy: To prove \( \models \{ \lambda s. P (s[a/x]) \} x ::= a \{ P \} \) we may assume \( P (s[a/x]) \) and \( (x ::= a, s) \Rightarrow t. \) Therefore \( t = s[a/x] \) and thus \( P t \) as required.

The only other rule we consider is While. We may assume the IH \( \models \{ \lambda s. P s \land \neg bval b s \} c \{ P \} \). First we prove for arbitrary \( s \) and \( t \) that if \( (WHILE b DO c, s) \Rightarrow t \) then \( P s \Rightarrow P t \land \neg bval b t \) by induction on the assumption. There are two cases. If \( \neg bval b s \) and \( s = t \) then \( P s \Rightarrow P t \land \neg bval b t \) is trivial. If \( bval b s \), \( (c, s) \Rightarrow s' \) and IH \( P s' \Rightarrow P t \land \neg bval b t \), then we assume \( P s \) and prove \( P t \land \neg bval b t \). Because \( P s \), \( bval b s \) and \( (c, s) \Rightarrow s' \), the outer IH yields \( P s' \) and then the inner IH yields \( P t \land \neg bval b t \), thus finishing the inner induction. Returning to the While rule we need to prove \( \models \{ P \} WHILE b DO c \{ \lambda s. P s \land \neg bval b s \} \). Assuming \( P s \) and \( (WHILE b DO c, s) \Rightarrow t \), the lemma we just proved locally yields the required \( P t \land \neg bval b t \), thus finishing the While rule. \( \Box \)

Soundness was straightforward, as usual: one merely has to plough through the rules one by one. Completeness requires new ideas.

**12.3.1 Completeness**

Completeness, i.e., \( \models \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \implies \vdash \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \), is proved with the help of the notion of the weakest precondition (in the literature often called the weakest liberal precondition):

**definition** \( wp :: com \Rightarrow assn \Rightarrow assn \) where
\[ wp c Q = (\lambda s. \forall t. (c, s) \Rightarrow t \rightarrow Q t) \]

Thinking of assertions as sets of states, this says that the weakest precondition of a command \( c \) and a postcondition \( Q \) is the set of all pre-states such that if \( c \) terminates one ends up in \( Q \).

It is easy to see that \( wp c Q \) is indeed the weakest precondition:
Fact 12.3. \( \vdash \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \iff (\forall s. P s \rightarrow wp c Q s) \)

The weakest precondition is a central concept in Hoare logic because it formalizes the idea of pulling a postcondition back through a command to obtain the corresponding precondition. This idea is central to the construction of Hoare logic proofs and we have already alluded to it multiple times.

The following nice recursion equations hold for \( wp \). They can be used to compute the weakest precondition, except for \( WHILE \), which would lead to nontermination.

\[
\begin{align*}
wp \SKIP Q &= Q \\
wp (x ::= a) Q &= (\lambda s. Q (s[a/x])) \\
wp (c_1 ;; c_2) Q &= wp c_1 (wp c_2 Q) \\
wp (IF b THEN c_1 ELSE c_2) Q &= (\lambda s. if bval b s then wp c_1 Q s else wp c_2 Q s) \\
wp (WHILE b DO c) Q &= (\lambda s. if bval b s then wp (wp (WHILE b DO c) Q s) else Q s)
\end{align*}
\]

Proof. All equations are easily proved from the definition of \( wp \) once you realise that they are equations between functions. Such equations can be proved with the help of extensionality, one of the basic rules of HOL:

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall x. f x = g x \implies f = g
\end{align*}
\]

It expresses that two functions are equal if they are equal for all arguments. For example, we can prove \( wp \SKIP Q = Q \) by proving \( wp \SKIP Q s = Q s \) for an arbitrary \( s \). Expanding the definition of \( wp \) we have to prove \((\forall t. (\SKIP, s) \Rightarrow t \rightarrow Q t) = Q s\), which follows by inversion of the big-step rule for \( \SKIP \). The proof of the other equations is similar.

The key property of \( wp \) is that it is also a precondition w.r.t. provability:

Lemma 12.4. \( \vdash \{ wp c \} c \{ Q \} \)

Proof. By induction on \( c \). We consider only the \( WHILE \) case, the other cases are automatic (with the help of the \( wp \) equations). Let \( w = WHILE b DO c \). We show \( \vdash \{ wp w Q \} w \{ Q \} \) by an application of rule \( \text{While}' \). Its first premise is \( \vdash (\lambda s. wp w Q s \land bval b s) c \{ wp w Q \} \). It follows from the IH \( \vdash \{ wp c R \} c \{ R \} \) (for any \( R \)) where we set \( R = wp w Q \), by precondition strengthening: the implication \( wp w Q s \land bval b s \rightarrow wp c (wp w Q) s \) follows from the \( wp \) equations for \( WHILE \) and \( ;; \). The second premise we need to prove is \( wp w Q s \land \neg bval b s \rightarrow Q s \); it follows from the \( wp \) equation for \( WHILE \).

The completeness theorem is an easy consequence:
Theorem 12.5 (Completeness of $\vdash$ w.r.t. $\models$).

$\models \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \iff \vdash \{ P \} c \{ Q \}$

Proof. Because $wp$ is the weakest precondition (Fact 12.3), $\models \{ P \} c \{ Q \}$ implies $\forall s. P s \rightarrow wp c Q s$. Therefore we can strengthen the precondition of $\vdash \{ wp c Q \} c \{ Q \}$ and infer $\vdash \{ P \} c \{ Q \}$. $\square$

Putting soundness and completeness together we obtain that a triple is provable in Hoare logic iff it is provable via the operational semantics:

Corollary 12.6. $\vdash \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \iff \models \{ P \} c \{ Q \}$

Thus one can also view Hoare logic as a reformulation of operational semantics aimed at proving rather than executing — or the other way around.

12.3.2 Incompleteness

Having proved completeness we will now explain a related incompleteness result. This section requires some background in recursion theory and logic. It can be skipped on first reading.

Recall from Section 12.2.1 the triple $\{ \text{True} \} c \{ \text{False} \}$. We argued that this triple is valid iff $c$ terminates for no start state. It is well known from recursion theory that the set of such never terminating programs is not recursively enumerable (r.e.) (see, for example, [42]). Therefore the set of valid Hoare triples is not r.e. either: an enumeration of all valid Hoare triples could easily be filtered to yield an enumeration of all valid $\{ \text{True} \} c \{ \text{False} \}$ and thus an enumeration of all never terminating programs.

Therefore there is no sound and complete Hoare logic whose provable triples are r.e.. This is strange because we have just proved that our Hoare logic is sound and complete, and its inference rules together with the inference rules for HOL (see, for example, [36]) provide an enumeration mechanism for all provable Hoare triples. What is wrong here? Nothing. Both our soundness and completeness results and the impossibility of having a sound and complete Hoare logic are correct but they refer to subtly different notions of validity of Hoare triples. The notion of validity used in our soundness and completeness proofs is defined in HOL and we have shown that we can prove a triple valid if we can prove it in the Hoare logic. Thus we have related provability in HOL of two different predicates. On the other hand, the impossibility result is based on an abstract mathematical notion of validity and termination independent of any proof system. This abstract notion of validity is stronger than our HOL-based definition. That is, there are Hoare triples that are valid in this abstract sense but whose validity cannot be proved in HOL. Otherwise the equivalence of $\models$ and $\vdash$ we proved in HOL would contradict the impossibility of having a sound and complete Hoare logic (assuming that HOL is consistent).
What we have just seen is an instance of the incompleteness of HOL, not Hoare logic: there are sentences in HOL that are true but not provable. Gödel [34] showed that this is necessarily the case in any sufficiently strong, consistent and r.e. logic. Cook [20] was the first to analyse this incompleteness of Hoare logic and to show that, because it is due to the incompleteness of the assertion language, one can still prove what he called relative completeness of Hoare logic. The details are beyond the scope of this book. Winskel [93] provides a readable account.

Exercises

Exercise 12.10. Prove Fact 12.3.

Exercise 12.11. Replace the assignment command with a new command $\text{Do } f$ where $f :: \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{state}$ can be an arbitrary state transformer. Update the big-step semantics, Hoare logic and the soundness and completeness proofs.

Exercise 12.12. Consider the following rule schema:

$$[[\vdash \{P\} c \{Q\}; \vdash \{P\}' c \{Q\}']] \implies \{\lambda s. \ P s \circ P' s\} c \{\lambda s. \ Q s \circ Q' s\}$$

For each $\circ \in \{\land, \lor, \rightarrow\}$, give a proof or a counterexample.

Exercise 12.13. Based on Exercise 7.9, extend Hoare logic and the soundness and completeness proofs with nondeterministic choice.

Exercise 12.14. Based on Exercise 7.8, extend Hoare logic and the soundness and completeness proofs with a $\text{REPEAT}$ loop.

Exercise 12.15. The dual of the weakest precondition is the strongest postcondition $sp$. Define $sp :: \text{com} \Rightarrow \text{assn} \Rightarrow \text{assn}$ in analogy with $\text{wp}$ via the big-step semantics. Prove that $sp$ really is the strongest postcondition:

$$\vdash \{P\} c \{Q\} \iff (\forall s. \ sp c P s \implies Q s)$$

In analogy with the derived equations for $\text{wp}$ given in the text, give and prove equations for “calculating” $sp$ for three constructs: $sp \ (x ::= a) \ P = Q_1$, $sp \ (c_1; c_2) \ P = Q_2$, and $sp \ (\text{IF } b \ \text{THEN } c_1 \ \text{ELSE } c_2) \ P = Q_3$. The $Q_i$ must not involve the semantics and may only call $sp$ recursively on the subcommands $c_i$. Hint: $Q_1$ requires an existential quantifier.
12.4 Verification Condition Generation

This section shows what we have already hinted at: Hoare logic can be automated. That is, we reduce provability in Hoare logic to provability in the assertion language, i.e., HOL in our case. Given a triple \( \{P\} c \{Q\} \) that we want to prove, we show how to compute an assertion \( A \) from it such that \( \vdash \{P\} c \{Q\} \) is provable iff \( A \) is provable.

We call \( A \) a verification condition and the function that computes \( A \) a verification condition generator or VCG. The advantage of working with a VCG is that no knowledge of Hoare logic is required by the person or machine that attempts to prove the generated verification conditions. Most systems for the verification of imperative programs are based on VCGs.

Our VCG works like The Method for Hoare logic we sketched above: it simulates the backward application of Hoare logic rules and gathers up the implications between assertions that arise in the process. Of course there is the problem of loop invariants: where do they come from? We take the easy way out and let the user provide them. In general this is the only feasible solution because we cannot expect the machine to come up with clever invariants in all situations. In Chapter 13 we will present a method for computing invariants in simple situations.

Invariants are supplied to the VCG as annotations of \( WHILE \) loops. For that purpose we introduce a type \( acom \) of annotated commands with the same syntax as that of type \( com \), except that \( WHILE \) is annotated with an assertion \( Inv \):

\[
\{Inv\} \, WHILE \, b \, DO \, C
\]

To distinguish variables of type \( com \) and \( acom \), the latter are capitalised. Function \( \text{strip} :: acom \Rightarrow com \) removes all annotations from an annotated command, thus turning it into an ordinary command.

Verification condition generation is based on two functions: \( \text{pre} \) is similar to \( wp \), \( \text{vc} \) is the actual VCG.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun} \, \text{pre} :: \ acom & \Rightarrow \ assn \Rightarrow \ assn \text{ where} \\
\text{pre} \, \text{SKIP} \, Q & = Q \\
\text{pre} \, (x := a) \, Q & = (\lambda s. \, Q \, \{s[a/x]\}) \\
\text{pre} \, (C_1 ;\; C_2) \, Q & = \text{pre} \, C_1 \, (\text{pre} \, C_2 \, Q) \\
\text{pre} \, (\text{IF} \, b \, \text{THEN} \, C_1 \, \text{ELSE} \, C_2) \, Q & = (\lambda s. \, \text{if} \, \text{bval} \, b \, s \, \text{then} \, \text{pre} \, C_1 \, Q \, s \, \text{else} \, \text{pre} \, C_2 \, Q \, s) \\
\text{pre} \, (\{I\} \, \text{WHILE} \, b \, \text{DO} \, C) \, Q & = I
\end{align*}
\]

Function \( \text{pre} \) follows the recursion equations for \( wp \) except in the \( WHILE \) case where the annotation is returned. If the annotation is an invariant then it must also hold before the loop and thus it makes sense for \( \text{pre} \) to return it.
In contrast to \textit{pre}, \textit{vc} produces a formula that is independent of the state:

\begin{verbatim}
fun vc :: acom ⇒ assn ⇒ bool where
vc SKIP Q = True
vc (x ::= a) Q = True
vc (C_1; C_2) Q = (vc C_1 (pre C_2 Q) ∧ vc C_2 Q)
vc (IF b THEN C_1 ELSE C_2) Q = (vc C_1 Q ∧ vc C_2 Q)
vc ([I] WHILE b DO C) Q =
((∀ s. (I s ∧ bval b s → pre C I s) ∧ (I s ∧ ¬ bval b s → Q s)) ∧
vc C I)
\end{verbatim}

Function \textit{vc} essentially just goes through the command and produces the following two verification conditions for each \{I\} WHILE \textit{b} DO \textit{C}:

- \∀ s. I s ∧ bval b s → pre C I s
  It expresses that \textit{I} and \textit{b} together imply the precondition that \textit{I} holds again after \textit{C}, i.e., \textit{I} is an invariant.
- \∀ s. I s ∧ ¬ bval b s → Q s
  It expresses that at the end of the loop the postcondition holds.

The recursive invocation \textit{vc} \textit{C I} merely generates the verification conditions for any loops inside the body \textit{C}.

For the other constructs only trivial verification conditions (\textit{True}) are generated or the results of subcomputations are combined with \textit{∧}.

In examples we revert to syntactic assertions for compactness and readability. We only need to drop the state parameter \(s\) and perform substitution on assertions instead of states.

\textit{Example 12.7.} We return to our familiar summation program (ignoring the initialization of \textit{y}) and define the following abbreviations:

\begin{verbatim}
W = \{I\} WHILE 0 < x DO C
C = y := y+x;; x := x-1
I = (y + \text{sum } x = \text{sum } i)
Q = (y = \text{sum } i)
\end{verbatim}

The following equations show the computation of \textit{vc} \textit{W Q}:

\begin{verbatim}
vc W Q = ((I ∧ 0 < x → pre C I) ∧ (I ∧ 0 < x → Q) ∧ vc C I)
pre C I = pre (y := y+x) (pre (x := x-1) I)
  = pre (y := y+x) (I[x-1/x])
  = I[x-1/x][y+y/x] = (y+x + \text{sum } (x-1) = \text{sum } i)
vc C I = (vc (y := y+x) (pre (x := x-1) I) ∧ vc (x := x-1) I)
  = (True ∧ True)
\end{verbatim}

Therefore \textit{vc} \textit{W Q} boils down to

\begin{verbatim}
(I ∧ 0 < x → I[x-1/x][y+y/x]) ∧ (I ∧ x ≤ 0 → Q)
\end{verbatim}
The same conditions arose on pages 197f. in the Hoare logic proof of the triple \{I\} wsum \{y = \text{sum } i\} and we satisfied ourselves that they are true.

The example has demonstrated the computation of \(vc\) and \(\text{pre}\). The generated verification condition turned out to be true, but it remains unclear what that proves. We need to show that our VCG is sound w.r.t. Hoare logic. This will allow us to reduce the problem of proving \(\vdash \{P\} c \{Q\}\) to the problem of proving the verification condition. We will obtain the following result:

**Corollary 12.8.**
\[
\left[ \text{vc } C \ Q; \forall s. \ P s \rightarrow \text{pre } C \ Q \ s \right] \implies \vdash \{P\} \text{strip } C \{Q\}
\]

This can be read as a procedure for proving \(\vdash \{P\} c \{Q\}\):

1. Annotate \(c\) with invariants, yielding \(C\) such that \(\text{strip } C = c\).
2. Prove the verification condition \(vc \ C \ Q\) and that \(P\) implies \(\text{pre } C \ Q\).

The actual soundness lemma is a bit more compact than its above corollary which follows from it by precondition strengthening.

**Lemma 12.9 (Soundness of \(\text{pre}\) and \(vc\) w.r.t. \(\vdash\)).**
\(vc \ C \ Q \implies \vdash \{\text{pre } C \ Q\} \text{strip } C \{Q\}\)

**Proof.** By induction on \(c\). The **WHILE** case is routine, the other cases are automatic.

How about completeness? Can we just reverse this implication? Certainly not: if \(C\) is badly annotated, \(\vdash \{\text{pre } C \ Q\} \text{strip } C \{Q\}\) may be provable but not \(vc \ C \ Q\).

**Example 12.10.** The triple \{x=1\} **WHILE** True **DO** x:=0 \{False\} is provable with the help of the invariant True and precondition strengthening:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{True} \land \text{True} & \rightarrow & \text{True} \\
\{\text{True} \land \text{True}\} \ x := 0 \ \{\text{True}\} & \text{True} \land \lnot \text{True} & \rightarrow \ \text{False} \\
\hline
\text{x=1} \rightarrow \text{True} & \{\text{True}\} \ \text{WHILE True} \ \text{DO} \ x := 0 \ \{\text{False}\} & \\
\hline
\{\text{x=1}\} \ \text{WHILE True} \ \text{DO} \ x := 0 \ \{\text{False}\}
\end{array}
\]

But starting from the badly annotated \(W = \{x=1\} \ \text{WHILE True} \ \text{DO} \ x := 0\) one of the verification conditions will be that \(x=1\) is an invariant, which it is not. Hence \(vc \ W\ False\) is not true.

However there always is an annotation that works:

**Lemma 12.11 (Completeness of \(\text{pre}\) and \(vc\) w.r.t. \(\vdash\)).**
\(\vdash \{P\} c \{Q\}\implies \exists C. \ \text{strip } C = c \land vc \ C \ Q \land (\forall s. \ P s \rightarrow \text{pre } C \ Q \ s)\)
Proof. The proof requires two little monotonicity lemmas:

\[
\forall s. \, P s \rightarrow P' s; \, \text{pre } C \, P \, s \implies \text{pre } C \, P' \, s \\
\forall s. \, P s \rightarrow P' s; \, \text{vc } C \, P \implies \text{vc } C \, P'
\]

Both are proved by induction on \( c \); each case is automatic.

In the rest of the proof the formula \( \forall s. \, P s \) is abbreviated to \( P \) and \( \forall s. \, P s \rightarrow Q s \) is abbreviated to \( P \rightarrow Q \).

The proof of the completeness lemma is by rule induction on \( \vdash \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \).

We only consider the sequential composition rule in detail:

\[
\vdash \{ P_1 \} \, c_1 \{ P_2 \} \quad \vdash \{ P_2 \} \, c_2 \{ P_3 \}
\]

\[
\vdash \{ P_1 \} \, c_1; \, c_2 \{ P_3 \}
\]

From the IHs we obtain \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) such that \( \text{strip } C_1 = c_1, \, \text{vc } C_1 \, P_2, \, P_1 \rightarrow \text{pre } C_1 \, P_2, \, \text{strip } C_2 = c_2, \, \text{vc } C_2 \, P_3, \, P_2 \rightarrow \text{pre } C_2 \, P_3 \). We claim that \( C' = C_1; \, C_2 \) is the required annotated command. Clearly \( \text{strip } C' = c_1; \, c_2 \). From \( \text{vc } C_1 \, P_2 \) and \( P_2 \rightarrow \text{pre } C_2 \, P_3 \) it follows by monotonicity that \( \text{vc } C_1 \, (\text{pre } C_2 \, P_3) \); together with \( \text{vc } C_2 \, P_3 \) this implies \( \text{vc } C' \, P_3 \).

From \( P_2 \rightarrow \text{pre } C_2 \, P_3 \) it follows by monotonicity of \( \text{pre} \) that \( \text{pre } C_1 \, P_2 \rightarrow \text{pre } C_1 \, (\text{pre } C_2 \, P_3) \); because \( P_1 \rightarrow \text{pre } C_1 \, P_2 \) we obtain the required \( P_1 \rightarrow \text{pre } C' \, P_3 \), thus concluding the case of the sequential composition rule.

The \( \text{WHILE} \) rule is special because we need to synthesise the loop annotation. This is easy: take the invariant \( P \) from the \( \text{WHILE} \) rule.

The remaining rules are straightforward. \( \square \)

Exercises

Exercise 12.16. Let \( \text{asum } i \) be the annotated command \( y := 0; \, W \) where \( W \) is defined in Example 12.7. Prove \( \vdash \{ \lambda s. \, s'' \, x'' = i \} \, \text{strip } \, (\text{asum } i) \, \{ \lambda s. \, s'' \, y'' = \text{sum } i \} \) with the help of Corollary 12.8.

Exercise 12.17. Solve Exercises 12.4 to 12.7 using the VCG: for every Hoare triple \( \vdash \{ P \} \, c \, \{ Q \} \) from one of those exercises define an annotated version \( C \) of \( c \) and prove \( \vdash \{ P \} \, \text{strip } \, C \, \{ Q \} \) with the help of Corollary 12.8.

Exercise 12.18. Having two separate functions \( \text{pre} \) and \( \text{vc} \) is inefficient. When computing \( \text{vc} \) one often needs to compute \( \text{pre} \) too, leading to multiple traversals of many subcommands. Define an optimized function \( \text{prevc} :: \text{acom} \Rightarrow \text{assn} \times \text{bool} \) that traverses the command only once and prove that \( \text{prevc } C \, Q = (\text{pre } C \, Q, \, \text{vc } C \, Q) \).

Exercise 12.19. Design a VCG that computes post- rather than preconditions. Start by solving Exercise 12.9. Now modify theory \( \text{VCG} \) as follows. Instead of \( \text{pre} \) define a function \( \text{post} :: \text{acom} \Rightarrow \text{assn} \Rightarrow \text{assn} \) such that

\[
\vdash \{ P \} \, \text{post } \, C \, \{ Q \}
\]
(with the exception of loops) \( post \ C \ P \) is the strongest postcondition of \( C \) w.r.t. the precondition \( P \) (see also Exercise 12.15). Now modify \( vc \) such that it uses \( post \) instead of \( pre \) and prove its soundness and completeness:

\[
vc \ C \ P \implies \vdash \{ P \} \ strip \ C \{ post \ C \ P \}
\]

\[
\vdash \{ P \} \ c \{ \ Q \} \implies \exists C. \ strip \ C = c \land vc \ C \ P \land (\forall s. \ post \ C \ P \ s \implies Q \ s)
\]

### 12.5 Hoare Logic for Total Correctness

Recall the informal definition of total correctness of a triple \( \{ P \} \ c \{ \ Q \} \):

If \( P \) is true before the execution of \( c \) then \( c \) terminates and \( Q \) is true afterwards.

Formally, validity for total correctness is defined like this:

\[
\models_t \{ P \} \ c \{ \ Q \} \iff (\forall s. \ P \ s \implies (\exists t. \ (c, s) \Rightarrow t \land Q \ t))
\]

In this section we always refer to this definition when we speak of validity.

Note that this definition assumes that the language is deterministic. Otherwise \( \models_t \{ P \} \ c \{ \ Q \} \) may hold although only some computations starting from \( P \) terminate in \( Q \) while others may show any behaviour whatsoever.

Hoare logic for total correctness is defined as for partial correctness, except that we write \( \vdash \) and that the \( \textit{WHILE} \) rule is augmented with a relation \( T : \) \( \textit{state} \Rightarrow \textit{nat} \) that guarantees termination:

\[
\vdash \{ \lambda s. \ P \ s \land bval \ b \ s \land T \ s \ n \} \ c \{ \lambda s. \ P \ s \land (\exists n' < n. \ T \ s \ n') \}
\]

\[
\vdash \{ \lambda s. \ P \ s \land (\exists n. \ T \ s \ n) \} \ WHILE \ b \ DO \ c \{ \lambda s. \ P \ s \land \neg bval \ b \ s \}
\]

The purpose of the universally quantified \( n : \text{nat} \) in the premise is to remember the value of \( T \) in the precondition to express that it has decreased in the postcondition. The name of the rule is again \( \text{While} \).

Although this formulation with a relation \( T \) has a technical advantage, the following derived rule formulated with a measure function \( f : \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{nat} \) is more intuitive. We call this rule \( \textit{While}_\text{fun} \):

\[
\vdash f \{ \lambda s. \ P \ s \land bval \ b \ s \land n = f \ s \} \ c \{ \lambda s. \ P \ s \land f \ s < n \}
\]

\[
\vdash \{ P \} \ WHILE \ b \ DO \ c \{ \lambda s. \ P \ s \land \neg bval \ b \ s \}
\]

This is like the partial correctness rule except that it also requires a measure function that decreases with each iteration. In case you wonder how to derive the functional version: set \( T = (\lambda s. \ n. \ f \ s = n) \) in rule \( \textit{While} \).
Example 12.12. We redo the proof of \( wsum \) from Section 12.2.2. The only difference is that when applying rule `While_fun` (combined with postcondition strengthening as in rule `While'`) we need not only instantiate \( P \) as previously but also \( f : f = (\lambda s. \text{nat} (s ''x'')) \) where the predefined function \( \text{nat} \) coerses an \( \text{int} \) into a \( \text{nat} \), coercing all negative numbers to \( 0 \). The resulting invariance subgoal now looks like this:

\[
\land n \vdash_i \{ \lambda s. s ''y'' = \text{sum} i - \text{sum} (s ''x'') \land
bval (\text{Less} (N \ 0) (V ''x'')) s \land n = \text{nat} (s ''x'')
\]

\[
''y'' ::= \text{Plus} (V ''y'') (V ''x'');;
''x'' ::= \text{Plus} (V ''x'') (N (−1))
\]

\[
\{ \lambda s. s ''y'' = \text{sum} i - \text{sum} (s ''x'') \land \text{nat} (s ''x'') < n \}
\]

The rest of the proof steps are again identical to the partial correctness proof. After pulling back the postcondition the additional conjunct in the goal is \( \text{nat} (s ''x'') < n \) which follows automatically from the assumptions \( 0 < s ''x'' \) and \( n = \text{nat} (s ''x'') \).

Lemma 12.13 (Soundness of \( \vdash_i \) w.r.t. \( \models_i \)).
\[
\vdash_i \{P \} c \{Q\} \implies \models_i \{P \} c \{Q\}
\]

**Proof.** By rule induction. All cases are automatic except rule `While`, which we look at in detail. Let \( w = \text{WHILE} b \text{ DO} c \). By a (nested) induction on \( n \) we show for arbitrary \( n \) and \( s \)

\[
[P s; T s n] \implies \exists t. (w, s) \Rightarrow t \land P t \land \neg bval b t \quad (*)
\]

from which \( \models_i \{ \lambda s. P s \land (\exists n. T s n) \} w \{ \lambda s. P s \land \neg bval b s \} \), the goal in the `While` case, follows immediately. The inductive proof assumes that (*) holds for all smaller \( n \). For \( n \) itself we argue by cases. If \( \neg bval b s \) then \((w, s) \Rightarrow t\) is equivalent with \( t = s \) and (*) follows. If \( bval b s \) then we assume \( P s \) and \( T s n \). The outer IH \( \models_i \{ \lambda s. P s \land bval b s \land T s n \} c \{ \lambda s'. P s' \land (\exists n'. T s' n' \land n' < n) \} \) yields \( s' \) and \( n' \) such that \((c, s) \Rightarrow s', P s', T s' n' \land n' < n \). Because \( n' < n \) the inner IH yields the required \( t \) such that \((w, s') \Rightarrow t, P t \) and \( \neg bval b t \). With rule `WhileTrue` the conclusion of (*) follows. \( \square \)

The completeness proof proceeds like the one for partial correctness. The weakest precondition is now defined in correspondence to \( \models_i \):

\[
wp c Q = (\lambda s. \exists t. (c, s) \Rightarrow t \land Q t)
\]

The same recursion equations as for \( wp \) can also be proved for \( wp_i \). The crucial lemma is again this one:

Lemma 12.14. \( \vdash_i \{wp c Q\} c \{Q\} \)
Proof. By induction on $c$. We focus on the WHILE case because the others are automatic, thanks to the $wp_t$ equations. Let $w = \text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c$. The termination relation $T$ counts the number of iterations of $w$ and is defined inductively by the two rules

$$
\begin{align*}
\neg \text{bval } b & \quad \text{bval } b \quad \quad (c, s) \Rightarrow s' \\
\quad T s 0 & \quad T s (n + 1)
\end{align*}
$$

Because IMP is deterministic, $T$ is a functional relation:

$$
[T s n; T s n'] \Rightarrow n = n'
$$

This is easily proved by induction on the first premise.

Moreover, $T$ is ‘defined’ for any state from which $w$ terminates:

$$
(w, s) \Rightarrow t \Rightarrow \exists n. \ T s n
$$

The proof is an easy rule induction on the premise.

Now we come to the actual proof. The IH is $\vdash_t \{ wp_t c R \} c \{ R \}$ for any $R$, and we need to prove $\vdash_t \{ wp_t w Q \} w \{ Q \}$. In order to apply the WHILE rule we use the consequence rule to turn the precondition into $P = (\lambda s. \ wp_t w Q s \land (\exists n. \ T s n))$ and the postcondition into $\forall s.\ P s \land \neg \text{bval } b s$. Thus we have to prove the following three goals:

- $\forall s. \ wp_t w Q s \rightarrow P s$
- $\vdash_t \{ P \} w \{ \lambda s. \ P s \land \neg \text{bval } b s \}$
- $\forall s. \ P s \land \neg \text{bval } b s \rightarrow Q s$

The third goal follows because $\neg \text{bval } b s$ implies $wp_t w Q s = Q s$ and therefore $P s$ implies $Q s$. The first goal follows directly from $(*)$ by definition of $wp_t$. Applying the WHILE rule backwards to the second goal leaves us with $\vdash_t \{ P' \} c \{ R \}$ where $P' = (\lambda s. \ P s \land \text{bval } b s \land T s n)$ and $R = (\lambda s'. \ P s' \land (\exists n'<n. \ T s' n'))$. By IH we have $\vdash_t \{ wp_t c R \} c \{ R \}$ and we can obtain $\vdash_t \{ P \} c \{ R \}$ by precondition strengthening because $\forall s. \ P' s \rightarrow wp_t c R s$. To prove the latter we assume $P' s$ and show $wp_t c R s$. From $P s$ we obtain by definition of $wp_t$ some $t$ such that $(w, s) \Rightarrow t$ and $Q t$. Because bval $b s$, rule inversion yields a state $s'$ such that $(c, s) \Rightarrow s'$ and $(w, s') \Rightarrow t$. From $(w, s') \Rightarrow t$ we obtain a number $n'$ such that $T s' n'$. By definition of $T$, $T s (n' + 1)$ follows. Because $T$ is functional we have $n = n' + 1$. Together with $(c, s) \Rightarrow s'$, $(w, s') \Rightarrow t$, $Q t$ and $T s' n'$ this implies $wp_t c R s$ by definition of $wp_t$.

The completeness theorem is an easy consequence:

**Theorem 12.15 (Completeness of $\vdash_t \text{ w.r.t. } \models_t$).**

$$
\vdash_t \{ P \} c \{ Q \} \Rightarrow \models_t \{ P \} c \{ Q \}
$$

The proof is the same as for Theorem 12.5.
Exercises

**Exercise 12.20.** Prove total correctness of the commands in Exercises 12.4 to 12.7.

**Exercise 12.21.** Modify the VCG from Section 12.4 to take termination into account. First modify type acom by annotating WHILE with a measure function \( f : \text{state} \Rightarrow \text{nat} \) in addition to an invariant:

\[
\{I, f\} \text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } C
\]

Functions strip and pre remain almost unchanged. The only significant change is in the WHILE case for vc. Finally update the old soundness proof to obtain \( \text{vc } C \text{Q } \implies \vdash t \{\text{pre } C \text{Q }\} \text{strip } C \{\text{Q }\} \). You may need the combined soundness and completeness of \( \vdash t \{\text{P }\} c \{\text{Q }\} \).

12.6 Summary and Further Reading

This chapter was dedicated to Hoare logic and the verification of IMP programs. We covered three main topics:

- A Hoare logic for partial correctness and its soundness and completeness w.r.t. the big-step semantics.
- A verification condition generator that reduces the task of verifying a program by means of Hoare logic to the task of annotating all loops in that program with invariants and proving that these annotations are indeed invariants and imply the necessary postconditions.
- A Hoare logic for total correctness and its soundness and completeness.

Hoare logic is a huge subject area and we have only scratched the surface. Therefore we provide further references for the theory and applications of Hoare logic.

12.6.1 Theory

A precursor of Hoare logic is Floyd's method of annotated flowcharts [30]. Hoare [41] transferred Floyd's idea to inference rules for structured programs and Hoare logic (as we now know it) was born. Hence it is sometimes called Floyd-Hoare logic. Soundness and completeness was first proved by Cook [20].

An early overview of the foundations of various Hoare logics is due to Apt [6, 7]. An excellent modern introduction to the many variants of Hoare logic is the book by Apt, de Boer and Olderog [8], which covers procedures, objects and concurrency. Weakest preconditions are due to Dijkstra [28]. He reformulated
Hoare logic as a weakest precondition calculus to facilitate the verification of concrete programs.

All of the above references follow the syntactic approach to assertions. The book by Nielson and Nielson [63] is an exception in that its chapters on program verification follow the functional approach. Formalizations of Hoare logic in theorem provers have all followed the functional approach. The first such formalization is due to Gordon [37], who showed the way and proved soundness. Nipkow [65] also proved completeness. Schreiber [80] covered procedures, which was extended with nondeterminism by Nipkow [67, 66]. Nipkow and Prensa [69] formalized a Hoare logic for concurrency.

Formalizing Hoare logics is not a frivolous pastime. Apt observes "various proofs given in the literature are awkward, incomplete or even incorrect" [6]. In fact, Apt himself presents a proof system for total correctness of procedures that was later found to be unsound by America and de Boer [5], who presented a correct version. The formalized system by Schreiber [80] is arguably slicker.

Finally we mention work on verifying programs that manipulate data structures on the heap. An early approach by Burstall [16] was formalized by Bornat [13] and Mehta and Nipkow [55]. A recent and very influential approach is separation logic [74]. Its formulas provide special connectives for talking about the layout of data on the heap.

12.6.2 Applications

Our emphasis on foundational issues and toy examples is bound to give the reader the impression that Hoare logic is not practically useful. Luckily, that is not the case.

Among the early practical program verification tools are the KeY [10] and KIV [73] systems. The KeY system can be used to reason about Java programs. One of the recent larger applications of the KIV system is for instance the verification of file-system code in operating systems [29].

Hoare logic-based tools also exist for concurrent programs. VCC [19], for instance, is integrated with Microsoft Visual Studio and can be used to verify concurrent C. Cohen et al. have used VCC to demonstrate the verification of a small operating system hypervisor [4]. Instead of interactive proof, VCC aims for automation and uses the SMT solver Z3 [25] as back-end. The interaction with the tool consists of annotating invariants and function pre- and postconditions in such a way that they are simple enough for the prover to succeed automatically. The automation is stronger than in interactive proof assistants like Isabelle, but it forces specifications to be phrased in first-order logic. The Dafny tool [52] uses the same infrastructure. It does not support concurrency, but is well suited for learning this paradigm of program verification.
Of course, Isabelle also supports practical program verification. As mentioned in Chapter 7, the Simpl [78] verification framework for Isabelle develops Hoare logic from its foundations to a degree that can directly be used for the verification of C programs [88]. While it provides less automation than tools like VCC, the user is rewarded with the full power and flexibility of higher-order logic. Two of the largest formal software verifications to date used Isabelle, both in the area of operating system verification. The Verisoft project [3] looked at constructing a verified software stack from verified hardware up to verified applications, an aspiration of the field that goes back to the 1980s [12]. The seL4 project verified a commercially viable operating system microkernel consisting of roughly 10,000 lines of code [47] in Isabelle. The project made full use of the flexibility of higher-order logic and later extended the verification to include higher-level security properties such as integrity and information flow noninterference [60], as well as verification down to the compiled binary of the kernel [84].
Abstract Interpretation

In Chapter 10 we saw a number of automatic program analyses, and each one was hand crafted. Abstract Interpretation is a generic approach to automatic program analysis. In principle, it covers all of our earlier analyses. In this chapter we ignore the optimizing program transformations that accompany certain analyses.

The specific form of abstract interpretation we consider aims to compute the possible values of all variables at each program point. In order to infer this information the program is interpreted with abstract values that represent sets of concrete values, for example, with intervals instead of integers.

Program analyses are necessarily imprecise because they are automatic. We already discussed this at the beginning of Chapter 10. For analyses that compute if some program point is reachable, which the analyses in this chapter do, this is particularly obvious: the end of the program is reachable iff the program terminates for some input, but termination is undecidable.

Therefore a program analysis should overapproximate to be on the safe side: it should compute a superset of the possible values that the variables can take on at each program point.

- If the analysis says that some value cannot arise, this is definitely the case.
- But if the analysis says that some value can arise, this is only potentially the case.

That is, if the analysis says that the variables have no possible value, which means that the program point is unreachable, then it really is unreachable, and the code at that point can safely be removed. But the analysis may claim some points are reachable which in fact are not, thus missing opportunities for code removal. Similarly for constant folding: if the analysis says that $x$ always has value 2 at some point, we can safely replace $x$ by 2 at that point. On the other hand, if the analysis says that $x$ could also have 3 at that point, constant folding is out, although $x$ may in fact only have one possible value.
If we switch from an optimization to a debugging or verification point of view, we think of certain states as erroneous (e.g., where $x = 0$) because they lead to a runtime error (e.g., division by $x$) or violate some given specification (e.g., $x > 0$). The analysis is meant to find if there is any program point where the reachable states include erroneous states. The following figure shows three ways in which the analysis can behave. The upper circle is the set of erroneous states, the white circle the set of reachable states, and its dotted halo is the superset of the reachable states computed by the analysis, all for one fixed program point.

The term “alarm” describes the situation where the analysis finds an erroneous state, in which case it raises an alarm, typically by flagging the program point in question. In the No Alarm situation, the analysis does not find any erroneous states and everybody is happy. In the True Alarm situation, the analysis finds erroneous states and some reachable states are indeed erroneous. But due to overapproximation, there are also so-called false alarms: the analysis finds an erroneous state that cannot arise at this program point. False alarms are the bane of all program analyses. They force the programmer to convince himself that the potential error found is not a real error but merely a weakness of the analysis.

13.1 Informal Introduction

At the centre of our approach to abstract interpretation are annotated commands. These are commands interspersed with annotations containing semantic information. This is reminiscent of Hoare logic and we also borrow the $\{ \ldots \}$ syntax for annotations. However, annotations may now be placed at all intermediate program points, not just in front of loops as invariants. Loops will be annotated like this:
\begin{verbatim}
{I}
WHILE b DO {P} c
{Q}
\end{verbatim}

where \(I\) (as in “invariant”) annotates the loop head, \(P\) annotates the point before the loop body \(c\), and \(Q\) annotates the exit of the whole loop. The annotation points are best visualized by means of the control-flow graph in Figure 13.1. We introduced control-flow graphs in Section 10.3. In fact, Fig-

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{fig13_1.png}
\caption{Control-flow graph for \(\{I\} \text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } \{P\} \text{ c } \{Q\}\)}
\end{figure}

ure 13.1 is the same as Figure 10.6, except that we now label nodes not with sets of live variables but with the annotations at the corresponding program points. Edges labelled by compound commands stand for whole subgraphs.

### 13.1.1 Collecting Semantics

Before we come to the actual program analysis we need a semantics to justify it against. This semantics needs to express for each program point the set of states that can arise at this point during an execution. It is known as a collecting semantics because it collects together all the states that can arise at each point. Neither the big nor the small-step semantics express this information directly. Here is an example of a program annotated with its collecting semantics:

\begin{verbatim}
x := 0 (\{<x := 0>\})
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
; (\{<x := 0>, <x := 2>, <x := 4>\})
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
WHILE x < 3
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
DO (\{<x := 0>, <x := 2>\})
x := x+2 (\{<x := 2>, <x := 4>\})
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
(\{<x := 4>\})
\end{verbatim}

Annotations are of the form \(\{\ldots\}\) because the object inside the outer annotation braces is a set. Computing the annotations is an iterative process that we explain later.
Annotations can also be infinite sets of states:

\{..., \langle x := -1 \rangle, \langle x := 0 \rangle, \langle x := 1 \rangle, \ldots\}\n
WHILE \( x < 3 \) DO \{..., \langle x := 1 \rangle, \langle x := 2 \rangle\} \n\n\text{x} := \text{x} + 2 \{..., \langle x := 3 \rangle, \langle x := 4 \rangle\} \n\{\langle x := 3 \rangle, \langle x := 4 \rangle, \ldots\}\n
And programs can have multiple variables:

\text{x} := 0; \text{y} := 0 \{\langle \text{x} := 0, \text{y} := 0 \rangle\}; \n\{\langle \text{x} := 0, \text{y} := 0 \rangle, \langle \text{x} := 2, \text{y} := 1 \rangle, \langle \text{x} := 4, \text{y} := 2 \rangle\}\n
WHILE \( x < 3 \) DO \{\langle x := 0, y := 0 \rangle, \langle x := 2, y := 1 \rangle\} \n\text{x} := \text{x} + 2; \text{y} := \text{y} + 1 \{\langle \text{x} := 2, \text{y} := 1 \rangle, \langle \text{x} := 4, \text{y} := 2 \rangle\} \n\{\langle \text{x} := 4, \text{y} := 2 \rangle\}\n
### 13.1.2 Abstract Interpretation

Now we move from the semantics to abstract interpretation in two steps. First we replace sets of states with single states that map variables to sets of values:

\((\text{vname} \Rightarrow \text{val})\text{ set}\) becomes \(\text{vname} \Rightarrow \text{val set}\).

Our first example above now looks much simpler:

\text{x} := 0 \{\langle x := \{0\} \rangle\}; \n\{x := \{0, 2, 4\}\}\n
WHILE \( x < 3 \) DO \{\langle x := \{0, 2\} \rangle\} \n\text{x} := \text{x} + 2 \{\langle x := \{2, 4\} \rangle\} \n\{\langle x := \{4\} \rangle\}\n
However, this simplification comes at a price: it is an overapproximation that loses relationships between variables. For example, \(\langle \text{x} := 0, \text{y} := 0 \rangle, \langle \text{x} := 1, \text{y} := 1 \rangle\) is overapproximated by \(\langle \text{x} := \{0, 1\}, \text{y} := \{0, 1\}\rangle\). The latter also subsumes \(\langle \text{x} := 0, \text{y} := 1 \rangle\) and \(\langle \text{x} := 1, \text{y} := 0 \rangle\).

In the second step we replace sets of values by "abstract values". This step is domain specific. For example, we can approximate sets of integers by intervals. For the above example we obtain the following consistent annotation with integer intervals (written \([\text{low}, \text{high}]\)):

\text{x} := 0 \{\langle x := [0, 0] \rangle\}; \n\{x := [0, 4]\}\n
WHILE \( x < 3 \) DO \{\langle x := [0, 2] \rangle\}
Clearly, we have lost some precision in this step, but the annotations have become finitely representable: we have replaced arbitrary and potentially infinite sets by intervals, which are simply pairs of numbers.

How are the annotations actually computed? We start from an unannotated program and iterate abstract execution of the program (on intervals) until the annotations stabilize. Each execution step is a simultaneous execution of all edges of the control-flow graph. You can also think of it as a synchronous circuit where in each step simultaneously all units of the circuit process their input and make it their new output.

To demonstrate this iteration process we take the example above and give the annotations names:

\[
x := 0 \{A_0\} ; \{A_1\}
\]

\[\text{WHILE } x < 3 \text{ DO } \{A_2\} x := x+2 \{A_3\} \{A_4\}\]

In a separate table we can see how the annotations change with each step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_0$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$[0, 0]$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$[0, 0]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_1$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$[0, 0]$</td>
<td>$[0, 2]$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$[0, 4]$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$[0, 4]$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_2$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$[0, 0]$</td>
<td>$[0, 2]$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$[0, 2]$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_3$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$[2, 2]$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$[2, 4]$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$[2, 4]$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_4$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$[3, 4]$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This is the end of our informal introduction and we become formal again. First we define the type of annotated commands, then the collecting semantics, and finally abstract interpretation. Most of the chapter is dedicated to the stepwise development of a generic abstract interpreter whose precision is gradually increased.

The rest of this chapter builds on Section 10.4.1.

13.2 Annotated Commands

The type of commands annotated with values of type `a is called `a acom. Like com, `a acom is defined as a datatype together with concrete syntax. The concrete syntax is described by the following grammar:

```
`a acom ::= SKIP `{a}
    | string ::= aexp `{a}
    | `a acom ;`a acom
    | IF bexp THEN `{a} `a acom ELSE `{a} `a acom
      {a}
    | `{a}
    | WHILE bexp DO `{a} `a acom
      {a}
```

We exclusively use the concrete syntax and do not show the actual datatype.

Variables C, C_1, C', etc. will henceforth stand for annotated commands. The layout of IF and WHILE is suggestive of the intended meaning of the annotations but has no logical significance. We have already discussed the annotations of WHILE but not yet of IF:

```
IF b THEN {P_1} C_1 ELSE {P_2} C_2
{Q}
```

Annotation P_1 refers to the state before the execution of C_1. Annotation {Q} is placed on a separate line to emphasize that it refers to the state after the execution of the whole conditional, not just the ELSE branch. The corresponding annotated control-flow graph is shown in Figure 13.2.

Our annotated commands are polymorphic because, as we have already seen, we will want to annotate programs with different objects: with sets of states for the collecting semantics and with abstract states, for example, involving intervals, for abstract interpretation.

We now introduce a number of simple and repeatedly used auxiliary functions. Their functionality is straightforward and explained in words. In case of doubt, you can consult their full definitions in Appendix A.
The aim is to annotate commands with the set of states that can occur at each annotation point. The annotations are generated iteratively by a func-
tion \textit{step} that maps annotated commands to annotated commands, updating the annotations. Each \textit{step} executes all atomic commands (\textit{SKIP}s and assignments) simultaneously and propagates the effects on the annotations forward. You can think of an annotated command as a synchronous circuit where with each clock tick (\textit{step}) the information stored in each node (annotation point) is transformed by the outgoing edges and propagated to the successor nodes. Because we have placed (almost) no annotation points in front of commands, function \textit{step} takes an additional argument, the set of states that are fed into the command. The full type of \textit{step} and its recursive definition is shown in Figure 13.3. We will discuss the different cases one by one.

\begin{verbatim}
fun step :: state set ⇒ state set acom ⇒ state set acom
where
step S (SKIP {Q}) = SKIP {S}
step S (x ::= e {Q}) = x ::= e {{s(x := aval e s) | s. s ∈ S}}
step S (C₁;; C₂) = step S C₁;; step (post C₁) C₂
step S (IF b THEN {P₁} C₁ ELSE {P₂} C₂ {Q})
  = IF b THEN {{s ∈ S. bval b s}} step P₁ C₁
      ELSE {{s ∈ S. ¬bval b s}} step P₂ C₂
     (post C₁ ∪ post C₂)
step S ((I) WHILE b DO {P} C {Q})
  = {S ∪ post C}
      WHILE b
      DO {{s ∈ I. bval b s}}
       step P C
     {{s ∈ I. ¬bval b s}}
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 13.3. Definition of \textit{step}

In the \textit{SKIP} and the assignment case, the input set \textit{S} is transformed and replaces the old post-annotation \textit{Q}: for \textit{SKIP} the transformation is the identity, \textit{x ::= e} transforms \textit{S} by updating all of its elements (remember the set comprehension syntax explained in Section 4.2).

In the following let \textit{S27} be the (somewhat arbitrary) state set \{{\textit{x} := 2}, \textit{x} := 7\}. It is merely used to illustrate the behaviour of \textit{step} on the various constructs. Here is an example for assignment:

\[
\text{step S27 (x ::= Plus (V x) (N 1) {Q}) =}\n\]
\[
\text{x ::= Plus (V x) (N 1) {{x := 3}, \textit{x} := 8}}\]

When applied to \textit{C₁;; C₂}, \textit{step} executes \textit{C₁} and \textit{C₂} simultaneously: the input to the execution of \textit{C₂} is the post-annotation of \textit{C₁}, not of \textit{step S C₁}. For example:
13.3 Collecting Semantics

\[ step \ S27 \ (x := Plus \ (V \ x) \ (N \ 1) \ \{<x := 0>\}); \]
\[ x := Plus \ (V \ x) \ (N \ 2) \ (Q) = \]
\[ x := Plus \ (V \ x) \ (N \ 1) \ \{<x := 3>, <x := 8>\}); \]
\[ x := Plus \ (V \ x) \ (N \ 2) \ \{<x := 2>\} \]

On \( IF \ b \ THEN \ \{P_1\} \ C_1 \ ELSE \ \{P_2\} \ C_2 \ \{Q\}, \) step \( S \) does the following: it pushes filtered versions of \( S \) into \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) (this corresponds to the upper two edges in Figure 13.2), it executes \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) simultaneously (starting with the old annotations in front of them) and it updates the post-annotation with \( post \ C_1 \cup post \ C_2 \) (this corresponds to the lower two edges in Figure 13.2). Here is an example:

\[ step \ S27 \]
\[ (IF \ Less \ (V \ x) \ (N \ 5) \]
\[ THEN \ \{<x := 0>\} \ x := Plus \ (V \ x) \ (N \ 1) \ \{<x := 3>\} \]
\[ ELSE \ \{<x := 5>\} \ x := Plus \ (V \ x) \ (N \ 2) \ \{<x := 9>\} \]
\[ \{Q\} = \]
\[ IF \ Less \ (V \ x) \ (N \ 5) \]
\[ THEN \ \{<x := 2>\} \ x := Plus \ (V \ x) \ (N \ 1) \ \{<x := 1>\} \]
\[ ELSE \ \{<x := 7>\} \ x := Plus \ (V \ x) \ (N \ 1) \ \{<x := 7>\} \]
\[ \{<x := 3>, <x := 9>\} \]

Finally we look at the \( WHILE \) case. It is similar to the conditional but feeds the post-annotation of the body of the loop back into the head of the loop. Here is an example:

\[ step \ \{<x := 7>\} \ \{<x := 2>, <x := 5>\} \]
\[ WHILE \ Less \ (V \ x) \ (N \ 5) \]
\[ DO \ \{<x := 1>\} \]
\[ \{Q\} = \]
\[ \{<x := 4>, <x := 7>\} \]
\[ WHILE \ Less \ (V \ x) \ (N \ 5) \]
\[ DO \ \{<x := 2>\} \]
\[ \{<x := 3>\} \]
\[ \{<x := 5>\} \]

The collecting semantics is now defined by iterating \( step \ S \) where \( S \) is some fixed set of initial states, typically all possible states, i.e., \( UNIV \). The iteration starts with a command that is annotated everywhere with the empty set of states because no state has reached an annotation point yet. We illustrate the process with the example program from Section 13.1:
In a separate table we can see how the annotations change with each iteration of step $S$ (where $S$ is irrelevant as long as it is not empty).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_0$</td>
<td>{}</td>
<td>{0}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>{0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_1$</td>
<td>{}</td>
<td>{0}</td>
<td>{0,2}</td>
<td>{0,2,4}</td>
<td>{0,2,4}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_2$</td>
<td>{}</td>
<td>{0}</td>
<td>{0,2}</td>
<td></td>
<td>{0,2}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_3$</td>
<td>{}</td>
<td>{2}</td>
<td>{2,4}</td>
<td>{2,4}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_4$</td>
<td>{}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>{4}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instead of the full annotation $\langle x := i_1, x := i_2, \ldots \rangle$, the table merely shows $\{i_1, i_2, \ldots\}$. Unchanged entries are left blank. In steps 1–3, $\{0\}$ is merely propagated around. In step 4, 2 is added to it, making it $\{2\}$. The crucial step is from 4 to 5: $\{0\}$, the invariant $A_1$ in the making, is combined with the annotation $\{2\}$ at the end of the loop body, yielding $\{0,2\}$. The same thing happens again in step 8, where the invariant becomes $\{0,2,4\}$. In step 9, the final annotation $A_4$ is reached at last: intersecting the invariant $\{0,2,4\}$ with the negation of $x < 3$ lets $\{4\}$ reach the exit of the loop. The annotations reached in step 9 (which are displayed in full) are stable: performing another step leaves them unchanged.

In contrast to the interval analysis in Section 13.1, the semantics is and has to be exact. As a result, it is not computable in general. The above example is particularly simple in a number of respects that are all interrelated: the initial set $S$ plays no role because $x$ is initialized, all annotations are finite, and we reach a fixpoint after a finite number of steps. Most of the time we will not be so lucky.

13.3.1 Executing step in Isabelle

If we only deal with finite sets of states, we can let Isabelle execute step for us. Of course we again have to print states explicitly because they are functions. This is encapsulated in the function

$$show_acom :: state set acom \Rightarrow (vname \times val) set set acom$$

that turns a state into a set of variable-value pairs. We reconsider the example program above, but now in full Isabelle syntax:
\[\text{definition } \text{cex} :: \text{com} \text{ where } \text{cex} = \]
\[\text{\textquote{\textquote{x}} := N 0;}\]
\[\text{WHILE Less (V \textquote{\textquote{x}}) (N 3)}\]
\[\text{DO \textquote{\textquote{x}} := Plus (V \textquote{\textquote{x}}) (N 2)}\]

\[\text{definition } \text{Cex} :: \text{state set acom} \text{ where } \text{Cex} = \text{annotate} (\lambda p. \{\}) \text{ cex}\]

\[\text{value } \text{show_acom} (\text{step} \{<>\} \text{Cex})\]

yields
\[\text{\textquote{x} := N 0 \{\{\textquote{x}, 0\}\}\}}\]
\[\{\}\]
\[\text{WHILE Less (V \textquote{x}) (N 3)}\]
\[\text{DO \{\}}\]
\[\text{\textquote{x} := Plus (V \textquote{x}) (N 2) \{\{\}}\]
\[\{\}\]

The triply nested braces are the combination of the outer annotation braces with annotations that are sets of sets of variable-value pairs, the result of converting sets of states into printable form.

You can iterate \text{step} by means of the function iteration operator \(f \^\ n\) (pretty-printed as \(f^n\)). For example, executing four steps

\[\text{value } \text{show_acom} ((\text{step} \{<>\} \^\ 4) \text{Cex})\]

yields
\[\text{\textquote{x} := N 0 \{\{\{\textquote{x}, 0\}\}\}\}}\]
\[\{\{\{\textquote{x}, 0\}\}\\}}\]
\[\text{WHILE Less (V \textquote{x}) (N 3)}\]
\[\text{DO \{\{\textquote{x}, 0\}\}\}}\]
\[\text{\textquote{x} := Plus (V \textquote{x}) (N 2) \{\{\textquote{x}, 2\}\}}\]
\[\{\}\]

Iterating \text{step} \{<>\} nine times yields the fixpoint shown in the table above:

\[\text{\textquote{x} := N 0 \{\{\{\textquote{x}, 0\}\}\}\}}\]
\[\{\{\{\textquote{x}, 0\}, \{\{\textquote{x}, 2\}, \{\textquote{x}, 4\}\}\}\}\]
\[\text{WHILE Less (V \textquote{x}) (N 3)}\]
\[\text{DO \{\{\textquote{x}, 0\}, \{\{\textquote{x}, 2\}\}\}}\]
\[\text{\textquote{x} := Plus (V \textquote{x}) (N 2) \{\{\textquote{x}, 2\}, \{\textquote{x}, 4\}\}}\]
\[\{\{\textquote{x}, 4\}\}\]}
13.3.2 Collecting Semantics as Least Fixpoint

The collecting semantics is a fixpoint of step because a fixpoint describes an annotated command where the annotations are consistent with the execution via step. This is a fixpoint

\[
x := N \{<x := 0>\};
\]

\[
\{<x := 0>, <x := 2>, <x := 4>\}
\]

\[
WHILE \text{Less} (V \ x) (N 3)
\]

\[
DO \{<x := 0>, <x := 2>\}
\]

\[
x := \text{Plus} (V \ x) (N 2) \{<x := 2>, <x := 4>\}
\]

\[
\{<x := 4>\}
\]

because (in control-flow graph terminology) each node is annotated with the transformed annotation of the predecessor node. For example, the assignment \( x := \text{Plus} (V \ x) (N 2) \) transforms \( \{<x := 0>, <x := 2>, <x := 4>\} \) into \( \{<x := 2>, <x := 4>\} \). In case there are multiple predecessors, the annotation is the union of the transformed annotations of all predecessor nodes: \( \{<x := 0>, <x := 2>, <x := 4>\} = \{<x := 0>\} \cup \{<x := 2>, <x := 4>\} \) (there is no transformation).

We can also view a fixpoint as a solution of not just the single equation \( \text{step} \ C = C \) but of a system of equations, one for each annotation. If \( C = \{I\} \) \( \text{WHILE} \ b \ DO \{P\} \ C_0 \{Q\} \) then the equation system is

\[
I = S \cup \text{post} \ C_0
\]

\[
P = \{s \in I. \ bval \ b \ s\}
\]

\[
Q = \{s \in I. \ \neg \ bval \ b \ s\}
\]

together with the equations arising from \( C_0 = \text{step} \ P \ C_0 \). Iterating \( \text{step} \) is one way of solving this equation system. It corresponds to Jacobi iteration in linear algebra, where the new values for the unknowns are computed simultaneously from the old values. In principle, any method for solving an equation system can be used.

In general, \( \text{step} \) can have multiple fixpoints. For example

\[
\{I\}
\]

\[
\text{WHILE} \ Bc \ True
\]

\[
DO \{I\}
\]

\[
\text{SKIP} \{I\}
\]

\[
\{\}\]

is a fixpoint of \( \text{step} \{\} \) for every \( I \). But only \( I = \{\} \) makes computational sense: \( \text{step} \{\} \) means that the empty set of states is fed into the execution, and hence no state can ever reach any point in the program. This happens to be the least fixpoint (w.r.t. \( \subseteq \)). We will now show that \( \text{step} \) always has a least fixpoint.
At the end of this section we prove that the least fixpoint is consistent with the big-step semantics.

### 13.3 Complete Lattices and Least Fixpoints

The Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem (Theorem 10.29) told us that monotone functions on sets have least pre-fixpoints, which are least fixpoints. Unfortunately step acts on annotated commands, not sets. Fortunately the theorem easily generalizes from sets to complete lattices, and annotated commands form complete lattices.

**Definition 13.1.** A type `a with a partial order `≤` is a complete lattice if every set `S` of `a` set has a greatest lower bound `⋂ S`:  
\[ \forall s ∈ S. \bigcap S ≤ s \]  
\[ \text{If } \forall s ∈ S. l' ≤ s \text{ then } l' ≤ \bigcap S \]  
The greatest lower bound of `S` is often called the infimum.

Note that in a complete lattice, the ordering determines the infimum uniquely: if `l_1` and `l_2` are infima of `S` then `l_1 ≤ l_2` and `l_2 ≤ l_1` and thus `l_1 = l_2`.

The archetypal complete lattice is the powerset lattice: for any type `a`, its powerset, type `pset a` set, is a complete lattice where `⊆` and `⋂` is the greatest set below (w.r.t. `⊆`) all sets in `M`. This works because `⋂ M` is the greatest set below (w.r.t. `⊆`) all sets in `M`.

**Lemma 13.2.** In a complete lattice, every set `S` of elements also has a least upper bound (supremum) `⋃ S`:  
\[ \forall s ∈ S. s ≤ ⋃ S \]  
\[ \text{If } \forall s ∈ S. s ≤ u \text{ then } ⋃ S ≤ u \]  
The least upper bound is the greatest lower bound of all upper bounds: `⋃ S = ⋂ \{u. \forall s ∈ S. s ≤ u\}`.

The proof is left as an exercise. Thus complete lattices can be defined via the existence of all infima or all suprema or both.

It follows that a complete lattice does not only have a least element `⋂ UNIV`, the infimum of all elements, but also a greatest element `⋃ UNIV`. They are denoted by `⊥` and `⊤` (pronounced “bottom” and “top”). Figure 13.4 shows a typical complete lattice and motivates the name “lattice”.

The generalization of the Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem (Theorem 10.29) from sets to complete lattices is straightforward:

**Theorem 13.3 (Knaster-Tarski\(^1\)).** Every monotone function `f` on a complete lattice has the least (pre-)fixpoint `⋂\{p. f p ≤ p\}`.

\(^1\) Tarski [85] actually proved that the set of fixpoints of a monotone function on a complete lattice is itself a complete lattice.
The proof is the same as for the set version but with \( \leq \) and \( \cap \) instead of \( \subseteq \) and \( \bigcap \). This works because \( \bigcap M \) is the greatest lower bound of \( M \) w.r.t. \( \subseteq \).

13.3.4 Annotated Commands as a Complete Lattice

In order to apply Knaster-Tarski to step we need to turn annotated commands into a complete lattice. Given an ordering \( \leq \) on \( \mathcal{A} \), it can be lifted to \( \mathcal{A} \, \text{acom} \) in a pointwise manner:

\[
(C_1 \leq C_2) = \\
(strip C_1 = strip C_2 \land \\
(\forall p < length (annos C_1). \ anno C_1 p \leq \ anno C_2 p))
\]

Two annotated commands \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are only comparable if they are structurally equal, i.e., if \( \text{strip } C_1 = \text{strip } C_2 \). For example, \( x := e \{\{a\}\} \leq x := e \{\{a, b\}\} \) is True and both \( x := e \{\{a\}\} \leq x := e \{\{\}\} \) and \( x := N 0 \{S\} \leq x := N 1 \{S\} \) are False.

**Lemma 13.4.** If \( \mathcal{A} \) is a partial order, so is \( \mathcal{A} \, \text{acom} \).

*Proof.* The required properties carry over pointwise from \( \mathcal{A} \) to \( \mathcal{A} \, \text{acom} \). \( \square \)

Because (in Isabelle) \( \subseteq \) is just special syntax for \( \leq \) on sets, the above definition lifts \( \subseteq \) to a partial order \( \leq \) on state set acom. Unfortunately this order does not turn state set acom into a complete lattice: although \( \text{SKIP} \{S\} \) and \( \text{SKIP} \{T\} \) have the infimum \( \text{SKIP} \{S \cap T\} \), the two commands \( \text{SKIP} \{S\} \) and \( x := e \{T\} \) have no lower bound, let alone an infimum. The fact is:

Only structurally equal annotated commands have an infimum.

Below we show that for each \( c :: \text{com} \) the set \( \{ C :: \mathcal{A} \, \text{acom}. \ \text{strip } C = c \} \) of all annotated commands structurally equal to \( c \) is a complete lattice,
assuming that 'a is one. Thus we need to generalize complete lattices from types to sets.

**Definition 13.5.** Let 'a be a partially ordered type. A set \( L :: \text{a set} \) is a complete lattice if every \( M \subseteq L \) has a greatest lower bound \( \sqcap M \in L \).

The type-based definition corresponds to the special case \( L = \text{UNIV} \).

In the following we write \( f \in A \to B \) as a shorthand for \( \forall a \in A. \; f(a) \in B \). This notation is a set-based analogue of \( f :: \tau_1 \to \tau_2 \).

**Theorem 13.6 (Knaster-Tarski).** Let \( L :: \text{a set} \) be a complete lattice and \( f \in L \to L \) a monotone function. On \( L \), \( f \) has the least (pre-)fixpoint

\[
\text{lfp } f = \sqcap \{ p \in L. \; f(p) \leq p \}
\]

The proof is the same as before, but we have to keep track of the fact that we always stay within \( L \), which is ensured by \( f \in L \to L \) and \( M \subseteq L \implies \sqcap M \in L \).

To apply Knaster-Tarski to \( \text{state set acom} \) we need to show that \( \text{acom} \) transforms complete lattices into complete lattices as follows:

**Theorem 13.7.** Let \( 'a \) be a complete lattice and \( c :: \text{com} \). Then the set \( L = \{ C :: 'a \text{ acom.}\; \text{strip } C = c \} \) is a complete lattice.

**Proof.** The infimum of a set of annotated commands is computed pointwise for each annotation:

\[
\text{Inf_acom } c M = \text{annotate } (\lambda p. \sqcap \{ \text{anno } C p \mid C \in M \}) c
\]

We have made explicit the dependence on the command \( c \) from the statement of the theorem. The infimum properties of \( \text{Inf_acom} \) follow easily from the corresponding properties of \( \sqcap \). The proofs are automatic. \( \square \)

### 13.3.5 Collecting Semantics

Because type \( \text{state set} \) is a complete lattice, **Theorem 13.7** implies that \( L = \{ C :: \text{state set acom.}\; \text{strip } C = c \} \) is a complete lattice too, for any \( c \). It is easy to prove (**Lemma 13.26**) that \( \text{step } S \in L \to L \) is monotone: \( C_1 \leq C_2 \implies \text{step } S \; C_1 \leq \text{step } S \; C_2 \). Therefore Knaster-Tarski tells us that \( \text{lfp} \) returns the least fixpoint and we can define the collecting semantics at last:

\begin{align*}
\text{CS} :: \text{com} & \Rightarrow \text{state set acom} \\
\text{CS } c & = \text{lfp } c \left( \text{step UNIV} \right)
\end{align*}
The extra argument \( c \) of \( \text{lfp} \) comes from the fact that \( \text{lfp} \) is defined in Theorem 13.6 in the context of a set \( L \) and our concrete \( L \) depends on \( c \). The \( \text{UNIV} \) argument of \( \text{step} \) expresses that execution may start with any initial state; other choices are possible too.

Function \( CS \) is not executable because the resulting annotations are usually infinite state sets. But just as for true liveness in Section 10.4.2, we can approximate (and sometimes reach) the \( \text{lfp} \) by iterating \( \text{step} \). We already showed how that works in Section 13.3.1.

In contrast to previous operational semantics that were “obviously right”, the collecting semantics is more complicated and less intuitive. In case you still have some nagging doubts that it is defined correctly, the following lemma should help. Remember that \( \text{post} \) extracts the final annotation (Appendix A).

**Lemma 13.8.** \((c, s) \Rightarrow t \implies t \in \text{post } (CS c)\)

**Proof.** By definition of \( CS \) the claim follows directly from \( [(c, s) \Rightarrow t; s \in S] \implies t \in \text{post } (\text{lfp } c (\text{step } S)) \), which in turn follows easily from two auxiliary propositions:

\[
\text{post}(\text{lfp } c f) = \bigcap \{ \text{post } C \mid C. \text{strip } C = c \land f C \leq C \}
\]

\[
[(c, s) \Rightarrow t; \text{strip } C = c; s \in S; \text{step } S C \leq C] \implies t \in \text{post } C
\]

The first proposition is a direct consequence of \( \forall C \in M. \text{strip } C = c \implies \text{post } (\text{Inf_acom } c M) = \bigcap (\text{post } ' M) \), which follows easily from the definition of \( \text{post} \) and \( \text{Inf_acom} \). The second proposition is the key. It is proved by rule induction. Most cases are automatic, but \( \text{WhileTrue} \) needs some work. \( \square \)

Thus we know that the collecting semantics overapproximates the big-step semantics. Later we show that the abstract interpreter overapproximates the collecting semantics. Therefore we can view the collecting semantics merely as a stepping stone for proving that the abstract interpreter overapproximates the big-step semantics, our standard point of reference.

One can in fact show that both semantics are equivalent. One can also refine the lemma: it only talks about the \( \text{post} \) annotation but one would like to know that all annotations are correct w.r.t. the big-step semantics. We do not pursue this further but move on to the main topic of this chapter, abstract interpretation.

**Exercises**

The exercises below are conceptual and should be done on paper, also because many of them require Isabelle material that will only be introduced later.

**Exercise 13.1.** Show the iterative computation of the collecting semantics of the following program in a table like the one on page 228.
\[
x := 0; \ y := 2 \ \{A_0\};\\
\{A_1\}
\]
\[
\text{WHILE } 0 < y \ \text{DO } \{A_2\} \ (x := x+y; \ y := y - 1 \ \{A_3\})\\
\{A_4\}
\]

Note that two annotations have been suppressed to make the task less tedious. You do not need to show steps where only the suppressed annotations change.

**Exercise 13.2.** Extend type \textit{acom} and function \textit{step} with a construct \textit{OR} for the nondeterministic choice between two commands (see Exercise 7.9). Hint: think of \textit{OR} as a nondeterministic conditional without a test.

**Exercise 13.3.** Prove that in a complete lattice \[
\bigsqcup S = \bigcap \{ u. \ \forall s \in S. \ s \leq u \}
\]
is the least upper bound of \(S\).

**Exercise 13.4.** Where is the mistake in the following argument? The natural numbers form a complete lattice because any set of natural numbers has an infimum, its least element.

**Exercise 13.5.** Show that the integers extended with \(\infty\) and \(-\infty\) form a complete lattice.

**Exercise 13.6.** Prove the following slightly generalized form of the Knaster-Tarski pre-fixpoint theorem: If \(P\) is a set of pre-fixpoints of a monotone function on a complete lattice, then \(\bigsqcup P\) is a pre-fixpoint too. In other words, the set of pre-fixpoints of a monotone function on a complete lattice is a complete lattice.

**Exercise 13.7.** According to Lemma 10.28, least pre-fixpoints of monotone functions are also least fixpoints.

1. Show that leastness matters: find a (small!) partial order with a monotone function that has a pre-fixpoint that is not a fixpoint.
2. Show that the reverse implication does not hold: find a partial order with a monotone function that has a least fixpoint that is not a least pre-fixpoint.

**Exercise 13.8.** The term \textit{collecting} semantics suggests that the reachable states are collected in the following sense: \textit{step} should not transform \(\{S\}\) into \(\{S'\}\) but into \(\{S \cup S'\}\). Show that this makes no difference. That is, prove that if \(f\) is a monotone function on sets, then \(f\) has the same least fixpoint as \(\lambda S. \ S \cup f \ S\).
The topic of this section is the abstraction from the state sets in the collecting semantics to some type of abstract values. In Section 13.1.2 we had already discussed a first abstraction of state sets

\[(\text{vname} \Rightarrow \text{val}) \text{ set} \quad \rightsquigarrow \quad \text{vname} \Rightarrow \text{val set}\]

and that it constitutes a first overapproximation. There are so-called relational analyses that avoid this abstraction, but they are more complicated. In a second step, sets of values are abstracted to abstract values:

\[\text{val set} \quad \rightsquigarrow \quad \text{abstract domain}\]

where the abstract domain is some type of abstract values that we can compute on. What exactly that type is depends on the analysis. Interval analysis is one example, parity analysis is another. Parity analysis determines if the value of a variable at some point is always even, is always odd, or can be either. It is based on the following abstract domain

```haskell
datatype parity = Even | Odd | Either
```

that will serve as our running example.

Abstract values represent sets of concrete values val and need to come with an ordering that is an abstraction of the subset ordering. Figure 13.5 shows the abstract values on the left and the concrete ones on the right, where \(2\mathbb{Z}\) and \(2\mathbb{Z} + 1\) are the even and the odd integers. The solid lines represent the orderings on the two types. The dashed arrows represent the concretisation function:

![Fig. 13.5. Parity domain and its concretisation](image-url)
A concretisation function maps an abstract value to a set of concrete values.

Concretisation functions will always be named $\gamma$, possibly with a suffix. This is the Isabelle definition of the one for $\text{parity}$:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun } \gamma_{\text{parity}} &:: \text{parity} \Rightarrow \text{val set} \text{ where} \\
\gamma_{\text{parity\ Even}} &= \{ i. \ i \mod 2 = 0 \} \\
\gamma_{\text{parity\ Odd}} &= \{ i. \ i \mod 2 = 1 \} \\
\gamma_{\text{parity\ Either}} &= \text{UNIV}
\end{align*}
\]

The definition of $\leq$ on $\text{parity}$ is even simpler:

\[
(x \leq y) = (y = \text{Either} \lor x = y)
\]

Of course there should be a relationship between the two:

Bigger abstract values represent bigger sets of concrete values.

That is, concretisation functions should be monotone. This is obviously the case in Figure 13.5. Moreover, $\leq$ should be a partial order. It is easily proved that $\leq$ on $\text{parity}$ is a partial order.

We want $\leq$ to be a partial order because it abstracts the partial order $\subseteq$. But we will need more. The collecting semantics uses $\cup$ to join the state sets where two computation paths meet, e.g., after an $\text{IF-THEN-ELSE}$. Therefore we require that the abstract domain also provides an operation $\sqcup$ that behaves like $\cup$. That makes it a semilattice:

**Definition 13.9.** A type $'a$ is a **semilattice** if it is a partial order and there is a supremum operation $\sqcup$ of type $'a \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow 'a$ that returns the least upper bound of its arguments:

- **Upper bound:** $x \leq x \sqcup y$ and $y \leq x \sqcup y$
- **Least:** $[x \leq z; y \leq z] \implies x \sqcup y \leq z$

The suprema is also called the **join** operation.

A very useful consequence of the semilattice axioms is the following:

**Lemma 13.10.** $x \sqcup y \leq z \iff x \leq z \land y \leq z$

The proof is left as an exercise.

In addition, we will need an abstract value that corresponds to UNIV.

**Definition 13.11.** A partial order has a **top element** $\top$ if $x \leq \top$ for all $x$.

Thus we will require our abstract domain to be a semilattice with top element, or semilattice with $\top$ for short.

Of course, type $\text{parity}$ is a semilattice with $\top$: \
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\[ x \sqcup y = (\text{if } x = y \text{ then } x \text{ else } \text{Either}) \]

\[ \top = \text{Either} \]

The proof that the semilattice and top axioms are satisfied is routine.

### 13.4.1 Type Classes

We will now sketch how abstract concepts like semilattices are modelled with the help of Isabelle's type classes. A type class has a name and is defined by

- a set of required functions, the interface, and
- a set of axioms about those functions.

For example, a partial order requires that there is a function \( \leq \) with certain properties. The type classes introduced above are called \( \text{order}, \text{semilattice}_\text{sup}, \text{top}, \) and \( \text{semilattice}_\text{sup}_\text{top} \).

To show that a type \( \tau \) belongs to some class \( C \) we have to

- define all functions in the interface of \( C \) on type \( \tau \)
- and prove that they satisfy the axioms of \( C \).

This process is called instantiating \( C \) with \( \tau \). For example, above we have instantiated \( \text{semilattice}_\text{sup}_\text{top} \) with \( \text{parity} \). Informally we say that \( \text{parity} \) is a semilattice with \( \top \).

Note that the function definitions made when instantiating a class are unlike normal function definitions because we define an already existing but overloaded function (e.g., \( \leq \)) for a new type (e.g., \( \text{parity} \)).

The instantiation of \( \text{semilattice}_\text{sup}_\text{top} \) with \( \text{parity} \) was unconditional. There is also a conditional version exemplified by the following proposition:

**Lemma 13.12.** If \( 'a \) and \( 'b \) are partial orders, so is \( 'a \times 'b \).

**Proof.** The ordering on \( 'a \times 'b \) is defined in terms of the orderings on \( 'a \) and \( 'b \) in the componentwise manner:

\[ (x_1, x_2) \leq (y_1, y_2) \iff x_1 \leq y_1 \land x_2 \leq y_2 \]

The proof that this yields a partial order is straightforward. \( \square \)

It may be necessary to restrict a type variable \( 'a \) to be in a particular class \( C \). The notation is \( 'a :: C \). Here are two examples:

**definition** \( \text{is\_true} :: 'a::\text{order} \Rightarrow \text{bool} \) where \( \text{is\_true} \ x = (x \leq x) \)

**lemma** \( \text{is\_true} \ (x :: 'a::\text{order}) \)

If we drop the class constraints in the above definition and lemma statements, they fail because \( 'a \) comes without a class constraint but the given formulas
require one. If we drop the type annotations altogether, both the definition and the lemma statement work fine but in the definition the implicitly generated type variable \( a' \) will be of class \( \text{ord} \), where \( \text{ord} \) is a predefined superclass of \( \text{order} \) that merely requires an operation \( \leq \) without any axioms. This means that the lemma will not be provable.

Note that it suffices to constrain one occurrence of a type variable in a given type. The class constraint automatically propagates to the other occurrences of that type variable.

We do not describe the precise syntax for defining and instantiating classes. The semi-formal language used so far is perfectly adequate for our purpose. The interested reader is referred to the Isabelle theories (in particular \texttt{Abs_Int1_parity} to see how classes are instantiated) and to the tutorial on type classes [40]. If you are familiar with the programming language Haskell you will recognize that Isabelle provides Haskell-style type classes extended with axioms.

### 13.4.2 From Abstract Values to Abstract States

Let \( a' \) be some abstract domain type. So far we had planned to abstract \( \text{set} \) by the abstract state type

\[
\text{type_synonym } a' \text{ st } = \text{vname } \Rightarrow a'
\]

but there is a complication: the empty set of states has no meaningful abstraction. The empty state set is important because it arises at unreachable program points, and identifying the latter is of great interest for program optimization. Hence we abstract \textit{state set} by

\[
a' \text{ st option}
\]

where \( \text{None} \) is the abstraction of \( \{\} \). That is, the abstract interpretation will compute with and annotate programs with values of type \( a' \text{ st option} \) instead of \textit{state set}. We will now lift the semilattice structure from \( a' \) to \( a' \text{ st option} \). All the proofs in this subsection are routine and we leave most of them as exercises whose solutions can be found in the Isabelle theories.

Because states are functions we show as a first step that function spaces preserve semilattices:

\textbf{Lemma 13.13.} If \( a' \) is a semilattice with \( \top \), so is \( b' \Rightarrow a' \), for every type \( b' \).

\textbf{Proof.} This class instantiation is already part of theory \texttt{Main}. It lifts \( \leq, \sqcup \) and \( \top \) from \( a' \) to \( b' \Rightarrow a' \) in the canonical pointwise manner:
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\[ f \leq g = \forall x. f x \leq g x \]
\[ f \sqcup g = \lambda x. f x \sqcup g x \]
\[ \top = \lambda x. \top \]

It is easily shown that the result is a semilattice with \( \top \) if \( \prime a \) is one. For example, \( f \leq f \sqcup g \) holds because \( f x \leq f x \sqcup g x = (f \sqcup g) x \) for all \( x \). \( \Box \)

Similarly, but for \( \prime a \) option instead of \( \prime b \Rightarrow \prime a \):

**Lemma 13.14.** If \( \prime a \) is a semilattice with \( \top \), so is \( \prime a \) option.

**Proof.** Here is how \( \leq, \sqcup \) and \( \top \) are defined on \( \prime a \) option:

| Some \( x \) \( \leq \) Some \( y \) | \( \leftrightarrow \) | \( x \leq y \) |
| None \( \leq \) _ | \( \leftrightarrow \) | True |
| Some _ \( \leq \) None | \( \leftrightarrow \) | False |
| Some \( x \) \( \sqcup \) Some \( y \) = Some \( (x \sqcup y) \) |
| None \( \sqcup \) y | = | y |
| x \( \sqcup \) None | = | x |
| \( \top \) = Some \( \top \) |

Figure 13.6 shows an example of how the ordering is transformed by going from \( \prime a \) to \( \prime a \) option. The elements of \( \prime a \) are wrapped up in Some

![Figure 13.6](image)

**Fig. 13.6.** From \( \prime a \) to \( \prime a \) option

without modifying the ordering between them and None is adjoined as the least element.

The semilattice properties of \( \prime a \) option are proved by exhaustive case analyses. As an example consider the proof of \( x \leq x \sqcup y \). In each of the cases \( x = \text{None}, y = \text{None} \) and \( x = \text{Some} \ a \land y = \text{Some} \ b \) it holds by definition and because \( a \leq a \sqcup b \) on type \( \prime a \).

Together with Lemma 13.13 we have:
Corollary 13.15. If 'a is a semilattice with \( \top \), so is 'a st option.

Now we lift the concretisation function \( \gamma \) from 'a to 'a st option, again separately for \( \Rightarrow \) and option. We can turn any concretisation function \( \gamma :: 'a \Rightarrow 'c \text{ set} \) into one from 'b \( \Rightarrow 'a \) to ('b \( \Rightarrow 'c \) set):

\[
\text{definition } \gamma_{\text{fun}} :: (\'a \Rightarrow \'c \text{ set}) \Rightarrow (\'b \Rightarrow \'a) \Rightarrow (\'b \Rightarrow \'c \text{ set}) \text{ set where } \\
\gamma_{\text{fun}} \gamma F = \{ f. \forall x. f x \in \gamma (F x) \}
\]

For example, \( \gamma_{\text{fun}} \gamma_{\text{parity}} \) concretises \( \lambda x :: 'b. \text{Even} \) to the set of all functions of type 'b \( \Rightarrow \) int whose ranges are even integers.

Lemma 13.16. If \( \gamma \) is monotone, so is \( \gamma_{\text{fun}} \gamma \).

Lifting of \( \gamma \) to option achieves what we initially set out to do, namely to be able to abstract the empty set:

\[
\text{fun } \gamma_{\text{option}} :: (\'a \Rightarrow \'c \text{ set}) \Rightarrow \'a \text{ option} \Rightarrow \'c \text{ set where } \\
\gamma_{\text{option}} \gamma \text{ None} = \{ \} \\
\gamma_{\text{option}} \gamma \text{ (Some a)} = \gamma a
\]

Lemma 13.17. If \( \gamma \) is monotone, so is \( \gamma_{\text{option}} \gamma \).

Applying monotone functions to all annotations of a command is also monotone:

Lemma 13.18. If \( \gamma \) is monotone, so is map_acom \( \gamma \).

A useful property of monotone functions is the following:

Lemma 13.19. If \( \varphi :: 'a \Rightarrow 'b \) is a monotone function between two semilattices then \( \varphi a_1 \sqcup \varphi a_2 \leq \varphi (a_1 \sqcup a_2) \).

The proof is trivial: \( \varphi a_1 \sqcup \varphi a_2 \leq \varphi (a_1 \sqcup a_2) \) iff \( \varphi a_i \leq \varphi (a_1 \sqcup a_2) \) for \( i = 1,2 \) (by Lemma 13.10), and the latter two follow by monotonicity from \( a_i \leq a_1 \sqcup a_2 \).
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13.5 Generic Abstract Interpreter

In this section we define a first abstract interpreter which we refine in later sections. It is generic because it is parameterized with the abstract domain. It works like the collecting semantics but operates on the abstract domain instead of state sets. To bring out this similarity we first abstract the collecting semantics’ step function.
13.5.1 Abstract Step Function

The `step` function of the collecting semantics (see Figure 13.3) can be generalized as follows.

- Replace state set by an arbitrary type `'a` which must have a `⊔` operation (no semilattice required yet).
- Parameterize `step` with two functions
  
  \[
  \text{asem :: vname} \Rightarrow \text{aexp} \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow 'a
  \]
  
  \[
  \text{bsem :: bexp} \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow 'a
  \]

  that factor out the actions of assignment and boolean expression on `'a`.

The result is the function `Step` displayed in Figure 13.7. Note that we have suppressed the parameters `asem` and `bsem` of `Step` in the figure for better readability. In reality, they are there and `step` is defined like this:

\[
\text{step} = \text{Step (λx e S. (s(x := aval e s) | s. s ∈ S)) (λb S. (s ∈ S. bval b s))}
\]

(This works because in Isabelle `⊔` is just nice syntax for `⊔` on sets.) The equations in Figure 13.3 are merely derived from this definition. This way we avoided having to explain the more abstract `Step` early on.

13.5.2 Abstract Interpreter Interface

The abstract interpreter is defined as a parameterized module (a locale in Isabelle; see [9] for details). Its parameters are the abstract domain together
with abstractions of all operations on the concrete type \( val = \text{int} \). The result of the module is an abstract interpreter that operates on the given abstract domain.

In detail, the parameters and their required properties are the following:

**Abstract domain** A type \('av\) of abstract values.
- Must be a semilattice with \( \top \).

**Concretisation function** \( \gamma : 'av \Rightarrow val \text{ set} \)
- Must be monotone: \( a_1 \leq a_2 \Rightarrow \gamma a_1 \subseteq \gamma a_2 \)
- Must preserve \( \top \): \( \gamma \top = \text{UNIV} \)

**Abstract arithmetic** \( \text{num'} : val \Rightarrow 'av \)
- Must establish and preserve the \( i \in \gamma a \) relationship:
  \[
  [i_1 \in \gamma a_1; i_2 \in \gamma a_2] \Rightarrow i_1 + i_2 \in \gamma (\text{plus'} a_1 a_2)
  \]

Remarks:
- Every constructor of \( \text{aexp} \) (except \( \text{V} \)) must have a counterpart on \( 'av \).
- \( \text{num'} \) and \( \text{plus'} \) abstract \( N \) and \( \text{Plus} \).
- The requirement \( i \in \gamma (\text{num'} i) \) could be replaced by \( \gamma (\text{num'} i) = \{i\} \).
  - We have chosen the weaker formulation to emphasize that all operations must establish or preserve \( i \in \gamma a \).
- Functions whose names end with a prime usually operate on \( 'av \).
- Abstract values are usually called \( a \) whereas arithmetic expressions are usually called \( e \) now.

From \( \gamma \) we define three lifted concretisation functions:

\[
\gamma_s : 'av \text{ st } \Rightarrow \text{ state set}
\]
\[
\gamma_s = \gamma{\_fun} \gamma
\]

\[
\gamma_o : 'av \text{ st option } \Rightarrow \text{ state set}
\]
\[
\gamma_o = \gamma{\_option} \gamma_s
\]

\[
\gamma_c : 'a \text{ st option acom } \Rightarrow \text{ state set acom}
\]
\[
\gamma_c = \text{map\_acom} \gamma_o
\]

All of them are monotone (see the lemmas in Section 13.4.2).

Now we are ready for the actual abstract interpreter, first for arithmetic expressions, then for commands. Boolean expressions come in a later section.

### 13.5.3 Abstract Interpretation of Expressions

Abstract interpretation of \( \text{aexp} \) is unsurprising:
fun aval' :: aexp ⇒ 'av st ⇒ 'av where
   aval' (N i) S = num' i
   aval' (V x) S = S x
   aval' (Plus e1 e2) S = plus' (aval' e1 S) (aval' e2 S)

The correctness lemma expresses that aval' overapproximates aval:

Lemma 13.20 (Correctness of aval').

\[ s \in \gamma \Rightarrow aval\ e\ s \in \gamma (aval\ e\ S) \]

Proof. By induction on e with the help of (num') and (plus').

Example 13.21. We instantiate the interface to our abstract interpreter module with the parity domain described earlier:

\[ \gamma = \gamma_{\text{parity}} \]
\[ num' = num_{\text{parity}} \]
\[ plus' = plus_{\text{parity}} \]

where

\[ num_{\text{parity}} i = (\text{if } i \mod 2 = 0 \text{ then } \text{Even} \text{ else } \text{Odd}) \]
\[ plus_{\text{parity}} \text{ Even Even} = \text{Even} \]
\[ plus_{\text{parity}} \text{ Odd Odd} = \text{Even} \]
\[ plus_{\text{parity}} \text{ Even Odd} = \text{Odd} \]
\[ plus_{\text{parity}} \text{ Odd Even} = \text{Odd} \]
\[ plus_{\text{parity}} x \text{ Either} = \text{Either} \]
\[ plus_{\text{parity}} \text{ Either} y = \text{Either} \]

We had already discussed that parity is a semilattice with \( \top \) and \( \gamma_{\text{parity}} \) is monotone. Both \( \gamma_{\text{parity}} \top = UNIV \) and \( (num') \) are trivial, as is \( (plus') \) after an exhaustive case analysis on \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \).

Let us call the result aval' of this module instantiation aval_parity. Then the following term evaluates to Even:

\[ aval_{\text{parity}} (Plus (V ''z'') (V ''y'')) (\lambda_.. \text{ Odd}) \]

13.5.4 Abstract Interpretation of Commands

The abstract interpreter for commands is defined in two steps. First we instantiate Step to perform one interpretation step, later we iterate this step' until a pre-fixpoint is found.

\[ step' :: 'av st option ⇒ 'av st option acom ⇒ 'av st option acom \]
\[ step' = Step asem (\lambda b S. S) \]

where
\[ asem\ x\ e\ S = \]
\[
(case\ S\ of\ None \Rightarrow\ None\ |\ Some\ S \Rightarrow\ Some\ (S(\ x:=\ aval\ 'e\ S)))
\]

Remarks:

- From now on the identifier \( S \) will (almost) always be of type \('av\ st\) or \('av\ st\ option\).
- Function \( asem \) updates the abstract state with the abstract value of the expression. The rest is boiler-plate to handle the \( option\) type.
- Boolean expressions are not analysed at all. That is, they have no effect on the state. Compare \( \lambda b\ S.\ S\) with \( \lambda b\ S.\ \{s\in S.\ bval\ b\ s\}\) in the collecting semantics. The former constitutes a gross overapproximation to be refined later.

**Example 13.22.** We continue the previous example where we instantiated the abstract interpretation module with the \( parity\) domain. Let us call the result \( step'\) of this instantiation \( step\_parity\) and consider the program on the left:

\[
x := 3\ \{\text{None}\} ;
\]
\[
\{\text{None}\}
\]
\[
\text{WHILE}\ldots
\]
\[
\text{DO}\ \{\text{None}\}
\]
\[
x := x+2\ \{\text{None}\}
\]
\[
\{\text{None}\}
\]

In the table on the right we iterate \( step\_parity\), i.e., we see how the annotations in \((step\_parity\ T)^k\ C_0\) change with increasing \( k\) (where \( C_0\) is the initial program with \( Nones\), and by definition \( T = (\_\ldots\ Either)\)). Each row of the table refers to the program annotation in the same row. For compactness, a parity value \( p\) represents the state \( Some\ (\top(\ x:=\ p))\). We only show an entry if it differs from the previous step. After four steps, there are no more changes; we have reached the least fixpoint.

Exercise: What happens if the 2 in the program is replaced by a 1?

**Correctness of \( step'\)** means that it overapproximates \( step\):

**Corollary 13.23 (Correctness of \( step'\)).**

\[
step\ (\gamma_0\ S)\ (\gamma_c\ C)\ \leq\ \gamma_c\ (step'\ S\ C)
\]

Because \( step\) and \( step'\) are defined as instances of \( Step\), this is a corollary of a general property of \( Step\):

**Lemma 13.24.** \( Step\ f\ g\ (\gamma_0\ S)\ (\gamma_c\ C)\ \leq\ \gamma_c\ (Step\ f'\ g'\ S\ C)\) if \( f\ x\ e\ (\gamma_0\ S)\ \subseteq\ \gamma_0\ (f'\ x\ e\ S)\) and \( g\ b\ (\gamma_0\ S)\ \subseteq\ \gamma_0\ (g'\ b\ S)\) for all \( x,e,b\).
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Proof. By induction on $C$. Assignments and boolean expressions are dealt with by the two assumptions. In the $\text{IF}$ and $\text{WHILE}$ cases one has to show properties of the form $\gamma_o \ S_1 \cup \gamma_o \ S_2 \subseteq \gamma_o \ (S_1 \cup S_2)$; they follow from monotonicity of $\gamma_o$ by Lemma 13.19.

The corollary follows directly from the lemma by unfolding the definitions of $\text{step}$ and $\text{step}'$. The requirement $\{s(x := \text{aval} \ e \ s) \mid s. \ s \in \gamma_o \ S\} \subseteq \gamma_o \ (\text{asem} \ x e S)$ is a trivial consequence of the overapproximation of $\text{aval}$ by $\text{aval}'$.

13.5.5 Abstract Interpreter

The abstract interpreter iterates $\text{step}'$ with the help of a library function:

$\text{while\_option} :: (\mathcal{A} \Rightarrow \text{bool}) \Rightarrow (\mathcal{A} \Rightarrow 'a) \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow 'a \text{ option}$

$\text{while\_option} b f x = (\text{if } b x \text{ then } \text{while\_option} b f (f x) \text{ else Some } x)$

The equation is an executable consequence of the (omitted) definition.

This is a generalization of the $\text{while}$ combinator used in Section 10.4.2 for the same purpose as now: iterating a function. The difference is that $\text{while\_option}$ returns an optional value to distinguish termination (Some) from nontermination (None). Of course the execution of $\text{while\_option}$ will simply not terminate if the mathematical result is None.

The abstract interpreter $AI$ is a search for a pre-fixpoint of $\text{step}' \top$:

$AI :: \text{com} \Rightarrow 'av \ st \ option \ acom \ option$

$AI \ c = \text{pfp} \ (\text{step}' \top) \ (\text{bot} \ c)$

$\text{pfp} :: (\mathcal{A} \Rightarrow 'a) \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow 'a \text{ option}$

$\text{pfp} \ f \ s = \text{while\_option} \ (\lambda x. \neg f x \leq x) \ f \ s$

$\text{bot} :: \text{com} \Rightarrow 'a \text{ option} \ acom$

$\text{bot} \ c = \text{annotate} \ (\lambda p. \text{None}) \ c$

Function $\text{pfp}$ searches for a pre-fixpoint of $f$ starting from $s$. In general, this search need not terminate, but if it does, it has obviously found a pre-fixpoint. This follows from the following property of $\text{while\_option}$:

$\text{while\_option} b \ c \ s = \text{Some} \ t \ \Longrightarrow \ \neg b \ t$

Function $AI$ starts the search from $\text{bot} \ c$ where all annotations have been initialized with None. Because None is the least annotation, $\text{bot} \ c$ is the least annotated program (among those structurally equal to $c$); hence the name.

Now we show partial correctness of $AI$: if abstract interpretation of $c$ terminates and returns an annotated program $C$, then the concretisation of the annotations of $C$ overapproximate the collecting semantics of $c$. 

Lemma 13.25 (Partial correctness of \( AI \) w.r.t. \( CS \)).

\[ AI c = \text{Some } C \implies CS c \leq \gamma_c C \]

Proof. By definition we may assume \( pfp (\text{step}' \top) (\text{bot } c) = \text{Some } C \). By the above property of \( \text{while} \_\text{option} \), \( C \) is a pre-fixpoint: \( \text{step}' \top C \leq C \). By monotonicity we have \( \gamma_c (\text{step}' \top C) \leq \gamma_c C \) and because \( \text{step}' \) overapproximates \( \text{step} \) (Corollary 13.23) we obtain \( \text{step} (\gamma_0 \top) (\gamma_c C) \leq \gamma_c (\text{step}' \top C) \) and thus \( \gamma_c C \) is a pre-fixpoint of \( \text{step} (\gamma_0 \top) \). Because \( CS \) is defined as the least pre-fixpoint of \( \text{step} \ \text{UNIV} \) and because \( \gamma_0 \top = \text{UNIV} \) (this is trivial) we obtain \( CS c \leq \gamma_c C \) as required. \( \Box \)

13.5.6 Monotonicity

Although we know that if \( pfp \) terminates, by construction it yields a pre-fixpoint, we don’t yet know under what conditions it terminates and which pre-fixpoint is found. This is where monotonicity of \( \text{Step} \) comes in:

Lemma 13.26 (Monotonicity of \( \text{Step} \)). Let \( \lambda a \) be a semilattice and let \( f :: \text{vname} \Rightarrow \text{aexp} \Rightarrow \lambda a \) and \( g :: \text{bexp} \Rightarrow \lambda a \Rightarrow \lambda a \) be two monotone functions: \( S_1 \leq S_2 \implies f x e S_1 \leq f x e S_2 \) and \( S_1 \leq S_2 \implies g b S_1 \leq g b S_2 \). Then \( \text{Step } f g \) is also monotone, in both arguments:

\[ \text{Step } f g S_1 C_1 \leq \text{Step } f g S_2 C_2. \]

Proof. The proof is a straightforward computation induction on \( \text{Step} \). Additionally it needs the easy lemma \( C_1 \leq C_2 \implies \text{post } C_1 \leq \text{post } C_2. \)

As a corollary we obtain the monotonicity of \( \text{step} \) (already used in the collecting semantics to guarantee that \( \text{step} \) has a least fixed point) because \( \text{step} \) is defined as \( \text{Step } f g \) for some monotone \( f \) and \( g \) in Section 13.5.1. Similarly we have \( \text{step}' = \text{Step } \lambda b S. S \). Although \( \lambda b S. S \) is obviously monotone, \( \lambda b S. S \) is not necessarily monotone. The monotone framework is the extension of the interface to our abstract interpreter with a monotonicity assumption for abstract arithmetic:

Abstract arithmetic must be monotone:

\[ [a_1 \leq b_1; a_2 \leq b_2] \implies \text{plus}' a_1 a_2 \leq \text{plus}' b_1 b_2 \]

Monotonicity of \( \text{aval}' \) follows by an easy induction on \( e \):

\( S_1 \leq S_2 \implies \text{aval}' e S_1 \leq \text{aval}' e S_2 \)

In the monotone framework, \( \text{step}' \) is therefore monotone too, in both arguments. Therefore \( \text{step}' \top \) is also monotone.

Monotonicity is not surprising and is only a means to obtain more interesting results, in particular precision and termination of our abstract interpreter. For the rest of this section we assume that we are in the context of the monotone framework.
13.5.7 Precision

So far we have shown correctness (AI overapproximates CS) but nothing about precision. In the worst case AI could annotate every given program with \( \top \) everywhere, which would be correct but useless.

We show that AI computes not just any pre-fixpoint but the least one. Why is this relevant? Because of the general principle:

Smaller is better because it is more precise.

The key observation is that iteration starting below a pre-fixpoint always stays below that pre-fixpoint:

**Lemma 13.27.** Let \( 'a \) be a partial order and let \( f \) be a monotone function. If \( x_0 \leq q \) for some pre-fixpoint \( q \) of \( f \), then \( f^i \ x_0 \leq q \) for all \( i \).

The proof is a straightforward induction on \( i \) and is left as an exercise.

As a consequence, if \( x_0 \) is a least element, then \( f^i \ x_0 \leq q \) for all pre-fixpoints \( q \). In this case \( \text{pfp} \ f \ x_0 = \text{Some} \ p \) tells us that \( p \) is not just a pre-fixpoint of \( f \), as observed further above, but by this lemma the least pre-fixpoint and hence, by Lemma 10.28, the least fixpoint.

In the end this merely means that the fixpoint computation is as precise as possible, but \( f \) itself may still overapproximate too much. In the abstract interpreter \( f \) is \( \text{step} \ ' \top \ ). Its precision depends on its constituents, which are the parameters of the module: Type \( 'a \text{av} \) is required to be a semilattice, and hence \( \sqcup \) is not just any upper bound (which would be enough for correctness) but the least one, which ensures optimal precision. But the assumptions \( (\text{num}' \) \) and \( (\text{plus}' \) \) for the abstract arithmetic only require correctness and would, for example, allow \( \text{plus}' \) to always return \( \top \). We do not dwell on the issue of precision any further but note that the canonical approach to abstract interpretation (see Section 13.10.1) covers it.

13.5.8 Termination

We prove termination of AI under certain conditions. More precisely, we show that \( \text{pfp} \) can only iterate \( \text{step} \ ' \top \ ) finitely many times. The key insight is the following:

**Lemma 13.28.** Let \( 'a \) be a partial order, let \( f : 'a \Rightarrow 'a \) be a monotone function, and let \( x_0 : 'a \) be such that \( x_0 \leq f \ x_0 \). Then the \( f^i \ x_0 \) form an ascending chain: \( x_0 \leq f \ x_0 \leq f^2 \ x_0 \leq \ldots \).

The proof that \( f^i \ x_0 \leq f^{i+1} \ x_0 \) is by induction on \( i \) and is left as an exercise. Note that \( x_0 \leq f \ x_0 \) holds in particular if \( x_0 \) is the least element.
Assume the conditions of the lemma hold for $f$ and $x_0$. Because $pfp f\ x_0$ computes the $f^i\ x_0$ until a pre-fixpoint is found, we know that the $f^i\ x_0$ form a strictly increasing chain. Therefore we can prove termination of this loop by exhibiting a measure function $m$ into the natural numbers such that $x < y \implies m\ x > m\ y$. The latter property is called anti-monotonicity.

The following lemma summarizes this reasoning. Note that the relativisation to a set $L$ is necessary because in our application the measure function will not be anti-monotone on the whole type.

**Lemma 13.29.** Let $\alpha$ be a partial order, let $L :: \alpha$ set, let $f \in L \to L$ be a monotone function, let $x_0 \in L$ such that $x_0 \leq f\ x_0$, and let $m :: \alpha \Rightarrow \mathbb{nat}$ be anti-monotone on $L$. Then $\exists p.\ pfp\ f\ x_0 = \text{Some } p$, i.e., $pfp\ f\ x_0$ terminates.

In our concrete situation $f$ is step' $\top$, $x_0$ is bot $c$, and we now construct a measure function $m_c$ such that $C_1 < C_2 \implies m_c\ C_1 > m_c\ C_2$ (for certain $C_i$). The construction starts from a measure function on $'av$ that is lifted to $'av\ st\ option\ acom$ in several steps.

We extend the interface to the abstract interpretation module by two more parameters that guarantee termination of the analysis:

**Measure function and height:** $m :: 'av \Rightarrow \mathbb{nat}$

$h :: \mathbb{nat}$

Must be anti-monotone and bounded:

\[ a_1 < a_2 \implies m\ a_1 > m\ a_2 \]

\[ m\ a \leq h \]

Under these assumptions the ordering $\leq$ on $'av$ is of height at most $h$: every chain $a_0 < a_1 < \ldots < a_n$ has height at most $h$, i.e., $n \leq h$. That is, $\leq$ on $'av$ is of finite height.

Let us first sketch the intuition behind the termination proof. The annotations in an annotated command can be viewed as a big tuple of the abstract values of all variables at all annotation points. For example, if the program has two annotations $A_1$ and $A_2$ and three variables $x$, $y$, $z$, then Figure 13.8 depicts some assignment of abstract values $a_i$ to the three variables at the two annotation points. The termination measure is the sum of all $m\ a_i$. **Lemma 13.28**

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
A_1 & A_2 \\
\hline
x & y & z & x & y & z \\
\hline
a_1 & a_2 & a_3 & a_4 & a_5 & a_6 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 13.8. Annotations as tuples

showed that in each step of a pre-fixpoint iteration of a monotone function
the ordering strictly increases, i.e., \((a_1,a_2,\ldots) < (b_1,b_2,\ldots)\), which for tuples means \(a_i < b_i\) for all \(i\) and \(a_k < b_k\) for some \(k\). Anti-monotonicity implies both \(m a_i \geq m b_i\) and \(m a_k > m b_k\). Therefore the termination measure strictly decreases. Now for the technical details.

We lift \(m\) in three stages to \(\prime\)av st option acom:

```plaintext
definition m_s :: \(\prime\)av st \Rightarrow vname set \Rightarrow nat where
m_s S X = (\(\sum\) x\(\in\)X. \(m\) (S x))

fun m_o :: \(\prime\)av st option \Rightarrow vname set \Rightarrow nat where
m_o (Some S) X = m_s S X
m_o None X = h * \card X + 1

definition m_c :: \(\prime\)av st option acom \Rightarrow nat where
m_c C = (\(\sum\) a←annos C. m_o a (vars C))
```

Measure \(m_s S X\) is defined as the sum of all \(m (S x)\) for \(x \in X\). The set \(X\) is always finite in our context, namely the set of variables in some command.

By definition, \(m_o (Some S) X < m_o None X\) because all our measures should be anti-monotone and \(None\) is the least value w.r.t. the ordering on \(\prime\)av st option.

In words, \(m_c C\) sums up the measures of all the annotations in \(C\). The definition of \(m_c\) uses the notation \(\sum x\leftarrow xs. f x\) for the summation over the elements of a list, in analogy to \(\sum x\in X. f x\) for sets. Function \(\text{vars}\) on annotated commands is defined by \(\text{vars} C = \text{vars} (\text{strip} C)\) where \(\text{vars}(c::com)\) is the set of variables in \(c\) (see Appendix A).

It is easy to show that all three measure functions are bounded:

\[
\begin{align*}
\\text{finite } X &\Rightarrow m_s S X \leq h * \card X \\
\\text{finite } X &\Rightarrow m_o opt X \leq h * \card X + 1 \\
\quad m_c C &\leq \length (\text{annos} C) * (h * \card (\text{vars} C) + 1)
\end{align*}
\]

The last lemma yields an upper bound for the number of iterations (= calls of \(\text{step}'\)) that \(\text{pfp}\) and therefore \(\text{AI}\) require: \(p \ast ((h + 1) \ast n + 1)\) where \(p\) and \(n\) are the number of annotations and the number of variables in the given command. There are at most \(p \ast (h + 1) \ast n\) many such assignments (see Figure 13.8 for an illustration), and taking into account that an annotation can also be \(None\) yields the claimed upper bound.

The proof that all three measures are anti-monotone is more complicated. For example, anti-monotonicity of \(m_s\) cannot simply be expressed as \(\text{finite } X \Rightarrow S_1 < S_2 \Rightarrow m_s S_2 X < m_s S_1 X\) because this does not hold: \(S_1 < S_2\) could be due solely to an increase in some variable not in \(X\), with all other variables unchanged, in which case \(m_s X S_1 = m_s X S_2\). We need to take
into account that $X$ are the variables in the command and that therefore the variables not in $X$ do not change. This "does not change" property (relating two states) can more simply be expressed as "is top" (a property of one state): variables not in the program can only ever have the abstract value $\top$ because we iterate $\text{step'} \top$. Therefore we define three "is top" predicates relative to some set of variables $X$:

\[
\begin{align*}
definition \text{top_on}_x :: \langle\text{av st} \Rightarrow \text{vname set} \Rightarrow \text{bool}\rangle \\
\text{top_on}_x S X &= (\forall x \in X. S x = \top)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{fun } \text{top_on}_o :: \langle\text{av st option} \Rightarrow \text{vname set} \Rightarrow \text{bool}\rangle \\
\text{top_on}_o (\text{Some } S) X &= \text{top_on}_x S X \\
\text{top_on}_o \text{None } X &= \text{True}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
definition \text{top_on}_c :: \langle\text{av st option acom} \Rightarrow \text{bool}\rangle \\
\text{top_on}_c C X &= (\forall a \in \text{set} (\text{annos } C). \text{top_on}_o a X)
\end{align*}
\]

With the help of these predicates we can now formulate that all three measure functions are anti-monotone:

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{finite } X; S_1 = S_2 \text{ on } -X; S_1 < S_2] &\implies m_x S_2 X < m_x S_1 X \\
[\text{finite } X; \text{top_on}_o o_1 (-X); \text{top_on}_o o_2 (-X); o_1 < o_2] &\implies m_o o_2 X < m_o o_1 X \\
[\text{top_on}_c C_1 (-\text{vars } C_1); \text{top_on}_c C_2 (-\text{vars } C_2); C_1 < C_2] &\implies m_c C_2 < m_c C_1
\end{align*}
\]

The proofs involve simple reasoning about sums.

Now we can apply \text{Lemma 13.29} to $\text{AI } c = \text{pfp } (\text{step'} \top)$ (bot $c$) to conclude that $\text{AI}$ always delivers:

\textbf{Theorem 13.30.} $\exists C. \text{AI } c = \text{Some } C$

\textit{Proof.} In \text{Lemma 13.29}, let $L = \{C. \text{top_on}_c C (-\text{vars } C)\}$ and let $m$ be $m_c$. Above we have stated that $m_c$ is anti-monotone on $L$. Now we examine that the remaining conditions of the lemma are satisfied. We had shown already that $\text{step'} \top$ is monotone. Showing that it maps $L$ to $L$ requires a little lemma

\[
\text{top_on}_c C (-\text{vars } C) \implies \text{top_on}_c (\text{step'} \top C) (-\text{vars } C)
\]

together with the even simpler lemma $\text{strip } (\text{step'} S C) = \text{strip } C \ast$. Both follow directly from analogous lemmas about $\text{Step}$ which are proved by computation induction on $\text{Step}$. Condition bot $c \leq \text{step'} \top$ (bot $c$) follows from the obvious $\text{strip } C = c \implies \text{bot } c \leq C$ with the help of $(\ast)$ above. And bot $c \in L$ holds because $\text{top_on}_c (\text{bot } c) X$ is true for all $X$ by definition. \qed
Example 13.31. Parity analysis can be shown to terminate because the parity semilattice has height 1. Defining the measure function

\[ m_{\text{parity}} a = (\text{if } a = \text{Either} \text{ then } 0 \text{ else } 1) \]

Either is given measure 0 because it is the largest and therefore least informative abstract value. Both anti-monotonicity of \( m_{\text{parity}} \) and \( m_{\text{parity}} a \leq 1 \) are proved automatically.

Note that finite height of \( \leq \) is actually a bit stronger than necessary to guarantee termination. It is sufficient that there is no infinitely ascending chain \( a_0 < a_1 < \ldots \). But then there can be ascending chains of any finite height and we cannot bound the number of iterations of the abstract interpreter, which is problematic in practice.

13.5.9 Executability

Above we have shown that for semilattices of finite height, fixpoint iteration of the abstract interpreter terminates. Yet there is a problem: \( \text{AI} \) is not executable! This is why: \( \text{pfp} \) compares programs with annotations of type \( 'av \text{ st option} \); but \( S_1 \leq S_2 \) (where \( S_1, S_2 :: 'av \text{ st} \)) is defined as \( \forall x. S_1 x \leq S_2 x \) where \( x \) comes from the infinite type \( \text{name} \). Therefore \( \leq \) on \( 'av \text{ st} \) is not directly executable.

We learn two things: we need to refine type \( \text{st} \) such that \( \leq \) becomes executable (this is the subject to the following section), and we need to be careful about claiming termination. We had merely proved that some term \( \text{while_option } b \ f \ s \) is equal to \( \text{Some} \). This implies termination only if \( b, f \) and \( s \) are executable, which the given \( b \) is not. In general, there is no logical notion of executability and termination in HOL and such claims are informal. They could be formalized in principle but this would require a formalization of the code generation process and the target language.

Exercises

Exercise 13.10. Redo Example 13.22 but replace the 2 in the program by 1.

Exercise 13.11. Take the Isabelle theories that define commands, big-step semantics, annotated commands and the collecting semantics and extend them with a nondeterministic choice construct as in Exercise 13.2.

The following exercises require class constraints like \( 'a :: \text{order} \) as introduced in Section 13.4.1.

Exercise 13.12. Prove Lemma 13.27 and Lemma 13.28 in a detailed and readable style. Remember that \( f^i x \) is input as \( (f ^^ i) x \).
Exercise 13.13. Let ‘a be a complete lattice and let \( f : 'a \Rightarrow 'a \) be a monotone function. Prove that if \( P \) is a set of pre-fixpoints of \( f \) then \( \bigcap P \) is also a pre-fixpoint of \( f \).

13.6 Executable Abstract States

This section is all about a clever representation of abstract states. We define a new type ‘a st that is a semilattice where \( \leq \), \( \sqcup \) and \( \top \) are executable (provided ‘a is a semilattice with executable operations). Moreover it supports two operations that behave like function application and function update:

\[
\text{fun} :: 'a st \Rightarrow \text{vname} \Rightarrow 'a \\
\text{update} :: 'a st \Rightarrow \text{vname} \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow 'a st
\]

This exercise in data refinement is independent of abstract interpretation and a bit technical in places. Hence it can be skipped on first reading. The key point is that our generic abstract interpreter from the previous section only requires two modifications: \( S x \) is replaced by \( \text{fun} S x \) and \( S(x := a) \) is replaced by \( \text{update} S x a \). The proofs carry over either verbatim or they require only local modifications. We merely need one additional lemma which reduces \( \text{fun} \) and \( \text{update} \) to function application and function update:

\[
\text{fun} (\text{update} S x y) = (\text{fun} S)(x := y).
\]

Before we present the new definition of ‘a st, we look at two applications, parity analysis and constant propagation.

13.6.1 Parity Analysis

We had already instantiated our abstract interpreter with a parity analysis in the previous section. In Example 13.22 we had even shown how the analysis behaves for a simple program. Now that the analyser is executable we apply it to a slightly more interesting example:

\[
"x" ::= N 1 \\
\text{WHILE} \text{Less} (V "x") (N 100) \text{DO} "x" ::= \text{Plus} (V "x") (N 3)
\]

As in Section 13.3.1 we employ a hidden function \( \text{show_acom} \) which displays a function \( \{x \mapsto a, y \mapsto b, \ldots\} \) as \( \{(x,a), (y,b), \ldots\} \).

Four iterations of the step function result in this annotated command:

\[
"x" ::= N 1 \{\text{Some} ("x", \text{Odd})\}; \\
\{\text{Some} ("x", \text{Odd})\} \\
\text{WHILE} \text{Less} (V "x") (N 100) \text{DO} \{\text{Some} ("x", \text{Odd})\} \\
"x" ::= \text{Plus} (V "x") (N 3) \{\text{Some} ("x", \text{Even})\} \\
\{\text{Some} ("x", \text{Odd})\}
\]
Now the Even feeds back into the invariant and waters it down to Either:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{''x''} &::= N\ 1\ \{\text{Some}\ \{\text{''x''},\ \text{Odd}\}\}\;; \ \\
\{\text{Some}\ \{\text{''x''},\ \text{Either}\}\} &\text{WHILE Less } (V\ \text{''x''})\ (N\ 100) \ \\
&\text{DO } \{\text{Some}\ \{\text{''x''},\ \text{Odd}\}\} \\
\text{''x''} &::= \text{Plus} (V\ \text{''x''})\ (N\ 3)\ \{\text{Some}\ \{\text{''x''},\ \text{Even}\}\} \\
&\{\text{Some}\ \{\text{''x''},\ \text{Odd}\}\}
\end{align*}
\]

A few more steps to propagate Either and we reach the least fixpoint:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{''x''} &::= N\ 1\ \{\text{Some}\ \{\text{''x''},\ \text{Odd}\}\}\;; \ \\
\{\text{Some}\ \{\text{''x''},\ \text{Either}\}\} &\text{WHILE Less } (V\ \text{''x''})\ (N\ 100) \ \\
&\text{DO } \{\text{Some}\ \{\text{''x''},\ \text{Odd}\}\} \\
\text{''x''} &::= \text{Plus} (V\ \text{''x''})\ (N\ 3)\ \{\text{Some}\ \{\text{''x''},\ \text{Either}\}\} \\
&\{\text{Some}\ \{\text{''x''},\ \text{Odd}\}\}
\end{align*}
\]

Variable \(x\) can be Either everywhere, except after \(\text{''x''} ::= N\ 1\).

### 13.6.2 Constant Propagation

We have already seen a constant propagation analysis in Section 10.2. That was an ad hoc design. Now we obtain constant propagation (although not the folding optimization) as an instance of our abstract interpreter. The advantage of instantiating a generic design and correctness proof is not code reuse but the many hours or even days one saves by obtaining the correctness proof for free.

The abstract domain for constant propagation permits us to analyse that the value of a variable at some point is either some integer \(i\) (Const \(i\)) or could be anything (Any):

\[
\text{datatype}\ const = \text{Const int} | \text{Any}
\]

\[
\text{fun}\ \gamma_{\text{const}} :: const \Rightarrow \text{val set}\ \\
\gamma_{\text{const}} (\text{Const } i) = \{i\} \\
\gamma_{\text{const}} \text{ Any} = \text{UNIV}
\]

To reflect \(\gamma_{\text{const}}\), the ordering must look like this:

```
  Any
 /      \      \      \      
 Const(-1) Const 0 Const 1 ...
```

...
In symbols:

\[(x \preceq y) = (y = \text{Any} \lor x = y)\]

\[x \sqcup y = (\text{if } x = y \text{ then } x \text{ else } \text{Any})\]

\[\top = \text{Any}\]

The best we can do w.r.t. addition on const is this:

fun plus_const :: const ⇒ const ⇒ const where
plus_const (Const i) (Const j) = Const (i + j)
plus_const __ = Any

Termination of the analysis is guaranteed because the ordering is again of height 1 as witnessed by this measure function:

\[m_{\text{const}} x = (\text{if } x = \text{Any} \text{ then } 0 \text{ else } 1)\]

Having instantiated the abstract interpreter with the above domain we run some examples. We have now seen enough iterations and merely show the final results.

Some basic arithmetic:

\[''x'' ::= N 1 \{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Const 1}), (''y'', \text{Any})}\}\]
\[''x'' ::= \text{Plus} (V ''x'') (V ''x'') \{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Const 2}), (''y'', \text{Any})\}\}\]
\[''x'' ::= \text{Plus} (V ''x'') (V ''y'') \{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Any}), (''y'', \text{Any})\}\}\]

A conditional where both branches set \(x\) to the same value:

\[\text{IF Less } (N 41) (V ''x'') \text{ THEN } \{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Any})\}\}\]
\[\text{ELSE } \{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Any})\}\}\]
\[''x'' ::= N 5 \{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Const 5})\}\}\]

A conditional where both branches set \(x\) to different values:

\[\text{IF Less } (N 41) (V ''x'') \text{ THEN } \{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Any})\}\}\]
\[\text{ELSE } \{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Any})\}\}\]
\[''x'' ::= N 6 \{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Const 6})\}\}\]

Conditions are ignored, which leads to imprecision:

\[''x'' ::= N 42 \{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Const 42})\}\}\]
\[\text{IF Less } (N 41) (V ''x'') \text{ THEN } \{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Const 42})\}\}\]
\[\text{ELSE } \{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Const 42})\}\}\]
\[''x'' ::= N 6 \{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Const 6})\}\}\]
\[\{\text{Some }\{(''x'', \text{Any})\}\}\]
This is where the analyser from Section 10.2 beats our abstract interpreter. Section 13.8 will rectify this deficiency.

As an exercise, compute the following result step by step:

```
''x'' ::= N 0 (Some [("x", Const 0), ("y", Any), ("z", Any)]);
''y'' ::= N 0 (Some [("x", Const 0), ("y", Const 0), ("z", Any)]);
''z'' ::= N 2
(Some [("x", Const 0), ("y", Const 0), ("z", Const 2)]);
(Some [("x", Any), ("y", Any), ("z", Const 2)]))
WHILE Less (V ''x'') (N 1)
DO (Some [("x", Any), ("y", Any), ("z", Const 2)])
  ("x" ::= V "y")
  (Some [("x", Any), ("y", Any), ("z", Const 2)]);
  ("y" ::= V "z")
  (Some [("x", Any), ("y", Const 2), ("z", Const 2)]))
(Some [("x", Any), ("y", Any), ("z", Const 2)])
```

### 13.6.3 Representation Type 'a st_rep

After these two applications we come back to the challenge of making \( \leq \) on \( st \) executable. We exploit that states always have a finite domain, namely the variables in the program. Outside that domain, states do not change. Thus an abstract state can be represented by an association list:

```
  type_synonym 'a st_rep = (vname × 'a) list
```

Variables of type 'a st_rep will be called \( ps \).

Function \( fun_rep \) turns an association list into a function. Arguments not present in the association list are mapped to the default value \( ⊤ \):

```
fun fun_rep :: ('a:top) st_rep ⇒ vname ⇒ 'a where
  fun_rep [] = (λx. ⊤)
  fun_rep [(x, a) # ps] = (fun_rep ps)(x := a)
```

Class \( top \) is predefined. It is the class of all types with a top element \( ⊤ \). Here are two examples of the behaviour of \( fun_rep \):

```
fun_rep [("x",a),("y",b)] = ((λx. ⊤)("y" := b))("x" := a)
fun_rep [("x",a),("x",b)] = ((λx. ⊤)("x" := b))("x" := a)
= (λx. ⊤)("x" := a).
```

Comparing two association lists is easy now: you only need to compare them on their finite “domains”, i.e., on \( map fst \):
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\[ \text{less_eq_st_rep } ps_1 \text{ } ps_2 = \]
\[ (\forall x \in \text{set } (\text{map fst } ps_1) \cup \text{set } (\text{map fst } ps_2). \]
\[ \text{fun_rep } ps_1 \text{ } x \preceq \text{fun_rep } ps_2 \text{ } x) \]

Unfortunately this is not a partial order (which is why we gave it the name \text{less_eq_st_rep} instead of \preceq). For example, both \([("x", a), ("y", b)] and \([("y", b), ("x", a)] represent the same function and the \text{less_eq_st_rep} relationship between them holds in both directions, but they are distinct association lists.

13.6.4 Quotient Type \texttt{'}a st

Therefore we define the actual new abstract state type as a quotient type. In mathematics, the quotient of a set \(M\) by some equivalence relation \(\sim\) (see Definition 7.7) is written \(M/\sim\) and is the set of all equivalence classes \([m]_{\sim} \subseteq M, m \in M\), defined by \([m]_{\sim} = \{m'. \ m \sim m'\}\). In our case the equivalence relation is \text{eq_st} and it identifies two association lists iff they represent the same function:

\[ \text{eq_st } ps_1 \text{ } ps_2 = (\text{fun_rep } ps_1 = \text{fun_rep } ps_2) \]

This is precisely the point of the quotient construction: identify data elements that are distinct but abstractly the same.

In Isabelle the quotient type \texttt{'}a st is introduced as follows

\[ \text{quotient_type } \texttt{'}a st = (\texttt{'a::top}) \texttt{st_rep }/ \texttt{eq_st} \]

thereby overwriting the old definition of \texttt{'}a st. The class constraint is required because \text{eq_st} is defined in terms of \text{fun_rep}, which requires \text{top}. Instead of the mathematical equivalence class notation \([ps]_{\text{eq_st}}\) we write \text{St } ps. We do not go into further details of \text{quotient_type}: they are not relevant here and can be found elsewhere [92].

Now we can define all the required operations on \texttt{'}a st, starting with \text{fun} and \text{update}:

\[ \text{fun } (\text{St } ps) = \text{fun_rep } ps \]
\[ \text{update } (\text{St } ps) \text{ } x \text{ } a = \text{St } ((x, a) \# ps) \]

The concretisation function \(\gamma_{\text{fun}}\) is replaced by \(\gamma_{\text{st}}:\)

\[ \gamma_{\text{st}} \gamma S = \{f. \ \forall x. f x \in \gamma (\text{fun } S \ x)\} \]

This is how \texttt{'}a st is turned into a semilattice with top element:
\[ \top = St [] \]

\[ (St \, ps_1 \leq St \, ps_2) = \text{less_eq_st_rep} \, ps_1 \, ps_2 \]

\[ St \, ps_1 \sqcup St \, ps_2 = St(\text{map2_st_rep} \, (\sqcup) \, ps_1 \, ps_2) \]

fun \text{map2_st_rep} ::

\[ ('a : \text{top} \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow 'a) \Rightarrow \lambda x. f (\text{fun_rep} ps_1 x) (\text{fun_rep} ps_2 x) \]

where

\[ \text{map2_st_rep} \, f \, [] \, ps_2 = \text{map} \, (\lambda x. y). (x, f \top y)) \, ps_2 \]

\[ \text{map2_st_rep} \, f \, ((x, y) \# ps_1) \, ps_2 = \]

\[ \text{let} \, y_2 = \text{fun_rep} \, ps_2 \, x \, \text{in} \, (x, f \, y \, y_2) \# \text{map2_st_rep} \, f \, ps_1 \, ps_2 \]

The auxiliary function \text{map2_st_rep} is best understood via this lemma:

\[ f \top \top \top = \top = \Rightarrow \]

\[ \text{fun_rep} \, (\text{map2_st_rep} \, f \, ps_1 \, ps_2) = \]

\[ (\lambda x. f \, \text{fun_rep} \, ps_1 \, x) \, \text{fun_rep} \, ps_2 \, x) \]

Here and in later uses of \text{map2_st_rep} the premise \( f \top \top = \top \) is always satisfied.

Most of the above functions are defined with the help of some representative \( ps \) of an equivalence class \( St \, ps \). That is, they are of the form \( f(St \, ps) = \ldots \, ps \, \ldots \). This is not a definition until one has shown that the right-hand side is independent of the choice of \( ps \). Take \( \text{fun} \, (St \, ps) = \text{fun_rep} \, ps \). It must be shown that if \( eq_st \, ps_1 \, ps_2 \) then \( \text{fun_rep} \, ps_1 \, ps_2 \) which is trivial in this case. Isabelle insists on these proofs but they are routine and we do not go into them here.

Although the previous paragraph is mathematically accurate, the Isabelle details are a bit different because \( St \) is not a constructor. Hence equations like \( \text{fun} \, (St \, ps) = \text{fun_rep} \, ps \) cannot be definitions but are derived lemmas. The actual definition needs to be made on the \text{st_rep} level first and is then lifted automatically to the \text{st} level. For example, \( \text{fun_rep} \) is defined first and \( \text{fun} \) is derived from it almost automatically, except that we have to prove that \( \text{fun_rep} \) is invariant under \( eq_st \) as explained above.

Exercises

Exercise 13.14. Instantiate the abstract interpreter with an analysis of the sign of variables based on these abstract values: \text{datatype} \ sign = Neg \mid Zero \mid Pos \mid Any. Their concretisations are \{i. \, i < 0\}, \{0\}, \{i. \, 0 < i\} and \text{UNIV}. Formalize your analysis by modifying the parity analysis theory \text{Abs_Int1_parity}. 

\[ \]
Exercise 13.15. The previous sign analysis can be refined as follows. The basic signs are “+”, “−” and “0”, but all combinations are also possible: e.g., \{0, +\} abstracts the set of non-negative integers. This leads to the following semilattice (we do not need {}):

```
\{-, 0, +\}
\/  
\{-, 0\}  \{-, +\}  \{0, +\}
\/  
\{-\}  \{0\}  \{+\}
```

A possible representation is a datatype with seven constructors, but there is a more elegant solution (including {}). Formalize your analysis by modifying theory Abs_Int1_par or your solution to the previous exercise.

13.7 Analysis of Boolean Expressions

So far we have ignored boolean expressions. A first, quite simple analysis could be the following one: Define abstract evaluation of boolean expressions w.r.t. an abstract state such that the result can be Yes, No, or Maybe. In the latter case, the analysis proceeds as before, but if the result is a definite Yes or No, then we can ignore one of the two branches after the test. For example, during constant propagation we may have found out that \(x\) has value 5, in which case the value of \(x < 5\) is definitely No.

We want to be more ambitious. Consider the test \(x < 5\) and assume that we perform an interval analysis where we have merely determined that \(x\) must be in the interval \([0..10]\). Hence \(x < 5\) evaluates to Maybe, which is no help. However, we would like to infer for IF \(x < 5\) that in the THEN-branch, \(x\) is in the interval \([1..4]\) and in the ELSE-branch, \(x\) is in the interval \([5..10]\), thus improving the analysis of the two branches.

For an arbitrary boolean expression such an analysis can be hard, especially if multiplication is involved. Nevertheless we will present a generic analysis of boolean expressions. It works well for simple examples although it is far from optimal in the general case.

The basic idea of any non-trivial analysis of boolean expressions is to simulate the collecting semantics \(\text{step}\). Recall from Section 13.5.1 that \(\text{step}\) is a specialized version of \(\text{Step}\) where \(\text{bsem } b \ S = \{s \in S. \text{bval } b \ s\}\) whereas for \(\text{step}'\) we used \(\text{bsem } b \ S = S\) (see Section 13.5.4). We would like \(\text{bsem } b \ S\), for \(S : = 'av \ s\), to be some \(S' \leq S\) such that
No state satisfying \( b \) is lost: \( \{ s \in \gamma_s S. \ bval b s \} \subseteq \gamma_s S' \)

Of course \( S' = S \) satisfies this specification, but we can do better.

Computing \( S' \leq S \) from \( S \) requires a new operation because \( \sqcup \) only increases but we need to decrease.

**Definition 13.32.** A type \( 'a \) is a lattice if it is a semilattice and there is an infimum operation \( \sqcap :: 'a \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow 'a \) that returns the greatest lower bound of its arguments:

- **Lower bound:** \( x \sqcap y \leq x \) and \( x \sqcap y \leq y \)
- **Greatest:** \( [x \leq y; x \leq z] \Rightarrow x \leq y \sqcap z \)

A partial order has a **bottom element** \( \bot \) if \( \bot \leq x \) for all \( x \).

A **bounded lattice** is a lattice with both \( \top \) and \( \bot \).

Isabelle provides the corresponding classes **lattice** and **bounded_lattice**. The infimum is sometimes called the **meet** operation.

**Fact 13.33.** Every complete lattice is a lattice.

This follows because a complete lattice with infimum \( \sqcap \) also has a supremum \( \sqcup \) (see Exercise 13.3) and thus we obtain their binary versions as special cases: \( x \sqcup y = (\sqcup \{ x, y \}) \) and \( x \sqcap y = (\sqcap \{ x, y \}) \).

We strengthen the abstract interpretation framework as follows:

- The abstract domain \( 'a \) must be a lattice
- Infimum must be precise: \( \gamma (a_1 \sqcap a_2) = \gamma a_1 \cap \gamma a_2 \)
- \( \gamma \bot = \{\} \)

It is left as an easy exercise to show that \( \gamma (a_1 \sqcap a_2) \subseteq \gamma a_1 \cap \gamma a_2 \) holds in any lattice because \( \gamma \) is monotone (see Lemma 13.19). Therefore the actual requirement is the other inclusion: \( \gamma a_1 \cap \gamma a_2 \subseteq \gamma (a_1 \sqcap a_2) \).

In this context, arithmetic and boolean expressions are analysed. It is a kind of backward analysis. Given an arithmetic expression \( e \), its expected value \( a :: 'a \), and some \( S :: 'a \mathrm{ st} \), compute some \( S' \leq S \) such that

\[
\{ s \in \gamma_s S. \ bval e s \} \subseteq \gamma_s S'
\]

Roughly speaking, \( S' \) overapproximates the subset of \( S \) that makes \( e \) evaluate to \( a \).

What if \( e \) cannot evaluate to \( a \), i.e., \( \{ s \in \gamma_s S. \ bval e s \} = \{\} \)? We need to lift the whole process to \( S, S' :: 'a \mathrm{ st} \) option; then \( S' = \text{None} \) covers this situation. However, there is a subtlety: \( \text{None} \) is not the only abstraction of the empty set of states. For every \( S' :: 'a \mathrm{ st} \) where \( \text{fun} S' x = \bot \) for some \( x \), \( \gamma_s S' = \{\} \) by definition of \( \gamma_s \) because \( \gamma \bot = \{\} \). Why is this an issue? Let \( S' :: 'a \mathrm{ st} \) such that \( \gamma_s S' = \{\} \). Both \( \text{None} \) and \( \text{Some} S' \) abstract \( \{\} \).
but they behave differently in a supremum: \( \text{None} \sqcup S' = S'' \) but we may have \( \text{Some} S' \sqcup S'' > S'' \). Thus \( \text{Some} S' \) can lead to reduced precision, for example when joining the result of the analyses of the THEN and ELSE branches where one of the two branches is unreachable (leading to \( \gamma_s S' = \{\} \)). Hence, for the sake of precision, we adopt the following policy:

Avoid \( \text{Some} S' \) where \( \text{fun} S' x = \perp \) for some \( x \); use \( \text{None} \) instead.

The backward analysis functions will typically be called \( \text{inv} \_f \) because they invert some function \( f \) on the abstract domain in roughly the following sense. Given some expected result \( r \) of \( f \) and some arguments \( \text{args} \) of \( f \), \( \text{inv} \_f \ r \ \text{args} \) should return reduced arguments \( \text{args}' \) such that the reduction from \( \text{args} \) to \( \text{args}' \) may eliminate anything that does not lead to the desired result \( r \). For correctness we only need to show that nothing that leads to \( r \) is lost by going from \( \text{args} \) to \( \text{args}' \). The relation \( \text{args}' \leq \text{args} \) is just for intuition and precision but in the worst case \( \text{args}' = \top \) would be correct too.

### 13.7.1 Backward Analysis of Arithmetic Expressions

The analysis is performed recursively over the expression. Therefore we need an inverse function for every constructor of \( \text{aexp} \) (except \( V \)). The abstract arithmetic in the abstract interpreter interface needs to provide two additional executable functions:

- \( \text{test} \_\text{num}' :: \text{val} \Rightarrow \text{av} \Rightarrow \text{bool} \) such that
  \[
  \text{test} \_\text{num}' \ i \ a = (i \in \gamma a)
  \]

- \( \text{inv} \_\text{plus}' :: \text{av} \Rightarrow \text{av} \Rightarrow \text{av} \Rightarrow \text{av} \times \text{av} \) such that
  \[
  \begin{align*}
  \text{inv} \_\text{plus}' \ a \ a_1 \ a_2 &= (a'_1, a'_2); \ i_1 \in \gamma a_1; \ i_2 \in \gamma a_2; \ i_1 + i_2 \in \gamma a \] \\
  \implies \ i_1 \in \gamma a'_1 \land i_2 \in \gamma a'_2
  \end{align*}
  \]

A call \( \text{inv} \_\text{plus}' \ a \ a_1 \ a_2 \) should reduce \( (a_1, a_2) \) to some \( (a'_1, a'_2) \) such that every pair of integers represented by \( (a_1, a_2) \) that adds up to some integer represented by \( a \) is still represented by \( (a'_1, a'_2) \). For example, for intervals, if \( a = [8\ldots10] \), \( a_1 = [4\ldots11] \) and \( a_2 = [1\ldots9] \), then the smallest possible result is \( (a'_1, a'_2) = ([4\ldots9], [1\ldots6]) \); reducing either interval further loses some result in \([8\ldots10]\).

If there were further arithmetic functions, their backward analysis would follow the \( \text{inv} \_\text{plus}' \) pattern. Function \( \text{test} \_\text{num}' \) is an exception that has been optimized. In standard form it would be called \( \text{inv} \_\text{num}' \) and would return \( \text{av} \) instead of \( \text{bool} \).

With the help of these functions we can formulate the backward analysis of arithmetic expressions:
two intuitive inv_aval have required us to lift of inv_aval of s x to rect: s x ∈ γ (because by assumption aval tion s x)

If s x ∈ γ we obtain an inv_aval (=)

Function aval' is just a lifted version of aval' and its correctness follows easily by induction:

s ∈ γ o S ⇒ aval a s ∈ γ (aval' a S)

This permits us to show correctness of inv_aval':

Lemma 13.34 (Correctness of inv_aval').
If s ∈ γ o S and aval e s ∈ γ a then s ∈ γ o (inv_aval' e a S).

Proof. By induction on e. Case N is trivial. Consider case V x. From s ∈ γ o S we obtain an S' such that S = Some S' and s ∈ γ S', and hence s x ∈ γ (fun S' x). We need to show s ∈ γ o (if a' = ⊥ then None else Some (update S x a')) where a' = fun S' x ∩ a. Note that γ a' = γ (fun S' x ∩ a) = γ (fun S' x) ∩ γ a because ∩ must be precise. Assumption aval' (V x) s ∈ γ a implies s x ∈ γ a, and thus s x ∈ γ a' (because s x ∈ γ (fun S' x)). Therefore the case a' = ⊥ cannot arise in this proof because by assumption γ ⊥ = {}. Now we show the else branch is always correct: s ∈ γ o (Some (update S' x a')) = γ o (update S' x a'). This reduces to s x ∈ γ a' (because s ∈ γ S'), which we have proved above.

The case Plus e1 e2 is automatic by means of the assumption about inv_aval' together with the correctness of aval''. □

If the definition of inv_aval' (Plus e1 e2) still mystifies you: instead of inv_aval' e1 a1 (inv_aval' e2 a2 S) we could have written the more intuitive inv_aval' e1 a1 S ⊓ inv_aval' e2 a2 S, except that this would have required us to lift ⊓ to ‘av st option’, which we avoided by nesting the two inv_aval' calls.

fun inv_aval' :: aexp ⇒ 'av ⇒ 'av st option ⇒ 'av st option where
inv_aval' (N n) a S = (if test_num' n a then S else None)
inv_aval' (V x) a S =
(case S of None ⇒ None
 | Some S ⇒
   let a' = fun S x ∩ a
   in if a' = ⊥ then None else Some (update S x a'))
inv_aval' (Plus e1 e2) a S =
(let (a1, a2) = inv_aval' a (aval'' e1 S) (aval'' e2 S)
   in inv_aval' e1 a1 (inv_aval' e2 a2 S))

fun aval'' :: aexp ⇒ 'av st option ⇒ 'av where
aval'' e None = ⊥
aval'' e (Some S) = aval' e S

The let-expression in the inv_aval' (V x) equation could be collapsed to Some (update S x (fun S x ∩ a)) except that we would lose precision for the reason discussed above.

Function aval'' is just a lifted version of aval' and its correctness follows
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13.7.2 Backward Analysis of Boolean Expressions

The analysis needs an inverse function for the arithmetic operator "<", i.e., abstract arithmetic in the abstract interpreter interface needs to provide another executable function:

\[
\text{inv\_less'} :: \text{bool} \Rightarrow \text{'av} \Rightarrow \text{'av} \Rightarrow \text{'av} \times \text{'av} \quad \text{such that}
\]
\[
\text{let } (a_1', a_2') = \text{inv\_less'}(i_1 < i_2) a_1 a_2; \quad i_1 \in \gamma a_1; \quad i_2 \in \gamma a_2\]
\[
\implies i_1 \in \gamma a_1' \land i_2 \in \gamma a_2'
\]

The specification follows the \text{inv\_plus'} pattern.

Now we can define the backward analysis of boolean expressions:

\[
\text{fun } \text{inv\_bval'} :: \text{bexp} \Rightarrow \text{bool} \Rightarrow \text{'av st option} \Rightarrow \text{'av st option}
\]
\[
\text{where}
\]
\[
\text{inv\_bval'}(\text{Bc } v)\text{ res } S = \text{if } v = \text{res then } S \text{ else None}
\]
\[
\text{inv\_bval'}(\text{Not } b)\text{ res } S = \text{inv\_bval'} b (\lnot \text{res}) S
\]
\[
\text{inv\_bval'}(\text{And } b_1 b_2)\text{ res } S =
\]
\[
\text{if } \text{res then } \text{inv\_bval'} b_1 \text{ True } (\text{inv\_bval'} b_2 \text{ True } S)
\]
\[
\text{else } \text{inv\_bval'} b_1 \text{ False } S \sqcup \text{inv\_bval'} b_2 \text{ False } S
\]
\[
\text{inv\_bval'}(\text{Less } e_1 e_2)\text{ res } S =
\]
\[
\text{let } (a_1', a_2') = \text{inv\_less'}(\text{aval'' } e_1 S)(\text{aval'' } e_2 S)
\]
\[
\text{in } \text{inv\_aval'} e_1 a_1 (\text{inv\_aval'} e_2 a_2 S)
\]

The \text{Bc} and \text{Not} cases should be clear. The \text{And} case becomes symmetric when you realise that \text{inv\_bval'} b_1 \text{ True } (\text{inv\_bval'} b_2 \text{ True } S) is another way of saying \text{inv\_bval'} b_1 \text{ True } S \sqcap \text{inv\_bval'} b_2 \text{ True } S without needing \sqcap. Case \text{Less} is analogous to case Plus of \text{inv\_aval'}.

**Lemma 13.35 (Correctness of \text{inv\_bval'}).**

\[
s \in \gamma o S \implies s \in \gamma o (\text{inv\_bval'} b (\text{bval b s}) S)
\]

**Proof.** By induction on \text{b} with the help of correctness of \text{inv\_aval'} and \text{aval''}. □

13.7.3 Abstract Interpretation

As explained in the introduction to this section, we want to replace \text{bsem b S} = S used in the previous sections with something better. Now we can: \text{step'} is defined from \text{Step} with

\[
\text{bsem b S} = \text{inv\_bval'} b \text{ True S}
\]

Correctness is straightforward:

**Lemma 13.36.** \text{AI c = Some C} \implies \text{CS c} \leq \gamma c C
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Proof. Just as for Lemma 13.25, with the help of Corollary 13.23, which needs correctness of \( \text{inv}_{\text{bval}}' \).

This section was free of examples because backward analysis of boolean expressions is most effectively demonstrated on intervals, which require a separate section, the following one.

Exercises

Exercise 13.16. Prove that if \( \gamma :: a::\text{lattice} \Rightarrow b::\text{lattice} \) is a monotone function, then \( \gamma (a_1 \cap a_2) \subseteq \gamma a_1 \cap \gamma a_2 \). Give an example of two lattices and a monotone \( \gamma \) where \( \gamma a_1 \cap \gamma a_2 \not\subseteq \gamma (a_1 \cap a_2) \) does not hold.

Exercise 13.17. Consider a simple sign analysis based on the abstract datatype \( \text{sign} = \text{None} | \text{Neg} | \text{Pos}0 | \text{Any} \) where \( \gamma :: \text{sign} \Rightarrow \text{val set} \) is defined by \( \gamma \text{None} = \{\} \), \( \gamma \text{Neg} = \{ i \mid i < 0 \} \), \( \gamma \text{Pos}0 = \{ i \mid 0 \leq i \} \) and \( \gamma \text{Any} = \text{UNIV} \). Define inverse analyses for “+” and “<”

\[
\text{inv}_{\text{plus}}' :: \text{sign} \Rightarrow \text{sign} \Rightarrow \text{sign} \Rightarrow \text{sign} \times \text{sign}
\]
\[
\text{inv}_{\text{less}}' :: \text{bool} \Rightarrow \text{sign} \Rightarrow \text{sign} \Rightarrow \text{sign} \times \text{sign}
\]

and prove the required correctness properties \( \text{inv}_{\text{plus}}' a a_1 a_2 = (a_1', a_2') \Rightarrow ... \) and \( \text{inv}_{\text{less}}' \text{bv} a_1 a_2 = (a_1', a_2') \Rightarrow ... \) stated in Section 13.7.1 and 13.7.2.

Exercise 13.18. Extend the abstract interpreter from the previous section with the simple forward analysis of boolean expressions sketched in the first paragraph of this section. You need to add a function \( \text{less}' :: a::\text{av} \Rightarrow a::\text{av} \Rightarrow \text{bool option} \) (where \( \text{None} \), \( \text{Some True} \) and \( \text{Some False} \) mean Maybe, Yes and No) to locale \( \text{ValSemilattice} \) in theory \( \text{Abs_Int}0 \) (together with a suitable assumption), define a function \( \text{bval}' :: \text{bexp} \Rightarrow a::\text{st} \Rightarrow \text{bool option} \) in \( \text{Abs_Int1} \), modify the definition of \( \text{step}' \) to make use of \( \text{bval}' \), and update the proof of correctness of \( \text{AI} \). The remainder of theory \( \text{Abs_Int1} \) can be discarded. Finally adapt constant propagation analysis in theory \( \text{Abs_Int1_const} \).

13.8 Interval Analysis

We had already seen examples of interval analysis in the informal introduction to abstract interpretation in Section 13.1, but only now are we in a position to make formal sense of it.
13.8.1 Intervals

Let us start with the type of intervals itself. Our intervals need to include infinite endpoints, otherwise we could not represent any infinite sets. Therefore we base intervals on extended integers, i.e., integers extended with $\infty$ and $-\infty$. The corresponding polymorphic data type is

\[
\text{datatype} \ 'a \ \text{extended} = \text{Fin} \ 'a \mid \infty \mid -\infty
\]

and \(eint\) are the extended integers:

\[
\text{type\_synonym} \ eint = \text{int} \ \text{extended}
\]

Type \(eint\) comes with the usual arithmetic operations.

Constructor \(\text{Fin}\) can be dropped in front of numerals: \(5\) is as good as \(\text{Fin} \ 5\) (except for the type constraint implied by the latter). This applies to input and output of terms. We do not discuss the necessary Isabelle magic.

The naive model of an interval is a pair of extended integers that represent the set of integers between them:

\[
\text{type\_synonym} \ eint2 = eint \times eint
\]

\[
\text{definition} \ \gamma\_rep :: eint2 \Rightarrow \text{int set} \ \text{where}
\]

\[
\gamma\_rep \ p = (\text{let} \ (l, h) = p \ \text{in} \ \{i. \ l \leq \text{Fin} \ i \ \land \ \text{Fin} \ i \leq h\})
\]

For example, \(\gamma\_rep \ (0, 3) = \{0, 1, 2, 3\}\) and \(\gamma\_rep \ (0, \infty) = \{0, 1, 2, \ldots\}\).

Unfortunately this results in infinitely many empty intervals, namely all pairs \((l, h)\) where \(h < l\). Hence we need to perform a quotient construction, just like for \(st\) in Section 13.6.4. We consider two intervals equivalent if they represent the same set of integers:

\[
\text{definition} \ eq\_ivl :: eint2 \Rightarrow eint2 \Rightarrow \text{bool} \ \text{where}
\]

\[
eq\_ivl \ p_1 \ p_2 = (\gamma\_rep \ p_1 = \gamma\_rep \ p_2)
\]

\[
\text{quotient\_type} \ ivl = eint2 / eq\_ivl
\]

Most of the time we blur the distinction between \(ivl\) and \(eint2\) by introducing the abbreviation \([l, h] :: ivl\), where \(l, h :: eint\), for the equivalence class of all pairs equivalent to \((l, h)\) w.r.t. \(eq\_ivl\). Unless \(\gamma\_rep \ (l, h) = \{\}\), this equivalence class only contains \((l, h)\). Moreover, let \(\bot\) be the empty interval, i.e., \([l, h]\) for any \(h < l\). Note that there are two corner cases where \([l, h] = \bot\) does not imply \(h < l\): \([\infty, \infty]\) and \([-\infty, -\infty]\).

We will now "define" most functions on intervals by pattern matching on \([l, h]\). Here is a first example:
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\( \gamma_{ivl} :: ivl \Rightarrow int\ set \)

\( \gamma_{ivl} [l, h] = \{ \ i. \ l \leq Fin \ i \land Fin \ i \leq h \} \)

Recall from the closing paragraph of Section 13.6.4 that the actual definitions must be made on the eint2 level and that the pattern matching equations are derived lemmas.

13.8.2 Intervals as a Bounded Lattice

The following definition turns \( ivl \) into a partial order:

\[
\begin{align*}
[l_1, h_1] \leq [l_2, h_2] = \\
(\text{if } [l_1, h_1] = \bot \text{ then } True \\
\text{else if } [l_2, h_2] = \bot \text{ then } False \\
\text{else } l_2 \leq l_1 \land h_1 \leq h_2)
\end{align*}
\]

The ordering can be visualized like this:

\[ l_1 \quad \quad h_1 \]

\[ l_2 \quad \quad h_2 \]

Making \( ivl \) a bounded lattice is not hard either:

\[
\begin{align*}
[l_1, h_1] \sqcup [l_2, h_2] = \\
(\text{if } [l_1, h_1] = \bot \text{ then } [l_2, h_2] \\
\text{else if } [l_2, h_2] = \bot \text{ then } [l_1, h_1] \\
\text{else } \min l_1 l_2, \max h_1 h_2)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
[l_1, h_1] \sqcap [l_2, h_2] = \max l_1 l_2, \min h_1 h_2
\end{align*}
\]

\( \top = [-\infty, \infty] \)

The supremum and infimum of two overlapping intervals is shown graphically in Figure 13.9. The loss of precision resulting from the supremum of two non-

\[ l_1 \quad \quad h_1 \]

\[ l_2 \quad \quad h_2 \]

Fig. 13.9. Supremum and infimum of overlapping intervals
overlapping intervals is shown in Figure 13.10; their empty infimum is not shown.

Intervals do in fact form a complete lattice, but we do not need this fact. It is easy to see that \(\sqcap\) is precise:

\[
\gamma_{iv1}\sqcap iv2 = \gamma_{iv1} \cap \gamma_{iv2}
\]

no matter if the two intervals overlap or not.

We will at best sketch proofs to do with intervals. These proofs are conceptually simple: you just need to make a case distinction over all extended integers in the proposition. More importantly, intervals are not germane to abstract interpretation. The interested reader should consult the Isabelle theories for the proof details.

### 13.8.3 Arithmetic on Intervals

Addition, negation and subtraction are straightforward:

\[
[l_1, h_1] + [l_2, h_2] = \\
(\text{if } [l_1, h_1] = \bot \lor [l_2, h_2] = \bot \text{ then } \bot \text{ else } [l_1 + l_2, h_1 + h_2])
\]

\[
-l = [-h, -l]
\]

\[
iv_1 - iv_2 = iv_1 + (-iv_2)
\]

So is the inverse function for addition:

\[
inv_{+iv1} iv_1 iv_2 = (iv_1 \cap (iv - iv_2), iv_2 \cap (iv - iv_1))
\]

We sketch why this definition meets the requirement that if \(i_1 \in \gamma_{iv1} iv_1, i_2 \in \gamma_{iv2} iv_2\) and \(i_1 + i_2 \in \gamma_{iv} iv\) then \(i_1 \in \gamma_{iv} (iv_1 \cap (iv - iv_2)) = \gamma_{iv1} iv_1 \cap \gamma_{iv2} (iv - iv_2)\) (and similarly for \(i_2\)). By assumption \(i_1 \in \gamma_{iv1} iv_1\). Moreover \(i_1 \in \gamma_{iv} (iv - iv_2) = \{i_1. \exists i \in \gamma_{iv1} iv. \exists i_2 \in \gamma_{iv2} iv_2. i_1 = i - i_2\}\) also holds, by assumptions \(i_2 \in \gamma_{iv2} iv_2\) and \(i_1 + i_2 \in \gamma_{iv} iv\).

Backward analysis for “\(<\)” is more complicated because the empty intervals need to be treated specially and because there are two cases depending on the expected result \(\text{res} :: \text{bool}\):
inv_less_ivl res iv_1 iv_2 =
    (if res
     then (iv_1 ∩ (below iv_2 − [1, 1]),
            iv_2 ∩ (Abs_Int2_ivl.above iv_1 + [1, 1]))
     else (iv_1 ∩ Abs_Int2_ivl.above iv_2, iv_2 ∩ below iv_1))

Abs_Int2_ivl.above [l, h] = (if [l, h] = ⊥ then ⊥ else [l, ∞])
below [l, h] = (if [l, h] = ⊥ then ⊥ else [−∞, h])

The correctness proof follows the pattern of the one for inv_plus_ivl.
For a visualization of inv_less_ivl we focus on the “⩾” case, i.e., ¬ res, and consider the following situation, where iv_1 = [l_1, h_1], iv_2 = [l_2, h_2] and the thick lines indicate the result:

```
  l_1       h_1
  ┌───────────┐
  │           │
  │          │
  │          │
  l_2       h_2
```

All those points that can definitely not lead to the first interval being ⩾ the second have been eliminated. Of course this is just one of finitely many ways in which the two intervals can be positioned relative to each other.

The “<” case in the definition of inv_less_ivl is dual to the “⩾” case but adjusted by 1 because the ordering is strict.

13.8.4 Abstract Interpretation

Now we instantiate the abstract interpreter interface with the interval domain:
num' = λi. [Fin i, Fin i], plus' = (+), test_num' = in_ivl where in_ivl i [l, h] = (l ≤ Fin i ∧ Fin i ≤ h), inv_plus' = inv_plus_ivl, inv_less' = inv_less_ivl. In the preceding subsections we have already discussed that all requirements hold.

Let us now analyse some concrete programs. We mostly show the final results of the analyses only. For a start, we can do better than the naive constant propagation in Section 13.6.2:

```
''x'' ::= N 42 (Some [(''x'', [42, 42])]);
IF Less (N 41) (V ''x'')
THEN (Some [(''x'', [42, 42])]) ''x'' ::= N 5 (Some [(''x'', [5, 5])])
ELSE (None) ''x'' ::= N 6 (None)
(Some [(''x'', [5, 5])])
```
This time the analysis detects that the ELSE branch is unreachable. Of course the constant propagation in Section 10.2 can deal with this example equally well. Now we look at examples beyond constant propagation. Here is one that demonstrates the analysis of boolean expressions very well:

```
'y' ::= N 7 (Some {("'x'", [-∞, ∞]), (''y'', [7, 7])});
IF Less (V ''x'') (V ''y'')
THEN {Some {("'x'", [-∞, 6]), (''y'', [7, 7])}
  'y' ::= Plus (V ''y'') (V ''x'')
  {Some {("'x'", [-∞, 6]), (''y'', [-∞, 13])}
ELSE {Some {("'x'", [7, ∞]), (''y'', [7, 7])}
  ''x'' ::= Plus (V ''x'') (V ''y'')
  {Some {"'x', [14, ∞], (''y'', [7, 7])}
{Some {("'x'", [-∞, ∞]), (''y'', [-∞, 13])
```

Let us now analyse some WHILE loops.

```
{Some {("'x'", [-∞, ∞])}
WHILE Less (V ''x'') (N 100)
DO {Some {("'x'", [-∞, 99])}
  ''x'' ::= Plus (V ''x'') (N 1) {Some {("'x'", [-∞, 100])}
{Some {("'x'", [100, ∞])}
```

This is very nice; all the intervals are precise and the analysis only takes three steps to stabilize. Unfortunately this is a coincidence. The analysis of almost the same program, but with \( x \) initialized, is less well behaved. After five steps we have

```
''x'' ::= N 0 {Some {("'x'", [0, 0])};
{Some {("'x'", [0, 1])}
WHILE Less (V ''x'') (N 100)
DO {Some {("'x'", [0, 0])}
  ''x'' ::= Plus (V ''x'') (N 1) {Some {("'x'", [1, 1])}
{None}
```

The interval \([0, 1]\) will increase slowly until it reaches the invariant \([0, 100]\):

```
''x'' ::= N 0 {Some {("'x'", [0, 0])};
{Some {("'x'", [0, 100])}
WHILE Less (V ''x'') (N 100)
DO {Some {("'x'", [0, 99])}
  ''x'' ::= Plus (V ''x'') (N 1) {Some {"'x', [1, 100])}
{Some {"'x', [100, 100])
```

The result is as precise as possible, i.e., a least fixpoint, but it takes a while to get there.
In general, the analysis of this loop, for an upper bound of \( n \) instead of \( 100 \), takes \( \Theta(n) \) steps (if \( n \geq 0 \)). This is not nice. We might as well run the program directly (which this analysis more or less does). Therefore it is not surprising that the analysis of a nonterminating program may not terminate either. The following annotated command is the result of 50 steps:

\[
\begin{align*}
'x' &::= N 0 \{ \text{Some } \{('x', [0, 0])\}\}; \\
\text{\{Some } \{('x', [0, 16])\}\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{WHILE Less } (N (-1)) (V 'x')
\]

\[
\text{DO } \text{\{Some } \{('x', [0, 15])\}\}
\]

\[
'x' ::= \text{Plus } (V 'x') (N 1) \{\text{Some } \{('x', [1, 16])\}\}
\]

\[
\text{\{None}\}
\]

(13.2)

The interval for \( x \) keeps increasing indefinitely. The problem is that \( \mathit{ivl} \) is not of finite height: \([0, 0] < [0, 1] < [0, 2] < \ldots \). The Alexandrian solution to this is quite brutal: if the analysis sees the beginning of a possibly infinite ascending chain, it overapproximates wildly and jumps to a much larger point, namely \([0, \infty]\) in this case. An even cruder solution would be to jump directly to \( \top \) to avoid nontermination.

Exercises

Exercise 13.19. Construct a terminating program where interval analysis does not terminate. Hint: use a loop with two initialized variables; remember that our analyses cannot keep track of relationships between variables.

13.9 Widening and Narrowing

13.9.1 Widening

Widening abstracts the idea sketched at the end of the previous section: if an iteration appears to diverge, jump upwards in the ordering to avoid nontermination or at least accelerate termination, possibly at the cost of precision. This is the purpose of the overloaded widening operator:

\[
(\wedge) :: 'a \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow 'a \text{ such that } x \leq x \wedge y \text{ and } y \leq x \wedge y
\]

which is equivalent to \( x \sqcup y \leq x \wedge y \). This property is only needed for the termination proof later on. We assume that the abstract domain provides a widening operator.

Iteration with widening means replacing \( x_{i+1} = f x_i \) by \( x_{i+1} = x_i \wedge f x_i \).

That is, we apply widening in each step. Pre-fixpoint iteration with widening is defined for any type \('a\) that provides \(\leq\) and \(\wedge\):
**Definition** 

\[
\text{iter\_widen} :: ('a ⇒ 'a) ⇒ 'a ⇒ 'a \text{ option where}
\]

\[
\text{iter\_widen } f = \text{while\_option } (\lambda x. \neg f x \leq x) (\lambda x. x \triangleright f x)
\]

Comparing `iter\_widen` with `pfp`, we don’t iterate `f` but `\(\lambda x. x \triangleright f x\)`. The condition `\(\neg f x \leq x\)` still guarantees that if we terminate we have obtained a pre-fixpoint, but it no longer needs to be the least one because widening may have jumped over it. That is, we trade precision for termination. As a consequence, Lemma 10.28 no longer applies and for the first time we may actually obtain a pre-fixpoint that is not a fixpoint.

This behaviour of widening is visualized in Figure 13.11. The normal iteration of `f` takes a number of steps to get close to the least fixpoint of `f` (where `f` intersects with the diagonal) and it is not clear if it will reach it in a finite number of steps. Iteration with widening, however, boldly jumps over the least fixpoint to some pre-fixpoint. Note that any `x` where `f x` is below the diagonal is a pre-fixpoint.

*Fig. 13.11. Widening and narrowing*

*Example 13.37.* A simple instance of widening for intervals compares two intervals and jumps to `∞` if the upper bound increases and to `−∞` if the lower bound decreases:
Abstract Interpretation

\[ [l_1, h_1] ▽ [l_2, h_2] = [l, h]\]

where
\[
l = (\text{if } l_1 > l_2 \text{ then } -\infty \text{ else } l_1)
\]
\[
h = (\text{if } h_1 < h_2 \text{ then } \infty \text{ else } h_1)
\]

For example:
\[ [0, 1] ▽ [0, 2] = [0, \infty] \]
\[ [0, 2] ▽ [0, 1] = [0, 2] \]
\[ [1, 2] ▽ [0, 5] = [-\infty, \infty] \]

The first two examples show that although the symbol ▽ looks symmetric, the operator need not be commutative: its two arguments are the previous and the next value in an iteration and it is important which one is which.

The termination argument for iter_widen on intervals goes roughly like this: if we have not reached a pre-fixpoint yet, i.e., \(-[l_2, h_2] \preceq [l_1, h_1]\), then either \(l_1 > l_2\) or \(h_1 < h_2\) and hence at least one of the two bounds jumps to infinity, which can happen at most twice.

Widening operators can be lifted from \(\text{'a}\) to other types:

- \(\text{'a st}\): If \(\text{st}\) is the function space (Section 13.5), then
  \[ S_1 ▽ S_2 = (\lambda x. S_1 x ▽ S_2 x) \]
  For the executable version of \(\text{st}\) in Section 13.6 it is
  \[ St ps_1 ▽ St ps_2 = St(map2_st_rep (▽) ps_1 ps_2) \]

- \(\text{'a option}\):
  \[
  \begin{align*}
  None ▽ x &= x \\
  x ▽ None &= x \\
  Some x ▽ Some y &= Some (x ▽ y)
  \end{align*}
  \]

- \(\text{'a acom}\):
  \[ C_1 ▽ C_2 = map2_acom (▽) C_1 C_2 \]
  where \(map2_acom f\) combines two (structurally equal) commands into one by combining annotations at the same program point with \(f\):
  \[
  \text{map2_acom } f \ C_1 \ C_2 = \text{annotate } (\lambda p. f \ (\text{anno } C_1 \ p) \ (\text{anno } C_2 \ p)) \ (\text{strip } C_1)
  \]

Hence we can now perform widening and thus iter_widen on our annotated commands of type \(\text{'av st option acom}\). We demonstrate the effect on two example programs. That is, we iterate \(\lambda C. C ▽ \text{step_ivl} \top C\) where \(\text{step_ivl}\) is the specialization of \(\text{step}\) for intervals that came out of Section 13.8.4 (the name \(\text{step_ivl}\) was not mentioned there). The only difference to Section 13.8.4 is the widening after each step.

Our first example is the nonterminating loop (13.2) from the previous section. After four steps it now looks like this:
The details of what happened are shown in Table 13.1, where $A_0$ to $A_4$ are the five annotations from top to bottom. We start with the situation after four steps. Each iteration step is displayed as a block of two columns: first the result of applying the step function to the previous column, then the result of widening that result with the previous column. The last column is the least pre-fixpoint. Empty entries mean that nothing has changed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$A_0$</th>
<th>$A_1$</th>
<th>$A_2$</th>
<th>$A_3$</th>
<th>$A_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[0, 0]$</td>
<td>$[0, 0] \lor [0, 1]$</td>
<td>$[0, 0] \lor [0, \infty]$</td>
<td>$[0, 0] \lor [0, \infty]$</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[0, 0] \lor [0, 1]$</td>
<td>$[0, 0] \lor [0, \infty]$</td>
<td>$[0, 0] \lor [0, \infty]$</td>
<td>$[0, 0] \lor [0, \infty]$</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[0, 0] \lor [0, \infty]$</td>
<td>$[0, \infty] \lor [0, \infty]$</td>
<td>$[0, \infty] \lor [0, \infty]$</td>
<td>$[0, \infty] \lor [0, \infty]$</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[0, 1]$</td>
<td>$[1, \infty]$</td>
<td>$[1, \infty]$</td>
<td>$[1, \infty]$</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13.1. Widening example
Now we look at the program where previously we needed Θ(n) steps to reach the least fixpoint. Now we reach a pre-fixpoint very quickly:

```plaintext
''x'' ::= N 0 {Some {[['x'''], [0, 0])}}
{Some {[['x'''], [0, ∞])}}
WHILE Less {V ''x''} (N 100)
DO {Some {[['x'''], [0, ∞])}}
''x'' ::= Plus {V ''x''} (N 1) {Some {[['x'''], [1, ∞])}}
{Some {[['x'''], [100, ∞])}} (13.3)
```

This takes only a constant number of steps, independent of the upper bound of the loop, but the result is worse than previously (13.1): precise upper bounds have been replaced by ∞.

### 13.9.2 Narrowing

Narrowing is the attempt to improve the potentially imprecise pre-fixpoint obtained by widening. It assumes \( f \) is monotone. Then we can just iterate \( f \):

\[
p \geq f(p) \geq f^2(p) \geq \ldots
\]

Each \( f^i(p) \) is still a pre-fixpoint, and we can stop improving any time, especially if we reach a fixpoint. In Figure 13.11 you can see the effect of two such iterations of \( f \) back from an imprecise pre-fixpoint towards the least fixpoint. As an example, start from the imprecise widening analysis (13.3): four applications of \( \text{step_ivl} \uparrow \) take us to the least fixpoint (13.1) that we had computed without widening and narrowing in many more steps.

We may have to stop iterating \( f \) before we reach a fixpoint if we want to terminate (quickly) because there may be infinitely descending chains:

\[
[0,∞) > [1,∞) > [2,∞) > \ldots
\]

This is where the overloaded narrowing operator comes in:

\[
(\triangle) :: \ 'a \Rightarrow \ 'a \Rightarrow \ 'a \quad \text{such that}
\]

\[
y \leq x \Rightarrow y \leq x \triangle y \leq x
\]

We assume that the abstract domain provides a narrowing operator.

Iteration with narrowing means replacing \( x_{i+1} = f x_i \) by \( x_{i+1} = x_i \triangle f x_i \). Now assume that \( x_i \) is a pre-fixpoint of \( f \). Then \( x_i \triangle f x_i \) is again a pre-fixpoint of \( f \); because \( f x_i \leq x_i \) and \( \triangle \) is a narrowing operator we have \( f x_i \leq x_i \triangle f x_i \leq x_i \) and hence \( f (x_i \triangle f x_i) \leq f x_i \leq x_i \triangle f x_i \) by monotonicity. That is, iteration of a monotone function with a narrowing operator preserves the pre-fixpoint property.

**Proof:**

\[
\text{definition iter_narrow :: (}'a \Rightarrow \ 'a') \Rightarrow \ 'a \Rightarrow \ 'a\text{ option where iter_narrow }f = \text{while_option (λx. }x \triangle f x < x) (\lambda x. }x \triangle f x)
\]
In contrast to widening, we are not looking for a pre-fixpoint (if we start from a pre-fixpoint, it remains a pre-fixpoint), but we terminate as soon as we no longer make progress, i.e., no longer strictly decrease. The narrowing operator can enforce termination by making \( x \triangle f x \) return \( x \).

**Example 13.38.** The narrowing operator for intervals only changes one of the interval bounds if it can be improved from infinity to some finite value:

\[
[l_1, h_1] \triangle [l_2, h_2] = [l, h]
\]

where \( l = (\text{if } l_1 = -\infty \text{ then } l_2 \text{ else } l_1) \),

\( h = (\text{if } h_1 = \infty \text{ then } h_2 \text{ else } h_1) \)

For example:

\[
[0, \infty] \triangle [0, 100] = [0, 100]
\]

\[
[0, 100] \triangle [0, 0] = [0, 100]
\]

\[
[0, 0] \triangle [0, 100] = [0, 0]
\]

Narrowing operators need not be commutative either.

The termination argument for \( \text{iter\_narrow} \) on intervals is very intuitive: finite interval bounds remain unchanged; therefore it takes at most two steps until both bounds have become finite and \( \text{iter\_narrow} \) terminates.

Narrowing operators are lifted to \('a st\) and \('a acom\) verbatim like widening operators, with \( \triangledown \) replaced by \( \triangle \). On \('a option\) narrowing is dual to widening:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{None} \triangle x &= \text{None} \\
\text{Some } x \triangle \text{None} &= \text{None} \\
\text{Some } x \triangle \text{Some } y &= \text{Some } (x \triangle y)
\end{align*}
\]

Hence we can now perform narrowing with \( \text{iter\_narrow} \) on our annotated commands of type \('av st option acom\). Starting from the imprecise result (13.3) of widening, \( \text{iter\_narrow} (\text{step\_ivl } \top) \) also reaches the least fixpoint (13.1) that iterating \( \text{step\_ivl } \top \) had reached without the narrowing operator (see above). In general the narrowing operator is required to ensure termination but it may also lose precision by terminating early.

### 13.9.3 Abstract Interpretation

The abstract interpreter with widening and narrowing is defined like \( AI \)

\[
AI\_wn \ c = \text{pfp\_wn } (\text{step' } \top) (\text{bot } c)
\]

but instead of the simple iterator \( \text{pfp} \) the composition of widening and narrowing is used:

\[
\text{pfp\_wn } f \ x =
\begin{align*}
\text{(case } \text{iter\_widen } f \ x \text{ of None } \Rightarrow \text{None } | \text{Some } p \Rightarrow \text{iter\_narrow } f \ p)
\end{align*}
\]

In the monotone framework we can show partial correctness of \( AI\_wn \):
Lemma 13.39. \( AI_{\text{wn}} \ c = \text{Some} \ C \implies CS \ c \leq \gamma_c \ C \)

Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 13.25, but now we need that if \( pfp_{\text{wn}} (\text{step’} \top) C = \text{Some} \ C’ \), then \( C’ \) is a pre-fixpoint. For \( \text{iter\_widen} \) this is guaranteed by the exit condition \( f x \leq x \). Above we have shown that if \( f \) is monotone, then the pre-fixpoint property is an invariant of \( \text{iter\_narrow} \ f \). Because \( f = \text{step’} \top \) is monotone in the monotone framework, the narrowing phase returns a pre-fixpoint. Thus \( pfp_{\text{wn}} \) returns a pre-fixpoint if it terminates (returns \( \text{Some} \)).

13.9.4 Termination of Widening

The termination proof for \( \text{iter\_widen} \) is similar to the termination proof in Section 13.5.8. We again require a measure function \( m : \text{'av} \implies \text{nat} \) and a height \( h : \text{nat} \) that bounds \( m : m a \leq h \). The key requirement is that if we have not reached a pre-fixpoint yet, widening strictly decreases \( m \):

\[
\neg a_2 \leq a_1 \implies m (a_1 \bowtie a_2) < m a_1 \quad (13.4)
\]

Clearly there can only be \( h \) many widening steps.

In addition we require anti-monotonicity w.r.t. \( \leq \), not \(<\):

\[
a_1 \leq a_2 \implies m a_1 \geq m a_2
\]

Note that this does not mean that the ordering is of finite height. Otherwise we could not apply it to intervals further down.

Let us first sketch the intuition behind the termination proof. In Section 13.5.8 we relied on monotonicity to argue that pre-fixpoint iteration gives rise to a strictly increasing chain. Unfortunately, \( \lambda x. x \bowtie f x \) need not be monotone, even if \( f \) is. For example, on intervals let \( f \) be constantly \([0,1]\). Then \([0,0] \leq [0,1] \) but \([0,0] \bowtie f [0,0] = [0,\infty] \not\leq [0,1] = [0,1] \bowtie f [0,1] \). Nevertheless \( \text{iter\_widen} \) gives rise to a strictly decreasing \( m \)-chain: if \( \neg f x \leq x \) then \( m (x \bowtie f x) \leq m x \) by (13.4). This is on \('av\). Therefore we need to lift (13.4) to annotated commands. Think in terms of tuples \((a_1,a_2,\ldots)\) of abstract values and let the termination measure \( m’ \) be the sum of all \( m a_i \), just as in Figure 13.8 and the surrounding explanation. Then \( \neg (b_1,b_2,\ldots) \leq (a_1,a_2,\ldots) \) means that there is a \( k \) such that \( \neg b_k \leq a_k \). We have \( a_i \leq a_i \bowtie b_i \) for all \( i \) because \( \bowtie \) is a widening operator. Therefore \( m(a_i \bowtie b_i) \leq m a_i \) for all \( i \) (by anti-monotonicity) and \( m(a_k \bowtie b_k) \leq m a_k \) (by (13.4)). Thus \( m’((a_1,a_2,\ldots) \bowtie (b_1,b_2,\ldots)) = m’(a_1 \bowtie b_1,a_2 \bowtie b_2,\ldots) < m’(a_1,a_2,\ldots) \). That is, (13.4) holds on tuples too. Now for the technical details.

Recall from Section 13.5.8 that we lifted \( m \) to \( m_s \), \( m_o \) and \( m_c \). Following the sketch above, (13.4) can be proved for these derived functions too, with a few side conditions:
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\[ \text{finite } X; \text{fun } S_1 = \text{fun } S_2 \text{ on } - X; \neg S_2 \leq S_1 \] \[ \Rightarrow m_s (S_1 \triangledown S_2) X < m_s S_1 X \]

\[ \text{finite } X; \text{top}_on S_1 (- X); \text{top}_on S_2 (- X); \neg S_2 \leq S_1 \] \[ \Rightarrow m_o (S_1 \triangledown S_2) X < m_o S_1 X \]

\[ \text{strip } C_1 = \text{strip } C_2; \text{top}_on_c C_1 (- \text{vars } C_1); \text{top}_on_c C_2 (- \text{vars } C_2); \neg C_2 \leq C_1 \] \[ \Rightarrow m_c (C_1 \triangledown C_2) < m_c C_1 \]

The last of the above three lemmas implies termination of \( \text{iter}_widen f C \) for \( C :: 'av \text{ st option acom} \) as follows. If you set \( C_2 = f C_1 \) and assume that \( f \) preserves the strip and top_on_c properties then each step of \( \text{iter}_widen f C \) strictly decreases \( m_c \), which must terminate because \( m_c \) returns a nat.

To apply this result to widening on intervals we merely need to provide the right \( m \) and \( h \):

\[ m_{ivl} [l, h] = \]
\[ (\text{if } [l, h] = \bot \text{ then } 3 \text{ else } (\text{if } l = -\infty \text{ then } 0 \text{ else } 1) + (\text{if } h = \infty \text{ then } 0 \text{ else } 1)) \]

Strictly speaking \( m \) does not need to consider the \( \bot \) case because we have made sure it cannot arise in an abstract state, but it is simpler not to rely on this and cover \( \bot \).

Function \( m_{ivl} \) satisfies the required properties: \( m_{ivl} iv \leq 3 \) and \( y \leq x \Rightarrow m_{ivl} x \leq m_{ivl} y \).

Because \( \text{bot} \) suitably initializes and \( \text{step}_ivl \) preserves the strip and top_on_c properties, this implies termination of \( \text{iter}_widen (\text{step}_ivl \top) \): \[ \exists C. \text{iter}_widen (\text{step}_ivl \top) (\text{bot } c) = \text{Some } C \]

13.9.5 Termination of Narrowing

The proof is similar to that for widening. We require another measure function

\[ n :: 'av \Rightarrow \text{nat} \text{ such that } [a_2 \leq a_1; a_1 \triangle a_2 < a_1] \Rightarrow n (a_1 \triangle a_2) < n a_1 \] (13.5)

This property guarantees that the measure goes down with every iteration of \( \text{iter}_narrow f a_0 \), provided \( f \) is monotone and \( f a_0 \leq a_0 \): let \( a_2 = f a_1 \); then \( a_2 \leq a_1 \) is the pre-fixpoint property that iteration with narrowing preserves (see Section 13.9.2) and \( a_1 \triangle a_2 < a_1 \) is the loop condition.

Now we need to lift this from \( 'av \) to other types. First we sketch how it works for tuples. Define the termination measure \( n'(a_1, a_2, \ldots) = n a_1 + n a_2 + \ldots. \) To show that (13.5) holds for \( n' \) too, assume \( (b_1, b_2, \ldots) \leq (a_1, a_2, \ldots) \) and \( (a_1, a_2, \ldots) \triangle (b_1, b_2, \ldots) < (a_1, a_2, \ldots) \), i.e., \( b_i \leq a_i \) for all \( i, \)
\(a_i \triangle b_i \leq a_i\) for all \(i\) and \(a_k \triangle b_k \leq a_k\) for some \(k\). Thus for all \(i\) either \(a_i \triangle b_i = a_i\) (and hence \(n(a_i \triangle b_i) = n a_i\)) or \(a_i \triangle b_i < a_i\), which together with \(b_i \leq a_i\) yields \(n(a_i \triangle b_i) < n a_i\) by (13.5). Thus \(n(a_i \triangle b_i) \leq n a_i\) for all \(i\) and \(n(a_k \triangle b_k) < n a_k\), also by (13.5), and hence \(n'(a_1, a_2, \ldots) \triangle (b_1, b_2, \ldots) = n'(a_1 \triangle b_1, a_2 \triangle b_2, \ldots) < n'(a_1, a_2, \ldots)\). Thus (13.5) holds for \(n'\) too. Now for the technical details.

We lift \(n\) in three stages to ‘av st option acom:

\[
definition n_s :: \text{av st} \Rightarrow \text{vname set} \Rightarrow \text{nat}
\]
\[
 n_s S X = (\sum x \in X. n (\text{fun} S x))
\]

\[
fun n_o :: \text{av st option} \Rightarrow \text{vname set} \Rightarrow \text{nat}
\]
\[
n_o None X = 0
\]
\[
n_o (\text{Some} S) X = n_s S X + 1
\]

\[
definition n_c :: \text{av st option acom} \Rightarrow \text{nat}
\]
\[
n_c C = (\sum a \leftarrow \text{annos} C. n_o a (\text{vars} C))
\]

Property (13.5) carries over to ‘av st option acom with suitable side conditions just as (13.4) carried over in the previous subsection:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\left(\text{strip } C_1 = \text{strip } C_2, \text{top_on}_c C_1 (\text{vars } C_1), \\
&\text{top_on}_c C_2 (\text{vars } C_2), C_2 \leq C_1, C_1 \triangle C_2 < C_1\right) \\
\Rightarrow &\ n_c C_1 \triangle C_2 < n_c C_1
\end{align*}
\]

This implies termination of \(\text{iter_narrow } f\ C\) for \(C :: \text{av st option acom}\) provided \(f\) is monotone and \(C\) is a pre-fixpoint of \(f\) (which is preserved by narrowing because \(f\) is monotone and \(\triangle\) a narrowing operator) because it guarantees that each step of \(\text{iter_narrow } f\ C\) strictly decreases \(n_c\).

To apply this result to narrowing on intervals we merely need to provide the right \(n\):

\[
n_{ivl} iv = 3 - m_{ivl} iv
\]

It does what it is supposed to do, namely satisfy (a strengthened version of) (13.5): \(x \triangle y < x \Rightarrow n_{ivl} (x \triangle y) < n_{ivl} x\). Therefore narrowing terminates provided we start with a pre-fixpoint which is \(\top\) outside its variables:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\left(\text{top_on}_c C (\text{vars } C), \text{step_ivl }\top C \leq C\right) \\
\Rightarrow &\ \exists C'. \text{iter_narrow } (\text{step_ivl }\top) C = \text{Some } C'
\end{align*}
\]

Because both preconditions are guaranteed by the output of widening we obtain the final termination theorem where \(AI_\text{wn_ivl}\) is \(AI_\text{wn}\) for intervals:

**Theorem 13.40.** \(\exists C. AI_\text{wn_ivl} c = \text{Some } C\)
Exercises

Exercise 13.20. Starting from

```
''x'' ::= N 0 {Some (((''x''), [0, 0]))};
{Some (((''x''), [0, 0]))}
WHILE Less (V ''x'') (N 100)
DO {Some (((''x''), [0, 0]))}
''x'' ::= Plus (V ''x'') (N 1)
{Some (((''x''), [1, 1]))}
{None}
```

tabulate the three steps that \textit{step\_ivl} with widening takes to reach (13.3). Follow the format of Table 13.1.

Exercise 13.21. Starting from (13.3), tabulate both the repeated application of \textit{step\_ivl} \top alone and of \textit{iter\_narrow} (\textit{step\_ivl} \top), the latter following the format of Table 13.1 (with \textit{▽} replaced by \textit{△}).

13.10 Summary and Further Reading

This concludes the chapter on abstract interpretation. The main points were:

- The reference point is a collecting semantics that describes for each program point which sets of states can arise at that point.
- The abstract interpreter mimics the collecting semantics but operates on abstract values representing (infinite) sets of concrete values. Abstract values should form a lattice: $\sqcup$ abstracts $\sqcup$ and models the effect of joining two computation paths, $\sqcap$ can reduce abstract values to model backward analysis of boolean expressions.
- The collecting semantics is defined as a least fixpoint of a step function. The abstract interpreter approximates this by iterating its step function. For monotone step functions this iteration terminates if the ordering is of finite height (or at least there is no infinitely ascending chain).
- Widening accelerates the iteration process to guarantee termination even if there are infinitely ascending chains in the ordering, for example on intervals. It trades precision for termination. Narrowing tries to improve the precision lost by widening by further iterations.

Of the analyses in Chapter 10 we have only rephrased constant propagation as abstract interpretation. Definite initialization can be covered if the collecting semantics is extended to distinguish initialized from uninitialized variables. Our simple framework cannot accommodate live variable analysis for two reasons. Firstly, it is a backward analysis, whereas our abstract interpreter is a forward analyser. Secondly, it requires a different semantics:
liveness of a variable at some point is not a property of the possible values of that variable at that point but of the operations executed after that point.

13.10.1 Further Reading

Abstract Interpretation was invented by Patrick and Radhia Cousot [22]. In its standard form, the concrete and abstract level are related by a concretisation function $\gamma$ together with an adjoint abstraction function $\alpha$. This allows the verification not just of correctness but also of optimality of an abstract interpreter. In fact, one can even "calculate" the abstract interpreter [21]. The book by Nielson, Nielson and Hankin [61] also has a chapter on abstract interpretation.

There are many variations, generalizations and applications of abstract interpretation. Particularly important are relational analyses which can deal with relations between program variables: they do not abstract $(\text{vname} \Rightarrow \text{val}) \text{ set}$ to $\text{vname} \Rightarrow \text{val set}$ as we have done. The canonical example is polyhedral analysis that generalizes interval analysis to linear inequalities between variables [23].

Our intentionally simple approach to abstract interpretation can be improved in a number of respects:

- We combine the program and the annotations into one data structure and perform all computations on it. Normally the program points are labelled and the abstract interpreter operates on a separate mapping from labels to annotations.
- We iterate globally over the whole program. Precision is improved by a compositional iteration strategy: the global fixpoint iteration is replaced by a fixpoint iteration for each loop.
- We perform widening and narrowing for all program points. Precision can be improved if we restrict ourselves to one program point per loop.

Cachera and Pichardie [17] have formalized an abstract interpreter in Coq that follows all three improvements. Iteration strategies and widening points have been investigated by Bourdoncle [14] for arbitrary control-flow graphs.

Our abstract interpreter operates on a single data structure, an annotated command. A more modular design transforms the pre-fixpoint requirement $\text{step'} \supset C \leq C$ into a set of inequalities over the abstract domain and solves those inequalities by some arbitrary method. This separates the programming language aspect from the mathematics of solving particular types of constraints. For example, Gawlitza and Seidl [33] showed how to compute least solutions of interval constraints precisely, without any widening and narrowing.
This appendix contains auxiliary definitions omitted from the main text.

**Variables**

```plaintext
fun lvars :: com ⇒ vname set where
lvars SKIP = {}
lvars (x ::= e) = {x}
lvars (c₁;; c₂) = lvars c₁ ∪ lvars c₂
lvars (IF b THEN c₁ ELSE c₂) = lvars c₁ ∪ lvars c₂
lvars (WHILE b DO c) = lvars c
```

```plaintext
fun rvars :: com ⇒ vname set where
rvars SKIP = {}
rvars (x ::= e) = vars e
rvars (c₁;; c₂) = rvars c₁ ∪ rvars c₂
rvars (IF b THEN c₁ ELSE c₂) = vars b ∪ rvars c₁ ∪ rvars c₂
rvars (WHILE b DO c) = vars b ∪ rvars c
```

**Abstract Interpretation**

```plaintext
fun strip :: 'a acom ⇒ com where
strip (SKIP (P)) = SKIP
strip (x ::= e (P)) = x ::= e
```
\[\text{strip } (C_1 ; ; C_2) = \text{strip } C_1 ; ; \text{strip } C_2\]
\[\text{strip } (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } P_1 \text{ ELSE } P_2) C \{P\} = \]
\[\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } \text{strip } C_1 \text{ ELSE } \text{strip } C_2\]
\[\text{strip } (\{I\} \text{ WHILE } b \text{ DO } \{P\} C \{Q\}) = \text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } \text{strip } C\]

\text{fun} \ \text{annos} :: \ 'a \ acom \Rightarrow \ 'a \ list \ \text{where}
\begin{align*}
\text{annos } (\text{SKIP } \{P\}) &= [P] \\
\text{annos } (x ::= e \ {P}) &= [P] \\
\text{annos } (C_1 ; ; C_2) &= \text{annos } C_1 \land \text{annos } C_2 \\
\text{annos } (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } P_1 \text{ ELSE } P_2) C \{Q\} &= \]
\[P_1 \land \text{annos } C_1 \land P_2 \land \text{annos } C_2 \land \{Q\} \]
\[\text{annos } (\{I\} \text{ WHILE } b \text{ DO } \{P\} C \{Q\}) = I \land P \land \text{annos } C \land \{Q\} \]

\text{fun} \ \text{asize} :: \ \text{com} \Rightarrow \ \text{nat} \ \text{where}
\begin{align*}
\text{asize } \text{SKIP} &= 1 \\
\text{asize } (x ::= e) &= 1 \\
\text{asize } (C_1 ; ; C_2) &= \text{asize } C_1 + \text{asize } C_2 \\
\text{asize } (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } C_1 \text{ ELSE } C_2) &= \text{asize } C_1 + \text{asize } C_2 + 3 \\
\text{asize } (\text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } C) &= \text{asize } C + 3 \\
\end{align*}

\text{definition} \ \text{shift} :: \ \text{nat} \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow \text{nat} \Rightarrow \text{nat} \Rightarrow 'a \ \text{where}
\begin{align*}
\text{shift } f n &= (\lambda p. f(p+n)) \\
\end{align*}

\text{fun} \ \text{annotate} :: \ \text{nat} \Rightarrow 'a \Rightarrow \text{com} \Rightarrow 'a \ acom \ \text{where}
\begin{align*}
\text{annotate } f \text{ SKIP} &= \text{SKIP } \{f \ 0\} \\
\text{annotate } f \ (x ::= e) &= x ::= e \{f \ 0\} \\
\text{annotate } f \ (C_1 ; ; C_2) &= \text{annotate } f \ (\text{asize } c_1) \ c_2 \\
\text{annotate } f \ (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } C_1 \text{ ELSE } C_2) &= \]
\[\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } \{f \ 0\} \text{ annotate } (\text{shift } f 1) \ c_1 \\
\text{ELSE } \{f(\text{asize } c_1 + 1)\} \text{ annotate } (\text{shift } f (\text{asize } c_1 + 1)) \ c_2 \\
\{f(\text{asize } c_1 + \text{asize } c_2 + 2)\} \]
\[\text{annotate } f \ (\text{WHILE } b \text{ DO } c) = \]
\[\{f \ 0\} \text{ WHILE } b \text{ DO } \{f \ 1\} \text{ annotate } (\text{shift } f 2) \ c \{f(\text{asize } c + 2)\} \]

\text{fun} \ \text{map_acom} :: \ '('a \Rightarrow 'b) \Rightarrow 'a \ acom \Rightarrow 'b \ acom \ \text{where}
\begin{align*}
\text{map_acom } f \ (\text{SKIP } \{P\}) &= \text{SKIP } \{f \ P\} \\
\text{map_acom } f \ (x ::= e \ {P}) &= x ::= e \{f \ P\} \\
\text{map_acom } f \ (C_1 ; ; C_2) &= \text{map_acom } f \ C_1 ; ; \text{map_acom } f \ C_2 \\
\text{map_acom } f \ (\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } P_1 \text{ ELSE } P_2) C \{Q\} &= \]
\[\text{IF } b \text{ THEN } \{f \ P_1\} \text{ map_acom } f \ C_1 \text{ ELSE } \{f \ P_2\} \text{ map_acom } f \ C_2 \\
\{f \ Q\} \]
\[\text{map_acom } f \ (\{I\} \text{ WHILE } b \text{ DO } \{P\} C \{Q\}) = \]
\[\{f I\} \text{ WHILE } b \text{ DO } \{f \ P\} \text{ map_acom } f \ C \{f \ Q\} \]
## Symbols

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![ ]</td>
<td>![ ]</td>
<td>&lt;brakk&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!⇒</td>
<td>\Longrightarrow</td>
<td>\rbrakk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!!</td>
<td>\And</td>
<td>\equiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≡</td>
<td>\equiv</td>
<td>\equiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>\equiv</td>
<td>\equiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⇒</td>
<td>\Longrightarrow</td>
<td>\equiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∧</td>
<td>\And</td>
<td>\equiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∨</td>
<td>\equiv</td>
<td>\equiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¬</td>
<td>\not</td>
<td>\not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→</td>
<td>\rightarrow</td>
<td>\not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→</td>
<td>\rightarrow</td>
<td>\not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¬</td>
<td>\not</td>
<td>\not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∀</td>
<td>\forall</td>
<td>\forall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∃</td>
<td>\exists</td>
<td>\exists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤</td>
<td>\le</td>
<td>\le</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>×</td>
<td>\times</td>
<td>\times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∈</td>
<td>\in</td>
<td>\in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∉</td>
<td>\not \in</td>
<td>\not \in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⊆</td>
<td>\subseteq</td>
<td>\subseteq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⊂</td>
<td>\subset</td>
<td>\subset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∪</td>
<td>\union</td>
<td>\union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∩</td>
<td>\intersection</td>
<td>\intersection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⊔</td>
<td>\sup</td>
<td>\sup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⊓</td>
<td>\inf</td>
<td>\inf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⊤</td>
<td>\top</td>
<td>\top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⊥</td>
<td>\bot</td>
<td>\bot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1. Mathematical symbols, their ASCII equivalents and internal names
The following table shows which sections are based on which theories in the directory `src/HOL/IMP` of the Isabelle distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Theory/Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1 AExp</td>
<td>12.1 Hoare_Examples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 BExp</td>
<td>12.2 Hoare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3 ASM</td>
<td>12.2.3 Hoare_Examples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1 Com</td>
<td>12.3 Hoare_Sound_Complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2 Big_Step</td>
<td>12.4 VCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.3 Small_Step</td>
<td>12.5 Hoare_Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1 Compiler</td>
<td>13.2 ACom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.2 Compiler</td>
<td>13.3 Collecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.3 Compiler</td>
<td>13.3.3 Complete_Lattice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.4 Compiler2</td>
<td>13.4 Abs_Int1_parity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.1 Types</td>
<td>13.4.2 Abs_Int0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.1 Sec_Type_Expr</td>
<td>13.5 Abs_Int0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.2 Sec_Typing</td>
<td>13.5.1 Collecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.6 Sec_TypingT</td>
<td>13.6 Abs_Int1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.1 Def_Init</td>
<td>13.6.1 Abs_Int1_parity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.2 Def_Init_Exp</td>
<td>13.6.2 Abs_Int1_const</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.3 Def_Init_Small</td>
<td>13.6.3 Abs_State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1.4 Def_Init_Big</td>
<td>13.7 Abs_Int2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.2 Fold</td>
<td>13.8 Abs_Int2_ivl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.3 Live</td>
<td>13.9 Abs_Int3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.4 Live_True</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.0 Denotational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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operational semantics 77
option 16
outer syntax 7

parent theory 7
partial correctness 193
partial order 173
pfp 246
Plus 28
plus’ 243
point free 188
polymorphic 10
post 225
postcondition 192
strongest 207
pre 208
pre-fixpoint 173
precondition 192
weakest 204
weakest liberal 204

prems 64, 66
preservation 123
program counter 96
exits 106
successors 105
progress 123
proof 53

qed 53
quantifier 6
quotient type 257

Rc 117
reflexive 83, 173
rewrite rule 22
rewriting 22
Rty 121
rule 9
rule 43, 44
rule application 43
rule induction 46–50, 64–68
rule inversion 66–68
Rv 117
rvars 281
sec 129, 130
semilattice 237
separation logic 216
Seq 76, 78, 200
set 38, 39
set comprehension 38
show 53
shows 55
side condition 51
simp 23
simplification 21
simplification rule 21
simplifier 21
simulation 103
single-valued 187
size 96
SKIP 76
Skip 78, 200
Sledgehammer 41
small-step semantics 85
Some 16
split: 25
.split 25
st 239, 257
st_rep 256
stack 97
stack underflow 36, 52
state 28
state 28
Step 242
step 226, 242
step’ 244
STORE 96
string 15
strip 208, 225, 281
structural induction 11, 16, 62–64
structurally equal 232
substitution lemma 32, 200
subsumption rule 132
Suc 8
succs 105
supremum 231, 237
symmetric 83
syntax-directed 122
tail 14
taint analysis 141
taval 118
tbval 119
term 5
test_num’ 261
then 55
theorem 9
theory 6
type 6
type file 7
?thesis 59
this 55
thus 55
tl 14
top element 237
total correctness 193
transitive 83, 173
True 7
ty 121
tyenv 121
type annotation 6
type class 238
instantiation 238
type constraint 6
type derivation 122
type inference 6
type safe 116
type soundness 116
ultimately 60
unification 43
unknown 9, 42
update 253
using 55
V 28
val 28
valid Hoare triple 192
value 10
values 80
vars 147, 281
vc 209
VCG 208
verification condition 208
verification condition generator 208
vname 28

where 43
WHILE 76

While 76, 200
while 176
While’ 201
while_option 246
WhileFalse 78
WhileTrue 78
widening operator 270
with 55
wp 204
wp₂ 213